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HISTORICAL AND DESCRIPTIVE

ACCOUNT
OF

BRITISH INDIA.

CHAPTER I.

British Conquest of Bengal,

Difficulties of the early Settlements—Reign of Aliverdi Khan—Suc->

ceeded by Surajah T)owiah—His Jealousy of the English— Captures
Cossimbutar—Advances upon Calcutta—Plans of Defence—Proceed-

ings of the Enemy—( arrison deserted by the Ships and the Governor—Surrender—Confinement in the Black Hole—Dreadful Sufferings—-

Conduct of the Nabob—Armament from Madras under Clive and Wat-
son—Their Landing and first Encounter with the Enemy— Calcutta
surrenders—Surajah Dowlah attempts to retake it—Treaty—Capture
of Chandernagore—Plan of dethroning the Nabob—Intrigues—Trea-

chery of Meer .laffier—Advance of Clive—Battle of Plassey
—Eleva-

tion ofMeer Jaffier— Capture and Death of Surajah Dowlah— Invasion

by the Shazada—Defeat of the Mogul and the Nabob of Oude—Bad
Conduct of the new Nabob— Succeeded by Meer Cossim—His' Dis-

putes with the Company—Rupture—Patna taken and retaken—Victory
gained by Major Adams—Massacre of English Prisoners—Meer Cos-
aim's Flight into Oude—Repeated Defeats of Sujah Dowlah—The
Mogul joins the English— Death of Meer Jaffier—Clive returns to In-

dia—Restores Sujah Dowlah—Obtains for the Company the De-
wannee of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa.

The British establishments in Bengal had, during a long
period, held only a secondary place, and been subservient
to those formed on the coast of Coromandel. But the time
was now arrived when they were to become the theatre of
the most interesting events, and finally the centre and chief
seat of our Indian dominion. The manner in which the

factory at Calcutta was first founded has been already men-
Vol. II.—B



14 CONQUEST OF BENGAL.

tioned,* and it continued to extend its importance, notwith-

standing the opposition experienced during the viceroyalty
of Jaffier Khan. Their situation became greatly improved
when the office of nabob was occupied by Sujah ; but on
the death of that prince, his son Suffraze Khan, a weak
and imprudent ruler, was dethroned, and his place usurped
by Aliverdi Khan, a chief of Patan or Afghan extraction,

possessed of great military talents. Notwithstanding tho

irregular elevation of the latter, he administered the gov-
ernment, not only in an able, but a mild and beneficent

manner. This he did under difficult circumstances ; for

the Mahrattas, invited it is said either by the Mogul court

or the subahdar, found their way in vast bodies into Bengal ;

and, though often repulsed, repeatedly renewed their in-

roads. The prudence and valour of Aliverdi preserved his

dominions from conquest, but not from ruinous depredation.
He secured the attachment of his Hindoo subjects, as well

by protecting their property, as by employing them in all

the civil departments of government. He was thus not

likely to oppress industrious strangers settled in his domin-
ions. The English had only to complain that amid the

severe exigencies of his situation, he made repeated de-

mands for remuneration in return for the protection granted
to their trade

; yet his entire exactions, during an adminis-
tration of twelve years, did not exceed 100,000/. He made
no objection, when there was an alarm of invasion, even to

their enclosing Calcutta with a ditch, meant to extend seven
miles in circuit

; though, as soon as the danger passed by,

they, discontinued the work, which was afterward known
by the name of the Mahratta ditch.

Considerable uneasiness, indeed, is supposed to have
been felt by him at the accounts which he received relative

to the ascendency of the English and French in the Car-

natic, who created and deposed governors at their pleasure.
Finally, the downfall of Angria, of whose naval strength he
had been led to form an exaggerated idea, made him begin
to look on them as somewhat too formidable neighbours.
When Aliverdi died, he was succeeded by his grandson

Surajah Dowlah, a dissolute and tyrannical prince, who
adopted these jealousies with much greater vehemence.

*
Vo].i.p.2ffr.



SIEGE OF CALCUTTA. 15

He was also irritated by the protection afforded, seemingly
without design, by the English to a young man whom he

viewed as a pretender to the office of nabob. Lastly, his

very exaggerated conceptions of the wealth to be found

within their factory made him seek with avidity any ground
on which he could be justified in plundering its contents.

The ostensible cause of complaint arose from a report that

they were making certain additions to the fortifications

around Fort William. Mr. Drake, the English governor,
on being called upon to account for this proceeding, de-

fended it by stating the hostile relations of his countrymen
with the French on the coast of Coromandel, and the dan-

ger lest the war should spread thence into Bengal. This

ill-judged explanation inflamed at once the pride and the

fear of the nabob ;
who considered it an insult to suppose

that he, in his own dominions, was unable to protect them,
and who was also alarmed at the idea of the war being
transferred from Coromandel to Bengal. He immediately

began his march from Rajemahl towards Calcutta, stop-

ping at Cossimbuzar, where the company had a factory

very slightly fortified, without ditch or palisade, and of

which the curtains formed the outer wall of a range of

apartments. Under these circumstances, the nabob having
summoned first Mr. Watts, the governor, and then the two

other members of council, to repair to his camp, these gen-
tlemen judged it vain to decline ; and though Mr. Holwell

in one place seems to arraign their conduct for not having

attempted a few days' defence, yet the danger of a general
massacre was in that case so great, and the probable benefit

so small, that we do not perceive any good ground for

censure. They were then required to sign a paper, promis-

ing compliance with all the nabob's demands ; yet, instead

of beino- allowed to return to the presidency, they were de-

tained as prisoners, while the troops of Surajah entered

and plundered the factory.

The council at Calcutta, sensible of their weakness, had
hitherto made every possible effort to conciliate the nabob ;

and as his chief ground of complaint respected the new for-

tifications which they were adding to Fort William, they

suspended these works, and thus lost twenty precious days,

during which they might have placed themselves in a posture
of defence. As soon, however, as they learned the capture
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of the factory at Cossimbuzar, they gave up all hopes of ac-

commodation, and thought only of increasing their means
of resistance, which were very slender. The garrison did

not muster above 514 men, of whom only 174 were Euro-

peans, and of these not ten had ever seen service beyond
the parade ; for even this duty had been enforced so negli-

gently that many, according to Mr. Holwell, did not know
the right from the wrong end of their muskets. The fort,

though of some extent, was defended by a wall only four

feet thick, which in many parts, as at Cossimbuzar, enclosed
chambers whence windows opened, and whose terraced

roofs formed the top of the rampart. Around the fort were
erected warehouses, clusters of buildings, and even little

streets ; some commanding the castle, others affording
cover for the operations of an enemy. Under these cir-

cumstances the officers determined to draw their defensive

line around the whole range of buildings, and endeavour to

prevent the enemy from penetrating into them. This plan
seems justly censured by Orme, since they had no force to

defend so extensive a circuit pervaded by so many avenues.

They ought to have demolished the houses round the fort ;

or, if time did not allow this operation, have removed at

least the roofs and upper floors, while a few buildings, that

were defensible and commanded the works, should have
been occupied by strong bodies of troops, and a ditch and

palisade then drawn round the whole. They might thus,
in our author's opinion, have kept their ground till the an-

nual fleet arrived, which would at least have secured their

retreat. They importuned the French and Dutch, in this

extremity, to make common cause against the Indian ty-

rant ; but they only received from the former the insulting
offer of shelter in (.'handemagore.
Meantime the nabob marched upon Calcutta with such

furious ha6te that a number of his men perished from
6trokes of the sun, or other accidents occasioned by exces-

sive heat. Having lefl CoBsimbiuar on the 9th June, 1756,
he arrived on the 16th in view of Fort William. He was
arrested for some time by the Mahratta ditch, not being
aware that it extended round only part of the circuit.

Having overcome this obstacle, the Indians, on the morning
of the 18th, opened a general attack on the outposts, de-

fended by three batteries, which were for some time vigor-
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ously served. The enemy, however, having kept up a brisk
fire from under the bushes, and also penetrated through
avenues which had not been secured, all the three batteries

m the course of the day were abandoned, and the whole

garrison sought refuge within the fragile walls of the fort.

From this time the most sanguine lost almost every hope
of a successful resistance ; and yet no measures were taken
for withdrawing the troops. At night, indeed, the women
and children were conveyed on board a vessel, and two
members of the council, who superintended the embarkation,

thought it most prudent not to return. At two in the

morning a council met to deliberate whether they should

immediately effect their escape, or delay it till next night.
After much discussion, they broke up without any decision

;

which amounted practically to the adoption of the latter

alternative. The attack was warmly renewed at daybreak,
and the enemy continually gained ground. While affairs

assumed every hour a more alarming aspect, the ship on
board of which were the women and children was seen to

weigh anchor and stand down the river, while the other
vessels most culpably followed the example. The situation

of the garrison became then truly critical. Drake, the

governor, who had all along been very inefficient as a com-
mander, was seized with a panic, threw himself into the
last remaining boat, and left his troops to their fate. Struck
with astonishment and indignation, they chose Mr. Holwell
to fill his place; but all their concern now was how to

effect their deliverance. One vessel being still within reach
was ordered to approach ; but it struck on a sandbank, and
was deserted by the crew. The most earnest and repeated
signals were then made to the ships that had gone down to

Govindpore ; but it is very mortifying to state, that not one
of them, to save so many brave men, chose to encounter the

danger, which was by no means formidable, of approaching
the walls of the fort. Mr. Holwell then saw no alternative

but to open a negotiation for surrender, and in the morning
a letter was thrown over the ramparts, which was answered
in the afternoon by a flag of truce. Meantime the troops,

taking advantage of the confusion, had obtained access to

the liquor, and were so intoxicated as to be incapable of ac-

tion. The enemy, discovering how matters stood, stepped
into the fort, and took possession of it without resistance.

B2
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The Indian army, in the first occupation of Fort William,
did not commit any outrage ; but when the nabob entered,

accompanied by his general Meer Jaffier, he sent for Mr.

Holwell, and burst into violent reproaches at his having
attempted to defend the place against the ruler of Bengal.
He expressed also the most extreme dissatisfaction at

finding in the treasury only the small sum of 50,000

rupees. Yet, after three interviews, he dismissed him
with assurances, on the word of a soldier, that no harm
should be done him. Mr. Holwell then returned to his

companions, and found them surrounded by a strong guard,
who led them into a voranda, or arched gallery, ronstructed
to shelter the soldiers from the sun and rain, but which
excluded the chambers behind it from light and air. Some
quarters of the. fort being on lire, they were imolved in so

thick a smoke as inspired them with the apprehension that

a design was formed to suifocate them ; but the guard
were merely looking out for a proper place of confinement.

They pitched upon a chamber employed as the common
dungeon of the garrison, called the black hole; it consisted
of a space eighteen feet square, with only two small w indows
barred with iron, opening into the close veranda, and

scarcely admitting a breath of air. Into this narrow recep-
tacle, the whole of the officers and troops, 14C in number,
were compelled to enter; and on their venturing to remon-

strate, the commander ordered every one who should
hesitate to be instantly cut down. Thus were they forcibly
thrust into this fearful dungeon, into which the whole
number could with difficulty be squeezed ; the door was
then fast barred from without. Their first impression, on

finding themselves thus immured, was the utter impossi-
bility of surviving one night, and the necessity ofextricating
themselves at whatever cost. The jemauklars, or Indian

guards, were walking before the window, and Mr. Holwell,

seeing one who bore on his face a more than usual ex-

pression of humanity, adjured him to procure for them
room in which they could breathe, assuring him of a
reward next morning of 1000 rupees. The man went
away—but returned, saying it was impossible. The
prisoners, thinking the offer had been too low, tendered
2000 rupees. The man again went,—and returned, saying
that the nabob was asleep, and no one durst awake him.
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The lives of 146 men were nothing in comparison to

disturbing for a moment the slumbers of a tyrant. Mr.

Holwell has described in detail the horrors of that fatal

night, which are scarcely paralleled in the annals of

human misery. Every moment added to their distress.

All attempts to obtain relief by a change of posture, from

the painful pressure to which it gave rise, only aggravated
their sufferings. The air soon became pestilential, pro-

ducing at every respiration a feeling of suffocation ;
the

perspiration flowed in streams, and they were tormented

with the most burning thirst. Unfortunately, the stations

at or near the windows being decidedly the best, the most

dreadful struggles were made to reach them. Many of the

prisoners being common and foreign soldiers, exempt by
this dreadful calamity from all subordination,' made an

intolerable pressure, and the sufferers, as they grew weaker,

began to be squeezed or trampled to death. Loud cries

being raised of " water !" the humane jemautdar pushed

through the bars several skins filled with that liquid : but

this produced only an increase of calamity, through the

violent efforts made in order to obtain it. The soldiers

without found a savage sport in witnessing these contests,

and even brought lights to the windows in order to view

them to greater advantage. About eleven, the pri> ners

began to die fast ;
six of Mr. Holwell's intimatft friends

expired at his feet, and were trampled upon by the sur-

vivors. Of those still alive, a gTeat proportion were raving
or delirious ;

some uttered incoherent prayers, others the

most frightful blasphemies. They endeavoured by furious

invectives to induce the guards to fire into the prison and

end their miseries, but without effect. When day dawned

the few who had not expired were most of them either

raving or insensible. In this last state was Mr. Holwell

himself, when about six o'clock the nabob awoke and

inquired for him. On learning the events of the night, he

merely sent to ascertain if the English chief yet lived, and

being informed that there were appearances as if he might
recover, gave orders to open the fatal door. At that time,

of the 146 who had been enclosed, there breathed only

twenty-three. Mr. Holwell, being revived by the fresh

air, was immediately supported into the presence of the

nabob, who, on his beginning the dismal tale, ordered for
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him a seat and a draught of water, but showed no other
mark of sympathy. He immediately commenced a strict

interrogatory about the supposed treasure, discrediting ex-
tremely the assertion of its non-existence. Being able,
however, to learn nothing on this subject, he sent Mr.
Holwell, with three other gentlemen, prisoners to Muxa-
davad. In this voyage they suffered severely, their bodies
being covered with boils, that had broken out in conse-
quence of their confinement

; to which, however, these
eruptions were supposed to afford relief. The other sur-
vivors were liberated

; while the dead bodies were, without
any ceremony, thrown into a ditch.

Mr. Holwell seems to be of opinion that the nabob had
no actual intention of causing the dreadful catastrophe,
but that some inferior officers had seized this opportunity
of gratifying their revenge. The utter insensibility dis-

played by him, however, seems to fix thoroughly upon that
prince the guilt of this frightful transaction! We cannot
concur with Mr. Mill in throwing the blame upon the Eng-
lish themselves for using this apartment as a prison. The
room, eighteen feet square, was not absolutely small,
affording ample space for two or three, the greatest number
probably whom they were accustomed to confine in it.

The circumstance which rendered it fatal was simply the
enormous number thrust into an apartment wholly unfit to
contain them.

All was lost in Bengal before the presidency at Madras
were apprized that any thing was in danger. The fatal

tidings arrived af an unseasonable moment,°when the most
brilliant prospects had just opened in the Deccan. Salabat
Jung, after showing long the most extreme impatience
under the thraldom in which he was held by the French,
resolved at length upon an effort to extricate himself!
Bussy was ordered to depart ; and the subahdaT, to secure
his person against the resentment of the French, as well
as the other evils from which their presence had protected
him, requested from the English a subsidiary force, by
sending which they would have supplanted their rivals as
the arbiters of Southern India. The opportunity was
templing ; but the crisis in Bengal was so urgent as made
it indispensable to forego the advantage, though by their
refusal they should compel the subahdar to" solicit the
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return of Bussy, and throw himself again into the arms

of the French.

All the force, naval anil military, which could possibly

he spared, was now despatched to Calcutta, under the

command, the former of Admiral Watson, and the latter

of Colonel Clive, the main support of the British empire

in India. This armament, with the exception of two

ships, arrived in the middle of December at Fulta, a town

at some distance below Calcutta; where the remnant

of the English had taken refuge. Letters for the nabob

were forthwith sent to Monickchund, Governor of Calcutta ;

hut they were conceived in so fierce and threatening a

tone, that he declared he durst not transmit them. The

English then determined without delay to commence

hostilities. Admiral Watson moved the vessels up the

river to the fort of Mayapore, which he proposed to attack

on the following day. Little resistance being apprehended,
Colonel Clive resolved to land and form an ambuscade,

with a view to cut oft" the retreat of the garrison to Cal-

cutta. He went on shore accordingly, and stationed his

troops in a hollow space, where, being extremely fatigued,

they grounded their arms and resigned themselves to sleep,

without even the precaution of placing a sentinel. The

consequence was, that they, instead of the enemy, were

surprised. Monickchund, whose, spies had informed him

of their position, sent a large detachment, which made an

unexpected attack in the night. Our countrymen suffered

considerably before they could form their ranks ; their two

field-pieces fell into the hands ofthe enemy, who fortunately

knew not how to use them, and they were afterward

recovered. Clive resolved not to retreat, lest his troops

should be struck with panic ; and when they were at

length rallied and formed in order of battle, they quickly

dispersed the undisciplined band of assailants.

Monickchund was so much discouraged by this en-

counter that he quitted Calcutta, leaving it garrisoned by
500 men, who surrendered almost as soon as Admiral

Watson had opened his batteries. The merchandise

belonging to the company was found entire, having been

reserved for the use of the nabob. An expedition was

also sent up to Hoogley ;
and that city, after a slight

resistance, was taken and plundered.
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Accounts were now received of war being declared be-

tween Britain and France, and hence there was reason to

fear that the troops at Chandemagore would ioin the nabob ;

but, actuated by the most pacific spirit, they sent overtures

for a treaty by which neutrality should be observed between

the two nations in Bengal. The nabob, however, was ad-

vancing upon Calcutta, and Clive seems to have felt appre-

hensions respecting the designs of this potentate, scarcely

justified by the amount of his own force, and his expe-

rience of an Indian army. He made proposals to the

prince, who received them well, but did not discontinue his

march; evidently considering the negotiation only as the

means of lulling his opponent into false security. In the

beginning of February the nabob arrived with a large

force, and began intrenching himself in front of Calcutta.

Some skirmishes ensued, without any decisive result. Two

gentlemen were sent as envoys to treat with him. He did

not return an answer; but his conduct, on the whole, was

decidedly hostile. The commissioners, being warned by a

friendly Indian to take care of themselves, departed abruptly,

and safely reached the head-quarters.

Clive, having now formed his resolution, attacked next

mornincr the Indian camp, with a force of 2150 men, 600

of whom were seamen. The enterprise does not seem to

have been conducted with his usual spirit and ability. It

ssued in a confused rambling fight, in which the parties

groped for each other through so thick a mist that the ac-

tion consisted of little more than a series of casual en-

counters. The English, having been exposed to the fire

of a strong battery, returned a good deal exhausted and

dispirited.
As they had repulse;], however, all the charges

made by the eneniv's cavalry, the nabob was also much

disappointed ;
and there arose a disposition on both sides

to listen to terms of accommodation. A treaty was ad-

justed, in which each Rave up the main object for which

he contended. The prince allowed the English to fortify

Calcutta, to carry on trade, and enjoy their privileges as be-

fore the war; while, on their part, they dropped their high,

though most just, claims for redress and vengeance. There

even" followed an alliance offensive and defensive; after

which the nabob led his army into the interior.

Colonel Clive was now anxious to attack the French
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settlement at Chandemagore,
—a bad return for the mode-

rate conduct observed by that nation. The nabob, when
this design was mentioned to him, expressed strong aver-

sion to it, but did not impose an absolute prohibition. The
former made preparations for carrying his design into ef-

fect, but was now induced to delay by a positive inter-

dict from his ally. Having afterward, however, received

a reinforcement, and learning that the Indian prince was

under the alarm of an invasion from the Afghans, he de-

termined to undertake the expedition at all hazards. He
reached Chandemagore, and began the siege on the 14th

March, 1757, and on the first day drove in the outposts;
but the place made a brave resistance, and message after

message was sent by the nabob, ordering the English to

cease hostilities. Nevertheless they still persevered ;
Ad-

miral Watson came up with the ships, and began a heavy

cannonade, which, though briskly returned with considerable

loss to the assailants, produced finally the surrender of the

fort, and of all the garrison except a detachment that con-

trived to make their escape.

Complete success had crowned this undertaking ; yet
Clive soon felt the critical situation in which his very triumph
had placed him. The nabob and the French were united

against his interests ;
and though the latter were at pre-

sent much humbled, they would doubtless soon receive rein-

forcements, which, combined with the native powers, would

probably enable them to expel their rivals, and gain a com-

plete ascendency. This ought to have been seriously con-

sidered before he rejected their offer of neutrality, made

seemingly with perfect good faith ;
but such a course was

no longer possible. The daring genius of the commander
saw no resource hut to dethrone the nabob, and place on

the throne of Bengal a new sovereign, who should owe his

greatness to the English, and be entirely devoted to then-

cause. Yet to attack the whole force of Bengal, aided by
the French troops, was an undertaking which even Clive

scarcely dared to contemplate. He judged it necessary to

pave the way by other and somewhat less honourable

means. An oriental court, and especially one in the disor-

ganized state iii which those of India at that time were,

usually presents the elements of treason. No regular law

of succession was recognised ; and there were understood
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to be in the nabob's camp several chiefs who were disgusted
with his violent and haughty conduct, and at the same time
ambitipus of filling his place.

This ruler, after his last visit to Calcutta, had taken
with him a small detachment of English under the direc-
tion of Mr. Watts, who was now instructed to foment all

the ingredients of discord in the Indian court and camp.
His views being soon understood, overtures were made by
a person named Yar Khan Latty, who proposed, with the
aid of the Brit'sh, to dethrone and to succeed the nabob, in
which he assured them that he would be aided by the Seats,
a family of native merchants and bankers possessed of im-
mense wealth. These proposals were favourably listened
to till o^ers of a similar tenor were received from Meer
Jaffier, the most distinguished military character in the
Bengal army. His co-operation was of so much greater
importance, that no further attention was paid to Latty.
Clive hastened to Calcutta, and laid JarTW's project before
the committee in whom the affairs of government were then
vested. They all agreed that the project was most politic,
and ought to be followed up with alacrity. They next be-

gan to arrange the terms, which, to one in Meer's situation,
they expected to be allowed to dictate. It was determined
to demand the cession of all the French factories and ef-

fects, and the entire exclusion of that nation from Bengal ;

the grant of a considerable territory around Calcutta, with
a pecuniary compensation for losses sustained, amounting
to ten millions of rupees for the company, five millions to
the British inhabitants, 2,700,000 to the natives and Arme-
nians. Two millions and a half were demanded for the

army, and the same sum for the navy. One of the mem-
ben of the committee, chancing to ask why they should
not claim something for themselves, his proposal obtained
unanimous concurrence, and large sums were named for

each, corresponding to their respective ranks. The most
boundless and extravagant ideas prevailed in general re-

specting the wealth of Indian princes ; wild reports had
represented that of the nabob as amounting to forty-five
millions sterling ; and it was supposed certainly not to fall

short of four millions ami a half; though, as Mr. Orme ob-

serves, the consideration that Aliverdi Khan had been em-
ployed during his whole reign in repelling a series of
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formidable invasions, might have proved even this last es-

timate to be very extravagant. When these demands,

amounting to nearly three millions, were laid before Meer

Jaffier, his minister, Roydoolub, declared it utterly impos-
sible for the Bengal treasury to defray them ;

but as the

English refused to make any abatement, and conciliated

Roydoolub by high expectations, he at last adopted the In-

dian plan of promising every thing, leaving the perform-
ance to be regulated by circumstances. It may be men-

tioned as a characteristic feature in this negotiation, that

Omichund, a native who had been let into the secret, threat-

ened to make a disclosure unless his silence were pur-
chased at an immense price. To defeat this manoeuvre

Clive caused two treaties to be drawn up, one real, which

contained no stipulation whatever in favour of Omichund,
the other prepared solely for the purpose of being shown
to that personage, and comprising an agreement to pay him

two millions of rupees. The colonel having signed th

latter, presented it to Admiral Watson, who honourably re-

fused his signature ; upon which his handwriting was coun-

terfeited. The silence of Omichund was thus secured ;

but the discovery of the deceit afterward drove him to a

state of derangement. Infamous as his conduct was, the

English commander certainly cannot be justified.

Clive, having mustered his troops at Chandernagore, be-

gan his march on the 13th June, 1757, with 3100 men, of

whom only 900 were Europeans ; and with this force un-

dertook to effect the subversion of a mighty kingdom. As

he approached the encampment of the nabob at Plassey,

near Cossimbuzar, unpleasant notices were received as to

the conduct of Meer Jaffier, who, having held frequent con-

ferences with his master, had apparently accommodated all

differences, and bound himself by the most solemn oaths to

make common cause with him. He privately, indeed, trans-

mitted assurances that these were only feints to lull the

prince's suspicions ; but, from his evidently keeping up the

same appearances to both parties, there remained doubts

which he really intended to betray. When Clive, there-

fore, arrived opposite the island of Cossimbuzar, where he

saw encamped the Indian army of 50,000 foot, 18,000

horse, and a strong train of artillery, there was reason to

pause. He called a council of war,—a measure which, it

Vol. II—C
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has been observed, almost invariably issues in a determina»

tion not to give battle. He opened the debate by express-

ing his own opinion against attacking the enemy under

present circumstances. The other speakers concurred,

with the exception of Major Coote, who argued that the

troops, now full of courage and confidence, would feel

their spirits entirely damped by the proposed delay ;
that

».he enemy would soon obtain fresh reinforcements, more

particularly a large detachment of French at present in the

Jiterior ;
in short, that there was no alternative, but either

x> attack now, or, renouncing all their ambitious projects,

march back and shut themselves up within the walls of

Calcutta. The opposite opinion was carried by a large

majority; but Clive, after dismissing the council, took a

walk in an adjoining grove, and after an hour's meditation

became convinced that Coote had formed the soundest view

of the subject. He therefore determined immediately to

cross the river and commence an action with the Indian

army.
The battle of Plassey, which virtually transferred to

Britain the sceptre of India, began at daybreak on the 2'M

Tune, 1757. It was by no means fought with a vigour

corresponding to the great interests at stake. The Eng-
lish, covered by a grove and a high bank, remained almost

the whole day on the defensive, keeping up a straggling
cannonade. At one time, indeed, several brisk movements
were made by the enemy's cavalry, which were repulsed

by the steady fire of the field-pieces ; but so languidly did

the contest proceed, that Colonel Clive is reported to have

fallen asleep in the midst of it, which Mr. Orme accounts

for by the great fatigue he had undergone. The nabob,

however, as cowardly as cruel, remained in his tent, and
was much discouraged to learn that the English had not

fled, and still more that Meer Murdeen, the best and most

faithful of his generals, had fallen. The chief interest

was felt respecting the course to be followed by Meer

Jaffier, which remained for a long time mysterious ;
and

his corps, even when it began to make a movement towards

the left, not being recognised by the English, was treated

as hostile. Soon, however, it was seen decidedly to-

separate from the rest of the army, and Clive then deter-

mined to make an immediate and brisk attack upon the
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enemy's camp. His troops, in advancing to the lines, were

surprised that not a single shot was fired. They entered,
and still encountered no resistance ; there was no army ;

not a vestige of that numerous host which the day before

had been deemed irresistible. They met no obstruction,
unless from the tents, baggage, and artillery with which
the space was incumbered. The nabob had been seized

with panic, and when he learned the defection of Jaffier,

gave up all for lost, mounted his fleetest elephant, and fled,

escorted by 2000 of his chosen cavalry.
Next day an interview was appointed at Daudpore be-

tween the English commander and Meer Jafher. The
latter approached with evident symptoms of trepidation,

dreading resentment on account of his cold and doubtful

co-operation. On his entrance the guard, in sign of re-

spect, presented arms, when, viewing this as a menacing
attitude, he started back in alarm. Clive, however, ad-

vanced, and saluted him Nabob of Bengal, Bahar, and
Orissa ; after which entire cordiality prevailed during the

conference, and measures were concerted for the pursuit
of Surajah Dowlah. That prince had arrived at Daudpore
about midnight after the battle ; and several of his principal
officers being already there, he assembled them in council.

He rejected the advice urged by some,—that he should sur-

render to the English ; and concurred with those who re-

commended that he should give donations to the troops,
and place himself next day at their head. But when he

returned to the seraglio, and learned the near approach of

Meer Jaffier, his timid disposition gained the ascendency.
He disguised himself in an humble garb, and, with his

favourite eunuch and concubine, carrying a casket of his

most precious jewels, embarked in a boat and endeavoured
to push up the river to Patna, where, from the fidelity of

the governor, he expected to be in safety. He arrived at

Rajemahl, where the boatmen, overcome by fatigue, in-

sisted on resting for the night, and the ex-nabob sought
concealment in a deserted garden. In the morning, how-

ever, a man of low rank, whose ears in a fit of rage he had

formerly caused to be cut off, discovered him, and made the

report to a brother of Jaffier, who gave notice to the soldiers

engaged in the pursuit. They hastened to seize their prey,
and conveyed lum down the river to Muxadavaxl, treating
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him on the passage with every species of indignity. The
unhappy prince was dragged like a felon into" the palacewhich he had so lately occupied in all the pomp of eastern
royalty. Jaffier showed himself somewhat affected at this
spectacle, not indeed without reason, having owed every
thing to Aliverdi Khan, grandfather to Surajah, of whom
also he had no serious ground to complain. He desired the
captive prince to retire, and assembled his counsellors to
deliberate on his fate. Some recommended clemency
others, among whom was his son Meeran, aged about
seventeen, urged the cruel but safe expedient of puttinghim to instant death. The new nabob still hesitated, when
the youth entreated him to go to bed, and leave to him the
care of the royal captive. He consented, not without an
obvious presentiment of what would follow. Meeran lost
no time in sending a band of assassins to the apartment of
the prisoner, who met his death with weak and pusillani-mous lamentations

; and the view of his remains, placed on
an elephant and carried through the streets, induced the
servile crowd to yield implicit submission to the new sove-
reign. Surajah Dowlah deserved his fate ; yet its circum-
stances, and the persons by whom it was inflicted, rendered
it an act of the basest treachery.

Meanwhile the English made all due haste to commence
the important investigation into the contents of the Bengal
treasury. The result, indeed, as Meer Jaflier's minister
had intimated, issued in the most bitter disappointmentOf 22,000,000 rupees (2, 750,000/. ), the stipulated amount'
it was necessary to be content with the immediate paymentof one-half ; the nabob engaging to discharge the remainder
by instalments, in proportion as he had time to collect his
revenues. Even of this sum our countrymen were obliged
to accept a third part in jewels and other effects

; yet there
was paid down in cash 800,000/.,—the largest sum of prize-
money which they, or, it may be presumed, any other Eu-
ropean nation had ever received in India.

Soon after, the government of Bengal was involved in
peculiar difficulties. The distracted state of the province
excited the hopes of the native princes, who expected that
it would fall an easy prey. The eldest son of the Mo<ml,
called the shazada, obtained from his father the investiture
as Subahdar of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, and proceeded
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to establish his claim by arms. The force which he could

command was exceedingly slender ; but he was supported

by two distinguished officers, now established nearly as in-

dependent rulers. One was the Nabob of Oude, a fine

province north of the Ganges, once the seat of a powerful

empire. The other was'the Subahdar of Allahabad, a fer-

tile region along the same river, the capital of which, situ-

ated at the junction of the Ganges and the Jumna, is one

of the largest and most venerated cities of the empire.
Akbar made it a favourite residence, and erected at the

angle of the currents the Choices Saloon, a spacious fortress,

which, having its gateways ornamented with domes and

cupolas, exhibits one of the most striking specimens of In-

dian architecture. The British have since added new de-

fences, and chosen it as their chief military dep6t for the

upper provinces. The interests of England, and the treaty

with Meer Jaffier, alike impelled Clive to aid that prince in

repelling this invasion. This conduct is branded by Mr.

Mill as "undisguised rebellion;" but when we consider

that the power of the Mogul over all distant provinces had

for a long time been quite nominal, and that prince merely
a tool in the hands of others, who regarded his authority

almost as little as Jaffier did, we cannot but view the sub-

ject somewhat differently. The English, having united

their forces at Moorshedabad to those of the nabob, marched

upon Patna, which was with difficulty defended by Ram-

narain, one of his adherents. A very serious contest

would now have ensued, had not the Indian chiefs, instead

of forwarding the views of their master, begun to quarrel

among themselves. The Nabob of Oude seized Allahabad,

and the subahdar, having marched to its defence, was in-

veigled into the power of the enemy. The shazada was

left without support in any quarter, and, as Mr. Mill ob-

serves,
" the descendant of so many illustrious sovereigns,

and the undoubted heir of a throne once among the loftiest

on the globe, was so bereft of friends and resources, that

he was induced to write a letter to Clive, requesting a sum
of money for his subsistence, and offering in requital to

withdraw from the province." It was granted, on the con-

dition of his presently evacuating the district ;
and the

British commander was thus enabled, with remarkable ease,

C2
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to bring this important affair to a happy termination. Jaffier

was so eager to testify his gratitude, that, notwithstanding
his necessities, he bestowed upon Clive, in name of jaghire,
the rent due by the company for the territory round Cal-
cutta. About this time the latter sent a force against the

Circars, which obtained at least their nominal submission,
and he also repulsed an attack made by the Dutch ; after

which he resigned the government in February, 1760, and
sailed for England.
Meantime the interior was by no means tranquil. The

young prince, who, on his father being put to death by the

Mahrattas, succeeded to the almost empty title of Great

Mogul, renewed his pretensions upon Bengal, and was again
seconded by the Nabob of Oude, on whom he had conferred

the still imposing rank of vizier. Their combined forces

had advanced upon Patna, and gained a considerable advan-

tage over the garrison, 'before Colonel Calliaud, now com-

manding the English army with the native troops under

Meeran, Jaffier's son, could arrive to their aid. He made
the attack on the 22d February, 1760 ; and though the In-

dian auxiliaries were rendered nearly useless by a very in-

judicious position, the British and sepoys alone poured in

so effective a fire as drove the enemy off the field, and

obliged them to retire to Bahar. Meeran, however, who
had received a slight wound, re-entered Patna, and resigned
himself to ease and pleasure. The opposite army then

conceived the bold design of marching across the country
by the shortest route to Moorshedabad, and surprising the

nabob in his capital. It is believed, had this enterprise been
as promptly executed as it was ably planned, that the object

might have been accomplished ;
but the chiefs indulged in

the usual dilatory habits of an Indian army, and Calliaud

had time, by rapidly conveying troops down the river, to

reinforce his ally, and deter the enemy from the meditated

attack. Returning hastily by the same route, they reached

Patna before the English, and, aided by M. Law with a

French force, reduced that city to great extremity. Cap-
tain Knox, however, marching above 200 miles under a

burning sun in thirteen days, relieved it, attacked the enemy
by surprise, and obliged them to fall back.

Meantime affairs in the province of Bengal continued in
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almost unsatisfactory state. Jaffier proved an indolent, vo-

luptuous, tyrannical ruler ; the country was neglected ; and
what was felt as a serious evil, the regular instalments to

the English treasury still remained unpaid. Funds were
thus wanting for the ordinary operations of government,
the pay of the troops, and the supply of the other presiden-

cies, who depended in this respect upon Bengal. On a full

survey of these circumstances, the heads of the council

formed the determination of supplanting Meer Jaffier, or at

least of placing the real power in the hands of another.

After much deliberation, it was resolved that his successor

should be his own son-in-law, Meer Cossim, who alone ap-

peared to possess the energy necessary to retrieve the

sinking affairs of the country. Mr. Vansittart repaired to

Moorshedabad, and endeavoured to prevail upon the nabob
to consent to an arrangement, by which he should retain

the pomp and state of royalty, while the real power would
be administered by Cossim

; but Jaffier, though he felt it

impossible to resist, proudly refused the mere shadow of

power, and preferred going to live as a private individual in

Calcutta.

Meer Cossim applied himself with talent and vigour to

the task of governing. By judicious arrangements, and by
extracting money from the native chiefs, he succeeded in

paying up the arrears due to our countrymen. Important
circumstances soon called the allied powers to the frontier.

The emperor, still aided in some degree by the sovereign
of Oude, contrived to make harassing incursions into the

nabob's territory. Major Carnac marched to its defence,
and having soon brought the Mogul army to action, com-

pletely defeated it. The most remarkable event was the

capture of M. Law, who, with a handful of French troops,
had hitherto been the chief support of the native armies

against the English. Deserted by his men, he bestrode one
of the guns, and in that attitude awaited the approach of

death. The Hindoos, strangers to any refined laws of war,
were much surprised to see the British officers approach,

courteously invite him to their camp, and treat him as an
honoured and respected guest. The major, after the vic-

tory, sent overtures of accommodation, accompanied even
with an offer to wait upon the emperor in his camp ; and
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though these proposals were at first rejected, the prince,
on mature reflection, not only received the English com-

mander, but proceeded with him to Patna. He was there

met by Meer Cossim, and a treaty was concluded, by which
the latter was invested Subahdar of Bengal, Bahar, and
Orissa ; in return for this he stipulated to pay the annual

sum of twenty-four lacks of rupees, or three millions ster-

ling. Some reason was even given to expect that the

English might aid in restoring the prince to the imperial

power ; but the embarrassed state of the finances, and other

circumstances now to be related, prevented any steps from

being taken in fulfilment of this object.
The first measures of Meer Cossim's government were

prudent and vigorous ; and had he been left to the exercise

of independent power, he might have become a very good
ruler. But he stood in a relation to his patrons which a

high-spirited prince could scarcely continue to brook. After

having twice deposed and set up a nabob, they felt them-

selves, and were viewed by others, as the real masters of

Bengal. Their most subordinate officers conceived that

they were entitled to the obedience of the highest native

authorities. This bad feeling was fomented by a party in

the council hostile to the governor, who soon became the

majority, and who, having been originally adverse to the

elevation of Meer Cossim, delighted to thwart him in every

possible manner. Mr. Ellis, stationed with a detachment
at Patna, was greatly influenced by these high notions, and
omitted no occasion of annoying and insulting the nabob.

The complaints of this ruler assumed a serious shape, in

consequence of the privileges in regard to trade, which the

English claimed in virtue of a former grant from the Mogul.
They were thereby exempted from those heavy transit

duties which, according to the impolitic system prevalent in

India, were imposed on all goods passing up and down the

river, and from city to city. This immunity, which gave
to the British an immense advantage over the natives, was
farther abused by affording the sanction of their name to

agents, bj whom t lie regular merchants wen entirely driven

oil' the field. In consequence of the heavy Complaints

lodged by the nabob upon this subnet, Mr. Vansittart, at

Monghir, concluded an agreement, according to which the
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same duties w>re to be paid by the company's servants and

by the country traders. This judicious arrangement, after

the Indian prince had somewhat hastily begun to act upon
it, was annulled by the majority of the council, and affairs

were again thrown into their former confusion. The nabob
then determined to end the controversy by abolishing at

once all those inland duties,
—a measure salutary in itself,

but of which the English unreasonably and loudly com-

plained, because it left no distinction between them and his

own subjects. As the tide of discontent swelled, both par-
ties began to assume a warlike attitude. The nabob busied

himself in raising money, levying troops, and disciplining
them in the European manner. Learning that some boats

with military stores were proceeding up the Ganges to

Patna, he ordered them to be detained ;
but soon after

feeling this to be a questionable step, he allowed them to

proceed. No sooner, however, had Mr. Ellis received news
of the first detention than he resolved, agreeably to con-

ditional instructions from the council, to attack the city of

Patna, which, being ill provided for defence, was quickly
carried. Cossim Ali, on receiving intelligence of this violent

measure, became furious, and thenceforth breathed nothing
but war. He was, however, soon gratified, by learning that

the victors, having resigned themselves to security and

plunder, had been surprised by the late governor, driven

from the city, and, in attempting to escape up the river, had
been all taken prisoners. The factory at Cossimbuzar, with

its garrison, was also captured.
The English now again raised to power Meer Jaffier,

whom the blind desire of governing induced to forget all his

wrongs. At the same time Major Adams, who commanded
the troops, was ordered to open the campaign with the

utmost possible vigour. He found Meer Cossim better pre-

pared for resistance than any Indian sovereign who had yet
been encountered. The British had first to defeat a strong
advanced guard in front of Moorshedabad, and afterward to

storm the lines constructed for the defence of that city.

Continuing to press forward, they found the subahdar with
his whole force drawn up in the plain of Geriah. The
troops presented the aspect of a European army ; being

brigaded, clothed, and accoutred in the English style, and
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supported by a fine train of artillery. Their number did
not exceed 20,000 horse and 8000 foot

; but to this Major
Adams had to oppose only 3000. The enemy withstood
the attack four hours with great intrepidity ; they even
during that time surrounded and broke a part of his lino,
and captured two pieces of cannon. But at length, the

steady and disciplined valour of the assailants carried every
thing before it ; and the enemy fled, abandoning all their

artillery and provisions. The Indian prince, however, re-
tired to an intrenched camp on the Oodwa, so strongly en-
closed between the river, the mountains, and a swamp, that
its reduction detained the army nearly a whole month. In
the end it was surprised and carried ; after which Cossim
Ali never again attempted to face his enemy in the field.

Major Adams immediately marched and laid si°ge to

Monghir, which the subahdar had made his capital, and
carefully fortified. After nine days of open trenches the

place capitulated, which threw the Indian chief into the
most dreadful paroxysm of rage. He sent notice that the
moment the English force should advance upon Patna, he
would avenge himself by putting to death the whole gar-
rison who had been taken in that city. Major Adams much
distressed by this threat, addressed a letter to the prisoners,
entreating them to suggest some expedient by which their
release might be effected. Ellis and Hay, however, with a

truly Roman spirit, answered, that there was no hope of

escape,
—that they were resigned to their fate,

—and en-
treated that the march of the army should not he suspended
on their account for a single moment. Vansittart wrote to
Meer Cossim, at once deprecating his intended cruelty and
threatening the most signal vengeance ; but as soon as the

army bejran to move, the tyrant fulfilled to the utmost his

bloody threat. The whole garrison of Patna, consisting
of 50 gentlemen and KID soldiers, were put to death, with
the single exception of Mr. Fullerton, who was spared on
account of bis medical skill. The nabob killed also the two
Seats, the most opulent and distinguished native inhabitants
of Bengal, solely for their suspected attachment to the

English. By these barbarities Ik- forfeited the interest
which his vigorous conduct and hard treatment would other-
wise have excited.
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The nabob's only hope henceforth rested on Patna, which
was soon after invested. He reinforced the garrison with

10,000 men, and supported the defence by strong bodies of

irregular cavalry. The resistance was vigorous ; the

garrison took one of the English batteries, and blew up
their magazine ; yet in eight days a breach was effected,

and the place was taken by storm. Cossim Ali then gave

up all for lost, and fled into the country of Oude to implore
the aid and protection of the Subahdar Sujah Dowlah.
That prince had then a still more illustrious refugee in the

individual who by legitimate descent bore the mighty name
of the Great Mogul. At this court the fugitive viceroy
was well received, and Sujah Dowlan, probably with a

view to his own aggrandizement, undertook to support his

cause ; after which these three distinguished princes
marched with their united force to attack the British army.
It happened then to be veiy ill prepared to sustain so

formidable an encounter. The troops, composed in a great
measure of foreigners and sepoys, complained that, after

such a series of brilliant victories, they were left, not only
without reward, but suffering severely from the climate and

scarcity of provisions. Their discontents broke forth into

open mutiny, and numbers even separated from the main

body. Major Carnac, who in these circumstances assumed
the command, did not feel himself in a condition to under-

take offensive operations, but waited the attack in his camp
near Patna. The soldiers, when engaged in battle, forgot
their mutinous propensities, and behaved with the utmost

steadiness. After a protracted conflict, they completely

repulsed the enemy, though from extreme fatigue they
were unfit for any lengthened pursuit. Sujah Dowlah was

obliged to retreat into Oude, whither the English commander
did not attempt to follow him.

In May, 1764, the command devolved upon Major Hector

Monro, an enterprising officer, who determined to follow

up the advantages gained by his predecessors. It appeared
indispensable, however, to begin by completely checking
the spirit of insubordination, and to employ for this pur-

pose measures of imposing rigour. A battalion of sepoys
having left the camp, soon after this commander's arrival,

was pursued and brought back ; when, selecting twenty-
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four of the ringleaders, he ordered them to be blown from
the mouth of a cannon,—a fate which they met with in-

trepidity. No disposition to mutiny was thenceforth mani-
fested. Monro then marched against Sujah Dowlah, whom
he found strongly intrenched at Buxar on the Soane. The
difficulty of attacking the enemy in this position was ob-

viated by their advancing against the British at eight in

the morning of the 23d October ; when, after a combat of

three hours, they were defeated. They made their retreat,

however, without being pursued to any great distance, only

losing a great quantity of stores, and 130 pieces of artillery.

The emperor had already made overtures to Major Carnac,
which that officer did not think himself authorized to ac-

cept ;
these he now renewed, complaining that Sujah

Dowlah treated him with indignity, and detained him as a

mere state prisoner. Major Monro gave a favourable an-

swer, and only delayed the final acceptance of his proposals
till they should receive the sanction of the presidency,
which was readily granted. Even before it arrived, the

Mogul had come over with the corps personally attached

to him, and begun to march under the banner of his allies.

Sujah Dowlah, having retreated into the interior of his

dominions, obtained the aid of a body of Mahrattas under
M ulnar Rao, and of Ghazce-ud-Dien, who, as we have

seen, were once the most powerful adherents of the Mogul
throne. With these auxiliaries he hoped to make a stand

against the victorious English. Sir Robert Fletcher, how-

ever, who held the temporary command, laid siege to Alla-

habad, which surrendered as soon as a breach had been

effected. Major, now General Carnac, who then succeeded,
advanced immediately to attack the army of the vizier,

which, with scarcely an effort, was completely dispersed ;

whereupon that prince was obliged to abandon all his do-

minions.

The British had now certainly made one of the most

splendid campaigns which occur in the annals of any nation.

They had gained five victories against much superior
forces ; they had reduced every strong place which at-

tempted to oppose them; they had vanquished the Mogul
emperor and all his principal feudatories ; and in short, had

made themselves the virtual masters of the great central
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plain of India. Various opinions, however, prevailed as to

the best mode of improving these important triumphs.
Meer Jaffier had died, partly it should seem of vexation

at not having been able to meet the enormous pecuniary
demands of the English rulers. The council after some
hesitation filled his place with his son, Nujeem-ul-Dowlah,
a youth of twenty, whom they reduced, however, to a much
more dependent situation than his predecessors. They
took upon themselves the whole defence of the province,
and consequently kept in their hands the entire military
force ; assuming, at the same time, an extensive control

over the internal administration.

Meantime the directors at home, amid the triumphs which
had crowned their arms, felt considerable uneasiness re-

specting the state of their Indian possessions. They were

alarmed by the successive quarrels with Meer Jaffier and
Cossim Ali, by the extensive wars in which they were in-

volved, and by the rapacious and irregular conduct of their

servants, civil and military. This last evil they imputed in

a great measure to the profusion and corruption which per-
vaded every department. A statesman of comprehensive
and vigorous character seemed wanting to place their

affairs in the East on a stable and tranquil footing, as well

as to introduce order and regularity into the various branches

of so extended an administration. With this view, their

attention was directed to the same person who had been
the real founder of their dominions ; and Lord Clive, about

three years after his return, was nominated a second time

to the supreme command of the British provinces in India.

His lordship arrived at Calcutta early in the year 1765 ;

but we shall reserve till another occasion our notice of

his internal regulations, and proceed at present to record

those measures by which he achieved the farther extension

of the company's territory. Sujah Dowlah, though de-

feated in successive battles, and driven even beyond his

frontier, still possessed energy and resources. Having
collected his scattered troops, and obtained a reinforcement

from the Mahrattas, he formed an army with which he

again ventured to face Major Carnac. At Calpy, however,
he was completely routed, and compelled to fly precipitately
with great loss across the Jumna. Considering his cause

Vol. II.—D
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as altogether desperate, he repaired to the camp of the

English, and threw himself entirely upon their mercy. He
had been strongly urged, and high offers were even made
to induce him to bring with him Cossim All ; but a deep
sense of honour, not usual in an eastern potentate, deter-

mined him not to betray a person who had sought and re-

ceived his protection. He allowed him and a German,
Sumroo, his associate in the work of blood, to seek shelter

in the countries bordering on the Indus. Thus Carnac
had at once in his camp two princes holding the highest
rank in India, and the direct representatives of an empire
lately the most splendid and powerful in the world.

Lord Clive, on receiving this intelligence, immediately
repaired to the British encampment at Allahabad, where
these two illustrious personages awaited his decision upon
their fate. It had been determined, in consequence of the

obstinate hostility displayed by Sujah Dowlah, to deprive
him of his territories and bestow them on the emperor.
But his lordship, on personal acquaintance, conceived so

favourable an opinion of the former, and judged him Iikelv

to be so much more effective ;is an ally and formidable as

an enemy than the young Mogul, that he determined to

restore him to his dominions, by whose inhabitants he wu
greatly beloved. To the emperor, the districts of Corah
and Allahabad were assigned ; and he agreed, that is, was

compelled, to grant to the company the dewannee or collec-

tion of the revenue, including in fact the entire sovereignty,
in the fine provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa ; in re-

turn for which he was to receive annually twenty-six lacks

of rupees. Soon after, Nujeem-ol-Dowlah, the nominal
suhahdar of these provinces, was .obliged to retire on a

pension of forty-two lacks. Lord Clive then boasted that

the revenues of the ceded territory would exceed 2.
r
)0 lacks

of rupees, which, after the afloxe deductions and the liberal

allowance of 60 lacks for the expenses of government,
would leave 122 lacks of clear gain to the company.
These financial anticipations were very imperfectly realized;
but it was difficult for England not to be dazzled with this

splendid series of victory, by which her possessions, which
ten years before had included only an almost defenceless

fort at the mouth of the Ganges, now extended over all
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the finest portion of that vast region. The most valuable

part of the great central plain of India, westward as far a«

the Jumna, was either in the immediate possession or un-

der the entire control of the British nation.
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CHAPTER II.

War with Mysore.

Formation of (he Kingdom of Mysore—Influence of the Ministers Deoraj
nncl Nunjeraj

—Hyder—His Parentage—His early Destlllltipn— Begins
to distinguish himself—Mode in winch he forms a Body of Adherents—Commands at Dindigul

—His power augmented—Violence of Nun-

jeraj, who is reduced to Distress—Hyder relieves and then supplants
him—His own Danger—Extricates himself, and becomes complete
Blaster of Mysore—Conquest of Hednore— Invasion by the Mahrattas—Conquest of Calicut—The English join a Confederacy against him—The Mahrattas make Peace—Nizam joins Hyder against the Eng-
lish—They invade the Carnatlc— Threaten Madras—Battle of Trino-

malee—Nizam quits the Alliance—Invasion Of Mysore—Successes of

Hyder—He overruns the Carnalic— Again threatens Madras—Con-
clusion of Peace—Another great Inroad of the Mahrattas—Hyder con-

cludes a Treaty with them, and makes further Conquests—His Resent-

ment against the English—Weak conduct of the Madras Government—Hyder invades and desolates the Carnatic—Fate of Colonel Baillie's

Detachment—Sir Eyre Conte sent from Calcutta—He gains several

Advantages
—Loss of Colonel Bralhwaite's Detachment—Negotiations—Operations on the Western Coast—Death of Hyder—Tippoo suc-

ceeds—Dissensions in the Madras Government—Death of Sir Eyre
Coote—Peace between England and Franco—Bednore surrenders to

General Mathews—Retaken by the Sultan—Siege ofMangalore—Peace
with Tippoo.

In the general breaking-up of the Mogul empire and its

great viceroyalties, India was reduced almost to a state of

anarchy. Any bold adventurer who could summon round
him the warlike and predatory bands with which that

region abounded, might aspire to rule over extensive dis-

tricts, several of which wew entitled to the rank of king-
doms. Among such communilies a conspicuous place was
held by Mysore, the territory of which forms one of the

most remarkable of those elevated tablelands that diversify
the southern provinces. It extends more than half-way
from sea to sea, closely approaching the Malabar coast on
one side, and on the other reaching to the border, of the

Carnatic. A circuit of lofty hills, forming a barrier round
the country, raise its general surface to the height of almost

3000 feet
;
a happy circumstance, which secures for it a
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climate unusually temperate and salubrious. The soil, for

the most part, is well suited for producing the most valuable

grains and fruits, and by a rude but careful cultivation is

rendered extremely fertile. This kingdom, under the
direction of a daring soldier, rose to such power as to

threaten the very existence of the British dominion in the
East.

Mysore, down to a recent period, had not been entirely

subjected to the Mohammedan sway ; it was still ruled by
native princes, who had paid homage, and sometimes tribute,
first to the kings of the Deccan, and after their fall to the

Mogul. In the decline of the empire both homage and
tribute were withheld, unless when the viceroy could as-

semble a force sufficiently strong to overawe the sovereign
and wrest payment from him. This independence, how-
ever, was of little avail to the original rajahs, who, sinking,

according to the custom of oriental princes, into voluptuous
indolence, allowed the government to pass almost entirely
into the hands of their ministers. When the war in the

Carnatic first led the English into hostility with Mysore,
two brothers, Deoraj and Nunjeraj, of whom the latter was
the more vigorous and influential, had risen to the head of
affairs. At this time, however, there was coming into no-
tice a young adventurer, destined to effect a complete revo-

lution in this country, and in all Southern India.

Colonel Wilks, from native authorities, has given an
account of the origin of Hyder with a degree of minute-
ness which it is unnecessary for us to follow. His family
appears to have sprung from the northern territory of the

Punjaub ; they were of low station, and so poor as in some
instances to subsist upon alms. Futtee Mohammed, the

father, however, though reared by a charitable hand, entered
the army of a Mysorean chief, and having served with
distinction was raised to the rank of a Naik—officer of

peons, or foot-soldiers. A lady of some quality, whose
husband had been robbed and murdered by banditti, being
reduced to the utmost want, was prevailed upon to give her
two daughters successively in marriage to this adventurer.

By the youngest he had two sons, Shabaz and Hyder ; hut,
when they had attained only the respective ages of nine and
seven, their father and the prince his master were killed in

battle. The mother and her boys then fell into the power
D2
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of a rapacious chief, who not only plundered all the pro-
perty he could find, but employed the most cruel torture tomake them yield up their hidden possessions. The widow
of Futtee Mohammed, having

«
lost every thing but her

children and her honour," found refuge with her brother
Ibrahim, by whose bounty the family were supported.
Hyder, accordingly, had his fortune entirely to make : and
for some time he gave but slender promise of achieving any
high advancement. He did not even learn to read or
write

; and, on arriving at manhood, he spent his whole time
either in voluptuous riot or in the pleasures of the chase.
1 hus he reached the age of twenty-seven before he would
submit to the restraints even of military service. His
e dcr brother, meantime, had been more meritoriously em-
ployed in the army of Nunjcn.j, where he distinguished
himself, and was raised to a small command. Hyder was
at last induced to join him while employed in the siege of a
fortress called Dconhully, which occupied nine months.
1 he youth, having once embarked in this active career, soon
displayed daring valour, presence of mind, and all the quali-
ties which constitute an eminent warrior. He received the
charge of a small corps, with a commission to increase its
numbers by all the means in his power.
At this time Nunjeraj, having formed an alliance with

the *rench, undertook the expedition to Trichinopoly, of
which some account has been already given. Hyder ac-
companied him, and made diligent use of the opportunitiesWhich this campaign allbrded, both to distinguish and ad-
vance himself. He soon assembled round him a numerous
body of those freebooters with which India swarmed, who
asked no pay, but trusted solely to the plunder that they
might collect under the

auspices of an active chieftain!
Instead of his

paying them, they paid him
; being required

to contribute nne-hnlf of all the Booty which thej might suc-
ceed m capturing. They were doubtless very much dis-
posed to evade this partition; but Hyder, though he could
not write the numerals, boasted of an almost unequalled
expertness in the operations of mental arithmetic; and he
was assisted by Kunde Row, a Braminical accountant of
remarkable skill. They established a system which the
operative plunderers found it nearly vain to attempt eluding
The practices of a common London thief may be considered
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just and honourable, compared with those by which Hyder
rose to the rank of an Indian monarch. Not only the

great and regular objects of pillage, such as convoys of

grain, horses, or herds of cattle, but clothes, turbans, ear-

rings, the most trifling ornaments taken from the persons of

females, and even of children, were alike welcome. Friends
were not distinguished from foes, provided the theft could

be executed with secrecy. By these means, Hyder, before

he left Trichinopoly, had collected 1500 horse, 5000 infantry,
with elephants, camels, and all other appendages of a chiefof

high rank. Having distinguished himself also by his mili-

tary services, he continued in great favour, and was ap-

pointed Foujedar of Dindigul, an important place recently

acquired in the country of the Polygars. Here he enlarged
his forces and increased his wealth, not only by the plunder
of the surrounding territories, but by the most scandalous

impositions practised on his own sovereign, as well as on
the commissioners sent to inquire into his own conduct.
He managed to bring his troops to what was called a circu-

lar muster, in which ten thousand men counted as 18,000 ;

thereby obtaining pay for a fictitious number, and also at a

rate much above his actual expenditure. Having an allow-

ance for every wounded soldier, he imposed on the inspector

by presenting many who were perfectly sound, but had their

hands and feet tied with bandages dipped in turmeric. By
these gross frauds and deceptions, he completely deluded

Nunjeraj, who thought it wonderful that so great a force

could be maintained, and the war successfully carried on

against the Polygars, at an expense so moderate.

Hyder had now collected so much strength both of arms
and treasure, and had acquired so high a reputation, that

he began to aim at the throne of Mysore. His views were

greatly favoured by the violent dissensions which prevailed
at court. The young rajah, whom Nunjeraj kept as a con-
venient tool, determined to make an effort to extricate him-
self from this thraldom, and had already secured the sup-
port of a large body of adherents. But having made a

premature display of his designs, the palace which he had
fortified was attacked and easily carried. The minister,
after this victory, treated the rajah himself with a mockery
of respect, but caused his supporters to be either thrown
into chains, or, having their noses and ears cut off, to be
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thrust out into the street. Deoraj, indignant at this cru-
elty, abandoned his interests, and went to reside in a dif-
ferent quarter of the country.

IVunjeraj himself was soon exposed to an exigency to
which an Indian prince is almost always liable. His troops
began to clamour for a large amount of arrears, and, ob-

taining no satisfaction, proceeded to the expedient of seat-

ing themselves in dhenia at his gate. According to this

institution, which in India is held sacred, he could neither
taste food nor drink while the claimants remained in this

position ; and the soldiers, occupying the entrance of the

palace, took care that this rule should be strictly observed.
In this extremity Hyder gladly took occasion to interpose
his services. He repaired to Seringapatam, and bv seizing
till public property within his reach, as well as judiciously
collecting the sums due to government, obtained as much
money as satisfied the immediate claims of the military.He had also effected an accommodation between the two
brothers, which Deoraj, however, did not long survive.
Thus Hyder became extremely popular, appearing as a
general friend to all parties. Having raised a large force
of his own, and attached to his views the army of°Nunje-
raj by his exertions for their relief, he soon felt himself to
be the real master. His influence was greatly increased by
the occurrence of a formidable invasion on the part of the
Mahrattas, when, being appointed to the chief command,
he brought the contest to an issue, not triumphant indeed,
but much more favourable than had been anticipated. He
now determined to make his way to the supreme power on
the ruin of that chief through whose kindness he had risen
to his present elevation. Kunde Row, who bad all along
been his agent and partisan, opened through the medium
of a dowager-princess, a woman of talent, a negotiation
with the rajah, who, with the view of being enabled to
resume the real authority in his own kingdom, agreed to
concur in the removal of Nunjeraj. Circumstances fa-
voured their designs. A fresh arrear of pay having accu-
mulated, the troops again established themselves in din ma
before his gate ; when Hyder, instead of studying as before
to appease their discontent and relieve his patron's distress,
sought only to foment the one and aggravate the other.

IS'ay, with a semblance of grief and reluctance, he con-
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curred with them in assuming the position of dherna.

Nunjeraj, thus pressed, at length agreed to retire with a

liberal allowance of treasure and troops, and leave the field

open for his rival. The rajah having assumed the govern-

ment, intrusting the whole administration, civil and military,

to Hyder and Kunde Row. It was not likely that the de-

posed viceroy should remain long satisfied with his altered

condition. Retiring to the city of Mysore, only nine miles

distant from the capital, he recruited his forces with the ut-

most diligence. A demand was hereupon made, that he

should discharge his troops, remove to a greater distance,

and be content with a fixed allowance for his private ex-

penses. He indignantly wrote in answer to Hyder :—
" I

have made you what you are, and now you refuse me a place

in which to hide my head. Do what you please, or what

you can. I move not from Mysore." The new minister

immediately proceeded to besiege that city, which, after an

obstinate resistance, surrendered ;
and Nunjeraj was obliged

to accept the hard conditions imposed by the victor.

Hyder seemed now at the height of power ; yet he was

soon after involved in the most serious peril he had ever

encountered. The rajah and the dowager were not long m
discovering what indeed they could scarcely fail to foresee,

that by this change of affairs they had merely substituted

one sovereign minister for another, and were as destitute as

ever of any real power. They gained over Kunde Row,

who then watched in conjunction with them the opportu-

nity of striking a blow against the man of whom he had

been so long the devoted adherent. It occurred sooner than

miffht have been expected with one so vigilant and so ver-

sant in all the intricacies of treason. Hyder, suspecting

nothing had dispersed his forces in different directions, and

lay encamped with a handful of troops under the walls of

Serintrapatam. Suddenly, with amazement and consterna-

tion, he saw his batteries begin to play upon him ; he

called for Kunde Row, his resource in every difficulty, but

that person was seen on the ramparts directing the opera-

tions of the artillery. Hyder, perceiving the snare into

which he had fallen, summoned all his presence of mind in

this desperate extremity. Having placed his men under the

best shelter that could be obtained, he transmitted the most

bumble overtures and supplications
to his former servant,
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now his successful rival ; but could obtain no other terms
than to be allowed to steal off in the night with a few sol-
diers, leaving behind him nearly all his treasures, the accu-
mulated fruit of so much crime and extortion, and even his
family, among whom was his son Tippoo, then nine years
old. These last, however, were received into Seringapa-
tam, and treated with kindness.
The expelled chief sought refuge first at Anicul and then

%
at Bangalore, places under his immediate command, and of
which the governors proved faithful even in this extremity.He soon collected his forces, called in his detachments, and
endeavoured, by the reputation of his name, to attract fresh
adventurers to his standard. Thus in a few months he
took the field against Kunde Row

; but that able chief, hav-
ing still a superior army, brought on a general action, in
which Hyder was defeated. His affairs being thus rendered
nearly desperate, he had recourse for relief to a very sin-

gular quarter. With two hundred horse he hastened durino
the night to the residence of Nunjeraj, presented himself in
a suppliant posture, confessed his guilt and ingratitude,
and intreated his former patron to resume his place, and
treat him again as a servant. All historians express aston-
ishment that the fallen minister should have been won over
by protestations so manifestly insincere

; but we are to con-
sider, that by closing with this proposal he obtained per-
haps the only chance of regaining his power and dignity.
Upon this successful stratagem Hyder formed another

still deeper. He affixed the seal of Nunjeraj to a number
of letters, seeming to contain a treasonable correspondence,
addressed to the principal officers in Kunde Row's army!
They were sent by an emissary, who appeared to exercise
the strictest vigilance lest they should fall into the hands of
that chief, yet took effectual means that they should be in-

tercepted. Kunde Row, with all his experience and pro-
found policy, was completely deceived ; and seeing himself,
as he imagined, betrayed by his followers, he abruptly quit-
ted the camp and hastened to Seringapatam. The armywas thus thrown into a state of complete disorganization,when Hyder, attacking them unexpectedly, put" them to a
total rout, capturing guns, stores, baggage, and all the in-

fantry, who were then incorporated with his own troops ;

the cavalry alone by early flight effected their escape. Kunde
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Row discovered the deceit, and soon began to
rally

his men,
when his antagonist had recourse to another artifice. He

lay for some days in apparent inactivity, as if he did not

intend to follow up his victory ;
then suddenly, by a night-

march, came on his opponents by surprise, and gained an-

other signal advantage. After reducing many of the sur-

rounding places, he approached the remaining force of 5000

or 6000 cavalry intrenched under the guns of Seringapatam.

By entering into a feigned treaty he lulled anew the suspi-

cions of his adversaries, who suffered themselves to be

again completely surprised, with nearly the entire loss of

their horses and baggage. All Hyder's enemies were now
at his mercy ; still he wished that the terms which he meant

to exact should appear as if offered and pressed upon him

by the vanquished rajah. He sent a message, merely soli-

citing that Kunde Row, his servant, should be delivered up,
and the large balance due to himself from the state be liqui-

dated ; the rajah might then either continue him in his ser-

vice, or allow him to seek his fortune elsewhere. He pri-

vately transmitted, however, an intimation as to what he

would be pleased to accept ;
and accordingly, under the im-

pulse of necessity, the rajah was at length compelled to

entreat the victor to relieve him from the toil of governing

Mysore, and for that purpose to draw all its revenues, ex-

cept three lacks for his own use and one for Nunjeraj ; to

which conditions the victor, with well-feigned reluctance,

submitted. The rajah and the ladies of the palace joined
in earnest entreaty for mercy to Kunde Row. Hyder re-

plied, that he would treat him like a paroquet, by which

they understood a favourite or pet ; but he literally and

cruelly fulfilled his promise, by enclosing the unhappy man
for life in an iron cage, and sending him a daily portion of

rice and milk. It is needless to add, that the lack of rupees
was all that Nunjeraj obtained of the promises lavished

upon him at the period of the negotiation.

Hyder, having thus become the real sovereign of Mysore,

applied himself to extend his sway in every direction. He
made himself master of Sera, Chittledroog, and other dis-

tricts properly included in that country ;
but whose rajahs

and polygars, during the late troublous period, had rendered

themselves in a great measure independent. His richest

prize, however, was afforded by the conquest of Bednore, a
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territory situated on the loftiest crest of the Ghauts, 6000
feet above the level of the sea, where the profuse rains nour-

ish magnificent forests and copious harvests. Its seques-
tered position hitherto preserved it from invasion, and the

sovereigns had applied themselves most diligently to that

grandest object in India, the accumulation of treasure. On
the approach of the Mysorean army, the timid inhabitants

of the capital, after setting fire to the palace, fled into the

adjoining woods, leaving a splendid city eight miles in cir-

cumference entirely open to plunder. Wilks estimates the

booty, we suspect with much exaggeration, at twelve mil-

lions sterling ; but Hyder, it is said, always owned that its

capture was the main instrument of his future greatness.
But this successful career soon met with an interruption.

Madoo Rao, the principal general among the Mahrattas,
entered Mysore with an immense host of irregular cavalry.

They covered the face of the country, and so completely cut

off all communication, that even the vigilant Hyder was sur-

prised by the appearance of their main body, when he ima-

gined them to be still at a distance. He was defeated, and
after several unsuccessful attempts, during a campaign of

some length, to retrieve his affairs, was compelled to pur-
chase peace by extensive cessions, and the payment of thirty-
two lacks of rupees. That tumultuary horde then retired,

and left him at liberty to pursue his farther acquisitions.
He directed his arms against Calicut, still ruled by a sove-

reign entitled the zamorin, and esteemed the principal ma-
ritime city of that coast. Its troops opposed him with the

same desultory but harassing warfare by which they had

baffled the attack of Albuquerque. The Mysorean ruler,

however, forced his way through these obstacles, and ap-

proached the capital, when the zamorin, despairing of being
able to prolong the resistance, came out with his ministers

and endeavoured to negotiate a treaty. He was favoura-

bly received, and on his offering payment to the amount of

190,000/. sterling,
the invader agreed to abstain from far-

ther aggression. Bot this did not prevent him from attack-

ing and carrying Calicut by surprise ; and, as the money
was produced very slowly, he Bought to hasten payment by

placing the sovereign and his nobles under close confine-

ment, and even by applying torture to the latter. The

prjnce, dreading that he would be exposed to a similar in-
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dignity, shut and barricaded the doors of the house in which
he was confined, set fire to it, and before the flames could

be extinguished, he had perished. Several of his attend-

ants are said to have thrown themselves into the burning
mansion, and suffered the same fate. A conquest achieved

by such deeds of violence soon excited a fierce rebellion,

which was suppressed only by severe executions, and by
the transportation of a great number of the people to a re-

mote quarter of the Mysorean dominions.

These rapid successes, and the additional resources de-

rived from them, alarmed the great powers of Southern
India. Nizam AH, Subahdar of the Deccan, and Madoo
Rao, the Mahratta commander, united in a confederacy to

crush the assailant ;
and the English agreed to place an

auxiliary force at the disposal of the former, with the vague
commission " to settle the affairs of his government in every

thing that is right and proper." It was distinctly under-

stood that, they were to co-operate in the invasion of My-
sore ; and Colonel Smith proceeded to Hydrabad to arrange
measures for that purpose. This seems to have been a very
doubtful policy, when the Mahrattas alone were fully equal
to contend with Hyder ; so that the two parties might have
been advantageously left to weaken each other by mutual
warfare ; whereas the aggrandizement of one by the down-
fall of the other tended directly to overthrow the balance
of power.
The three allied armies began to move early in 1767, but

in a straggling and ill-combined manner. A month before

the two others Madoo Rao had covered with clouds of cav-

alry the high plains of Mysore. His force alone was more
than Hyder dared to encounter in the field. The latter en-

deavoured to pursue a desultory mode of defence, causing
the grain to be buried, the wells to be poisoned, the forage
to be consumed, and the cattle to be driven away. Every
expedient proved unavailing to stop the progress of these

rapid and skilful marauders ; their horses fed on the roots

of grass; by thrusting iron rods into the earth they discov
ered from the sound, the resistance, and even from the smell,
the places where grain was deposited ; while the cattle, to

whatever spot they could be removed, were traced out and
seized. The Mysorean leader, finding them already in the

heart of his dominions, where he had no means of arresting
Vol. II.—E
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their progress, determined at any price to detach them from
the confederacy. Apajee Ram, a Bramin, was sent, and
opened a negotiation in a style much differing from Eu-
ropean diplomacy. He was received in full durbar by the
Mahratta general, who declared his determination not to
treat with an opponent, who held his legitimate prince in
such unworthy captivity ; and a murmur of approbation ran
through the assembly. The envoy humbly confessed the
charge, only adding, that his master, whenever an opposite
example was set by his betters, would immediately follow it.

Every one now recollected that Madoo Rao held the de-
scendant of Sevajee in exactly the same thraldom as the
Mysorean rajah was kept by Hyder ; the approving sound
was changed into suppressed laughter; the .Mahratta chief

hung down his head ; and a serious negotiation was imme-
diately commenced. He consented, on the payment of
thirty-live lacks of rupees, to quit the countrv and with-
draw entirely from the grand alliance. He had gained his
end

; and when Colonel' Tod was sent to urge him to fulfil

his engagements, the whole court laughed in that officer's
face.

Colonel Smith, meantime, supported only by the poor,
ill-paid, and undisciplined troops of the nizam, had entered
Mysore. He soon began to suspect that this would prove
a very futile expedition ; and it was in fact about to assume
a character much more disastrous than he anticipated. His
Indian ally had taken Umbrage on various grounds at the

English presidency. They had procured from the Mogul,now a merely nominal potentate, the grant of the valuable

territory of the Northern Circars. Mohammed Ali, their

ally, whom they had raised to |„. nabob of the ( 'arnatie, had
meantime advanced pretensions to the dominions and rank
of the nizam, which the latter suspected the British of se-

cretly favouring. Hyder therefore employed Maphuz Khan,
brother to that chief, who, actuated by the fraternal jealous-
ies usually prevalent, in India, had come met to the My-
sorean interest, to open a secret correspondence with the
nizam. This last was

easily persuaded that he should
most successfully realize his views of aggrandizement by
entering into a league with Hyder against Mohammed and
that foreign power, of which he was rendering himself the
instrument ; and accordingly these two parties, who were
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so lately vowing each other's destruction, united in an of-

fensive treaty against the English. Colonel Smith, both

from his own observation and from notices given by his

faithful ally, soon obtained a clear perception of this change
in the position of affairs. It bore rather a serious aspect,

considering the distance to which he had advanced into the

Mysore territory ; but on his remonstrances Nizam Ali con-

curred in the propriety of his retreat, only desiring that a

corps of three battalions should remain with him,—a re-

quest which was unaccountably complied with. Yet the

Indian prince, on this occasion, displayed honourable feel-

ings very unusual with his countrymen of the same class.

Before commencing hostilities he allowed the whole detach-

ment to depart except five companies, and afterward these

also, without the least molestation.

Colonel Smith, seeing himself now threatened by the

united attack of these two great powers, with an army of

43,000 horse and 28,000 foot, while he himself had only
6000 foot and 1000 horse, limited his efforts to fortifying
the passes of the Ghauts by which they might be expected
to descend into the Carnatic ; but from ignorance of the

local positions, he left undefended those very openings which
were the most favourable for their purpose. Through these

they easily penetrated, and, threatening the rear of the Eng-
lish, obliged them instantly to retire. The confederates

attacked him near Changama, but were completely repulsed ;

though, in consequence of their horsemen having plundered
the slender store of rice belonging to his army, this victory
was converted almost into a defeat, and he was obliged to

retreat day and night till he reached Trinomalee. The war
now assumed a distressing character. The British officer

had his force raised to ten thousand, for the most part reg-
ular infantry, which gave him a superiority in the field ; but

his cavalry were few and inefficient, while the enemy cov-

ered all the country with the finest light-horse in the world,
which cut off all his supplies, and left him no command over

any spot beyond that on which he was actually encamped.
At the same time Tippoo, son to Hydcr, afterward so deadly
an enemy to the English name, then only a boy of seven-

teen, made a rapid excursion with 5000 horse to the vicin-

ity of Madras, and had nearly surprised several of the Eu-

ropean residents in their country houses. The Indian
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princes expected to see their adversary reduced to extremity
by the want of provisions; but this was averted by the dis-
covery of some hidden stores, which, according.to national
custom had been buried in the earth. The nfzam, impru-dent and impatient, insisted that they should no longer wait
the slow operation of famine, but bring on a generaf action.
They made the attack at Trinomalee, confident in their su-
perior numbers and vast masses of cavalry ; but Smith, byan able movement round a mountain, and by the skill withwhich his

artillery was served, completely baffled the efforts
of his great though irregular host. The pursuit was
marked by a singular occurrence. The nizam, accordingto his absurd practice, had ranged in the rear a long line of
elephants, on which his favourite ladies, seated in pomp,
surveyed the battle. When the field was seen to be lost
orders vvere sent that this cavalcade should retreat at full
speed ; but a female voice, issuing from a splendid vehicle
borne by one of these animals, called, "This elephant hasnot been instructed so to turn ; he follows the standard of
tne empire. The consequence was, that before the fW
passed several of these huge quadrupeds had fallen, and
the balls were already flying among the fair fu<ntives.

Ihe nizam, on
witnessing these disasters and the dis-

appointment of all his hopes of aggrandizement at the
expense of the English, began to waver in the alliance.
Another check sustained near Amboor, and the invasionof his territory by a detachment from Bengal, confirmedhim in the resolution to detach himself from Hyder and
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the pressure of such circumstanceshe obtamed tolerable terms

; but was obliged to consentthat the tribute paid for the Circars should be reduced, and

tTn»m " yearS ; ;UHi aIs° lh:it no <W°sition shouldbe made to the appropriation by the British of a considerableextent of Hyder's dominions.
The presidency of Madras felt now the highest exulti-

t.on, and sent immediate orders to Colonel ££ t Tenter
Mysore and strike a blow at the centre of HyderVpowerThat officer represented the

impossibility of subsisting;
army ,n the elevated and barren territory around R

?

lore, which upon this plan must have b2n the first oh^of attack. He rather proposed, in the first instlctTo
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occupy the fertile Country extending along the foot of the

Ghauts, and make it the basis of future operations. The
council adopted the very questionable policy of combining
these two plans ; directing Smith to march upon Bangalore,
while Colonel Wood with a separate detachment should
conduct operations in the district adjoining the mountains.
"With this scheme they coupled the very injudicious measure
of sending two commissioners to direct and assist, but

more properly to obstruct, the operations of the commander,
while they engaged Mohammed Ali, the most unfit of all

persons, to collect the revenue of the conquered territory.

Operations were meantime favoured by a movement of

British troops from Bombay, which had reduced Mangalore,
Onore, and other important places on the western coast.

Colonel Wood was thus enabled to overrun all the territory

against which his arms were directed, subduing every place
of consequence, while Smith arrived in the vicinity of

Bangalore, and made preparations to besiege that important
key of the kingdom. Thus in a few months Hyder had
lost one-half of his dominions, and saw the centre of his

power menaced. Having directed, however, in the first

instance, his whole force against the western districts, he
succeeded in completely retrieving affairs there, and driving
the English out of all the places which they had occupied.
He then returned to the eastward to make head against
the Madras army, which, though it had overrun an exten-

sive tract of country, held it by a very precarious tenure.

His numerical force was indeed much diminished by the de-

fection of the nizam, but the remaining troops, being entirely
under his own guidance, proved nearly as effective. The
presidency incessantly urged Smith to besiege Bangalore,
as the operation by which the war was to be brought to a
crisis

; but he replied that it was impossible to do so
without previously defeating Hyder's army ; and though
that chief continually hovered round and harassed the

English, he diligently and skilfully shunned a general
action. Sensible, however, of the present superiority
of his opponents, he made overtures, and showed a wil-

lingness to submit to very considerable sacrifices ; offer-

ing to cede the frontier district of Baramahl, and to pay
ten lacks of rupees for the expenses of the war ;

but
the presidency, still buoyed up with hopes of conquest,

E2
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made such enormous demands, both ofmonev and territoryas confirmed his resolution to persevere in arms. The
council, on pretence of consulting Smith, recalled him to
Madras, leaving the command with Colonel Wood, who
had gained reputation by his rapid conquest of the lower
districts. This officer, however, proved himself wholly
unable to contend with Hvder; at Baugloor he was sur-
prised, and obliged to retreat with confusion and loss, till
relieved by the prompt arrival of Major Fitzgerald with a
reinforcement. He was forthwith sent a prisoner to
Madras, and the command devolved on tha officer just
named. J

The British force had now been considerably weakened
by remaining so long in the open field, precariously suppliedwith iood, and exposed to the unfavourable influences
of the climate. The Indian general, who had gained
continual accessions of strength, determined on a bold
movement, not in front of the

English, but by one of his
circuitous marches among the hills. First 'his general,and then himself, aided by their thorough knowledge of the
passage of the Ghauts, descended suddenly into the lower
districts of Coimbetoor and Baramal, with the conquest
of which the British had been so highly elated. He found
the troops of that nation scattered in numerous small
bodies, and occupying indefensible positions, which fell
one alter another, almost without resistance, while several
were betrayed by the native commandants

;
so that in six

weeks he had reanncxed to his territory all these boasted
acquisitions. On this occasion a detachment under ( 'aptain.Nixon was surrounded by the whole force of the enemy,
and, after a most gallant resistance, almost entirely de-
stroyed. Hyder then marched upon Eroad, which was
under the command of Captain Orton, and invited that
officer to come to his tent, under promise of safety. The
alter, with a rashness which Wilks ran onh account for
by supposing that he had previously dmed, went and
placed himself in the power of his enemy. That chief,
11 ls Baidi Piqued himself upon not breaking faith without
some plausible ground; but there happened to be in the
English army a Captain Robinson, Who was formerly a
prisoner and released on his parole, which he had not
scrupled to violate. On this pretext Hvder not only de-
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tained Orton, but induced him, by force or threats, to sign
an order to Captain Robinson to surrender the important
fortress of Eroad, a mandate which this last thought it

his duty to obey. The same pretext was used for breaking
the capitulations with the troops in the garrison of Caveri-

poram, and sending them to Seringapatam, where they
were immured in dungeons, and treated with the utmost

severity.

Hyder, in his triumphant progress, now began to menace
the rear of his adversaries. The English, awakening from

their dreams of conquest, saw the very depots and posts
on which their military operations rested in danger of

falling into the hands of the enemy. Their pride was so

far lowered, that they despatched Captain Brooke to at-

tempt a negotiation with the Mysorean sovereign. The
latter received him extremely well, and seems to have

explained his views with a candour not usual in the tortu-

ous proceedings of oriental policy. He declared that it

was, and had always been, his earnest wish to be on good
terms with the British, an object defeated solely by them-
selves and their worthless ally, Mohammed Ali. He
confessed that this desire was prompted by an enlarged
view of his own interest, especially as being liable to a

periodical visitation from the Mahrattas, whose usual time

was now fast approaching. He frankly owned that he

was unable to resist both them and the English, but

warned Captain Brooke, that in such an extremity his

resource would be to form a union with them against his

European enemies, an arrangement in which he would
find no difficulty. He desired them, therefore, to under-

stand that there was no time to be lost in making him
either friend or foe. The presidency accordingly sent Mr.

Andrews, an individual greatly in their confidence, to the

Indian camp ;
but still their terms were too high. Hostilities

were resumed, and Smith being restored to the command,
checked the progress of the enemy who, however, engaged
at last in a most daring enterprise. With a body of 6000
chosen cavalry and 200 picked infantry, he made a rapid

sweep of 130 miles in less than four days, and appeared
to the astonished council within five miles of Madras.
Awakened then thoroughly from their dreams of ambition,

they were seized with the deepest feelings of despondence.
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The British army could easily have returned in time to
secure the fort

; and they had only to fear the plunderof the country-seats, and perhaps of the native town,
though this last danger is considered as doubtful ; but they
agreed at once to the demands which he made, that Colonel
Smith should be ordered to suspend his march, and that
M. Dupre, nominated as the future governor, should come
out to treat for peace. In the present temper of the belli-

gerents, the negotiation was neither long nor difficult ; a
treaty was concluded in April, 1769, on the condition of
placing the possessions of both parties, with scarcely an
exception, on the same footing as before the war. Hyder
solicited an alliance offensive and defensive

; the English
granted only the last, which, however, was found to involve
them in all the

responsibility that, by refusing the first,
they had sought to escape.

Hyder, having thus terminated with advantage and glory
this great contest with the British, had, as he foresaw,
soon to encounter a still more formidable enemy. The
Mahrattas, under Madoo Rao, entered his dominions with
a force supposed to be at least double that of his army, and
led by able commanders. He endeavoured a second time
to check them by laying waste his

territory ; but the
invaders, as before, surmounted every obstacle, and,
forming a regular plan of conquest, reduced successively
all the strong places, committing the most monstrous
cruelties. At one fortress, which had made an obstinate
resistance, the barbarian leader ordered the noses and ears
of the garrison to be cut off; and sending for the governor,asked if he was not conscious of deserving to be thus
mutilated and disgraced ? The other replied*

" The mu-
tilation will be mine, the disgrace yours ;" an answer, the
truth of which so forcibly struck the Mahratta that he dis-
missed the prisoner uninjured.
Madoo Rao being obliged, by severe indisposition, to

yield the command to Trimbuck. Mama, Hyder determined
to make a stand, and intrenched his army 'in a very strono-
position covered by a range of ragged mountains. The hos-
tile general did not attempt directly to force this camp, but
pointed against it day after day such a harassing cannonade,
that the Mysorean at length determined to fall back uponbis capital. He began his march early in the night, hoping
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before morning to be beyond reach of the enemy. But the

rash discharge of a gun by one of the officers betrayed the

secret, and the numerous squadrons of Mahratta horse

were soon in full pursuit. A most extraordinary scene

then ensued. The critical condition of the army had not

prevented Hyder from indulging in habits of evening

inebriety, to which he had become addicted, and which now

rendered him wholly unfit for directing the movement

of the troops. Having in this state met his son Tippoo,

he assailed him with the bitterest reproaches ; then seizing

a thick cane, applied it to his back with such vehemence

that the marks remained visible for upwards of a week.

The prince, burning with indignation, went to the head

of his division, dashed to the ground his turban, sword, and

splendid robe, exclaiming,
" My father may fight his own

battle, for I swear by Alia and his prophet that I draw no

sword to-day." The army, thus left to itself, soon became

a crowd of scattered fugitives, and Hyder with difficulty, as

the Mahrattas were busied in plunder, mounted a fleet

horse, and almost alone reached Seringapatam. Tippoo,

having assumed an humble garb, begged his way un-

discovered through the midst of the enemy, and arrived the

same night in the capital.

Trimbuck Mama immediately marched upon Seringap-

atam, and seemed on the point of putting a period at once

to the career of the great usurper. The Mahrattas, how-

ever, possessed no skill adequate to the siege of so strong

a fortress. They kept up for a month a daily cannonade,

which produced no effect, while the resources of Hyder
were constantly recruited. He now proceeded to operate

with success on their rear, and, after a tedious and harassing
warfare of a year and a half, prevailed on them to accept

the high terms which he offered ; namely, the cession of a

great part of his northern dominions, and the immediate

payment of fifteen lacks of rupees, and fifteen more here-

after, of which last term he fully understood the value.

The English during this war did not fulfil their engage-
ment to aid the Mysorean chief in the defence of his do-

minions. Their councils, indeed, were in a very divided

and distracted state. The crown had sent out Sir John

Lindsay in a very anomalous character, as minister-pleni-

potentiary, holding a power nearly co-ordinate with that
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of the governor and council. This person formed a cl «e
intimacy with the nabob Mohammed Ali, and joined him
in urging that the presidency should embrace the cause
of the invaders,—a measure which they firmly resisted ;

but these opposite impulses prevented action on "either side!
It was rather a subject of dismay to find that, in consequence
of the large cessions extorted by the Mahrattas, their fron-
tier and that of the British had actually come into contact.

Hyder, as soon as he had extricated himself from this

invasion, employed the most active exertions to regain his
lost territory. He turned his attention first to the Malabar
coast, the communication with which could only be main-
tained through the intervening district of Coorg. He sud-
denly invaded that country, which he found almost wholly
unprepared, and made a singular display of barbarian cru-
elty. He proclaimed a reward of five rupees for every head
presented to him ; then sat in state receiving and paying
for these bloody trophies. But after seven hundred heads
had been brought in, there appeared two with such pecu-
liarly fine and handsome features, that he was moved with
unwonted pity, and ordered the carnage to cease. Coor<r
was subdued ; and the once powerful state of Calicut, dis°
traded by internal commotions, scarcely made any resist-
ance. Hyder's next aim was to recover the extensive ter-
ritories wrested from him by the Mahrattas

; and in this he
was much favoured by the distractions in which that pow-
erful confederacy was soon involved. Madoo Rao, their
warlike chief, died in 1772, and after a short interval was
succeeded by Ragonaut Rao, better known under the name
of Ragoba, whose authority, however, was by no means
fully acknowledged. The Mysorean rajah, therefore, fear-
lessly entered and overran a large portion of the ceded
country. Ragoba, indeed, hastened to its defence, but
being recalled by a violent insurrection, which ended in the
overthrow of liis power, he concluded a treaty allowing
Hyder to occupy all the provinces south of the Kistna!
Another army sent afterward under Harry Punt, the leader
bfthe party wbicheipalled Ragoba, penetrated into Mysore;but Hyder having gained over a detachment of the Mahratta
troo,^, baffled all hia attempts, and

obliged him to retreat.
Immed, ai, lv after the treaty with Ragoba, the indefatigalWe Hyder began operations against a number of independen.
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chiefs who possessed fortresses on the borders, or even
within the limits, of his territory. Among the most re-

markable of these was Gooty, the castle of Morari Rao, a
fierce Mahratta freebooter, who had long acted a conspicuous
part on the theatre of India. This stronghold consisted of
numerous works, occupying the summit of several rocky hills.

After the lower stations had been reduced, the upper made
so obstinate a defence that a treaty was agreed on, granting
peace on the payment of a large amount of treasure. A
young man sent as a hostage, being well entertained in

Hyder's camp, was induced to betray the secret cause of

submission, namely, that there was only a supply of water
for three days in the fort. Hyder took no notice at the
moment ; but he soon after contrived to find a defect in the
articles : he then renewed the siege, and Morari Rao was
compelled to surrender at discretion. But the most obsti-

nate resistance was experienced from the Polygar of Chit-

lledroog, who ruled over a warlike and fanatic tribe, called

Beder. They had reared in the most elevated part of their

citadel a shrine to Cali or Doorga, the Indian goddess of

destruction, and they firmly believed that so long as it was
duly served the place would never fall. Every Monday
morning solemn devotions were performed to the goddess ;

then a loud blast with the bugle was blown, upon which
the garrison rushed forth in a desperate sally, with the

object chiefly of procuring human heads to be ranged in

pyramidal rows before the dread temple of the destroying
deity. Although, contrary to every military rule, they thus

gave to the enemy full warning of the period of attack,
it was made with such fury, and at such various points,
that the goddess was scarcely ever defrauded of her bloody
trophies ; and when the place fell, two thousand heads were
found piled in front of her portal. Hyder was obliged by
Mahratta invasion to abandon the siege, which, however,
he afterward renewed

; but it was only through treason that
the governor was obliged to own the mighty spell of Cali

broken, and to admit an enemy within the impregnable bul-
warks of Chittledroog.

Deep discontent against the English was now rankling
in the mind of Hyder. He had, as formerly mentioned,
earnestly courted their alliance

; for his own purposes doubt-

less, but on the fair and honourable principle that the par-
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ties should mutually support each other against the over-

whelming power of the Mahrattas. Their conduct, how-

ever, in the late war, when they saw his very existence so long

endangered without a single effort to relieve him, seems to

have thoroughly and finally disgusted him. Ke gave up
every hope of profiting by their alliance, and centred all his

prospects of aggrandizement in their destruction. The
Mahrattas again, whose councils had undergone a complete

change, instead of threatening further invasion, sent pro-

posals to Hyder for an alliance against the British ;
and a

treaty preparatory to that object was accordingly concluded.

By a singular fatality, the views of the government at

Madras had been altered in the opposite direction, having
become sensible of the advantages which niijrht be derived

from a union with the chief of Mysore. They even made
overtures for a close alliance, with promises of co-operation
in case of attack from any foreign enemy. His irritation,

however, seems to have been only heightened by having
that aid which was denied at his utmost need thus pressed

upon him at a moment when he could maintain his own

ground. At this crisis the war, consequent upon the

American contest, broke out between France and England,
and was extended to India. The subjects of Louis, with

their usual diplomatic activity, immediately opened a com-

munication with Hyder, whom they found most favourably

disposed towards them ; and he engaged accordingly in

that confederacy to which his house so immutably and so

fatally adhered.

As soon as hostilities commenced, the English govern-
ment formed a comprehensive plan for the reduction of all

the French possessions in India without any exception.

Pondicherry soon fell ;
to which no opposition was made by

Hyder, who even pretended to congratulate them on their

success. When, however, they announced their intention

of reducing Mahe, on the Malabar coast, he decidedly

objected ; urging that the territory around it, having been

conquered by him, was now included in his dominions. The
British did not consider this argument of sufficient weight
to deter them from acting against a Frenrh fort. They
accordingly sent an expedition, which speedily reduced the

place, although Hyder gave all the aid that he could at the

moment supply, in order to defend it. It has been sup.
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posed that his resentment at this step was one cause of the
rooted enmity which he ever after displayed against Eng-
land ; but the real motives of his conduct probably lay

deeper, and were connected with a more comprehensive view
of his peculiar interests.

The government at Madras, while they adopted a more

judicious policy in regard to the chief of Mysore, unfortu-

nately shut their eyes to the possibility of its failure, and
could not be convinced that they were in any danger from
his hostility. Yet he made no secret of his feelings, and
seems even to have amused himself by trying how far he
could proceed without rousing them from their security.

They sent to him Swartz, the Danish missionary, a highly
respectable and amiable man, whom Hyder received kindly ;

and on his return intrusted him with a letter, recounting a

long list of wrongs sustained from the English, adding the

ominous words,
"

I have not yet taken revenge : it is no
matter." Mr. Gray was afterward despatched to him, but

seemingly very ill provided for an Indian mission, having
no presents except a saddle and a gun, both of bad work-

manship, which were disdainfully refused. He was lodged,
or rather imprisoned, in a miserable shed near the capital,
and annoyed with the impertinence of one of the court

menials. He obtained only formal audiences ; while Mo-
hammed Osman, a confidential officer, brought to him mes-

sages by no means of an encouraging tenor. Hyder .asked,
" Of what avail were treaties! Of the treaty of 1769 the

English had broken every article
; his affairs had been re-

duced to the brink of ruin by their refusal to aid him against
the Mahrattas : after such an example, it was unnecessary
to enumerate minor grievances." As it was likewise evident

that an expedition on a great scale was preparing in Mysore,
Mohammed Ali remonstrated with the government in the

strongest manner on the impending danger, and the ne-

cessity of taking the most vigorous steps to prevent it. But
his system of policy was no longer in favour with the
council ; every thing hostile to Hyder was merely regarded
as coming from one who had long misled them on this sub-

ject. The government were therefore completely unpre-

pared for the tremendous blow with which they were about

to be struck.

Earlv in June, 1780, after prayers had been offered in

Vol.' II.—F
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the mosques, and the solemn ceremony called jebbum

performed by the Hindoos, for the success of the pro-

posed expedition, Hyder quitted Seringapatam, and found

mustered at the frontier perhaps the finest army that

had ever taken the field in Southern India. It consisted ot

28,000 cavalry, 15,000 regular infantry, and 40,000 irregular

troops called peons, many of whom, however, were veterans,

—in all 83,000, besides 2000 rocket-men, 5000 pioneers,

and about 400 Europeans. In the middle of July he

marched through the pass of Changama, and began an un-

resisted career in the Carnatic, which he covered with the

most dreadful devastation. A few days after, while the

ruling party in the council would scarcely admit the exist-

ence °of danger, black columns of smoke, mingled with

flame, were seen approaching within a few miles of Madras.

Colonel Wilks, however, controverts the general idea that

the entire Carnatic was absolutely reduced to ashes. 1 his

would have been contrary to Hydcr's object in pursuing a

plan of conquest; he merely drew round Madras a wide

circle of desolation, calculating that a tedious blockade would

be necessary to reduce so strong a city.

As soon as the first alarm of the government had sub-

sided, they began to consider the means of resistance, which,

with an empty treasury, disunited councils, and the im-

possibility of placing any confidence in Mohammed AH,

appeared extremely deficient. The first object was to se-

cure different strong places now held by the troops of the

nabob, who, it was not doubted, would surrender them on

the first serious attack. Several fell ;
but two were saved

by the exertions of very young British officers. Lieutenant

Flint, with a corps of 100 men, having proceeded to Wan-

dewash, was refused admittance by the killedar or governor,

who had already arranged the terms on which the fortress

was to be surrendered. Flint, however, having with four

of his men procured access, seized the commandant, and,

aided by the bettefrdispoaed part of the garrison,
made him-

self master of the stronghold.

The next object was to unite in one army the different

detachments spread over the country ;
the most numerous

and best equipped being under Colonel Bailhe, who had ad-

vanced considerably into the interior with a view to offen-

sive operations, this corps amounted to 2800, the main

body not exceeding 5200. Lord Macleod, who had recently
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arrived in India and held the actual command, strongly, and

apparently with reason, recommended that the point of

junction should be fixed in front of Madras, not in the
heart of a country entirely occupied by the enemy. But
Sir Hector Monro, the commander-in-chief, undertook to

unite the armies at Conjeveram, fifty miles distant from the

capital. Colonel Baillie, in order to reach that place, was

obliged to take an inland route, in which he was exposed to

the hazard of being attacked by the whole army of the

invader. He was detained ten days by the swelling of

the river Cortelaur, and after effecting his passage, was
attacked by a large detachment under Tippoo, which he re-

pulsed, but not without sustaining some loss. Hyder then,
under cover of a feigned movement against Sir Hector's

army, interposed his whole force between the two English
divisions. They were now only fourteen miles distant,
within hearing of each other's cannon, and could they have
acted in concert, would have easily defeated the irregular
host opposed to them. Baillie wrote, urging Sir Hector to

join him ; but the commander, conceiving that he would

thereby lose Conjeveram with its little supply of provisions
and stores, chose rather to send Colonel Fletcher with 1000

troops to support Colonel Baillie,
—a most hazardous move-

ment across a country covered by the enemy's detachments.
Yet Fletcher, by great skill and activity, and by deceiving
his own deceitful guides, succeeded amid every danger in

joining the corps that he was ordered to support, which he
raised to upwards of 3700 men. Hyder burst into the most
furious invectives against his officers for not having pre-
vented this union ; and the French, conceiving it preparatory
to a combined attack by these two divisions, exhorted the

chief by speedy retreat to shun a general action. Hyder
had formed a juster estimate of those with whom he was to

contend. Colonel Baillie first attempted a night-march, by
which a great extent of ground might have been gained,
and where, in case of attack, superior discipline would
have given him the advantage ;

but meeting with some ob-

stacles, he determined, contrary to Fletcher's advice, to

delay till morning. He departed at dawn, but soon found
himself opposed by the entire strength of the Mysore army.
The English troops were at first harassed only by flying
detachments ; but when they came into a narrow and ex-
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posed part of the road, upwards of fifty pieces of cannon

began to play upon them with the most terrible effect. The
several narratives vary somewhat as to the further issues

of this dreadful day. According to official and other state-

ments, the English repulsed repeated charges with prodigies
of valour. Their bravery indeed is nowhere denied ; but

private accounts assert that Colonel Baillie, unaccustomed
to separate command, and flying in an agitated manner from

post to post, took no fixed position, and did not avail him-
self of his real advantages. The grenadiers called out to

be led on, and not exposed without the means of resistance
to the destructive fire of the enemy. Suddenly two tum-
brils exploded, spreading dismay, and threatening a failure

of ammunition. The Mysorean cavalry, headed by a des-

perado named Sindia, made a furious charge, by which the
whole sepoy force was broken, and mingled with the enemy
in inextricable confusion. The handful of British troops
still kept their ground ; but as no hope could be enter-

tained of their being able to withstand the whole army of

Hyder, Colonel Baillie walked in front, waved his handker-

chief, and concluded that he had obtained the promise of

quarter. But when the enemy rushed in, either disregarding
their pledge, or indignant at a straggling fire which was
still kept up by the sepoys, they treated the troops with the
utmost cruelty, stabbing those already wounded, and even
women and children. The only humanity which was ex-
ercised was obtained through the exertions of the French
officers Lally and Pimorin. The greater part of the corps
perished on the field

; all the rest, including 200 Europeans,
were taken prisoners.

Such was this miserable catastrophe, on which Colonel
"Wilks hesitates not to pronounce, that if either of the com-
manders had followed the dictates of ordinary experience,
both corps would have been saved ; and if the two chiefs

had acted well, the discomfiture would have been on the
side of the enemy. Sir Hector advanced within two miles
of the fatal spot ;

but observing the firing cease, and no
return made to his signals, he withdrew; and, on learning
the fate of the detachment, tell back to Chingleput, where
he was joined by a smaller party under Colonel Cosby,
who had conducted his retreat with ability and success.
Tin' prisoners were conveyed to Seringapatam, where they
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were used with the greatest inhumanity, being chained
two and two, thrown into dungeons, and fed on the most

scanty fare.

The first advantage that the ruler of Mysore drew from
this victory was the reduction of Arcot, which, after a re-

spectable defence, surrendered on the 3d November, 1800.

He held also in close siege Wandewash, Vellore, Chingle-

put, and other important bulwarks of the Carnatic.

The intelligence of this signal disaster being conveyed
to the main seat of government at Calcutta, Mr. Hastings
immediately took the most active steps to repair it. Sir

Eyre Coote, a veteran officer, enjoying the highest military

reputation of any in India, was appointed to the chief com-

mand, and sent from Bengal with 560 European troops,
while a corps of sepoys prepared to march along the coast

as soon as the rainy season should terminate. At the

same time the Governor of Madras was suspended, and
his place in course supplied by the senior member of coun-

cil, who had always opposed his inactive policy ;
but the

funds for the prosecution of the war were placed in the

hands of the new commander-in-chief.

General Coote, on arriving at Madras, and preparing to

take the field, found at his disposal not more than 7000

men, of whom 1700 only were Europeans. Yet with this

force, so far from fearing, he anxiously desired to encounter

in the field the numerous, brave, and well-commanded army
of the enemy. What he dreaded was the harassing war-

fare carried on by Hyder in a country which he had already
converted almost into a desert. The English army, when
it left Madras, was like a ship departing on a long voyage,
or a caravan preparing to cross the deserts of Arabia.

Every thing by which life could be supported was to be

carried..along with it
; and the troops, continuing to depend

on the capital alone for supply, were in danger of absolute

famine. As they moved in a close body through this deso-

lated region, never occupying more than the ground which

they actually covered, clouds of the enemy's cavalry hovered
round them ; who, finding that they did not choose to waste
their ammunition on individual objects, even rode up to the

line and held an occasional parley. This consisted chiefly
in fierce defiances and invitations to single combat. Dallas,

an officer of great personal prowess, successfully encoun-
F2
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tered several of the Indian chiefs, and his name was called
out by the most daring. In this mode of fighting, how-
ever, the natives in general had the advantage.

Harassing as such a warfare was, and though the My-
sorean chief continued to refuse battle, he was obliged to
raise the siege of every place upon which the English di-
rected their march. In this manner the important fortresses
of Wandewash and Permacoil were relieved, and a stopwas thereby put to the career of the enemy. The British
commander, however, in following the rapid movements of
this indefatigable adversary, found his troops so exhausted,
and reduced to such destitution, as left no prospect of
relief except in a general action, which he scarcely hoped
to accomplish. But Hyder at length, encouraged by the
appearance of a French fleet on the coast, and by a repulse
sustained by the English in attacking the pagoda of Chil-
lumbrum, intrenched his army in a strong post near Cud-
dalore, where he at once maintained his communication
with the sea, and cut off the supplies of his opponent.The station was extremely formidable ; but Sir Evre Cooto
skilfully led his men through a passage formed by the
enemy for a different purpose, drew up the troops in the
face of several powerful batteries, as well as of a vast bodyof cavalry, and finally carried all before him. Hyder,
seated on a portable stool upon an eminence in the rear of
the army, was struck with amazement at the success of the
attack, and burst into the most furious passion ; refusing
for some time to move from the spot, till a trusty old servant
almost by force drew the slippers on his legs, and placed
him on a swift horse, which bore him out of the reach of
danger.

This victory enabled the English commander to relieve
Wandewash a second time, which was again closely pressed
by Tippoo ; but it did not supply his urgent want of money,
provisions, and equipments. After sundry marches and
countermarches, Hyder once more took ground, and wailed
battle in a position chosen by himself, being no other than
that fortunate

spot, as he deemed it, near the village of Po-
lilloor, where he had gained the triumph over the°corps of
Colonel Baillie, Here General Coote led his troops to an
action which proved more bloody than decisive. He placedthem in various positions, but found them everywhere
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severely annoyed by a cross-fire from the enemy. Mr. Mill's

authorities even assert that his movements were paralyzed

by a dispute between him and Sir Hector Monro, and that

had Hyder made a vigorous charge he would have com-

pletely carried the day. But he at length yielded the

ground on which the battle was fought, and the English
reached it over the dead bodies of their yet unburied coun-

trymen, who had fallen in the former action. The present,

according to Mr. Mill, was boasted of in the Mysorean ac-

counts as a complete victory ; but Colonel Wilks says they

represented it merely as a drawn battle, which was not

very far from the truth.

Neither the fame nor strength of the British army was

improved by this engagement. The commander, however,

having learned that the important fortress of Vellore was

besieged and reduced to extremity, determined upon a

vigorous attempt to relieve it ; and having understood that

Hyder was posted at Sholinghur, resolved upon another

effort to bring him to action. On the morning of the 27th

September he pushed forward with such vigour as very

nearly to surprise the Indians before their ranks could be

fully formed. They rallied indeed, and made several brisk

charges, but were finally obliged to betake themselves to

flight, with the loss of 5000 men, while only a hundred fell

on the side of the assailants. General Coote was thus

enabled, though not without difficulty, to march upon Yel-

lore, the siege of which was abandoned on his approach.
The war continued with various fortune. Intelligence

having been received of hostilities between the English and

Butch, Lord Macartney, now president at Madras, formed

the design of reducing Negapatam, the capital of their

settlements ; and, finding Sir Eyre Coote opposed to the

measure, completed, without drawing from the main army,
a detachment of 4000 men, commanded by Sir Hector
Monro. The enterprise was conducted with the greatest

vigour, and five successive lines of redoubts were carried

by the besiegers, with such energy and intrepidity that the

garrison, though consisting of about 8000 men, capitulated
in fourteen days. All the other Dutch settlements on the

same coast fell along with it
;
and even their important

station of Trincomalee, on the island of Ceylon, was carried

by storm.
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Meantime Colonel Brathwaite, with a body of 2000 men,
was recovering for the English their ascendency in Tanjore.
His corps, however, when the whole country was occupied
by the Mysorean cavalry, seems to have been too small to

remain with safety detached from the main army. Hyder
not only cut off from the British all sources of accurate in-

formation, but opened corrupted fountains
;

all the spies
who pretended to give them intelligence were in his pay ;

and Brathwaite remained encamped on the banks of the

Coleroon, without a suspicion that the flower of the enemy's
forces were hemming him in on every side. Even when
assured of the fact by one of the natives, he was so misled

by opposite information as to think the assertion unworthy
of credit. Suddenly he found himself enclosed by an army
of more than ten times his number. All accounts agree
that the resistance of this devoted little corps was truly gal-
lant, and that, during the protracted contest, it repulsed
repeated and desperate attacks. But at length an onset

by the French troops broke the sepoys ; the whole were
thrown into confusion, and finally either killed or obliged
to surrender. The French officers displayed their usual

humanity, and even Tippoo, who commanded, did not on
this occasion treat the prisoners with his accustomed

cruelty.

Notwithstanding this triumph, Hyder felt deep anxiety as

to his future prospects. He learned that, through the in-

defatigable exertions made by Mr. Hastings from Bengal,
the Mahratta government had withdrawn from his alliance,
and had even bound themselves to guaranty the British

territory as it stood at the period of their last treaty. At
the same time a detachment, which he had sent to besiege
Tellicherry on the Malabar coast, met with a very unex-

pected resistance ; they were not only unable to make any
impression, but, on a strong reinforcement being received

from Bombay, were beaten and compelled to surrender.

Hyder was so much depressed by these unfavourable cir-

cumstances, that he had even formed the design of evacu-

ating the Carnatic, when tidings arrived of a strong body
of French troops having arrived on the coast ; and, accord-

ingly, on the 10th March, they were landed to the amount
of 3000. The French and their allies, considering them-
selves now decidedly superior in the field, immediately laid
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siege to Cuddalore, which, having been imperfectly provided
with the means of defence, surrendered almost without re-

sistance. They then proceeded to besiege the important

position of Wandewash ;
but General Coote having pre-

sented himself, and offered battle for its relief, the combined-

army, with all its boasted strength, declined that issue and

retreated towards Pondicherry. The British general fol-

lowed, and defeated them with considerable loss at Arnee.

At the same time he threw supplies into Vellore, and un-

dertook an expedition against Cuddalore, which failed only

through the want of naval co-operation. Thus, even alter

obtaining a powerful reinforcement from France, Hyder
remained still unable to face the British army in the open
field.

In the mean time, the latter were employing vigorous
efforts to make an impression on the side of Malabar.

After the triumphant repulse of the enemy from Telli-

cherry, Major Abingdon reduced Calicut
;

and Colonel

Huniberstone, an able and intelligent officer, landed with
an additional force from Bombay, which rendered the Brit-

ish completely masters of the field. The nayrs, hailing him
as a deliverer, immediately joined their forces to his, and
the combined troops marched into the interior. The enemy,
having imprudently waited their approach in a disadvan-

tageous position, with a river in their rear, were totally de-

feated, and a great number drowned in the flight. Yet, on

advancing into the country, the conqueror found himself so

incumbered by the difficulties of the march, and harassed

by parties acting in his rear, that he was obliged to com-
mence his retreat. This movement it was soon necessary
to make very rapid, as Tippoo and Lally had hastened with

a large force to retrieve the Mysorean interests on this

coast. The English troops fell back to Paniani, where
Colonel Macleod, who arrived to take the command, in-

trenched himself so strongly that Tippoo was repulsed
with considerable loss. This prince, however, was pre-

paring with a superior force to renew the attack, when he

was recalled by an event of the most momentous character, to

which he very naturally considered every other as secondary.

Hydcr's health had for some time been in a state of rapid

decline, and symptoms now appeared of that severe im-

posthame called the rajhora, or royal boil, said to be pecu-
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liar to India and to the higher ranks in that country.
When decidedly formed it baffles the skill of the native

physicians, and proves invariably fatal. He expired on the

7th December, 1782, at an age not precisely ascertained,

but believed to have exceeded eighty. Of the numerous

race of Indian adventurers he was perhaps the most re-

markable. Without the first elements of education, unable

to write or read, he made his way to the throne of a mighty
kingdom, which he administered with brilliant talent and

profound political sagacity, though without the least tinc-

ture of honour, principle, or humanity. His death formed

a crisis the most alarming for the power which he had

reared. An Indian army is held together by no sentiment

of patriotism, public duty, or professional character, but

simply by fealty to their chief, and to him individually.

When he disappears his soldiers are converted from an or-

ganized body to a scattered crowd of individuals, who
either disperse entirely or are formed into bands, each fol-

lowing the leader who attaches them to him by his char-

acter, or can bribe them by his wealth. This danger was

great as it respected the family of Hyder, whose active

mind was the soul of every movement in the court and

army. His sagacity, however, enabled him to choose in-

struments who, in the hour of trial, proved faithful to him-

self and his house.

The affairs of his treasury were carried on by the joint

instrumentality of Poomea and Kishen Rao, two Bramins
of opposite sects, speaking different languages, and serving
as checks upon each other. These two persons, as soon

as they saw Hyder's last hour approaching, formed in con-

cert the extraordinary design of concealing it from the army
and the world. The state of his health had for some time

prevented him from receiving any but his most confidential

servants ;
to them the ministers, with awful injunctions of

secrecy, communicated the fact ; while to all the others

they gave regular reports of the progress of Hyder's

malady, which they represented to be of a favourable na-

ture. Only Mohammed Ameen, cousin-german to the

monarch, with another chief, formed the design of raising
to power his second son, a youth of defective intellect, as

a pageant in whose name they themselves might govern.
But this plot was discovered ; and they were apprehended
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and sent off under a strong guard, as if by the personal
orders of the sovereign. The instant that Hyder ex-

pired, his faithful ministers despatched notice to hia

eldest son, which reached him in four days. Tippoo in-

stantly suspended his operations against the English, and

accomplished a march with extreme rapidity across the pe-
ninsula. As he approached, and learned that every thing
was tranquil, he slackened his speed, and on the 2d Jan-

uary, 1783, made a private entry into the camp, where,
after the usual distribution of pay and donatives, he was
soon recognised as commander of the army and as sove-

reign of Mysore. He had now at his disposal troops esti-

mated at 88,000 men, and a treasure amounting to three

millions sterling, besides a great store of jewels and other

precious effects.

Notwithstanding this studied concealment, the govern-
ment at Madras received early notice of the death of Hyder.

They immediately transmitted the intelligence to their com-

mander-in-chief, urging him to make a rapid movement to

take advantage of that disorganization which usually fol-

lows such a crisis in an Indian government. Unfortu-

nately the most violent insubordination and dissension

reigned among the different members of the council at

Madras. The dictatorial power, independent of the civil

government, intrusted to Sir Eyre Coote, was perhaps

necessary under the circumstances of that period, and had

been attended with signal advantage in the conduct of the

war ;
but it formed a precedent to which future commanders

were too much inclined to appeal. General Stuart, who
had succeeded Sir Eyre, claimed equal authority ; while

Lord Macartney required the entire subordination of the

military to the civil administration. The former, to vindicate

his supposed right, seems to have acted in studious contra-

diction to the instructions issued by the presidency. He
first expressed doubts of the death of Hyder ;

then said

that he would move in the proper time ;
next declared that

his army was in no condition to march ; and, in short, did

not undertake any movement till thirteen days after Tippoo
was fully established in the sovereignty.

This state of dissension between the civil and military

authorities, each seeking rather to inculpate the other than

to promote public objects, could not but be highly injurious
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to the service. The supreme government seem to have

laid the chief blame upon that of Madras. They say,
" You favour us with a collected mass of complaint and

invective against this government ; against the Nabob of

Arcot and his ministers ; against the commander-in-chief

of all the forces in India ; against the commander-in-chief

of his majesty's fleet ; against your own provincial com-

mander-in-chief; and again, against this government." It

is observed, that the efforts of the presidency, when they
had the entire management of the war and the most liberal

supplies, had been altogether unavailing for the delivery of

the Carnatic. Sir Eyre Coote was again sent to take the

command, with nearly the same unlimited powers as be-

fore, to which Lord Macartney very aceidedly objected.
But that gallant veteran, overcome by the hardships of the

voyage, suffered a relapse of some former complaints, and

expired on the 26th April, 1783, two days after reaching
Madras, and about four months after the decease of the

great Indian prince whose career he had checked.

The war in the Carnatic had now assumed an aspect
favourable beyond expectation. Tippoo, from causes w hich

we shall presently notice, considering the west of India as

having become the principal theatre of war, withdrew his

troops from the former, in order that he might act in the

latter with more effect. In consequence of his departure
it was determined to attack Cuddalore, where the French

had now concentrated their main force. As this place was

receiving continual reinforcements, it was desirable to pro-
ceed speedily to its investment; but the Madras govern-
ment lodged heavy complaints of the tardy progress made

by General Stuart, who performed only the daily march of

three miles, and thus required forty days, instead of the

usual period of twelve, to reach Cuddalore. He was cen-

sured also for immediately calling Colonel Fullerton from

Tanjore, an expedient which was understood to be reserved

for a case of urgent necessity. The fact, however, appears
to have been, that with every reinforcement which could be

obtained, the task was beyond his strength. Bussy, the

French commander, had under him a numerous and brave

garrison, with a considerable force of native troops. In

an attack, which took place on the 13th June, the English

gained indeed the contested position, but with the loss of
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npwards of a thousand men. The garrison was afterward

repulsed with considerable loss in a midnight sally;* yet
Suffrein, the French admiral, having made himself master
of the sea, and landed a reinforcement of 2400, the enemy
acquired a decided superiority, and prepared for an enter-

prise which threatened the most disastrous consequences
to the British. Stuart, irritated and disgusted, and consid-

ering himself abandoned by the government at Madras, had

recklessly determined that the arm}' should encounter what-
ever hazard might present itself. At this critical moment,
however, tidings arrived of peace having been concluded
between the two nations. Bussy soon after suspended
offensive operation^ and even sent orders to his country-
men to withdraw from the service of Tippoo, offering,

likewise, his mediation between the two belligerent parties ;

but, though some advances were made, they were not im-

mediately productive of any result.

We shall now turn our attention to the proceedings on
the western coast, which were rapidly rising in importance.
After Tippoo had retired so hastily, to make good his claim
to the crown, the English became again decidedly superior;
and they obtained a considerable reinforcement under Gen-
eral Mathews, who assumed the command. That officer

received from the presidency of Bombay positive orders to

commence operations, and push forward, without delay, by
the most direct road, against the important city of Bednore.
Instructions thus peremptory, issued by a civil govern-
ment placed at so great a distance, were manifestly inex-

pedient. Mathews wrote, remonstrating in the strongest
manner against the danger of the course thus prescribed,
and the disadvantage of depriving him of discretionary

power. Yet, though there must be always some measure
of discretion implied in such circumstances, he proceeded

blindly and precipitately to carry his orders into effect.

He landed his troops at the point of the coast nearest to

Bednore, and began to scale the steepest part of the

Ghauts, regardless of several detachments of the enemy
which were hovering on his flank and rear. This officer

* Bemadotte, the present King of Sweden, was taken prisoner in this

action, and treated by General Wangeiilitin %%
-

iiU a humanity which ha
afterward cordially acknowledged.

Vol. II.—G
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experienced a success which there was little room to an-

ticipate ; every thing gave way before him, and Bednore
itself surrendered without a blow. He is supposed to have
found in that city a treasure exceeding 800,000/., and was
accused of appropriating to himself a considerable portion ;

but, from the events which followed, this charge could

never be fully investigated. It would appear from Colonel

Wilks, that treason, unknown to himself, had afforded the

means of his success. Sheik Ayaz, the governor, had
been raised to a high command by Hyder, who was accus-

tomed to reproach Tippoo with the superior qualities of
this slave as contrasted with his own. Hence the prince
conceived the most deadly hatred against the favourite, who,
soon after the late monarch's decease, intercepted a letter

from the new sultan, ordering him to be put to death.

Under this impulse he hastened to the citadel, and effected

its delivery to the English. He did not, however, join in

active warfare against his cruel master, but on his approach
retired to the coast.

Tippoo was greatly annoyed on learning the fall of this

important place, and the near approach of the enemy
towards his capital. Mathews was soon informed that

successive corps were throwing themselves on his rear,
and surrounding him with a force against which he would
be unable to cope. He had by this time obtained permis-
sion from the Bombay government to act according to his

own discretion ;
but he was now so elated by his important

and easy victory, that he placed blind confidence in fortune,
and even, according to Wilks, believed himself aided by
some supernatural power. Thus, reposing in full security,
he allowed his communications with the coast to be inter-

cepted, while his troops were surrounded by Tippoo's whole
force, aided by the science of Cossigny, a French engineer.
The garrison were driven into the citadel, and, after a brave

defence, were reduced to the necessity of capitulating,
though on favourable terms, receiving a promise that they
should be safely conducted to the coast. When the Indian

prince obtained admission into Bednore, he proceeded to the

treasury ; but, to his rage and dismay, found it empty.
Orders were then given to search the persons of the Eng-
lish officers, on which, unhappily, was found a large sum
both in money and icwcls, considered always in India as
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public property. Upon this discovery he considered him-

self absolved from all that he had stipulated ; the prisoners
were thrown into irons, and committed to the most rigorous
durance in the different fortresses of Mysore.
The sultan immediately marched down to the coast, and

laid siege to Mangalore, which, though a fortress of very

secondary strength, was defended in the most gallant man-
ner by Colonel Campbell. Having stood a siege of fifty-sis

days, it was reduced almost to a heap of ruins, when tidings
arrived of the peace concluded between France and Eng-
land. The French officers, Cossigny, Lally, and Boudenot,
then separated with their troops from the army of Tippoo,—a measure viewed with great indignation by that prince,
who considered them as personally united in alliance with

himself during the present war; indeed they with difficulty

escaped the effects of his resentment. Having made some
vain attempts to prosecute the siege alone, he agreed to an

armistice, which was to extend over the whole coast of

Malabar. One condition was, that a certain supply of pro-

visions, sufficient to keep up the present stock, should be

allowed to enter Mangalore every month. But, although
this stipulation was nominally observed, its spirit was com-

pletely violated,—the provisions supplied being so defective,

and of such bad quality, that the health of the garrison

rapidly sank ;
while General M'Leod, with a very ill-timed

scrupulosity, declined taking any effective means for intro-

ducing proper food. The consequence was, that Colonel

Campbell, after sustaining a siege of nearly nine months,
was obliged to surrender, and was so overpowered by the

fatigues of the service that he soon afterward died.

Meantime in the south, under the able direction of Mr.

Sullivan the civil resident, and through the military talents

of Colonels Lang and Fullerton, very important advantages
were gained. First Caroor and Dindigul, and afterward

Palgaut and Coimbetoor, were reduced. The last of these

officers was even preparing to ascend the Ghauts and

march upon Seringapatam, when he was arrested by orders,

and directed to restore all his recent conquests. Tippoo
had applied for two English commissioners to proceed to

his camp and treat for peace; and, with a courtesy which
Colonel Wilks considers blamcable, the Madras govern-
ment had complied. These envoys, on discovering the
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sultan's proceedings with regard to Mangalore, sent orders

to Fullerton to suspend the process of restoration. At

length a treaty was concluded, founded on the basis that

each party should retain his former possessions, and that

Tippoo shouid release such of his prisoners as had survived

the cruelties with which they had been treated.

CHAPTER III.

Conquest of Mysore*

Power of Tippoo—Ifis Persecution of the Christians, and of (he People
of Coorg—Confederacy against him—His Successes—Conclusion of

peace—Cru«] Treatment of the Natives in Calicut—Attack on Tra-

vancore—Repulse—Final Success—Arrival and Views of Marquis
Cornwalhs—Be resolves to make War upon Tippoo—Treaty with the

Nizam—General Mednws. opens ihe Campaign—Reduction of Dindi-

gnl and Palgaut— Successful Manoauvreaef Tippoo
—He lays waste

the Carnatic—Cornwall is assumes the Command—Advances upon
Bangalore—Reduces that Fortress— Nizam's Contingent—Advance

upon SeriM»np:iiam—Engagement, Distress, and Retreat of the Eng-
lish—General Abercrotnby's Advance and Retreat—Junction with the

Mahraltas—Reduction of several Hill-tons— Second March on Sering-

apatarn— Deli-at of Tippoo— Overtures from him—Terms accepted—
The young Princes received as Hostages— Difficulties— Final Conclu-

sion—Ceneral Results of Ihe War—Pacific Policy of Sir John Shore
— Arrival of Marquis Wellesley— His System—Tippoo's Negotiation
with the French— liriiish Influence, established at the Court of ihe

Nizam— Negotiations wiih the Sultan—Army advances against him—
He attacks the Troops from Uombay— llritish March on Seringapaiam—Action at Mallavilly

—Despondence of Tippoo— Siege commenced—
lis Operations—Tippoo attempts to Negotiate -His Alarm—Storming
of Serinnapatam

— Death of i lie Sultan— His Character—Anecdotes—
Disposal of the Kingdom oi Mysore.

Tippoo, after having concluded this treaty, became the

n.ost prominent personage in t ho political world of India.

Equal perhaps to his father in talents and ambition, some-

times even displaying a superior military genius, he was

yd, as already observed] a very different character. The
former always proceeded in a direct course to realize his

schemes of interest or ambition, from which no other object
could iiii ii him aside. But Tippoo was

agitated by various

passions and caprices, which disqualified hun from pur«
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Hlihg a decided line of policy. Instead of manifesting the

indifference of Hyder on the subject of religion, he was in-

spired with a furious zeal in the cause of lslamism, which

appeared in the most odious and tyrannical measures. The
issue was, that he was buried under the ruins of the em-

pire which he inherited, and which his predecessor, by so

many arts and crimes, had raised out of nothing.
The first instance of religious persecution was directed

against the Christians on the coast of Canara, who had

been converted by the Portuguese. In this case, indeed,

he seems to have had a somewhat plausible pretext. In

his narrative he asserts, probably not without truth, that the

Europeans had originally employed violent means to com-

pel the natives to adopt the new creed. Having therefore

collected 60,000, by his own statement, but according to

Wilks only 30,000, he forcibly inflicted on them the rite of

circumcision ; then hurried them to the capital and distrib-

uted them in the different garrisons ; a barbarous treat-

ment, by which it is said that many perished. By a strange

inconsistency he represented it as the highest honour to be

thus urged to the profession of the Moslem faith, yet made
it the punishment of rebellion and contumacy. The rude

mountainous territory of Coorg had always formed a reluc-

tant appendage to the kingdom of Mysore. The people
had taken advantage of the war with the English to reassert

their independence ; holding their conquerors in equal ab-

horrence on account of their religion and their disregard
for the rights of landed property. They now presented the

aspect of a formidable resistance. Tippoo was obliged to

march against them with his whole force, when they re-

treated into the depth of their forests, which appeared al-

most inaccessible. The sultan, however, divided his army
into detachments, which formed a complete circle round the

unhappy fugitives, and closed in upon them as huntsmen do

in pursuit of game. At length the troops penetrated into

their secret haunts, and carried off 70,000 victims to un-

dergo the abhorred penalties of circumcision and captivity.

Elated by these cruel triumphs, Tippoo hesitated not to as-

sume the title of padsha, which our historians have not very

accurately translated king. It was hitherto appropriated

exclusively to the Great Mogul whose supremacy had, till

that period, been acknowledged in Mysore ; but no sooner
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did the conqueror invest himself with this high distinction,

than public prayers were offered for him instead of Shah

Allum.
The increasing influence and lofty pretensions of this po-

tentate raised against him, in 1786, a confederacy the most

powerful that had for a long time been formed in Southern

India. The Mahrattas had repeatedly shaken to its foun-

dation the throne of Hyder ;
and though now much dis-

united, they were still the greatest among the native powers.

They held possession of the person as well as the capital

of the Mogul, and had no rivals for empire unless in the

Afghan sovereigns. With the nizam, who ranked second

in strength and dignity, they formed an alliance, which had

for its object the subversion of the new kingdom in the

south, and the division between them of all its possessions.

So confident were the Mahrattas of a triumphant issue, that

they did not even call in their own contingents, and de-

clined courting the aid of the English, lest they should be

obliged to share with them the expected spoil. The con-

federates advanced towards the Toombuddra, the chief

barrier between their dominions and those of Tippoo ; they
besieged and took the strong fortress of Badamee ; and their

cavalry spread themselves over the country. The sultan

did not. attempt directly to oppose this invading force ; but

by a circuitous movement came rapidly upon Adonie or Ad-

wanee, the principal fortress of the nizam south of the

Toombuddra, and considered by this ruler so strong that he

had formed in it a sort of royal establishment, which in-

cluded the harems of his brother and nephew. The son of

Hyder pushed the siege with his characteristic impetuosity ;

but having prematurely attempted to storm a breach, found

it so bravely defended by its commander, that he sustained

a complete repulse. The confederate armies were thus en-

abled to come to its relief, and obliged him to retire. But it

was now the season of the year at which the Toombuddra

undergoes its periodical inundation, when it became neces-

sary for the allies to have the whole of their armies, their

materials, and supplies either on one side or on the other of

that, river. To transport so many men and so much bag-

gage to the southern bank, in the face of an active enemy,

appeared too hazardous ; they therefore recrossed to the

northern side, leaving Tippoo's dominions seciare during the
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period of the monsoon. They were even reduced to the

necessity of abandoning Adonie, after hastily withdrawing
its distinguished inmates; and the victor on entering found

numerous apartments still fitted up with all the splendour
of royal palaces.
The sultan had now just ground to boast of his success ;

yet he aimed at extending it still farther. He caused a great

quantity of timber to be felled in the forests of Bednore,
and floated down the Toombuddra, where it was converted

into rafts and basket-boats for conveying his forces across.

All his officers dissuaded him from the
daring

scheme of

carrying beyond this barrier offensive operations against
such powerful armies. He rejected every argument, and in

the course of a week had actually transported the whole of

his troops to the other side. The enemy, who could not be

made to believe in any such attempt, had neglected all pre-
cautions against it ; and their indecisive movements soon

showed how completely they were taken by surprise. After

repeated marches and countermarches, Tippoo, with his

whole force in four divisions, made a midnight attack upon
their camp. Through a want of co-operation between

these detachments, the undertaking did not completely suc-

ceed
; yet the enemy were thereby compelled to quit their

position, and when they afterward attempted to regain it,

were repulsed with considerable loss. The general issue of

the day was such as induced them to retreat, abandoning to

Tippoo the important city and district of Savanoor. Soon
after overtures were made for a treaty, which was concluded

on the condition that the sultan should acknowledge the

tribute stipulated by Hyder ; amounting still, after some
liberal deductions, to forty-rive lacks of rupees, thirty of

which were actually paid. He restored also Adonie and

the other towns taken during the war, and was in return

recognised as sovereign of nearlv all India, south of the

river Toombuddra.

By this successful contest against such a powerful confed-

eracy Tippoo had earned perhaps the greatest military
name in India. He had displayed even prudence and mod-
eration in the terms on which he concluded peace. He now
considered himself, accordingly, the undisputed ruler of the

south, and at liberty to propagate the Mohammedan faith by
violence of every description. His first movement was to
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descend the Ghauts, into the territory of Calicut, or Mala*

bar Proper, which, by a hard-won conquest, Hyder had an-

nexed to the dominion of Mysore. Here he found a race

inspired with such deadly enmity to his favourite creed, that

if a Mussulman touched the outer wall of a house, they

thought it necessary to reduce the whole to ashes. Their

religious profession, indeed, derived little credit from their

moral conduct, since custom among the nayrs, or natives of

high rank, sanctioned a mode of living so extremely disso-

lute, that Tippoo did not exaggerate when he told them that
"
they were all born in adultery, and were more shameless

in their connexions than the beasts of the field." But

notwithstanding these habits, they possessed the utmost

bravery, and were prepared to make the most determined

resistance to the resolution entertained by the sultan of

compelling them to undergo circumcision and eat beef.

Even when vanquished they submitted to both conditions

with extreme reluctance ; and many sought refuge in the

heart of forests, or in the surrounding mountains, till at

It-ngth the whole were either circumcised or driven from their

fields and homes. The victor then commenced a war

against the religious edifices. He publicly boasted that he

had razed to the ground eight thousand temples, with their

roofs of gold, silver, and copper, after digging up the trea-

sures buried at the feet of the idols
;
but there -is reason to

believe that in this instance he greatly exaggerated his

own enormities. At length he became so elated with these

exploits, that he appears to have considered himself as

really endued with supernatural powers, and little, if at all,

inferior to Mohammed, the founder of his faith. Being

strongly advised by his counsellors not to attempt passing
the Ghauts during the height of the rainy season, he re-

plied, that " he would order the clouds to cease discharging
their waters until he should have passed." But he had

soon to encounter a mortal foe, against whom neither his

earthly nor his celestial powers were found to avail.

The little kingdom of Travancore, forming the western

part of the most southerly extremity of India, amid the

revolutions which shook the greater states in its vicinity,

had hitherto succeeded in maintaining independence and

neutrality. It was protected, not only by a lofty chain-

of mountains, extending as far as Cape Comorin, but by
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the more imperfect barrier of a wall and ditch covering its

whole frontier. Tippoo, however, had fixed his eyes with

intense eagerness on the conquest of a territory winch lay,

as it were, enclosed within his recent acquisitions, and would

complete their circuit. He contrived several grounds of

dissatisfaction. The territory of Cochin, which had now
been reduced under complete vassalage to Mysore, hap-

pened so to intersect that of Travancore, that the wall formed

for the defence of the one enclosed some portions of the

other ; and Tippoo could complain that his passage to a cer-

tain part of his dominions was obstructed by this barrier.

The Rajah of Travancore again, with the view of securing
his frontier, had purchased from the Dutch the forts of

Cranganor and Ayacotta, which the latter had long ago

conquered from the Portuguese. This measure was deeply
resented by Tippoo, who remarked that these forts stood

within his territories, and alleged, though seemingly with-

out reason, that the Dutch had owned his superiority, and

paid a rent for the land. Lastly, the refugee nayrs, Hying
from his persecution, had found a friendly reception in Tra-

vancore. On these or any other grounds the sultan would

not have been slow to execute his purpose, had it not been

checked by a defensive alliance formed during the last war

between the rajah and the English. It was therefore neces-

sary to afford explanations to the government at Madras,
who seem to have felt the utmost disposition to preserve pa-

cific relations with Mysore. They professed themselves

ready to listen to all reasonable grounds of complaint, and

proposed sending two commissioners to examine, and en-

deavour to adjust the matters in dispute. This did not har-

monize with the design of Tippoo, who hastened with his

whole force to attack the weak barrier of the Travancore

lines. The extent of such a fortification necessarily ren-

dered it inefficient ; and accordingly, on the 29th Decem-

ber, 1789, while a numerous body, comprising apparently
the whole army, by a feigned attack on the principal gate,

occupied the attention of the inhabitants, Tippoo, with up-
wards of 14,000 men, the flower of his troops, had effected

his entrance at an unguarded point on the right flank. Ho
then pushed along the interior of the rampart to reach the

nearest entrance and open it to his men. For some time his

progress was almost unresisted ; the inhabitants retreating
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from one tower after another ; though, as reinforcements ar-

rived, they began to make a more vigorous stand. They main-

tained their defence particularly in a large square building

that served the joint purpose of a magazine and barrack ;

and here Tippoo, seeing his first division considerably di-

minished by successive contests, ordered it to be strength-

ened by a fresh corps. This operation was ill understood

and imperfectly executed ;
and as the troops were advanc-

ing in some disorder, a party of twenty Travancoreans,

from under close covert, opened a brisk fire on their flank.

The commanding officer fell, when the whole body was

thrown into irretrievable confusion. The mass of fugitives

drove before them a detachment which was advancing to

their support, and who again impelled those behind. Many
were thrown down and trampled to death

;
and the ditch

was filled with heaps of dead bodies. The sultan himself

was borne along by the torrent, and some servants with dif-

ficulty conveyed him over the ditch, after he had twice

fallen, and suffered contusions ; from the lameness thereby

occasioned he never entirely recovered. His palanquin, the

bearers of which had been trodden to death, was left be-

hind ;
and his seals, rings, and other ornaments fell into the

hands of the enemy. He hastened forward, partly on foot

and partly in a small carriage, and arrived at his camp in the

most miserable plight, after losing 2000 of his men.
_

So

precarious is the fortune with which war, and especially

barbarous war, is often attended !

It may be easier to conceive than describe the rage and

humiliation of Tippoo at seeing his fine army thus com-

pletely repulsed by a despised enemy. He made avow that

he would not leave the encampment till he had retrieved

and avenged the disaster. All his detachments were called

in, his heavy cannon was brought down from Seringapatam
and Bangalore ;

and though more than three months were

employed in these preparations) he .succeeded completely in

lulling the suspicions of the British, and in persuading
them that he was still desirous of maintaining amicable re-

lations. At length, his arrangements being completed,
about the beginning of April, 1790, he openod regular bat-

teries against this contemptible wall, and soon made a

breach nearly three-quarters of a mile in extent. The

troops of Travancore, thus exposed in the open field, fled
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with little resistance, and Tippoo soon saw the whole coun-

try lying defenceless before him. He immediately laid siege
to Cranganor, near which, on the neighbouring island of

Vipeen, the English had a small force stationed to assist

the rajah. These were reinforced by three battalions under
Colonel Hartley, who, on finding that he could not under-
take offensive operations, withdrew the native garrison from
the place, and took up a defensive position, in which the

enemy did not attempt to molest him. The Mysorean com-
mander now overran a great part of the conquered territory,

committing his usual devastations, and carrying great num-
bers of the inhabitants into captivity. Many, however,
retired to their southern fastnesses, where they could with

difficulty be pursued; and the season becoming unfavourable,

Tippoo, who was also alarmed by the movements of the Eng-
lish, returned to Seringapatam, after having levelled to the

ground the wall which had proved so unexpectedly formidable.

The Marquis Cornwallis had arrived in 1786 as governor-

general, with a view to effect a complete reform in the sys-
tem of Indian policy. To avoid by every possible means
war with the native powers was one of his leading instruc-

tions. He began, accordingly, by proclaiming, in a manner
that has been censured as too full and undisguised, the de-

termination to engage in no hostilities not strictly defen-

sive. Yet his views very early underwent a change ; and
he began to consider it necessary, or at least highly expe-
dient, to engage in an extended warfare with the view of

humbling completely the power of Mysore. It seems dif-

ficult to discover any good ground for altering his determi-

nation so entirely. Tippoo had no doubt shown himself

very formidable ; yet there was no reason to apprehend,
while the whole of Central India was united by the alli-

ance between thenizam and the Mahrattas, that the balance

of power would be actually endangered ; on the contrary,
it was likely to be in greater peril from the downfall of one
of these parties and the immoderate aggrandizement of the

others. The new governor-general in adopting this policy
was greatly influenced, we suspect, by the restless and vio-

lent disposition of the sultan, and by an abhorrence of the

cruel persecutions which he continued to inflict upon the

inhabitants of the coast of Malabar.
The views of the marquis were soon developed by a
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treaty formed with the nizam. He had been instructed to

take the earliest opportunity of demanding from this prince

the cession of Guntoor, one of the Northern Circars, con-

sidered necessary for completing the circuit of that import-

ant territory. The claim now mentioned was founded on

the agreement of 1768, originally concluded with a view to

offensive war against Hyder, and to a partition of his do-

minions. This pretension was somewhat exorbitant, con-

sidering that the treaty had been repeatedly broken ; that

war had since been waged between the two parties, and

peace twice concluded with Mysore without any regard to

its stipulations. A military force, however, was despatched
to support the claim, which the nizam showed a very re-

markable and unexpected facility in granting. Hatred and

fear of Tippoo had at this time overcome all other consider-

ations, and he readily agreed to execute the conditions of

the treaty relative to Guntoor, provided all the others, in-

cluding extensive cessions promised to him from the ex-

pected spoil of his enemy, were also inserted. The gov-

ernor-general could not grant this to the full extent, but he

acceded to the proposal in case future circumstances should

admit of its fulfilment. At the same time, agreeably to

treaty, a subsidiary force was to be sent to the nizam, and

Bi curities were introduced that it should not be employed

against certain other powers. No such saving clause being
added in reference to the sultan, the negotiation with respect

to him bore altogether B hostile character.

While actuated by these dispositions, Lord Comwallis

was probably gratified by learning that Tippoo, by his

attack on the Travancore wall, had afforded a regular

ground on which to declare war. He made a most indig-

nant reply to the presidency at Madras, who, expressing
their opinion that this prince still desired peace, were them-

selves entering into treaty, and making no preparation for

hostilities. In fact, the Travanore affair, though it called

for attention, does not seem to have pressed so closely on

any British interest that an attempt might not have been

made to adjust it by pacific arrangements. The marquis,

however, announced that it ought to have been considered,

and must still be viewed, as al once placing the two powers
in a state of hostility. He had determined to repair to

Madras and take the command in person ; but changed
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this intention on learning the arrival of Genera! Medows, in

whose vigour and capacity he placed full confidence. At
the same time lie hastened to conclude an alliance with the

nizam and the Mahratta government, who each engajed to

employ their whole force against Tippoo ; in return for

which, upon the success of the war, all their claims upon
the territory of Mysore were to be granted in their fullest

extent. The former pressed earnestly for a guarantee that,

while his troops were absent on the projected expedition,
his country should not be pillaged by his warlike allies

;

but, though it was impossible to deny the reality of the

danger, it would have been exceedingly ungracious, in a

public document, to have supposed that great power capa-
ble of such a dereliction of duty and decency. The gov-

ernor-general, however, gave private assurances of protec-

tion, with which he prevailed upon the Indian prince to be

satisfied.

Tippoo seems not to have been prepared for the prompt
hostilities of the English. In June, 1790, they commenced
the campaign on the boldest system of offensive warfare ;

their aim being nothing less than by the most direct rout tc

ascend the Ghauts from the south, and advance upon Se

ringapatam. This march had already been projected and
considered practicable by Colonel Fullerton at the termina-

tion of the last war. As coiripared with the northern road

through the frontier district of the Barnmahl, it had the

disadvantage of being more remote from Madras, and con-

sequently from all military supplies and stores ; but it led

through a country more abundant in forage and provisions,
and avoided the obstacle presented by the powerful fortress

of Bangalore. It was necessary, however, to begin by
reducing the strong places possessed by the sultan in the

low country ; and General Medows, fixing his head-quar-
ters at Uoimbetoor, employed in this service Colonel Stuart,
who had much experience of war in Southern India. The
most important of these fortresses, and that which was
considered the main bulwark of Tippoo in this quarter, was

Palgaut, about thirty miles west of Coimbetoor. Stuart

immediately inarched against it, but had on his march to

encounter an unexpected enemy. At this season tire mon-

soon, which deluges the coast of Malabar, conveys only

cooling and refreshing showers to the interior and eastern

Vol. 0.—H
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districts ; but, in advancing westward, he met its full force,
which rendered the country wholly unfit for military opera-
tions. After giving a formal summons to Palgaut, he
returned, and was then despatched to Dindigul, more than
100 miles distant in the south-east. Having formed a very
inadequate idea of the strength of this place, he had car-
ried only a small stock of ammunition, which was found

nearly exhausted after effecting only a very imperfect
breach. No alternative was left but to attempt it, such as
it was. However, he was repulsed ; but the enemy were
so struck by the spirit with which the assault was con-

ducted, and so ignorant of the deficiency under which he

laboured, that they sent proposals of surrender, on terms
which the English commander was too wise not to accept.
By the time he returned from Dindigul, the season ad-

mitted of his again proceeding against Palgaut. Here he
had been equally misinformed, though to quite a different

effect, having been led to expect a very formidable resist-

ance. He accordingly employed great efforts in sending
forward a considerable train of artillery ; but on the morn-

ing of the 21st September, two batteries having been opened,
the guns of the fort were speedily silenced, and before night
a breach was effected in the curtain. The garrison soon
made offers of submission, asking scarcely any conditions

except that they should be protected from the fury of the

nayrs in the British service, who were ready to vent on all

that belonged to Tippoo their deepest resentment for his

barbarous persecution.
While Colonel Stuart was thus employed, considerable

progress was made by the army towards the high land of

Mysore. A chain of posts along the rivers Cavery and

Bahvany,
—Caroor, Eroad, Sattimtingul,

—had been suc-

cessively reduced; and the last of these, commandin" the

important pass of Gujolhutty, which opened the way into

the heart of Mysore, was occupied by Colonel Floyd with
a force of 2000 men. By this arrangement the different

corps wore very ill connected together. General Medows
at Coimbetoor was sixty miles distant from the division of

Floyd, and thirty from that of Stuart. The second of these
officers pointed out the danger of his situation, and the in-

telligence he had received that Tippoo was collecting a great
force to attack him. The commander, however, paid no
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attention to this warning, and ordered the detachment to

continue in its present position. The Mysore cavalry, un-

der Seyed Saheb, had indeed, in their first attack, been very

easily repulsed, and even compelled to retire behind the

Ghauts ;
but this failure of the advanced guard under a

pusillanimous chief afforded no ground to judge of what

miffht be expected when the whole force under the sultan

himself should be brought into action. Early in September
his horsemen were seen in large bodies descending the

Ghauts ; and as, when crossing the Bahvany at different

points, they endeavoured to surround the handful of Eng-
lish and sepoys, the latter soon felt themselves in a very

critical situation. They nevertheless made a gallant de-

fence, and the enemy, having entangled their columns in

the thick enclosures which surrounded the British position,

were charged very effectually with the bayonet, and several

troops entirely cut off. The Mysoreans, however, still ad-

vanced with increasing numbers, and opened a battery,

which did gTeat execution among the native soldiers ; yet

these last stood their ground with great bravery, saying,—
" We have eaten the company's salt ; our lives are at their

disposal." Thus the English maintained their position,

and Tippoo thought proper to withdraw during the night

to the distance of several miles ; but the casualties had

been so severe, and the post proved so untenable, that

Colonel Floyd considered it necessary in the morning to

commence his retreat, leaving on the field three dismounted

guns. The sultan, at the same time, having mustered his

forces, began the pursuit with about fifteen thousand men,

and after midday overtook his enemies as they retired in

single column. The latter, being obliged to halt and form

in order of battle, repulsed several charges ; yet, as soon as

they resumed their march, the Indians hovered round them

on all sides. They were compelled to abandon three addi-

tional guns, and their situation was becoming more and

more critical, when some cavalry being seen in the road

from Coimbetoor, the cry arose that General Medows was

coming to their aid. this report, being favoured by the

commander, was echoed with such confidence through the

ranks, that though Tippoo had good information to the con-

trary, he was deceived, and withdrew his squadrons. Colonel

Floyd was thus enabled to prosecute his retreat towards the
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main army, which had already marched to meet him, but
by a wrong road ; and the two divisions, in short, found
much difficulty, and suffered many hardships, before they
could rejoin each other.

The English, in the course of these untoward events,
had lost above 400 in killed and wounded

; their plans for
the campaign had been deranged ; the stores and magazines
formed on the proposed line of march lay open to Tippoo,
and were therefore to be removed with all speed. Yet
General Medows again resumed offensive operations, and
had nearly come in contact with the army of the sultan ;

but this chief, by a series of manoeuvres, eluded both him
and Colonel Maxwell, then stationed in Baramahl, and by
a rapid march descended into the Coromandel territory.
After menacing Triehinopoly, he turned northwards, and
swept the Carnatic with nearly as little opposition as was
experienced by his father during his first triumphant cam-
paign. At Thiagar, indeed, he was repulsed by his old
friend Captain Flint, whom he had learned to 'know at
Wandewasb

;
but scarcely any other place made even a

show of resistance. He began by burning and destroying
every thing in his way; but soon considered that it would
be more profitable to levy contributions, and thereby to re-

plenish his somewhat exhausted treasury. On approach-
ing Pondicherrv, he endeavoured to open a negotiation with
the French, which was rendered fruitless by the pacific dis-

position of Louis the Sixteenth.
General Medows in the field displayed courage and tal-

ent
; but he had not shown himself equal to the intricate

operations of an Indian campaign. Lord Cornwall]*, there-
fore, determined to resume his original design of directing
in person the course of the war ; and having arrived at Mod"
rason the 29th of January, took the command. He brought
considerable reinforcements

; and having ordered Medows
Jo join him, resolved without hesitation to carry hostilities
into the heart of Tippoo's dominions. In weighing the ad-

vantages of the two lines of operation, the north and the
south, by which he could penetrate into the interior of My-
sore, he preferred the former.

Probably the failure of the
late campaign a good deal influenced his choice; he con-
sidered also the distance to which his military movements
would in the other case be withdrawn from their point of
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support at Madras, and therefore decided upon bravincr all

the difficulties presented by the fortress of Bangalore, and
the bleak region in which it is situated.

On the 5th February the governor-general began his

march, and on the 11th passed through Vellore towards

Amboor, as if he had meant to ascend the mountains by
some one of the passes directly opposite to Madras. Tip-
poo, meantime, was lingering near Pondicherry, in hopes
of concluding his French negotiation, and being thereby
reinforced by six thousand troops. He trusted, too, that

with his light cavalry he might reach the passes towards
which the English were advancing, in time to place himself
in their front. Cornwallis, however, suddenly wheeled to

the right, and by a circuitous march of four days attained

the pass of Mooglee, where he found neither fear nor prep-
aration on the part of the enemy. In a similar period he
entered without resistance the high plain of Mysore, and
was now>in the heart of the sultan's country. This able

movement, with which the commander-in-chief opened his

career, struck his antagonist with consternation, and in-

spired the most favourable anticipations as to the manner
in which the campaign would be conducted.

Tippoo, taken completely by surprise, hastened to the

defence of his dominions ; but he acted on no decided or

effective manner. He lost a considerable time in superin-

tending personally the removal of his harem from Bangalore ;

and, notwithstanding several attempts to harass the Eng-
lish, scarcely opposed an obstacle to their taking ground
before that stronghold, which they did on the 5th of March,
1791. The siege was immediately begun with the utmost

vigour, but, at the same time, under peculiar disadvantages.
The fortress was too extensive to be invested ; operations
were therefore carried on solely by breach and battery ; the

garrison received all the reinforcements and supplies of

whieh they stood in need ; while Tippoo, with the whole
of his brave and active army, well skilled in desultory war-

fare, hovered round, making continual efforts to support the

besieged, and to annoy their assailants. Yet the only se-

rious disaster which the latter experienced was occasioned

by the too forward valour of Colonel Floyd, when despatched
with the cavalry to cover a reconnoissance. Being about to

retire, he saw the eneinv's rear in a position peculiarly ex-

H2
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posed to attack, and could not resist the temptation. He
pushed on, and though soon entangled in broken and irreg-
ular ground, drove successive detachments before him, when
suddenly a musket-ball entered his cheek, passed through
both jaws, and he fell down apparently dead. The second
in command being in the extreme left, there was no one to

give orders or encourage the troops at this critical moment.
They oegan a retreat, which, as the different corps of the

enemy rallied and a cross-fire was opened from the fort,
was soon changed into a confused flight. The overthrow
might have been very serious, had not Colonel Gowdie come
up with a body of infantry, and checked the advance of
the sultan's horsemen. The loss of the British in men
was only 71, but the destruction of nearly 300 horses was
very severely felt.

Another enterprise, which proved somewhat hazardous,
was the carrying of the town, or pettah, as it was called,
of Bangalore, a place of very considerable extent and im-
portance. It was surrounded with an indifferent wall, but
the ditch was good, and the gate was covered by a very
close thicket of Indian thorns. The attack was made, too,
without any due knowledge of the ground ; and the sol-

diers, Doth in advancing and in endeavouring to force open
the gates, were exposed to a destructive "fire from tur-
rets lined with musketry. Colonel Moorhouse, one of the
most accomplished characters in the service, received four
wounds, which proved fatal. At length, when the gatewas almost torn in pieces, Lieutenant Avre, a man of very
small stature, forced his way through it, "and Medows, who
preserved an inspiring gayety in the midst of battle, called
out, "Well done ! now, whiskers, try if von can follow and
support the little gentleman." On this animating call, the

troops dashed into the town
; though its great extent ren-

dered the occupation difficult. Tippoo likewise threw in a
strong corps, which renewed the contest, opening a heavy
fire of musketry ; but, when the English betook themselves
to the bayonet, they drove the enemy with irresistible fury
through the streets and lanes, and soon compelled them to
evacuate the pettah. Our loss, however, amounted to 131.

Notwithstanding every obstacle, the besiegers by the 21st
had effected a breach, and though it was not in a condition
for being stormed, yet. on

considering the nc'ive movements
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made by Tippoo, it was determined to make the attempt
that very night. It was bright moonlight,

—eleven was the

hour named,—and a whisper along the ranks was the sig-
nal appointed for advancing in profound silence. The lad-

ders were planted, and a few men had reached the rampart
before the alarm extended through the garrison. The
killedar or governor hastened to the spot, and fought with
the utmost bravery, but he fell ; and the assailants, charg-

ing with the bayonet, soon established themselves on the

top of the walls. They spread to the right and left ; col-

umns descended into the body of the place ; and in an hour

they were masters of Bangalore. Tippoo had received the

intelligence, and was marchinp- with his whole force to save

the place, when crowds of fugitives announced to him the

disastrous event ; and he remained the whole night sunk in

silence and stupor. According to Wilks, he was aware of

the intended attack, and had made preparations to meet it ;

but the facts do not seem very consistent! with this state-

ment.
After this triumph, Lord Cornwallis was still in extreme

distress for provisions, and especially forage. Before mak-

ing his grand movement upon the capital, he proceeded
northward, in hopes of obtaining supplies, and of being
joined by 10,000 horse which the nizam had promised. Af-

ter a long march, the expected contingent made its appear-
ance ; but a woful disappointment was felt at the very as-

pect of such grotesque auxiliaries. According to Wilks,
" It is probable that no national or private collection of an-

cient armour in Europe contains any weapon or article of

personal equipment which might not be traced in this mot-

ley crowd,—the Parthian bow and arrow, the iron club of

Scythia, sabres of every age and nation, lances of every

length and description, and matchlocks of every form, met
tallic helmets of every pattern." This singular equipment
was combined with "the total absence of every symptom
of order or obedience, excepting groups collected round their

respective flags ; every individual an independent warrior,

self-impelled, affecting to be the champion whose single
arm was to achieve victory." This corps, it was evident,

could never be of any use in regular operations ;
but hopes

were at first cherished that they might relieve the English
from some of the harassing duty belonging to light troops.
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It was soon found, however, that they did nothing btrt

plunder the natives and consume the stores of the camp,

already almost entirely exhausted.

Lord Cornwallis, though he had been so completely dis-

appointed in his allies, and though all his departments, es-

pecially those of conveyance, were in the most imperfect

state, was yet anxiously desirous to bring the war to a ter-

mination, which could be effected only by advancing upon

Seringapatain. For this end all possible resources were
called into action ; the officers were invited, and agreed
with alacrity, to contribute their private means, and to hire

from the natives accommodations, which the latter would
not willingly have placed under the control of a public de-

partment. Cannon-balls were carried even by women and
children ;

and thus, without almost any regular equipment,
the army was enabled to march upon the capital. This
movement struck Tippoo with alarm

; he had even made

arrangements for conveying his harem and treasure to

Chittledroog ; but his mother represented to him the fatal

impression of despondency which such a step would make

upon his troops and subjects. He yielded to her judgment,
and determined to hazard all in the defence of Seringapatam.
His mingled apprehension and rage were oddly displayed,
in effacing from the walls of the city numerous caricatures

representing the English in the most ridiculous attitudes,
with which he had caused them to be embellished, and also

in the secret murder of a number of his prisoners.
The sultan had hitherto confined himself to a desultory

warfare, endeavouring to cut off the British by detach-

ments, in the manner which, during the last contest, had
been so successful; but, in his campaign with Lord Corn-

wallis, he had been unable to achieve ;my exploit of this

description ; and now the danger of his capital, and, it is

said, the reproaches of his wives, urged him to hazard a

general battle, rather than allow Seringapatam to be in-

vested. He drew up his men with judgment on a range
of heights in front of the Caverv, which here separated his

army from the island in which Seringapatam stood. The
£o\ernor-general, by a night-movement, placed himself on
the enemy's left flank; but Tippoo, with great prompti-
tude, had anticipated the object of his opponent by occu-

pying a succession of steep hills in front of his position,
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from the possession of which he derived a great advantage.

The battle was of long continuance, and maintained with

great obstinacy. The English, unable to employ their own

artillery with any effect, suffered considerably from that of

the enemy, and were also seriously annoyed by numerous

flights of rockets furnished from the capital. Yet, on com-

ing to close combat, they carried, by successive charges, one

potnt after another, till the whole of the sultan's army was

obliged to seek shelter under the fortifications of Seringa-

patam. ,

Lord Cornwallis, at the expense of 500 men in killed and

wounded, had gained the honour of the day ;
but he was

in such a situation that only a decisive victory, and scarcely

even that, could have enabled him to achieve his object.

Tippoo had practised, with the utmost diligence, his old

system of laying waste the country around the English.

They had marched through a desert, and in vain, by send-

ing scouts in every direction, endeavoured to find a human

being who could afford either aid or information. The

army was now suffering most deeply from famine, disease,

and "all those evils which, in a campaign, are often more

fatal than the sword. Their means of conveyance were so

deficient that the troops were compelled, in view of the

enemy, to drag the baggage, and even the heavy cannon,

as if they had been beasts of burden. In short, after sev-

eral marches and countermarches, the British commander

felt himself under the painful necessity of immediately IP-

treating, with the sacrifice of all the battering-train and

heavy equipments with which he was to have besieged

Seringapatam. He was obliged also to stop the progress

of another expedition which was advancing to his sup-

port.

Although Madras was the main centre of the English

operations, yet the war had extended to the coast of Mala-

bar. There Colonel Hartley held the command, with a

force numerically small, but aided by the zealous co-opera-

tion of the natives, who had been thoroughly alienated by

the violence of Tippoo. This enmity towards the sultan

rendered it impossible for his troops to carry on that de-

sultory warfare in which they excelled ; they were there-

fore obliged to fight a regular battle, and were com-

pletely defeated. Soon after, in December, 1790, General
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Ralph Abercromby landed with a large force, reduced Cana-

nor, and easily made himself master of every place held by
the enemy in Malabar. He met with another auxiliary,
who opened for him a passage into the heart of Tippoo's
dominions. An account has been given of the injurious
treatment suffered by the people of Coorg from the ruler

of Mysore. Their youthful rajah, after a long captivity,
had lately contrived to effect his return. The greater part
of his subjects were groaning in exile ; but in the depth of

the woody recesses there was still a band of freemen, who
rallied round him with enthusiastic ardour. By a series

of exploits that might have adorned a tale of romance, the

young prince recalled his people from the distant parts to

which they had been driven,—organized them into a regu-
lar military body, drove the oppressors from post after post,
and finally became complete master of Coorg, expelling
the Mohammedan settlers who had been forcibly introduced.

A common interest soon united him in strict alliance with

General Abercromby, who thus obtained a route by which
he could transport his army, without opposition, into the

high plain of Mysore. The conveyance of the heavy can-

non, however, was a most laborious task, as it was often

necessary to drag them by ropes and pulleys up the tre-

mendous steeps which form on this side the declivity of the

Ghauts. At length the general had overcome every diffi-

culty, and was in full march to join Lord Cornwallis, when
he received orders to retreat, which, in this case too, could

be effected only by the sacrifice of all the heavy artillery.

As his lordship was retiring, in a most shattered condi-

tion, upon Bangalore, the strength of the men sinking from
want of food, and the sick being with the utmost difficulty

dragged along, his troops were alarmed by the appearance
on their left of a large body of cavalry, apparently the van-

guard of a numerous army ; but, as they were preparing
for resistance, one of the horsemen rode up and called out

that he was a Mahratta. This proved, in fact, to be no
other than the first division of those potent allies under the

command of Purseram Bhow and Hurry Punt. These
chiefs had taken the field in good lime, and this unfortunate

delay had been occasioned by the siege of Darwar, a very
strong place considerably to the northward, which Tippoo
had carefully fortified and garrisoned with chosen troops.
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Purseram Bhow, seconded by a small detachment of Eng-
lish, sat down before it in September, 1791

; but our officers

were almost distracted to see the manner in which this im-

portant siege was conducted. The Mahrattas, in working
a battery, never pointed their cannon so as to make a breach
in a particular spot, but aimed at random all round the

wall. After loading a gun they sat down, smoked, and
conversed for half an hour ; then fired, reloaded, and re-

sumed their conversation. Two hours at midday, by mu-
tual consent, were set apart for meals and recreation.

The English calculated seven years as the period in which
a breach might be effected ; and Colonel Frederick, an
officer of high spirit, and animated with the most eager
anxiety for the success of this important service, was seized

with such chagrin that he fell ill and died. However, at

the end of six months the garrison, finding their provisions
become scarce, and discouraged by the fall of Bangalore,
proposed terms of capitulation, which were granted, though
ill observed. The great Mahratta army then moved leisurely
forward into Mysore, where, in the manner before men-

tioned, they met with their European allies. Had Corn-
wallis been aware that this large force was advancing to

his aid, he would probably have made every exertion to

maintain his ground before Seringapatam ;
but the activity

of Tippoo's light troops completely intercepted the intelli-

gence.
As soon as these auxiliaries arrived, the scarcity in the

cantonments of the English, which previously amounted
almost to famine, ceased, so far as they were willing to pay
the enormous prices that were extorted from their necessi-

ties. Every article abounded in that predatory host : it ex-

hibited " the spoils of the East, and the industry of the

West,—from a web of English broad-cloth to a Birming-
ham penknife; from the shawls of Cashmere to the second-

hand garment of the Hindoo ; from diamonds of the first

water to the silver earring of a poor plundered village-
maiden ;" while " the tables of the money-changers, over-

spread with the coins of every country of the East, gave
evidence of an extent of mercantile activity utterly incon-

ceivable in any camp, excepting that of systematic plun
derers, by wholesale and retail." These allies, however
introduced the commander to a most useful class of men,
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the brinjarries or grain-merchants, who, travelling in large

armed bodies with their wives and children, made it tbeir

business to supply nil the militant powers of Hindostan.

They distributed their corn with the strictest impartiality to

all who could pay for it
;
and the general, now amply sup-

plied with funds, was no longer exposed to want, and

easily obtained a preference over Tippoo, whose pecuniary

resources were beginning to fail.

Although the army was thus relieved from the immediate

pressure of distress, Lord Cornwallis did not conceive it

possible to advance again upon Seringapatam till the ar-

rival of a more favourable season, and till a fresh battering-

train and other extensive supplies should be forwarded

from Madras. In the mean time the troops were employed

in the reduction of some of the tremendous droops, or pre-

cipitous rocks, which rise as natural fortresses in this as

well as in other of the elevated plains of India. Among
these Nundidroog, almost inaccessible by nature, had been

fortified with every care to render it impregnable, and was

placed under the command of one of Tippoo'a ablest officers.

Yet Major Gowdie, after some successful experiments upon

minor forts, undertook its reduction. The only one of its

faces at all capable of approach had been strengthened

near the top by a double wall ;
while the labour of estab-

lishing works on its steep and craggy sides, and conveying

cannon to the batteries, was excessive. In twenty-one

days two breaches were effected, and one morning, by clear

moonlight, the assault was given by General Medows in

person. The defence was vigorous; huge masses of

granite were rolled down, with tremendous crash, from

steep to steep; yet the assailants vanquished every ob-

stacle, and, forcing
the interior gate, effected tbeir entrance.

During the whole siege they had only 120 killed and

wounded, of which 30 fell in' the assault, chiefly by the

stones precipitated
from the summit.

The droogf being thus viewed as no longer impregnable,

Colonel Stuart undertook Savendroog, which bore a still

more formidable character, and had been considered by the

commander as a place not to be attempted. Yet, after

seven days' approaches and live of open batteries, it was

carried by storm, without the loss of a single life. Ootra-

droog, atruck with dismay by these successes, fell with littlo
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effort. A coup-de-main had meantime been attempted
against Kistnagherry, the capital and bulwark of the Bara-

mahl. This attempt failed ;
Colonel Maxwell being only

able to burn the town, that it might not serve as a cover to

predatory inroads. Tippoo, in the interval, had sent an

expedition to the south, which succeeded, by a series of

manoeuvres, in carrying Coimbetoor with its English gar-
rison ; and, violating the capitulation, by which they were

to be allowed to join in safety their countrymen at Pal-

gaut, he caused them to be marched prisoners to Seringa-

patam.
After some abortive attempts at negotiation, Lord Corn-

wallis, having completed his preparations, and brought his

army into a state of full equipment, determined no longer
to delay his march upon the capital. He was now joined

by the army of the nizam under his son Secunder Jah,

which had been hitherto detained by the siege of Goorum-
conda. His followers consisted of a tumultuary host,

closely resembling the corps already described, and giving
little hope of an effective co-operation. Purseram Bhow,

who, with his numerous body of Mahrattas, might have

performed with great advantage the services assigned to

light troops, had concluded that it would be more profitable

to himself to turn aside and plunder the rich country of

Bednore ;
and to this personal interest he hesitated not to

sacrifice all the grand objects of the confederacy. Captain

Little, who, with a corps of about a thousand men, had

been attached to the army of the Bhow, was obliged to

second him in all these irregular pursuits ; the most ardu-

ous services devolving upon himself and his followers. At

one time he was urged to attack a large detachment of Tip-

poo's army, stationed in an almost impenetrable jungle,
covered by a deep ravine. With less than 750 bayonets he

undertook the service, and, after a severe and even doubtful

contest, dislodged the enemy with great loss,
—an exploit

considered one of the most brilliant by which this war was

distinguished.

By these circumstances Lord Cornwallis was reduced to

depend on the force under his own immediate command,

amounting to 22,000 men, including 42 battering-guns and

44 field-pieces ;
and on that of General Abercromby, con-

sisting of 8400 men, v/hich he ordered immediately to ap-
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proach Seringapatam. He began his march on the 1st

February, 1792, and by proceeding in three lines instead

of one, with his ordnance and heavy baggage in the centre,

his infantry and light troops on the flanks, he avoided

much of the annoyance hitherto experienced from the at-

tacks of an active enemy.
On the 5th of the month, the English army, having

reached a range of heights, discovered the Mysorean capi-

tal, in front of which Tippoo, with his whole force, amount-

ing to between 40 and 50,000 infantry, and 5000 cavalry,

appeared strongly intrenched. In Colonel Wilks's opinion,
he would have practised with greater advantage his early

system of desultory warfare, by throwing into the capital
a strong garrison under a faithful commander, while he

himself, with his light cavalry, might have endeavoured to

intercept the supplies and communications of the enemy.
The sultan, however, it is probable, fully trusted to the

strength of his present position, and also hoped, by main-

taining it, that he might weary out and finally exhaust his

antagonist, in the same manner as Hyder, in 1767, had

baffled the formidable invasion of the Mahrattas. His en-

campment was exceedingly strong, covered in front by a

thick bamboo-hedge and by a small river and canal, while

the actual position of his army was secured in front by a

fortified hill and a chain of redoubts, and its rear by the

works of the city and island, which, at the same time,

afforded a secure retreat. This situation was such, as, in

the opinion of many, and particularly of all the native

officers, precluded every idea of attack. Lord Cornwallis,

however, considered that while his movements were de-

layed, this intrenchment would be continually strengthened

by new works, and that his own situation, amid a hostile

country and allies so little to be trusted, would become

always more difficult and precarious. He determined, there-

fore, to make an immediate and general attack ; though it

appeared necessary, as in the storming of a fortress, to

carry on his operations under cover of night, when the

batteries by which the camp was defended could not be di-

rected with any degree of precision.
The troops to be employed in this hazardous service

were divided into three columns, under General Medows,
Colonels Stuart and Maxwell ;

the commander with the
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reserve following close behind. The whole, under a bright

moon, began to move at eight in the evening. The opera-

tions of this memorable night have been very minute y

narrated, but they are nevertheless partly enveloped in the

obscurity of the scene in which they were acted ; and we

should despair, without minute topographical details, of

conveying to our readers a distant comprehension of them.

The officers experienced to a considerable extent the casual-

ties and dangers of a nocturnal attack. The divisions of

Colonels Stuart and Maxwell were once on the point of

charging each other with the bayonet. Lord Cornwallis,

having entered the boundary-hedge, and searching in vain

for General Medows, was attacked by a greatly superior

force, against which he with difficulty maintained his

ground.

°
The general issue of the contest, however, was,

that the English, when regularly brought to bear upon the

enemy, carried all before them. The most critical moment

was when the two divisions above mentioned, after having
found a ford, undertook to force their way across the river.

Being aided by an able movement of Colonel Knox, they

succeeded more easily than was expected, though it was so

deep that all their cartridges were spoiled by the water,

and they were accordingly compelled to place their sole re-

liance on the bayonet. Tippoo, during the early part of

the engagement, occupied a strong redoubt on the river,

where he took his evening meal ; but, on seeing the Eng-
lish divisions advance to the ford, he felt alarm as to his

communication with the city, and hastened to cross it be-

fore them. He almost touched the head of the column,

and had several of his attendants killed before he could

reach a detached work in an angle of the fort, where he

took a fresh station. But morning soon dawned, and dis-

covered the British army fully established on the island,

and facing the fortress without any interposing barrier.

The sultan lost, it is said, no less than 23,000 men, chiefly

in consequence of the multitudes who dispersed amid the

confusion, and returned to their homes. A body of ten

thousand, with their wives and children, rushed along the

Mysore bridge to reach the western territory. The loss of

the British army amounted only to live hundred in killed

and wounded.

Tippoo, on discovering the extent of his disaster, made
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the most vigorous efforts to retrieve it. By the advice of
Poornca his treasurer, he announced that two lacks of ru-

pees would be distributed among the troops as the most
effectual mode of alluring back the numerous fugitives. He
urged his soldiers to recover if possible the positions in

which the British were not fully established ; and several

of their attacks, being supported by the artillery of the fort,

were very formidable ; but they were all finally baffled by
British heroism.

It was no longer possible for the sultan to conceal from
himself that his crown and kingdom were in the most ex-

treme peril] and indeed that a peace dictated by his enemies
could alone save them. The English force under Corn-
wallis had singly defeated his army and besieged his capi-
tal ; and that force was now about to be increased by the

corps under General Abercromby, by another from the

south, which had ascended the pass of Gujelhutty, and
even by the Mahrattas under Purseram Bhow, who had at

length been shamed or frightened out of his predatory
course. There was nothing, therefore, as Colonel Wilks

observes, but the general uncertainty of human things,
which could leave a doubt as to his approaching downfall.

He accordingly determined to seek peace on almost any
conditions. Two English officers, Lieutenants Chalmers
and Nash, who had been taken at C'oimbetoor, and made
prisoners contrary to the terms of capitulation, were still

detained at .Seringapniam. They were sent for, and the
first was asked if he was not an officer of rank, and a near
relation of Lord Cornwallis. Notwithstanding his reply in

the negative, he was released, and desired to convey to that

commander the sultan's earnest wish for peace, and the

proposal to send an envoy to treat for it. His lordship's
answer, though it expressed deep dissatisfaction at the treat-

ment of the prisoners, contained an acceptance of this

overture. An officer of distinction, Gholaum Ali, arrived

in the camp, and several days were busily spent in negotia-
tion, to which the alius, though they had been so entirely
useless, were admitted on equal terms. The following
was at length fixed as the ultimatum to be delivered to

Tippoo :
—The surrender of half his dominions, taken from

districts contiguous to the territory of the allies ; the pay-
ment of three crores and thirty lacks of rupees (about
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4,000,000/. sterling) ;
and the delivery of two of his sons

as hostages. Hard as these conditions were, they were

powerfully enforced by events which had occurred in the

course of the negotiation. On the night of the 18th Feb-

ruary, while the attention of the enemy was attracted to

the south side of the fort by the operations of a flying corps
under Major Dalrymple and Captain Robertson, the trenches

were opened on the north side with such silence and cau-

tion that though the fort was kept blazing with blue lights

for the purpose of observation, morning had arrived before

Tippoo discovered that this attack, so fatal to him, had

commenced. A nullah or ravine had been converted into

a wide and extensive parallel, where the assailants were

placed so fully under cover, as to render ineffectual every

attempt to interrupt their operations. This parallel was
carried on and improved till the 21st, when it was com-

pleted ; and in the night the line was marked out for a

second. This was finished on the 23d, and the ground was
fixed for the breaching-batteries about 500 yards from the

fort, in so advantageous a position as to leave no doubt of

a practicable breach being speedily effected.

As the crisis of his fate thus rapidly approached, Tippoo
felt the necessity of coming to a prompt decision upon the

proposals submitted by the British commander. He called

his principal officers to meet in the great mosque, and laying
before them the Koran, adjured them by that sacred book
to give faithful advice in this dread emergency. He stated

the terms demanded by the enemy, adding,
" You have

heard the conditions of peace, and you have now to hear
and answer my question, Shall it be peace or war ?" A
reference made in such words could leave no doubt as to

the course which Tippoo felt himself under the necessity
of following, and that he merely sought the sanction of
his chiefs. They unanimously agreed, that under present
circumstances there remained no alternative. The scene
is said to have been peculiarly affecting, and Colonel Wilks
met with few that had been present who could even allude
to it without tears in their eyes.
That very night Tippoo sent off, signed and sealed, the

conditions transmitted to him by Lord Cornwallis. Early
in the morning orders were sent to the English troops to

cease from their labour in the trenches, and to forbear fur-

12
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ther hostilities. The injunction was received with a deep
feeling of disappointment. Their enthusiasm had been
raised to the highest pitch ; they cherished the most san-

guine hopes that they should triumphantly scale the proud
walls of Seringapatam, and with their own hands rescue

their countrymen immured in its dungeons. The com-

mander-in-chief, however, issued very judicious general
orders, in which he exhorted them to display moderation in

their present success, and to avoid any insult to their hum-
bled adversary.
An interesting scene occurred in the fulfilment of that

article of the treaty which related to the delivery of the

two royal youths as hostages. We confess ourselves un-

able fully to perceive the object of a stipulation, conform-

able indeed to Indian ideas, but contrary to the more im-

proved feelings of modern Europe. Supposing the treaty
violated in the most flagrant manner, what use could have

been made of the boys, or what injury done to them ?

However, such being the course adopted, Lord Cornwallis

softened it by every species of kindness and indulgence.
In consequence of the deep distress which was understood

to prevail in the palace, a day's delay was granted. Tents

having been sent from the fort, and erected for their ac-

commodation, the general offered to wait upon them ; but

Tippoo wrote that it was his particular wish they should be

brought to his lordship's tent, and delivered into his own
hands. They set out at one in the forenoon of the 26th,
the walls being crowded with spectators, among whom was
the sultan himself. They rode on elephants richly capari-

soned, dressed in white muslin robes, having round their

nocks several rows of large pearls, intermingled with valu-

able jewels. The marquis received them at the door, and

taking their hands in his, led them into his tent. The chief

vakeel then said,
" These children were this morning the

sons of the sultan, rny master ; their situation is now

changed, and they must look up to your lordship as their

father." Their reception was in fact truly paternal ; they
were soon relieved from all apprehension ; and though only

eight and ten years of age, yet, having been trained with

infinite care in every thing at least relating to external be-

haviour, they astonished all present by the dignity and ease

of their deportment, and by that union of politeness and

reserve which characterizec oriental courts.
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After the hostages had been delivered, and a crore of ru-

pees paid, a serious difficulty arose. The treaty stipulated
the surrender of one-half of Tippoo's dominions, where

they bordered on those of the allies ; but there was no spe-
cification of the actual territories to be ceded,— a point so

essential, that it ought, one would imagine, to have preceded
the execution of any of the articles. The ceded districts

were to be rated according to the revenues which they

yielded. Tippoo presented statements by which the pro-

duce of those contiguous to the possessions of the allies

were grossly exaggerated, and the others underrated ;

while the nizam and Purseratn Bhow were not slow to err

on the opposite side, and hence the discrepancy became

enormous. Meantime reports were spread of suspicious
conduct on the part of Tippoo, and in particular that, con-

trary to treaty, he was actively strengthening the fortifica-

tions of Seringapatam. When remonstrated with on this

subject, he replied that, if they thought proper, he would

throw down a bastion and let the. English see into the fort ;

an answer so wild and extravagant that it tended little tc

dispel apprehension.
At length Tippoo's vakeels produced documents which

were judged to be authentic, and whence it appeared that

the entire revenue of their master's dominions did not ex-

ceed 2,960,000/. Each of the allies then picked out what

best suited him ; the Mahrattas extended their frontier to

the Toombuddra ; the nizam carried his beyond the Pen-

nar. The English took their share in detached portions;
on the east the frontier-territory of Baramahl ;

in the south

Dindigul ;
on the west a great extent of the disputed coast

of Malabar, including Tellicherry and Calicut. No objec-

tion was made till it was observed that this last section in-

cluded Coorg, long the subject of much deadly contest. On

seeing this condition the sultan burst into a paroxysm of

rage that approached to absolute phrensy.
" To which of

their territories," said he,
"

is Coorg adjacent ! Why do

they not ask at once for Seringapatam 1 They know that

I would sooner have died in the breach than have consented

to such a cession, and durst not bring it forward till they
had treacherously obtained my children and my treasure."

Some English authors endeavour to prove that the demand

ought not to have been unexpected ; and yet it cannot bo
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denied that, while all the other cessions consisted of fron-

tier territories, leaving untouched the mountain-barrier

which enclosed Mysore Proper, this included a portion of

its very summit, and opened a ready access to the capital.

But the truth is, that while Tippoo was eagerly intent on

pouring his vengeance on its brave people, Lord Cornwallis

could not abandon to his fury faithful allies, and a race un-

justly oppressed. Upon this refusal all was again in move-

ment,—the princes were separated from their native attend-

ants and arrangements entered into for despatching them

to the Carnatic under an English escort,
—

preparations
were made for renewing the siege,

—the army was again
full of hope and animation,—Purseram Bhow began once

more to plunder. In less than two days, however, Tippoo
again felt the weight of the necessity which pressed upon
him, and sent notice that the demand was acceded to. A
considerable delay still intervened ; but, on the 18th March,

1792, the definitive treaty was transmitted to the young
princes, that by their hands it might be delivered. At ten

in the morning of the 19th they waited on Lord Cornwallis,

and the eldest presented to him all the three copies of the

treaty ;
but as the vakeels of the two allied chiefs, who did

not choose to appear in person, soon after entered, his lord-

ship returned their copies, which the boy delivered to them
in a manly though evidently less cordial manner ; and on

hearing something muttered by the Mahratta envoy, asked

what he grumbled at, hastily adding,
"
they might well bo

silent, as certainly their masters had no reason to be dis-

pleased."
General Dirom estimates, that after deducting the com-

pany's share of the sum exacted from Tippoo, the extraor-

dinary expenses of this war would scarcely amount to two
millions sterling. Every department had been conducted
with the strictest economy. Instead of the large grants
that had accrued to individuals from the conquest of Ben-

gal, the prize-money in three campaigns amounted only to

93,584/., which, after Cornwallis -and Medows had givert

up their shares, and the company had added a large gra-

tuity, only allowed to a colonel 1161/. 12s., and to a private
6oldier 14/. 11*. 9d. The losses sustained by the sultan

during the period of hostility are estimated by the same
author at 49,340 men, 67 forts, and 801 guns.
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This celebrated treaty has been the subject of much
controversy ;

nor do the views which influenced Lord
Cornwallis seem ever to have been fully understood. It

appears to have effected either too little or too much. The
cessions extorted were such as to preclude all hope of fu-

ture friendship ; for they inevitably created in the mind of

a proud, ambitious, and restless prince a feeling of deadly

enmity, as well as an incessant desire to retrieve his

lost greatness ;
while they left him a degree of power

which might easily become formidable in the h.inds of such

an enemy.
Notwithstanding these unpromising circumstances, six

years elapsed without any violation of the treaty ; and all

its conditions being fulfilled, the two young hostages were

sent back to their father in 1794. Tippoo saw no pros-

pect of making war with advantage, and Sir John Shore,
who succeeded as governor-general, followed a strictly pa-
cific system, which he was even accused of carrying to ex-

cess. His policy was particularly questioned in the case

of the nizam, when the Mahrattas, his late allies, carried

into effect their long-cherished design of invading and

plundering his territories. The engagements entered into

with this prince previous to the commencement of the My-
sore war, though somewhat vague, were such as reasonably
led him, in that event, to look for British protection. Tho
new governor, however, considered himself as strictly pre-

cluded by his instructions from engaging in any war that

was not purely defensive. The nizam, in the exigency to

which he was thus reduced, had recourse to a Frenchman
named Raymond, who possessed no ordinary share of en-

terprise and military skill. He succeeded in alluring into

the service of his employer a great number of French

officers, and with their aid organized no less than 14,000

troops, who were superior to any native force, with the ex-

ception of the sepoys trained in the British army. Tippoo,

meantime, was busily employed in attempting to improve
his military system, though, from want of practical judg-
ment and information, he met with very imperfect success.

Such was the state of afiairs, when, in May, 1798, the

Earl of Mornington, afterward Marquis Wellesley, came
out as governor-general. This nobleman, whose military

career was destined to eclipse that of Clive, was sent with
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the most solemn injunctions to follow a course directlv op-
posite to that which, throughout the whole of his adminis-
tration, he.did actually pursue. He was instructed not to

engage, if possible, in hostilities with any native power ;

and yet he waged deadly war with every one of them.
He was desired not to add by conquest a single acre to the

company's territory, and he subdued for them all India
from the Himmaleh to Cape Comorin. Yet his adherents
contend that he acted steadily and uniformly in the spirit
of his instructions ; and that, in deviating so widely from
the wishes of his employers, he was carried along by a cur-
rent of circumstances which existed prior to any step taken
by him in the administration of that country.
He had no sooner assumed the reins of government than

his attention was roused by a most remarkable proceeding
on the part of the Sultan of Mysore. That prince, like
his father Hyder, had been long connected in close alliance
with the French, as the power by whose aid he hoped to
subvert the dominion of the English. This connexion
was in a great measure broken by the expulsion of those
allies from India upon the breaking out of the revolutionary
war; but Tippoo had listened with the utmost eagerness
to the accounts of their success against Britain and the
continental nations, and had been led to hope for their as-
sistance in the re-establishment of his own greatness.
While he was in this disposition, in the beginning of the
year 1797, Ripaud, the captain of a French privateer, ar-
rived at Mangalore, to solicit the means of repairing his
shattered vessel. There he met with Gholaum Ali, whom
the sultan had formerly employed on an embassy to France ;

and, finding a field open for the display of a little vain-

glory, he represented himself as second in command at the
Mauritius, and stated that he had come to give notice of a
large force bong ready al that island to co-operate with
Tippoo in driving from India their common enemy. He
was immediately forwarded to Seringapatam, where the
sultan, contrary to the advice of his most prudent coun-
sellors, who assured him that this stranger was an impostor,
received him into his entire confidence. After a number
of little arrangements and transactions, he sent two am-
bassadors along with Ripaad to the Isle of France, to adjust
the terms of a treaty offensive and defensive. The mis-
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6ion arrived at Mauritius, where they were altogether un-

expected ; but when Malartic, the governor, learned their

purpose, animated by that desire to promote national inter-

ests which generally characterizes Frenchmen, he deter-

mined to give them a cordial reception. They landed

under a salute of artillery, and were conducted to the gov-

ernment-house, where they were received in state. Ma-
lartic expressed the utmost readiness to accede to the pro-

posals of the sultan, which were no less than that he should

send an army of 25 or 30,000 men to assist in conquering
the English, the nizam, and the Mahrattas, and to divide

all India with himself. The arrangement was fully com-

pleted, with the important exception, that of the powerful

military force by which these mighty projects were to be

accomplished there did not exist a single soldier. All that

could be done was to transmit the plan, accompanied with

strong recommendations, to the executive Directory ; and,

in the mean time, to invite as many as possible of the

Frenchmen and natives resident on the island to enrol as

volunteers. With the most palpable imprudence the gov-
ernor issued a proclamation announcing the arrival of the

ambassadors and the object they had in view, and calling

upon all the citizens who had any martial spirit to enlist

under the banners of the Mysorean sovereign, who made

the most liberal offers of pay and allowances. They thus

succeeded in levying exactly ninety-nine persons,
—a motley

group,
—Europeans, Creoles, citizens, soldiers, sailors; and

with this troop, for want of more and better, the ambassa-

dors were fain to depart. They landed at Mangalore on

the 26th April, 1798 ;
when Tippoo, though galled at the

utter disappointment of his expectations, and the rash ex-

posure made at the Mauritius, had still the means of avert-

ing the danger. He might, indeed, have disowned the en-

voys, and refused their mock-auxiliaries, while, by secret

explanations, he might at the same time have contrived to

keep open the communication with France. But he seems

to have been in a state of blind and violent excitation.

The embassy, with their slender accompaniment, were

welcomed to the capital, where they founded a Jacobin

club, planted the tree of liberty surmounted with the cap

of equality, and on the public parade hailed the sovereign

as " Citizen Tippoo." In these republican forms the sultan
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cordially concurred, although wholly ignorant of their

meaning ; imagining them to be the badges of a mystic as-

sociation, whose members were to devote themselves to his

aggrandizement.
These proceedings were fully communicated to the gov-

ernor-general, who immediately transmitted to the court of

directors his decided opinion that they were equivalent to

a "public, unqualified, and unambiguous declaration of

war," and that "an immediate attack upon Tippoo Sultan

appeared to be demanded by the soundest maxims both of

justice and policy." These conclusions have been gen-
erally assented to by British officers and politicians ; yet
Mr. Mill, with his usual anxiety to escape national partiali-

ties, has not hesitated to assert that the above incidents af-

forded no ground of attacking, or even of dreading, Tippoo,
beyond what previously existed. No doubt, it is said, could
be entertained, ever since the last peace, of his deep hos-

tility against the English, and his disposition to embrace

any opportunity of regaining his lost territories. There
was, we admit, the most reasonable presumption of the ex-

istence, in his mind, of such sentiments. Well-founded,
however, as this suspicion was, the governor had no right
to proceed upon it without some overt act ; it being some-

thing very different from the positive conclusion of a treaty

aiming directly at the destruction of the British power in

India. It is argued, indeed, that this treaty, having been
entered into without any means of fulfilling it, might safely
have been regarded as nugatory, and altogether neglected.
This reasoning does not seem conclusive, unless there had
been some certainty that the sultan could not obtain the
means of carrying into effect those hostile schemes in
which he had so eagerly engaged. But it is well known
that he could depend upon the co-operation of the greatest
military power in the world, animated, too, with the most
rancorous feeling against Britain, and peculiarly desirous
to strike a blow against her in this very quarter. The only
security lav in the dominion of the seas, which England
had fully established ; though experience has shown that
no fleet, however tritrmphant, can hermetically seal the

ports of a great country, or even prevent a squadron from

finding its way to the most distant regions. This had just
been made evident, when the P'renuh, in the face of the
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British navy, had recently landed in Egypt a force suffi-

cient to conquer it ; an expedition, too, generally believed

to be undertaken with an ultimate view to India. The

dangers of a French invasion of that country were then,

perhaps, generally overrated ; now, after the event, they
are probably underrated ; for it seems highly probable that

the rulers of France, had they not been involved in a series

of continental wars, would have attempted to transport a

large army into the East,—and it is by no means certain

that they would not have succeeded.

However decided might be the view taken by Lord

Wellesley of this subject, he was not yet in a condition to

commence open hostilities. Immediate attention was re-

quired to the strong corps formed under French officers at

the capital of Hydrabad. Upon this point the governor-

general determined to adopt the most decisive measures.

Captain Kirkpatrick, resident at that court, was instructed

to lay before the nizam the plan of an alliance, offensive

and defensive, by which he was to be guarantied against
the attack of all his enemies. In support of this pledge
four English battalions, with a body of artillery, in addition

to the two already stationed there, were to be sent to his

capital ; but he was informed that the corps under French

command must be immediately dissolved, and the officers

dismissed. The movement of a large body of troops to

the frontier intimated that these propositions were not

meant to be optional. The nizam was involved in much
doubt and perplexity. He is said to have been disgusted

by the insolent and domineering conduct of the French

officers; but he dreaded to see his country the theatre of a

contest between the rival nations ;
still more, perhaps, he

foresaw that, by the proposed arrangement, he would be-

come completely the vassal of England. At length, on the

1st September, 1798, he signed the treaty, which was rati-

fied at Calcutta on the 18th, and carried into effect with

such expedition, that on the 10th October the new sub-

sidiary force arrived at Hydrabad. The nizam relapsed

into all his doubt and irresolution, and endeavoured to

evade or delay every decisive step, till Colonel Roberts, the

commander, cutting short all discussion, inarched up to the

French cantonments, and on the 22d formed a circle round

them. The troops, at once dreading a contest with the

. Yol. II.—X
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English, and discontented on account of their arrears of

pay, rose in mutiny against their officers ; when, on being
assured of the money due to them, and of future service

under other leaders, they laid down their arms. Thus, in

a few hours, without a blow being struck, was dissolved a

corps of fourteen thousand men, having an arsenal filled

with military stores, and a handsome train of artillery.

Lord Wellcsley, having by these means secured the co-

operation of the Hydrabad forces, and by indefatigable ex-

ertions having rendered his military establishment efficient,'

determined to bring affairs to an immediate crisis. His

correspondence with Tippoo had continued friendly till the

8th November, 1798, when he wrote a letter, in which,' after

discussing some general iopics, he observed that it was-

impossible the sultan could suppose him ignorant or indif-

ferent as to the intercourse .maintained by him with the

French, the inveterate foes of Britain. He and his allies-

had on that account been obliged to adopt certain measures
of precaution and self-defence. Anxious, however, to sug-

gest a plan which might promote the mutual security and
welfare of all parties, he proposed to depute Major Doveton,
an officer well known to the sultan (having betn employed
in 17.94 in conveying back to him the young princes de-

tained as hostages), "who will explain to you more fully

and particularly the sole means which appear to myselfand to

the allies of the company to be effectual for the salutary

purpose of removing all existing distrust and suspicion."
On the 10th December the governor-general wrote another

letter, announcing that he was on the point of setting out

for Madias, where he hoped to receive his reply.

Tippoo, apparently before receiving the first despatch,
had written, on the 20th November, an expostulation, in

rather amicable terms, upon the military preparations of the

English, and ;i profession of his own pacific disposition.
The letter of 8th November was followed by a long and sus-

picious silence. The demands of the governor-general
would, at this time, Ikim 1 Itch very moderate, confined to

the dismissal of French emissaries, and the exchange of a

part of the coast of Malabar lor a territory of equal value

in the interior. But Tippoo, who foresaw that some de-

mands were to be made upon him, could not bring down his

Blind to the necessity ol submission. He (till placed a
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rogue confidence in destiny, in the aid of the French, and
in alliances which he hoped to form with the northern pow-
ers of India. At length, on the 18th December, probably
after receiving the despatch of the 10th, though he did hot

acknowledge it, he wrote a long explanatory letter. He

represented the French affair as only the casual arrival of a

party of strangers in search of employment, which he had

granted to a few ; and he expressed extreme surprise that

there should be .any idea of the interruption of mutual

amity. Referring to the proposed mission of Major Dove-

ton, he observed that " the treaties and engagements en-

tered inio were so firmly established and confirmed as ever

to remain fixed and durable, and be an example to the rulers

of the age. I cannot imagine that means more effectual

than these can be adopted for promoting the security of

6tates, or the welfare and advantage of all pairties." It

seems impossible to consider Lord Wellesley's interpreta-

tion as strvined when he considered this letter as implying
an absolute rejection of the mission of Major Dovtton, and

a determination against any concession beyond those made

by former treaties.

In reply to the above, his lordship, having arrived at

Madras, wrote on the 9th January, 1799, a long communi-

cation, fully explaining all his grounds of complaint. He

gave a narrative of the transactions at the Isle of France,

enclosing a copy of Malartic's proclamation, and finally in-

ferred, that " his highness' ambassadors had concluded an

offensive alliance with the French against the company and

its allies ; that they had demanded military succours and

levied troops with a view to its prosecution ; that his high-

ness had sanctioned the conduct of his ambassadors, and

had received into his army the troops which they had levied ;

that having made military preparations of his own, he was

evidently ready, had the succours obtained been sufficient,

to have commenced an unprovoked attack on the companv 's

possessions, and had broken the treaties of peace and

friendship subsisting between him and the allies." Deeply

regretting that the offered mission of Major Doveton had

not been accepted, he still urged it as a means of concilia-

tion, but earnestly requested that not above-one day should

elapse previous to its acceptance. On the 16th he wrote

another letter, enclosing one to the sultan from the grand
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seignior, transmitted through Mr. Spencer Smith, and also

that monarch's declaration of war against the French. At
this stage of the proceedings attempts were made to work

upon the Mohammedan zeal of Tippoo, and to induce him
to resent the attack made by that people upon the head of

his religion ; at the same time the reception of Major Dove-
ton was again pressed. After a long silence, there arrived

at Madras, on the 13th February, 1799, without date, the

following short and singular epistle :
—

" I have been much gratified by the agreeable receipt of

3
rour lordship's two friendly letters, the first brought by a

camel-man, the last by hircarrahs ;
and understood iheir con-

tents. The letter of the prince,
—in station like Jumsheid,

with angels as his guards, with troops numerous as the

stars ; the sun illumining the world of the heaven of em-

pire and dominion ; the luminary giving splendour to the

universe, of the firmament of glory and power ; the sultan

of the sea and the land, the King of Room (the grand
seignior), be his empire and his power perpetual !

—ad-

dressed to me, which reached you through the British en-

voy, and which you transmitted, has arrived. Being fre-

quently disposed to make excursions and hunt, I am ac-

cordingly proceeding upon a hunting excursion. You will

be pleased to despatch Major Doveton, about whose coming
your friendly pen has repeatedly written, slightly attended.

Always continue to gratify me by friendly letters notifying
your welfare."

This strange epistle might certainly have created a doubt
whether it was not designed as an evasion, or even an in-

sult. Yet Colonel Wilks afterward learned from the Myso-
rean chiefs, that it was meant for a real consent, though
somewhat forced and ungracious. The letter of the 9th

January had fully opened Tippoo's eyes to his alarming
situation. He was thrown into a state of violent suspense
and agitation, venting imprecations against all who had
been concerned in the mission to the Isle of France, and

exclaiming,
" the fractured mast of Kipaud's worthless ves-

sel will cause the subversion of an empire." He made,
however, a reluctant movement to the eastward, with the
view of meeting Major Doveton. But Lord Wellesley con-
sidered the time as passed when such an arrangement could
be advantageously admitted. The monsoon, which begins
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in June, would put a stop to military operations, so that to

enter at present upon a tedious negotiation would enable

Tippoo to gain a whole year, in the course of which he

might hope to procure allies and reinforcements from various

quarters. On receiving, therefore, no answer by the 3d of

February, the governor-general had ordered the armies to

advance ; and on the arrival of the sultan's letter, he wrote

to him on the 22d February, announcing that the mission of

Major Doveton could no longer be attended with the ex-

pected advantages ;
that his long silence had rendered it

necessary to order the advance of the army ;
but that Gen-

eral Harris was empowered to receive any embassy, and to

enter into any negotiation, by which a treaty might be ar-

ranged, on such conditions as should appear to the allies in-

dispensably necessary to the establishment of a secure and

permanent peace. Tippoo, however, even before receiving

this letter, either suspecting that his consent had not pro-

duced the intended effect, or moved by his own inconstant

disposition, had determined to try the fortune of arms.

The army appointed to invade the kingdom of Mysore
consisted of 4381 European and 10,695 native infantry,
884 European and 1751 native cavalry, with 608 artillery ;

forming in all 18,319 fighting-men, with 104 pieces of can-

non, and 2483 lascars and pioneers. To these were added

10,157 infantry, and 6000 horse, belonging to the nizam,

arid which, under British command, now formed an effective

body of troops. In the mean time, General Stuart, a vet-

eran in Indian warfare, was advancing with 6420 men from

Malabar to join and co-operate with the main army.

Tippoo, anxious to strike a blow at tiie commencement

of the campaign, had the penetration to discern the advan-

tage which he°derived from the detached state of the invad-

ing armies proceeding from Malabar and Coromandel. He

mfght thus attack the former, when it had just ascended the

Ghauts, and taken a defensive position amid the hills and

forests which enclose the territory of Coorg. By a rapid

movement to the westward he arrived on the 5th March,

1799, very unexpectedly in the neighbourhood of that army.

The English, who conceived that the main force of the

enemy was still on the opposite side of India, were some-

what disunited. Colonel Stuart had stationed a corps under

Colonel Montresor eight miles in advance, on the hill of

K2
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Sedaseer, to observe any signal which might be made by
the eastern army. Much surprise was felt when a number
of tents appeared on the ground in front, which gradually
swelled to several hundreds, and composed a formidable en-

campment. Among others, belonging apparently to chiefs

of distinction, there was one very large and covered with

green, which was concluded to be. that of the sultan him-
self. Yet this was so contrary to all previous intelligence,
that General Stuart merely reinforced the party on the hill

with a battalion, and waited to act according to circum-
stances. At daybreak, General Hartley, from a height,
discovered an appearance of activity among the opposite
troops. It does not appear to us very clear why the com-
mander did not immediately concentrate his forces, by either

marching forward himself, or ordering the advance under
Montresor to fall back. In fact the Indian army penetrated
through the jungle with such secrecy and expedition, that
between nine and ten in the morning they had completely
surrounded that officer's brigade, attacking it at once in
front and rear. It maintained most gallantly an arduous
conflict till after two o'clock, when General Stuart came up,
and after a brisk charge obliged the enemy to retreat in all

directions through the thicket. The advanced corps being
immediately withdrawn, Tippoo had a pretence for claim-

ing a victory ; but the casualties on our aide, which
amounted only to 29 killed, 98 wounded, and 16 missing,
sufficiently showed that he had failed in his object of strik-

ing a decisive blow. Even by his own statement, his loss
included several chiefs of rank. This was the last action
in which Tippoo displayed his military genius. He effected
a complete surprise, and the destruction of the English
corps was averted only by its own extraordinary valour and
the inferiority of the Indian troops in pitched battle.

The sultan hastened back to oppose the main army ad-

vancing against him from Coromandel. It might now have
appeared evident that his only resource was, by recurring
to the ancient military policy oi' his house, to throw a strong
garrison into Seringapatam, to keep the field with lar<re

bodies of cavalry, and by continual movements to intercept
the enemy's communications, cut off his supplies, and sur-

prise his detachments. He might thus either have defended
his capital, or have remained powerful after its fall. His
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plan, however, appears to have been to contend with the

English, according to their own method, in regular warfare
and by pitched battles. To this system he had been partir.l

ever since Lord Cornwallis's first retreat after the battle

fought in front of Seringapatam. But that battle Tippoo
had lost

; and the retreat had been occasioned solely by the

want of supplies and equipments, produced by the desul-

tory warfare previously waged. During the peace his ex-

ertions had been directed to assimilate his force to a Eu-

ropean army, and his success had been such as to render
him an overmatch in the field for any of the native powers ;

but the cavalry, the irjstrument by which all the triumphs
of his family over the English were achieved, had been

comparatively neglected.
The British army was now advancing into the heart of

his dominions. The comprehensive mind of Marquis Wel-

lesley instantly saw it to be his true policy not to detain him-
self with any secondary object, but to strike at once at Sering-
apatam, the reduction of which would be followed by the en-

tire downfall of the sultan. All the English writers agree in

stating that no army could be in a higher state of equip-
ment than that which took the field under General Harris ;

yet the march, though it did not encounter any serious re-

sistance, was very slow. It passed the frontier only on the

5th, and made the first united movement on the 10th March,
1799, the time that had been fixed as the latest at which it

ought to have arrived at the capital. Certain authors speak
as if in this tardy progress there were some mystery which
could never be developed ; but the delay is perhaps suffi-

ciently explained by the fact that he conveyed, by means of

sixty thousand ill-trained oxen and careless drivers, several

months' provisions for so great an army, and a battering-
train to reduce a fortress the fall of which was expected to

bring with it th%t of the whole kingdom.
When the army had reached Malavilly, about thirty miles

from the capital, the sultan's encampment was observed
from the heights, and General Floyd, with the advance,

having approached within a mile of that village, discovered
their whole force posted on the elevated ground behind it.

An attack being immediately determined on, it was led by
Colonel Wellesley, supported by Floyd's cavalry, and di-

rected against the enemy's right. A column of their troops
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advanced in perfect order and with great gallantry ;
but the

English infantry, reserving their fire, received that of their

antagonists at the distance of sixty yards, rushed against

the Mysoreans and broke their ranks, when General Floyd
with the horse drove them off the field. The whole of the

Indian line then gave way, and a general retreat ensued,

which Harris, who was greatly inferior in cavalry and light

troops, did not attempt to molest. The loss was not very
serious on either side ;

but an additional proof was given
how unable even the flower of the Eastern armies was to

contend in pitched battle with the British.

Tippoo made another attempt to carry into effect his plan
of desultory warfare. He had removed or destroyed all the

forage, and almost every blade of grass on the highway
between the English, position and the capital ; and he hov-

ered round, ready to fall upon their rear, as they marched

along this desolated route. But he was completely disap-

pointed by the movement of General Harris, who, after

leaving Malavilly turned to the left, crossed the Cavery at

the fords of Sosilla, and proceeded to Seringapatnm along
the southern bank of that river ;

a resolution which, being

wholly unexpected, no precautions had been taken to de-

feat. On their seeing their last scheme thus baffled, Tip-

poo and his principal officers were struck with deep dismay
and despondence. Having assembled them in council, he

said,
" We have arrived at our last stage ; what is your

determination?"—"To die along with you," was the uni-

versal reply. A unanimous resolution was formed to try

again the fortune of the field, with the alternative only of

victory or death. All present were deeply affected ;
one of

the chiefs, before taking leave, threw himself prostrate and

clasped the feet of the sultan, the usual sign in India of the

most solemn farewell. The emperor could not refrain from

tears ; his example quickly spread through* the whole as-

sembly ; and they parted as men who had met for the last

time in this world. But this final crisis had not yet arrived.

Tippoo had expected that the English commander would

proceed to the eastern extremity of the island of Seringa-

pat am, cross the branch of the Cavery that enclosed it, and

establish himself on the ground formerly occupied by Lord

Cornwallis. But General Harris chose to make a circuit,

whkh would bring his army opposite to the western point
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of the island and fortress. He thus avoided the desolated
tract prepared for him ; opened a more ready communica-
tion with the Bombay army under General Stuart, and the
fertile districts in the south

; and, according to every re-

port, expected on that side favourable opportunities for at-

tack. This expedient also enabled him to avoid the station

on which Tippoo had proposed to give battle
; and that

chief, thwarted in all his measures, threw himself into Se-

ringapatam, with the resolution of defending it to the last

extremity.
On the 5th April, the British took their station opposite

the western front of the foTtress, at the distance of about
two miles. The position was strong ; their right resting on
elevated ground, their left upon the river Cavery ; and several

topes, or groves of Indian trees, afforded ample materials
for the construction of the works. The enemy still occu-

pied a defensive line behind an aqueduct, on which Colonels

Wellesley and Shawe made a night-attack and were re-

pulsed ;
but being reinforced, they carried it in open day.

General Floyd was detached to meet and escort General
Stuart and the Bombay army. On the evening of the

13th, their signal-guns were heard ; and they arrived late

on the 14th, having been beset on their way by the whole

body of the Mysorean cavalry, yet without sustaining any
serious loss. General Floyd then marched to the south-
ward in search of supplies. An unexpected and alarming
discovery had been made, that there was grain in the camp
for only eighteen days' consumption. This extraordinary
failure, into which Colonel Wilks mysteriously says, that
after the lapse of eighteen years it was not yet time to in-

quire, did not, however, as supplies were obtained from
various quarters, prove an impediment to the progress of
the siege.
Meantime deep deliberation had been held as to the point

whence the fortress might be most advantageously attacked.
There was a south-western angle, by assailing which the

besiegers could have obtained a lodgment on the island,
and been thereby secured from the expected swelling of the

Cavery, while at the farthest west, the walls, extending
along the very brink of the river, could be reached only by
crossing its channel. The fortifications at the first point,
however, appeared both strong and complicated ; while Iho
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most western angle projected beyond the main body of the

lmildin<r, and was not duly flanked or protected by the other

defence's. Besides, while regularly attackfd from the sooth,

it could be enfiladed from the northern bank of the Cavery.

The river, too, evidently appeared fordable, as both men and

cattle were seen passing without difficulty ; and it was con-

fidently expected that before the monsoon had swelled its

waters, the campaign would be over. Irt pursuance of

these views, General Stuart crossed to the northern bank,

and notwithstanding some vigorous resistance, and one

very brisk sallv by the garrison,
succeeded in gaining a

position in which he could effectually co-operate with the

main attack.

On the 9th April, Tippoo wrote a letter to General Harris,

in which he merely asked why the English had entered his

country, and made war upon him contrary to subsisting

treaties, which he had never violated. The general in re-

turn briefly referred him to the letters of Marquis Wellesley,

which put an end to the correspondence. Colonel Wilks,

who usually lets us into the interior of the Mysore councils,

leaves us here in the dark as to the views and feelings by

which the Indian chief was actuated. Meantime the

trenches had been opened, and the works proceeded regu-

larly and rapidly. On the 20th and 26th, two strongly-

intrenched posts", which guarded the approaches to the wall,

were carried by attacks under the direction, the one ot

Colonel Sherbrooke and the other of Colonel Wellesley.

Before the second of these actions, the sultan, seeing his

defences successively fall, and the siege quickly advancing

to its termination, resolved again to solicit a treaty, though

sensible it must be purchased with extensive sacrifices.

He wrote, referring to the letters of the governor-general,

and proposing a conference of ambassadors. General

Harris, in repTy, after taking a 'view of recent events, an-

nounced, as the positive ultimatum, the cession of halt his

dominions, the pavment of two crores of rupees, one im-

mediately, and another in six months
; finally, the delivery

of four of his sons, and four of his principal chiefs as hos-

tages. These conditions were to be accepted in twenty-

four hours, and the hostages and specie delivered in twenty-

four more : otherwise he reserved ihc right of extending
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these demands, till they should include even the provisional

occupation of Seringapatam.
These terms, certainly not favourable, roused in the proud

mind of Tippoo a violent burst of indignation. He raved

against the arrogance and tyranny of the English, and
declared his determination to abide the worst decrees of

fate, and rather to die with arms in his hands than drag a

wretched life as a dependant upon infidels, and swelling
the list of their pensioned rajahs and nabobs ;

he resolved,

in short, not to give a reply. But six days afterward,
when the parallel had been completed, and nothing remained

except the erection of the breaching-batteries, he again

brought down his mind to the attempt to gain either delny
or mitigation in the conditions of the treaty. A commu-
nication was received from him on the 28th, acknowledg-
ing the letter of General Harris as a friendly one ;

but adding,
that as the points in question were weighty and not to be

concluded without the intervention of ambassadors, he pro-

posed to send two vakeels, or confidential messengers, to

treat upon the subject. The general, however, was fully
determined not to admit any such overture. In his reply
he claimed credit for not making an advance on the terms

already proposed, when by non-compliance they had been

virtually declined. They were still offered ; but no am-
bassadors could be admitted, unless accompanied by the

hostages and the treasure ; and the time during which they
would be received was to terminate next dav at three o'clock.

On perusing this answer, the energies of Tippoo's mind
seemed entirely to fail. Yielding to despair and grief rather

than rage, he sank into a state of stupor, alternating with

paroxysms of extravagant and groundless exultation. He
no longer took any steady view of his danger, or rationally
followed out the means by which it might still have been
averted.

At sunset, on the 28th, the place was marked out for the

breaching-batteries ; and, as they were only four hundred

yards from the wall, no doubt was entertained of their

speedily effecting their purpose. Two, of six and of five

guns, were erected, seventy yards distant from each other;
but as only one could be completed by the morning of the

30th, its fire was directed, not against the spot intended to

be breached, which it was not desirable the enemy #houhl
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yet know, but against the adjoining bastion, whose fire

might have taken the assailants in flank. Enfilading-bat-
teries were also constructed, which were expected to render

it impossible for the enemy to remain on the walls during
the assault. On the 2d May, the two breaching-batteries
were completed, and opened their full fire upon the part of

the wall called the curtain. In the course of that day the

works sustained extensive damage, and in twenty-four hours

the breach became nearly practicable ; in which view fas-

cines, scaling-ladders, and other implements of storm were

brought into the trenches. During the previous night
Lieutenant Lalor had crossed the river, which he found

easily fordable, with a smooth rocky bottom, the retaining-
wall of the fortress being only seven feet high, and present-

ing no obstacle whatever to the passage of troops. On the

night of the 3d there was a practicable breach of a hundred
feet wide^ and one o'clock on the following day was fixed

as the hour of assault.

Tippoo meantime, as the term of his life and empire ap-

proached, instead of employing the usual means of deliver-

ance from this extreme peril, occupied himself only in su-

perstitious and delusive modes of prying into futurity. He
had recourse, in his despair, even to the hated and persecuted
Bramins. They were instructed to practise, at immense

cost, their wild and mystic incantations. All the astrolo-

gers, whether from hostile feelings to the sultan, or from

seeing that their credit could not otherwise be supported,
announced the most imminent danger; prescribing, how-

ever, some absurd ceremonies and oblations by which it

might possibly be averted. Under their directions he went

through a solemn ablution, offered B pompous sacrifice, and

steadily contemplated his face reflected in a jar of oil.

Somewhat reassured by these sage precautions, and per-

suading himself that no attempt would be made during that

day, he had sat down to his forenoon meal, when tidings
arrived that the enemy were scaling the ramparts. He ran

to meet them.

The morning; of the fourth day of May, 1799, had been

busrly spent by the English in completing the breach and

making preparations for the assault. The storming-party
was composed of upwards of 4000 men, divided into two

columns, who were instructed, after entering the breach, to
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file to the right and left along the top of the rampart. The
command was intrusted to General Baird, who had been

nearly four years immured as a captive in the gloomy dun-

geons of that fortress which he was now about to enter as

a conqueror. The troops, in silent and awful expectation,
awaited the decisive moment. A few minutes before one

o'clock, General Baird sent round orders, desiring every
man to be ready at an instant's notice. When the crisis

came, he mounted the parapet, and stood in full view of

both armies, in an heroic attitude, heightened by his noble
and commanding figure. He then said,

" Come, my brave

fellows, follow me, and prove yourselves worthy the name
of British soldiers." Both columns sprang forward like

lightning ;
and seven minutes had not elapsed when the

foremost assailants had crossed the river, leaped over the

ditch, mounted the breach, and planted their colours on its

summit. They were met by a gallant band of Mysoreans,
from whose attack they suffered severely ; but the breach
was soon crowded with British soldiers, who overcame every
obstacle, and established themselves on the rampart. Then,
according to the orders received, they pushed on to the

right and left, along the top of the wall. The right de-

tachment, being supported by a powerful enfilading fire from
the batteries, drove before them the enemy, who scarcely
made any resistance, flying out of the fort in great numbers,—and many, letting themselves drop from the wall by their

turbans, were dashed against the rocky bottom and killed.

The English thus cleared the whole of the southern ram-

part, and arrived at the eastern, where their advanced guard
came in view of the place.
The left column, meantime, encountered much more se-

rious obstacles. On reaching the top of the wall they dis-

covered, to their surprise, a deep ditch separating it from an
inner rampart, where the enemy, in great force, kept up a

destructive fire. The garrison at this point, too, animated

by the arrival of the sultan in person, gallantly defended

successive traverses, formed across the path of the assail-

ants. The situation of the latter became critical
; all the

commissioned officers who led the attack were either killed

or wounded ; and Lieutenant Farquhar, having assumed
the command, fell immediately, and was succeeded by Bri-

gade-major Lambton. Meantime Captain Goodall, with a

Vol. II—L
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detachment from the right, had forced his way over the

ditch, seized the inner rampart, and commenced upon the

enemy a flanking-fire similar to that with whicli they had

so severely annoyed his countrymen. The Mysoreans were

accordingly driven to a spot where they beheld in their rear

the other column which had advanced from the right. See-

ing themselves thus completely hemmed in, they fled tu-

multously, escaping by every possible outlet from the for-

tress, which was thus left completely in the hands of the

besiegers.
General Baird, meantime, after the triumphant success

of the right column, had allowed his troops an interval of

rest, when certain officers brought notice that they had dis-

covered the palace, and seen, in a species of durbar or court,

a number of persons assembled, several of whom appeared

to be of high consideration. The commander immediately

directed Major Allan, who seems to have been well quali-

fied for this delicate, task, to summon them to an immediate

surrender, in order to avert the calamities that would be in-

evitable were the royal residence to be taken by storm. This

officer, on going towards the palace, saw several persons in

a sort of balcony, to whom he announced his message.

They manifested "the gveatestconstemation,
and soon brought

the killedar, or governor, who appeared much embarrassed,

and endeavoured to gain time ; but the major insisted upon

entering, with two other officers, by a broken part of the wall.

He found a terrace, on which was a numerous assemblage

of armed men, before whom he laid his conditions, and la-

boured to tranquillize their minds, not only by presenting a

white flag, but by placing his sword in their hands. They

appeared*alarmed and irresolute, positively declaring that

Tippoo was not in the palace, though his family and two

of his sons were
; but, on the major's urging the necessity

of speedy decision, they withdrew- as if for consultation.

Persons were observed moving hastily backward and for-

ward through the palace, in a manner that caused some

anxiety; but Major Allan, fearing to excite suspicion or

betray any symptom of doubt, declined the advice of his

companions to take back his sword. At length, on his ur-

gent solicitation, he was admitted to see the princes, whom
be found seated on a carpet, surrounded by numerous at-

tendants. "The recollection," says Major Allan, "of
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Moiza-Deen, whom on a former occasion I had seen delivered

up, with his brother, hostages to .Marquis Cornwallis,—the
sad reverse of their fortunes,—their fear, which, notwith-

standing their struggles to conceal it, was but too evident,—excired the strongest emotions of compassion in my mind.
I took Moiza-Deen by the hand, and endeavoured bv every
mode in my power to remove his fears." This prince con-
curred with the others in giving assurance that the padsha
was not in the palace,

—and, on the urgent representation
of the British officers, he agreed, with strong reluctance,
that the gate should be thrown open.- General Baird had

already approached with a large body of troops, and instantly
sent back the major with Colonel Close to bring out the

princes. After much alarm, and many objections, these

young persons allowed themselves to be conducted into the

presence of the British commander. The general was
greatly irritated from having just heard that thirteen pris-
oners had been murdered during the siege ; and his feelings
were probably heightened by the recollection of his own
sufferings in the same place ; but when he saw these un-
fortunate youths led out as captives, every harsher senti-
ment yielded to that of pity, and he gave them the most solemn
assurances that they had nothing to fear. They were es-

corted to the camp with arms presented, and all the hon-
ours due to their rank.

General Baird's object being now to obtain possession of
the person of the sultan, he proceeded, with a body of troops,
to make the most diligent search in every corner of the pal-
ace. He forbore, indeed, to enter" the zenana, but strictly

guarded every passage by which any one could leave it.

No trace of the individual he sought could anywhere be
found ; till at length, by severe threats, a confession was
extorted from the killedar, that his master was lying wounded,
as he supposed, in a gateway, to which he offered to con-
duct the British commander. The latter immediately ac-

companied him to the spot, where he beheld a mournful

spectacle : it was here that the fiercest combat had raged ;

the wounded and dead were lying piled in heaps over each
other; while the darkness which had just fallen rendered
the scene still more dismal. It was indispensable, however,
immediately to ascertain the fact ; torches were brought,
and the bodies successively removed, till they discovered the
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sultan's horse, then his palanquin, and beneath it a wounded

man, who was soon recognised as a confidential servant,

and who pointed out the spot where his master had fallen.

The body was found, and forthwith identified by the kille-

dar and the other attendants. The features were in no de-

gree distorted, but presented an aspect of stern composure ;

the eves were open, and the appearance of life was so

strong, that Colonel Wellesley and Major Allan could not,

for some time, believe him actually dead. It appears, that

after having issued armed from the palace, with a band of

trusty followers, he saw the English advancing along the

rampart, and his men flying. He rallied them by the ut-

most efforts of his voice and example, shooting several of

the enemy with his own hand; and he thus called forth

that resistance which had proved so formidable. At length,

when the determined valour of the British troops prevailed

against all opposition, he was left at one time almost alone,

and obliged to accompany the fugitives ; but, with a few

resolute adherents, he maintained the combat, till, being

exposed to a fire from different quarters, he received two

musket-balls in the side. His horse was killed under him ;

and, becoming faint with the loss of blood, he was unable

to make his way through the crowd. He was overtaken by

a party of the conquerors, when one of his attendants be-

sought him, as the only means of saving his life, to make

himself known ;
but he peremptorily forbade the disclosure.

An English soldier then made an attempt to detach his

sword-belt, when the sultan, with all his remaining strength,

made a cut at the man, and wounded him near the knee.

The soldier presently fired a ball, which entered the tem-

ple, and the wound proved speedily mortal. The body was

carried to the pi-lace, and was afterward interred, with royal

honours, in the splendid sepulchre of the Lall Baug, erected

by Hyder.
Thus terminated a dynasty which, though short, and

limited in respect of territorial dominion, was undoubtedly

the most vigorous and best organized of any that had sprung
out of the wreck of the Mogul empire. It arose, indeed,

from the distracted state of India, and rested almost entirely

on the personal character of its two rulers, the qualities of

whose minds, striking though dissimilar, we have had re-

peated occasion to describe. It may be further noticed,
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however, that while Hyder entered on his career unable to

read or write, and remained always a stranger to these pri-

mary elements of human knowledge, Tippoo, amid the most
active cares of government, retained the habits and charac-

ter of a man of letters. He read and wrote almost inces-

santly, carried on an extensive correspondence, and became
the historian of his own exploits. Yet the adoption of

hasty and superficial theories, in preference to the practical

good sense which had guided his predecessor, led him often

into crude and rash innovations, which were followed by
disastrous consequences. The absolute indifference with

which the subject of religion was viewed by Hyder, though

marking a degraded state of moral feeling, induced him in

his administration to adopt the wise measure of general tol-

eration. Tippoo's mind, on the contrary, was occupied,
and almost engrossed, by his Mussulman zeal, which be-

came the chief source of his crimes and follies. He fan-

cied himself a sort of militant apostle, who was to spread
his faith over the world. Combining this design with his

projects of ambition, he waged sacred wars on every side ;

against the Nazarene English, against the Bramin Mahrat-

tas, against the pagan and licentious nayrs. Ultimately,
as we have seen, he sank into the most childish supersti-

tion, calling not only upon the Mohammedans, but the

persecuted Hindoos, to practise their arts of divination.

After the capture of Seringapatam, when his repositories
were searched, along with treaties, state-papers, and politi-

cal correspondence, there was found a record of his dreams
and their interpretation, of which Colonel Beatson has pre-
served some curious specime'ns. At one time, when he was
threatened with an invasion of the Mahrattas, he dreamed
that a young man came up and accosted him, who in the

course of conversation proved to be a female. Hence he

sagely inferred that his enemy, who at first had a manly
and formidable appearance, would in battle prove no better

than women. On another occasion, when he was about to

make war with the native Christians, he was favoured with

a vision of a cow and a calf, the former resembling a tiger
in aspect and fierceness

;
it had a slight motion in its fore-

legs, but no hind-legs. Tippoo resolved to kill this cow, but

awoke before he accomplished his purpose. Hence, how-

ever, he thought himself entitled to infer, that he would

1,2
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kill the Christians as he had proposed to kill the cow
; that

the slight movement of the fore-legs indicated faint attempts
at resistance, while the absence of the hinder legs proved
that they would have no alliances to support them. These

lucubrations form a strange contrast to his display of talent

on other occasions ; nor can it be wondered that public meas-

ures resting upon such conclusions should not always have

proved very prosperous.
This prince, owing to his long wars with the English,

his cruel treatment of the captives, and the imbittered en-

mity which he manifested, was regarded by them almost as

a monster in human shape. Yet when their armies pene-
trated into the interior of his kingdom, they found it flour-

ishing, highly cultivated, and seemingly well governed. His

people always showed a strong attachment to him, and the

inhabitants of the ceded districts were ever ready to embrace

his cause. But to the conquered nations he was at all times

a cruel master, and rendered himself the object of their in-

extinguishable hatred ;
to which cause his downfall may, in

a great measure, be attributed. It has been said, with the

general approbation of British authors, that "
Hyder was

born to create an empire, Tippoo to lose one ;" yet it may
be observed, that he maintained a complete ascendency over

all the native states, some of whom had matched, and even

over-matched his father. He fell beneath the English

power, employed on a scale, and wielded with an ability, of

which, in the course of Indian history, there had been no

example.

Mysore, having been thus completely conquered, remained,
as to its future arrangements, entirely at the disposal of the

British government. The Mahrattas had taken no share

in the expedition, and the nizam would be obliged to con-

tent himself with whatever the victors might choose to give.

The governor-general took for the company, in full sove-

reignty, the coast of Canara, the district of Coimbetoor,
the passes of the Ghauts, and Scringapatam itself, the

capital and main channel of intercourse. He thus secured

the whole seacoast, and an easy communication across the

peninsula. To the nizam was assigned a large tract of

territory adjoining to his dominions. Another portion waa
reserved for the purpose of being offered to the Mahrattas,

on conditions which, however, as will be hereafter seen,
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they did not choose to accept. There remained yet an ex-
tensive district in the interior of Mysore, which Marquis
Wellesley judged most expedient not to partition, but to form
it into a native kingdom under the protection and control of
Britain. The question then arose as to the prince in whom
the supreme dignity was to be vested. The governor-gen-
eral would not have been disinclined to bestow it on one of
the family of Tippoo ; but he justly considered, that the
recollection of the recent greatness of their house must
have rendered them always hostile to the power by
whom its downfall had been achieved. It appeared, there-

fore, more advisable, after making a liberal provision for

these princes, to draw forth from their deep humiliation the
ancient race of the Rajahs of Mysore, to whom the people
were still fondly attached. The representative of this house,
a minor of five years old, and his mother, were found in

great poverty and neglect ; from which, amid the applauses
of their countrymen, they were raised to the splendour and
to some share of the power of Asiatic royalty.

i
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CHAPTER IV.

Mahralta War, and Conquest of Central Hindustan.

Great Power of the Mahrattas—Shao succeeds as Rajah—Able Adminis-
tration of Ballajee Wistiwanaili- Bajee Rao succeeds— Rise of Hol-
kar and Sindia—Great Power of the Peishwa—Reduction of the Pi-

rate Angria—Madoo Rao becomes Peishwa—His able Government—
Ragobu—He is expelled by the Ministers—Forms nn Alliance with
the Government of Bombay— Keating's Expedition—Proceedings at

Bombay disallowed— Treaty—War renewed -March against Poonah—Shameful Capitulation
—Campaign of General Goddard—Exploits

of Poptiam and Camac— Mahrallas allied with Britain— Increased
Power of Mahadajee Sindia— His Death— Death of Madoo Rao—
Various intriguee— Jealousies of Briiain— Dissensions of Sindia and
Holkar—Defeat of Sindia and the Peishwa—Subsidiary Alliance with
Britain— Opening of the Campaign—General Wellesley enters Poo-
nah— Negotiations wilh Sindia and the Rajah of Berar— Hostilities

commenced— Battle of Assaye— Of Argaom— Siege of Gawilghur—
Treaty with the Rajah of Berar— Force of the Enemy in Central Hin-
dostan—Battle of Coel—Capture of Alighur— Reduction of Delhi—
The Mogul Emperor -Final Defeat of the Enemy—Treaty with
Sindia—Rupture with Holkar—Retreat of Colonel Monson—Siege of

Delhi— Defeats sustained hy Holkar—Siege ofBhurtpore—Repulse of
the English—Treaty—Hostile Conductor Smdia-New System of

Policy in Britain—Marquis Cornwallis comes out as Governor-gene-
ral— Dies, and is succeeded by Sir George Barlow—Treaties wilh
Sindia and Holkar—Lord Minto's Administration.

In prosecuting, without interruption, the train of British

conquest in Southern India, wc have lost sight of the Mah-

rattas, unless in respect to their relations with the govern-
ment of Mysore. The reader, however, will recollect the

steps by which that people raised themselves on the decline

of the Mogul empire, and became the most powerful instru-

ment in its overthrow. They would even have occupied its

place had they not encountered the more regular and for-

midable armies of the Afghans, from whom they sustained

two such mighty defeats as would have annihilated any
force which did not possess in itself a strong principle of

vitality. But they soon recruited their strength out of the

warlike and roving population of their mountain districts;

and as the Afghans did not attempt a permanent establish-
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ment in Hindostan, the Mahrattas acquired again a decided

preponderance among the native states of India. Only-
Mysore, in the height of its greatness, for a short time dis-

puted their supremacy ; but when that throne was first

shaken, and then subverted, the foreign power by which this

triumph had been achieved became the only rival to the
Mahrattas ; and the question soon arose, which of the two
was to rule the southern peninsula. Before coming to the

grand struggle, however, some internal movements of this

government, and some previous transactions with the Eng-
lish presidencies, will demand our notice.

Sevajee had ruled with nearly absolute power over his

rude followers, and the reverence cherished for his name
enabled him to transmit the Mahratta sceptre to his pos-
terity. But princes born to a throne were little likely to

possess the active and daring hardihood necessary for

treading in the steps of such a progenitor. Indulging in
ease and voluptuousness, they gradually intrusted the ardu-
ous concerns of government and war to their ministers and

generals. Then followed a consequence almost inevitable
in oriental systems : the minister, or still more the general,
in whose hands the actual administration was lodged, and
who had the disposal of all favours and offices, soon became
the depositary of the real power, whom the sovereign would
have sought in vain to displace, being in fact his master and
that of the kingdom. Yet a certain reverence attached to
the original race, and the recollections connected with the

history of its founder would have made it unsafe actually
to depose the legitimate rajah. It was much easier and
safer to maintain him in ease and luxury, as a splendid page-
ant, deprived of all real authority ; which was in truth
exercised in his name by the individual who presided in the
council or army.

This consummation, which always took place in two or
three generations, was, in the case now before us, precipi-
tated by a remarkable accident. At the capture of Rarer,
in 1690, by the troops of Aurengzebe, the grandson of Se-

vajee and his mother fell into the hands of the conquerors.
They were carried to the Mogul country, where Begum
Sahib, the emperor's daughter, took an interest in the young
and illustrious captive, and obtained permission to educate
him under her own eye. Aurengzebe, in visiting his
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daughter, saw and contracted a fondness for the youth,
whom, instead of his proper name of Sevajee, he used to

address by that of Shao, which alluded, in an ironical

manner, to the thievish vocation of his ancestors. He mar-
ried him successively to the daughters of two considerable
chiefs of his own nation, and celebrated his nuptials by rich

presents, among which was the sword of his father, taken
in his capital, and distinguished in the East under the name
of Bhowanee.

After the death of Aurengzebe, Shao remained with that

emperor's son Azim, who, wishing to excite divisions in
the Mahratta nation, then carrying on a furious predatory
warfare against the Moguls, sent home the young prince.
During his absence the regency had been held by his cousin

Rajah Ramah, and afterward by the widow of that officer,
Tara Bye, who felt exceedingly inclined to continue in the
exercise of her high functions ; but the people retained
sueh an attachment to the direct -line of Sevajee that she
was obliged to give way, and Shao, in March, 1708, was
seated on the throne of his ancestors. During a long reign
he displayed come ability, and did not absolutely sink from
his place as a sovereign ; yet the debilitating influence of

hereditary succession was heightened by his education in the
heart of the Mogul seraglio. He soon discovered a lively
taste for pleasure, and a disposition to devolve on others
the burdensome cares of government. Fortunately for him-
self, or at least for the greatness of the state, he placed his

chief confidence in Ballajee Wishwanath. This future head
of the MahraMa confederacy occupied originally an inferior
situation in the revenue ; and at his first rise had so little of
the adventurous character of his tribe, that he could not sit

upon horseback without a man on each side to support him.
His consummate talents and address, however, 6oon raised
him to high consideration with Shao, whose object was rather
to re-establish order, and cement his power by a conciliatory
system, than to lead his countrymen in theii predatory cam-
paigns. By a most able negotiation, this minister extricated
his master from a quarrel with Angria, and induced that

powerful chief to own his supremacy. Shao was so highly
pleased with him on thil occasion, that he raised him to the

dignity of pas/urn, usually translated general ;
but which,

embracing as it did all the branches of administration, seema
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to have had more analogy to the office of vizier in the Otto-
man empire. Ballajee soon engrossed the whole power,
and ruled wisely and ably, but rather as a legislator than a
warrior. He contrived, by ties of common interest, to unite
together the somewhat discordant and turbulent elements
of which the Mahratta confederacy was composed, and to
fit them for those united efforts that afterward rendered them
so formidable. He introduced order into the finances, en-

couraged agriculture, and reduced all the branches of ad-
ministration into a regular system.

After a brief government of six years, which, however,
was found sufficiently long to effect these important objects,
Ballajee died in October, 1720, leaving two sons, the eldest
of whom, Bajee Rao or Row, had been trained under his
own eye both to business and arms, and had proved him-
self in the former equal, in the latter superior, to his

parent and preceptor. He urged his master to much bolder
schemes of ambition than had occupied the views of Wish-
wanath. He pointed out the Mogul empire, in which all
the Indian ideas of greatness were centred, reduced now to
such a state of weakness and disunion that it presented an
easy prey to the first bold assailant. Shao, though not

personally a soldier, was dazzled by these prospects°of do-
minion, and gave his entire sanction to the designs of his
minister. The peishwa, however, disturbed by domestic

rivalry,
and involved in a contest with the nizam, or Subah-

dar of the Deccan, could not for some years follow up his
views of aggrandizement. Having at length assembled his

forces, and begun his march to the main seat of Mogul
power, he was seized with a sudden illness, and died on the
batiks of the Nerbudda in 1740, after holding his high
office for nineteen years. Under him two chiefs, Holkar
and Sindia, who, with their posterity, were destined to dis-

pute the sovereignty of Hindostan, rose from very low stations
into considerable importance. The former, a Mahratta of
the class of sudra or labourers, had, by his militarv talents
and spirit, collected a small party of horse, with which he
attached himself to the army of the peishwa. Sindia,
though claiming descent from a family of the high-born
tribe of Rajpoots, belonged to a decayed and illegitimate
branch, and had sunk so low that he began his career by
carrying the peishwa's slippers; yet by the diligence and
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dexterity with which he executed this menial function, he

attracted the notice of that commander, and laid the foun-

dation of his own greatness. These two chiefs, having dis-

tinguished themselves by several military exploits, rose

gradually, till at length they were intrusted with separate

commands. Favoured by
the general propensity of the

Hindoos to obey only their immediate superiors, they sub-

sequently acquired an independent political power.

The office of peishwa was now nearly established as he-

reditary, and the eldest son of Bajee Rao, who prefixed to

his father's name that of Ballajee, after some opposition

from Raghojee Bhonslay, another aspirant, succeeded to

this high station. The disputes with this last chieftain,

however, and other occurrences, suspended the design of

subverting the imperial throne. The ordinary exaction of

chout, or°a fourth of the tribute, was stipulated to be paid

by the Mogul, while Raghojee made the most desolating

inroads into Bengal. In 1749 Shao died, when the dignity

of rajah, which had been in some degree maintained by his

personal character as well as his descent from Sevajee, sank

into total insignificance. Ballajee even intended to sup-

press it altogether, especially as there was some doubt as to

the legitimacy of the young prince nominated to the suc-

cession ;
but after some consideration he determined to pre-

serve, though with reduced state and expense, this shadow

of royalty.° His measures were strenuously opposed by

Suckwar Bye, the favourite wife of the late rajah ; but that

lady, among other manoeuvres, had rashly announced an

intention to devote herself to the flames on the death of her

husband. The peishwa contrived, even while apparently

dissuading her from fulfilling
this design, to bring it before

her family and the public in such a manner as made it im-

possible for her, according to Indian ideas, to avoid this

dreadful sacrifice. Having gained over Raghojee Bhonslay,

and transferred the seat of government from SataratoPoo-

nah, the peishwa became the sole wid undisputed head of the

Mahratta confederation. For several years he was involved

in foreign connexions, the wars and politics of the Deccan

and Carnatic, and the reduction of the piratical power of

Angria. The last of these objects crave rise to certain

achievements of a memorable description, in which the

English bore the most conspicuous part.
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The coast of the Concan, between Bombay and Goa,

which belongs to the Mahratta territory, has always been

the seat of tribes who exercised in piratical expeditions

those predatory habits which elsewhere impelled them to

inroads by land. In the middle of the seventeenth century,

during the first rise of the Mahrattas, and while they were

carrying on a maritime war with the Mogul, one of their

officers, Conajee Angria, conceived the design of founding an

independent kingdom. He was greatly aided by the natural

barrier of precipitous rocks, which along this coast rises

out of the sea, like the hill-forts from the Indian plain. On
the two insulated cliffs of Gheria and Severndroog reigned
this chief and his successors of the same name, where they

became more and more formidable, till at length they felt

themselves able to cope with the greatest European powers,
and even aspired to the dominion of the Indian seas.

They made many valuable captures from different nations,

who, through dread of their power, could not proceed along
these coasts without a convoy. In February, 1754, a Dutch

squadron of three ships, carrying 50, 36, and 18 guns re-

spectively, was attacked, and the whole either burned or

taken. The British then considered themselves called upon
to take vigorous steps for putting down this growing and

dangerous power ; and the Mahrattas willingly afforded

their co-operation. In March, 1755, Commodore James

sailed with a squadron against Severndroog, where Angria's
fleet was stationed ;

but his ships, on the approach of the

enemy, slipped their cables and ran out to sea. They were

of light construction, and the crews, by fastening to flag-

staffs their robes, quilts, and even turbans, caught every
breath of wind, and completely outsailed the English. The
commodore then steered for the place itself, which was
found to consist of several forts on the island and opposite

coast, the works of which were either cut out of the solid

rock, or strongly framed of blocks ten or twelve feet square.

By throwing in bombs, however, which blew up a large

magazine, and caused a general conflagration in the princi-

pal stronghold, he spread such an alarm, that the inhabitants

and garrison successively evacuated the different stations.

Rear-admiral Watson, having arrived with a much larger

fleet, proceeded to the attack of Gheria, the capital, which

Colonel dive undertook to blockade on the land side. On
Vol. II-M
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the 11th February, 1756, the ships took their stations, and
next day opened so tremendous a fire, that the batteries
were soon silenced. On the 13th the enemy delivered upthe town, solely, as it appeared, through terror at this

overwhelming discharge of
artillery; for the fortifica-

tions, constructed of solid rock and huge blocks of stone
were of such strength that no weight of metal could ever
have effected a breach. The treasure, ships, guns, and
every thing constituting the strength of this piratical state-
tell into the hands of the victorious squadron.
The influence of the Mahratta confederation continued

constantly to increase. Sindia and Holkar, on the invita-
tion of the Nabob of Oude had crossed the Jomna, and
invaded the Rohilla territory, which thev soon overran, but
were obliged to retire on the approach of the Afghan mon-
arch. But it was not till 1760 and 1761 that those grand
expeditions were undertaken which promised at first to
make them masters of the Mogul throne, and extend their
dominion over the whole of India. Having called forth,
however, the strength of Ahmed Abdalla, thev experienced
those signal overthrows, particularly in the battle of Panni-
put, which we have already noticed in tracino- the fall of
that empire. The tidings of thai fatal dav filled all Maha-
rashtra with mourning. The disaster pressed with peculiar
weight on Ballajee Rao, who, having suffered for some time
under declining health, fell a victim to .rrief, and died in
June, 1761.

The office of peishwn was now become quite hereditary
and Madoo Rao, son of the deceased, was immediately ele-
vated to that distinguished rank, under the regency of his
uncle, Ragonaut Rao. This chief, afterward well known
to the English under the familiar name of Ra<r ba, had
already acquired considerable

military reputation. Four
years, however, had not elapsed, when the young peishwashowed a power and decision of character which "fitted him
for executing in person the duties of his exalted station.
in 1764 and 1765 he undertook his celebrated expedition
against Hyder, the triumphant issue of which displayed at
once h.s own abilities, and the almost inexhaustible re-
sources ol his military system. He carried on also, chiefly
through the agency of his general Trimbuck Mama, the
other

enterprise against Hyder which is mentioned in the
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history of that prince. Finally, towards the close of his

reign, the peishwa again undertook to establish the Mah-
ratta supremacy in the very centre of Mogul power. A
great army under Sindia overran Rohilcund, and Shah

Allum, who inherited the mighty name of Great Mogul,

having exchanged the protection of the English for that of

the Mahrattas, enabled this people to seize all that was left

of the power which had so long been held supreme over

India.

Madoo Rao made very considerable improvements in the

different branches of government, especially in the collec-

tion of the revenue and the administration of justice. He
could not extirpate the corruption which is deeply rooted in

Hindoo politics ;
but he studiously afforded protection to

agriculture, which, allowing for the inferior fertility of the

country, was then more flourishing in Maharashtra than in

any other part of Hindostan. The revenue drawn from the

people is estimated by Mr. Grant Duff at ten millions ster-

ling, of which, however, little more than seven entered the

treasury. The army consisted of 50,000 good cavalry,

which, with the contingents of Sindia, Holkar, and other

feudatory chiefs, might raise it to 100,000. They wore

followed to the field by crowds of irregular infantry, who
were little better than camp-followers, and by bands of

Pindaree horse, fit only for plunder, but very eminently
skilled in that vocation.

Madoo Rao died in 1772 without issue, and was suc-

ceeded by his next brother Narrain Rao, a youth not more

than seventeen. He was placed in a difficult situation : the

office of peishwa, after having crushed beneath it that of

rajah, was itself beginning to lose its unity and force. His

uncle, Ragoba, was not likely to view without jealousy the

elevation of so young a rival ;
while a body of experienced

ministers, trained under successive peishwas to a thorough

acquaintance with the affairs of state, were beginning to

aim at the supreme direction. In these circumstances, a

temporary and apparent calm was followed by a dreadful

commotion. On the morning of the 30th August, 1773,

Narrain Rao, having observed some unusual agitation

among the troops, desired one of the ministers to be on the

alert ;
but the warning was neglected. The unfortunate

prince had gone in the afternoon to repose in a private
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chamber, when a band of soldiers burst by an obscure en-
trance into the palace. They at first pretended that theycame to demand arrears of pay, about which they had for
some time been clamouring; but it soon appeared that they
were impelled by a darker purpose. Narrain Rao, roused
from slumber, ran into his uncle's apartments, and threw
himself into his uncle's arms, entreating that he would
save him. The latter at first appeared to interpose in
favour of his nephew; but Somer Sing, the ringleader, said,"

I have not gone thus far to ensure my own destruction ;

let him go, or you shall die with him." Ragoba then ex-
tricated himself from the grasp of the youth, whom, as
well as a faithful servant that had clung round his neck, the
conspirators instantly pierced with their swords.
• All eyes were turned to Ragoha, as the person by whom
alone this crime must have been suggested. For some
time no proof could be obtained, till Rani Sastree, one of
the most respectable and upright of the ministers, having
collected various evidences, brought the charge so home to
him, that he at length confessed he had signed the order
to seize the person of his nephew, but denied having
in any degree sanctioned his death. A numerous body of
Indian politicians still believe that such was the truth/nnd
that a more criminal hand made an alteration in the writing
of which traces were asserted to be visible. In these cases,
however, the strong feelings of the public always adopt the
darker belief; yet Ragoba mounted without opposition the
throne to which he had thus paved the way, and soon after
departed on an expedition against Hyder, who was in the
field attempting to regain some of the territory lost in the
former war. But during his absence on this occasion, the
ministers, partly sharing the indignation of the public,
partly seeing the opportunity of drawing into their own
hands the supreme authority, entered into a combination
for raising to the office of peishwa the unborn son of Gunga
Bye, widow of the late peishwa, who had been left in a
state of pregnancy. The lady was conveyed to the fortress
ot Poorundur, accompanied, it is

alleged, by a number of
Bramins' wives in the same condition, that in the event of
the issue proving a female, a male child might be immedi-
ately substituted. Ragoba, meantime, had been completely
successful m his war against Hvdcr ; but learning the dan-
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gers to which he was exposed at home, hastily concluded a

peace, and having endeavoured, by extensive concessions,
to conciliate the nizam, hastened baek towards Poonah.
The ministers sent against him Trimbuck Mama, the most
warlike of their body, who confidently expected to raise his

military fame still higher by the defeat of the peishwa. He
was fatally disappointed. That ruler, though with an in-

ferior army, charged in person at the head of a select corps
of ten thousand men, and in twenty minutes completely
routed the army of Trimbuck, who fell mortally wounded
into the hands of his adversary. Had the conqueror pro-
ceeded direct upon Poonah, where, on the arrival of the

tidings, the utmost confusion and consternation prevailed,
he might probably have resumed, almost without opposition,
the power and dignity of peishwa. But, on the contrary,
he marcted northward towards the Nerbudda, in hopes of

being joined by Holkar and Sindia, who had encamped in

that quarter. By this step he lost a favourable opportunity ';

the government of Poonah recovered from its panic, and
collected a force of 50,000 men, while by intrigues and

high offers they had induced the nizam to break treaty with
their enemy, and to co-operate in their designs. To crown
their good fortune Gunga Bye produced a son, declared,

indeed, by the opposite party to be supposititious, but now
believed to have been the genuine offspring of Narrain Rao.
At the age of forty days, the infant was formally inaugur-
ated in the office of peishwa.

Ragoba's own army were so disgusted with the course he
had followed, that they deserted in great numbers, and, after

passing the Nerbudda, he found himself at the head of

only 7000 cavalry. At Indore, notwithstanding, he met
Sindia and Holkar, from whom he received a cordial recep-
tion and liberal promises, and was empowered to recruit his

thinned ranks from their territory. He then advanced to

the banks of the Tuptee, with the view of completing the

negotiation into which he had entered with the English
government at Bombay.

It was at that juncture a favourite object with the company
to secure their possession of that settlement, by adding to it

the port of Bassein, with Salsette and several smaller islands
in its vicinity. Permission had been given to maintain an

/envoy at the court of Poonah, who was instructed to watch
M2
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every opportunity of obtaining these much-desired cessions.
I he Bombay government, on

receiving the applicationirom Kagoba for aid to restore him to supreme power, de-
termined to employ it as the means of accomplishing their
own purposes. It was contrary, indeed, to the directions
and policy of the company to interfere in the internal dis-
putes of the native powers ; and the support of a usurperand assassin was no very creditable mode of realizing their
objects. But these considerations were overlooked

5

- and
indeed on this last point their defenders assert that' theywere very imperfectly informed, and really believed Raaoba
innocent of the murder, and the peishwa illegitimate.
Even that prmcc, however, started when he heard the
enormous conditions which his new allies attached to their
assistance, particularly the cession of Bassein and Salsette
But, seeing that Sindia and Holkar, on whom he placedmuch dependence, had been gained over by his enemies, he
felt the necessity of submitting to every demand of 'the

English, who, in the mean time, had taken the liberty of
possessing themselves of Salsette and its dependencies.In respect to their requisition, indeed, of a large sum of
money, he was obliged to profess, what his circumstances
rendered exceedingly probable, an absolute inability to fur-
nish it

; but deposited jewels to the value of six 'lacks of
rupees, and stipulated the cession of an extent of terri-

tory from which the sum demanded might afterward bo
drawn.

With a view to the fulfilment of this treaty, Colonel
Keating landed at Cambay with a force which was raised
to 2500 men. Having begun his march, he was joined byau army, or rather mob, under Ragoba, amounting to about
20,000, bearing a very martini appearance, though quite in-
capable of acting with effect in combination with regular
troops. The Indian chief was inclined to delay offensive
operations ; but the English urged the propriety of advancing
upon Poonah as the only course by which the war could be
brought to a decisive issue. They proceeded, accordingly,as far as Arass, where they were attacked by a large Mah-
ratta force, composed chiefly of cavalry. The enemy made
several desperate charges, and the battle continued longwith various and even doubtful fortune, but at length endedm the complete repulse of the enemy. Colonel Kcating's
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Iobs was, however, so severe, amounting in Ins small de-

tachment to 222, including eleven officers, that he sus-

pended his intention of advancing at present upon the

capital, and awaited at Dubhoy the termination of the rainy
season and the arrival of further reinforcements. This

partial success, meanwhile, produced an impression favour-

able to the English and their ally. Several of the late ad-

herents of the ministry espoused their cause,—even the

nizam began to waver. The next campaign was therefore

expected to open under very promising auspices, when cir-

cumstances occurred which gave an entirely new turn to

affairs.

The company, who had hitherto left the three presi-

dencies of Bengal, .Madras, and Bombay separate and in-

dependent, were now induced, by the inconveniences which

had arisen from this arrangement, to establish one central

authority. They vested in the governor-general and coun-

cil of Calcutta a controlling power over the other two presi-

dencies. The latter, however, were not as yet much in-

clined to acquiesce ;
and that of Bombay in particular had,

in the late transactions, made very little reference to their

new superiors. The supreme council, on being apprized
of their proceedings, strongly condemned them, as unjust
in themselves, and contrary to the policy incurcated by the

company, of avoiding all interference in the internal con-

cerns of Indian states. This step is generally blamed by

English politicians, though, as it appears to us, without any

good reason. There seems more room to question the pro-

priety of superseding entirely the Bombay government, and

sending Colonel Upton direct from Bengal to conclude a

fresh treaty. This had certainly the effect of placing the

inferior presidency in a degrading situation, and of exposing
it to the contempt of the native powers. It has also been

observed, that the Hindoo courts interpret every conciliatory

wish as a sign of weakness, and immediately rise in their

demands. Nana Fumavese, a Bramin minister, who had

attained an entire ascendency at Poonah, assumed a lofty

tone ; and, indeed, as the English continued to demand the

cession of Bassein and Salsette, he complained, not with-

out some reason, that after having frankly admitted the un-

warrantable ground on which their claim to these places

rested, they should still wish to retain possession of them.
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In short, the negotiation took so unfavourable a turn, that
Colonel Upton announced to the councils both of Calcutta
and Bombay, that in all probability it would be immediately
broken off. Suddenly, however, the Mahratta minister,
seeing that the British authorities were really determined
to renew the war, and consequently had in no degree been
actuated by fear, yielded almost every point in dispute. A
treaty was concluded at Poorundur, by which they obtained
the cessions demanded; while a month was fixed as the
period within which the army of Ragoba was to be reduced,and their protection entirely withdrawn from him.

Affairs seemed amicably settled, when the wheel of
events brought round another remarkable change. The
court of directors at home, on being apprized of the ar-

rangement made by the government of Bombay with Ra-
goba, were more swayed by its immediate advantages than
by their general principles, and sent out a cordial approba-
tion of the measure. Their despatch to this effect arrived
immediately after the conclusion of the treaty of Poorundur.
It was impossible at once to annul so solemn a transaction ;
but the council at Bombay exulted in an extraordinary de-
gree over the superior presidency which had so harshly
censured their conduct, and became accordingly disposed to
find pretexts- for placing themselves again in a hostile atti-
tude towards the administration at Poonah. They by no
means withdrew

entirely their protection from Ragoba;
they even derived encouragement from intrigues carried on
to re-establish his influence, which, however, were baffled
by the profound political skill of Fumavese. The latter re-
ceived with great favour a Frenchman named St. Lubin, who
appears to have held out to him the expectation of a strong
military force from Europe. It was concluded, on the
whole, that Nana had shown a hostile disposition; and
Mr. Hornby, the Governor of Bombay, entered on the
minutes a general review of .Mahratta affairs, in which he
concluded that they were fast verging to a crisis that would
compel the English either to take some active and decisive
part, or to relinquish for ever the hopes of improving theirown condition in the west of India. Mr. Hastings, too
though he had concurred in the censure on the Bombay
government, now began to think that better terms miotit
pave been gained by the treaty of Poorundur. He granted.
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authority to them " to assist in tranquillizing the dissen-

sions of the Mahratta state ;" to promote which object he
sent Colonel Leslie with a strong detachment to march
across the centre of India from Bengal to the western
coast.

The authorities at Bombay were not only highly elated

by the sanction thus given to their schemes, but even

adopted the rash resolution of accomplishing them with
their own resources, lest the glory should be shared by the

troops under Colonel Leslie. In vain did Mr. Draper
represent the importance of delay till their forces should be

concentrated. Mr. Carnac, who had now the lead in the

council, not only carried his point of immediately opening
the campaign, but was himself placed at the head of a

committee to aid in the direction of military operations.
The command, in consequence of the claims of seniority,
devolved on Colonel Egerton, whose health was extremely
infirm, and who had acquired all his military experience in

Germany,—so that an Indian war presented a scene alto-

gether new to him. However, a force of 3900 men, of

whom only 600 were British, landed at Panwell, and ad-

vanced to attack the capital of the Mahratta empire. The
march of an army in India, encumbered with baggage,
bullocks, and beasts of burden, is always slow

;
but the

tardiness of this movement was altogether unprecedented.
In eleven days they had not cleared above eight miles. A
week more brought them, on the 9th January, 1779, to the

village of Tullygaom, where they found in front an army
of about 50,000 men, who began to skirmish in their usual

desultory manner. They did not, however, venture on a

serious attack ; but though nothing had occurred which

might not have been foreseen with the utmost certainty,
Mr. Carnac and Colonel Cockburn, who, in consequence
of Colonel Egerton's sickness, had succeeded to the com-

mand, formed the determination, from which nothing could

dissuade them, of immediate retreat. Such a step, in the

face of a Mahratta host, with their clouds of cavalry, was
more perilous than the boldest advance. The English
troops had scarcely begun to retrograde when their rear-

guard was assailed by the whole force of the enemy. For-

tunately it was commanded by Captain Hartley, a young
officer of high rank and rising reputation, who gallantly
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withstood several most furious charges ; and they wertf

finally unable to make a serious impression on any part of
the line. The loss, however, was very severe, amounting
to upwards of three hundred, among whom were fifteen

European officers.

After this action the military authorities decided that

even retreat was no longer practicable, and consequently
that there remained no resource but negotiation. This, of

course, was equivalent to offering the enemy a carte, blanche
as to the terms on which the invaders should be allowed to
return to Bombay. In vain did Hartley remonstrate acrainst
this humiliating step, and point out a course by which the
retreat might have been effected ; in vain did Carnac ad-

vance objections, which, however, he forbore to press ;

nothing could shake the pusillanimous determination of the
commanders. They were even prepared to give up Ragoba,
had not that chief made a private agreement to surrender
himself to Sindia. The British themselves, by treating
with the latter, obtained somewhat more favourable terms :

still the convention of Worgaom, if not the most disas-

trous, was much the most disgraceful event which had
marked the annals of our army in India. All the points
in dispute were yielded ; all the recent acquisitions were
to be restored ; and orders were sent that the troops now
marching upon Bengal should proceed no farther.

Both at Bombay and at home the utmost indignation
was felt at this convention. Mr. Carnac, Colonels Egerton
and Cockburn, were all three dismissed from the service.
Their conduct in the present instance certainly appears
quite indefensible, and it is not a little remarkable that it

formed a decided contrast to that exhibited by them on
former occasions. Cockburn, in particular, had distin-

guished himself by exploits of the most daring valour, and
was considered one of the best officers in the service ; but
the qualities which had fitted him for a secondary part
proved insufficient to guide his judgmept in this higher
and more arduous station. The treaty was immediately
annulled, as having been concluded without sufficient au-

thority, and the arrival of Colonel Leslie with his detach-
ment was alone waited for in order to commence offensive

operations. This officer, however, had not made the des-

patch which was expected. His march having been
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harassed by some of the Rajpoot chiefs, he absurdly al-

lowed himself to be drawn into petty contests, and in the

course of five months had not proceeded above 120 miles.

Mr. Hastings was obliged to supersede him, and send in

his place Colonel Goddard, who, by passing over three

hundred miles in twenty days, reached Surat, and avoided

the snares formed by the enemy to interrupt his progress.
This commander, who, though acting on a conciliatory

system towards the Bombay government, was invested with

jurisdiction nearly independent, began with an attempt to

negotiate. This being found impracticable, on account of

the lofty tone assumed by the cabinet of Poonah upon its

recent success, hostilities were immediately commenced ;

and the English appeared no longer as auxiliaries to Ra-

goba, but as principals. On the 1st January, 1780, Colonel,
now General, Goddard crossed the Tuptee, and before the

end of the month reduced Dubhoy, and carried by storm

Ahmedabad, the great but decayed capital of Guzerat.

Then, however, he learned that Sindia and Holkar, with

upwards of twenty thousand horse, had crossed the Ner-

budda, and were advancing to attack him. The former
chief opened a negotiation with the British, for whom he

professed a warm attachment
; but, as it was soon per-

ceived that he sought only to gain time, Goddard deter-

mined, if possible, to bring him to a general action. He
attacked his camp by night, and succeeded in surprising
some of his outposts ; but the day dawned in time to enable

the main body to mount their horses and present themselves
in order of battle. They even made a movement as if to

charge ; but, being received with a brisk fire, galloped off,

and were soon out of sight ; and the English commander,
who imagined he had gained a decisive victor)', learned
that the Mahratta army, quite entire, had taken a fresh po-
sition at a little distance. He again endeavoured to bring
them to action

;
but on his near approach they merely dis-

charged a flight of rockets, and disappeared, as before.

Wearied with these fruitless and harassing operations, he
at length removed his army, and placed it, during the rains,
in cantonments on the Nerbudda.

During the next dry season, which commenced in Octo-

ber, 1780, the general employed himself in the siege of

Bassein, while Colonel Hartley covered his operations,
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spreading his force over a great part of the Concan, whence
he drew both supplies and revenue. This campaign was

very successful; Bassein surrendered on the 11th De-

cember, while Hartley, taking a judicious position, com-

pletely repulsed the whole combined force of the Mahrattas,
which attempted to overwhelm him. Thus the English
affairs were beginning to assume a prosperous aspect,
when Goddard was apprized of an immediate intention on

the part of government to open a negotiation. He was

directed, therefore, to hold himself in readiness to cease

hostilities as soon as intelligence should be received from

Poonah of a corresponding disposition. This resolution

was connected with certain events of the war in the south

of India related in a former chapter. Hyder, having
formed an alliance with the nizam and the Mahrattas, had
made a terrible irruption into the Carnatic, and was threat-

ening the very existence of the British establishment at

Madras. Under these circumstances, it. was determined to

make sacrifices to a great extent, in order to detach the

court of Poonah from this formidable confederacy. The

treaty, however, proceeded slowly, especially after tidings
had arrived of the catastrophe that had befallen Colonel

Baillie's detachment. In these discouraging circumstances

General Goddard conceived that an advance with his army
beyond the Ghauts, and the placing it in a position so as

to menace the Mahratta capital, might produce a favourable

effect. With about C0O0 men he penetrated with little

difficulty the barrier of hills. Nana Furnavese, however,
still refused to separate from his ally, and the general was
so harassed by attacks on his rear, by convoys intercepted,
and by the country being laid waste around him, that he
felt at last the necessity of retreating to Bombay. In this

movement he was assailed by the enemy with so much
fury, that although be reached the coast without dishonour,
he sustained a loss more .severe than had been incurred in

the campaign which terminated in the convention of Wor-

gaom.
Mr. Hastings, meantime, attempted to influence the war

by military movements from Bengal, directed towards the

very heart of India. Captain Popbaro, with 2400 men,
crowed the JumQa, and attacked the fort of Lahar; but

finding it much stronger than was expected, and labouring
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under the want of battering-cannon, he could effect only a

very imperfect breach. He determined, however, to storm

it ; and, though both the officers who led the assault fell,

the troops followed with such intrepidity that the place was

carried, with the loss of 125 men. But the most brilliant

exploit was that against Gvvalior, a fortress repeatedly
mentioned as being considered in Hindostan Proper the most
formidable bulwark of the empire, though it could not rank
with the impregnable hill-forts of the south and west.

After two months of observation and contrivance, on the

3d August, 1780, a party was employed to make a night-
assault. They mounted the scarped rock by scaling-lad-

ders, then ran up the steep face of the hill, and by ladders

of rope ascended the inner wall, thirty feet high, when

they found themselves within the place. Some of the men

gave the alarm by firing prematurely ; yet they stood

their ground ;
the garrison were confused and terrified, and

the sun had scarcely risen, when the British troops, with

almost no resistance, became masters of this celebrated

fortress.

In pursuance of the same system, Mr. Hastings sent

Colonel Camac to carry the war into the territories of

Sindia. He penetrated without difficulty into Malwa ; but

the Mahratta chief then hastened to oppose the invasion,

and by the rapid manoeuvres of his numerous cavalry soon

reduced the British to great distress ;
at the same time he

kept up for seven days an incessant cannonade. The
colonel, however, by remaining for some time inactive,

lulled the suspicions of the enemy, then suddenly burst by

night into his camp, and defeated him with great loss. Al-

though he was not able to follow up this success, it raised

considerably the reputation of the English, who also suc-

ceeded, by a large sum of money, in detaching Moodajee
Bhonslay, Rajah of Berar, from the other Mahratta chiefs.

Thus, after various transactions, a separate convention was
first concluded with Sindia on the 13th October, 1781 ;

and, finally, on the 7th May, 1782, a general peace was

signed at Salbye, on terms as favourable as the checkered

events of the war could give room to expect. The limits

of the respective territories were fixed nearly on the same

footing as by the treaty of Poorundur ; and a monthly pen-
sion of 25,000 rupees was assigned to Ragoba. Thus

Vot. II.—N
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closed the first Mahratta war, by which our countrymen, itmust be confessed, had earned very little either of glory or

Fromlhis time the relations of that people with our gov-
ernment were for many years those of amity and alliance.
Ihis union was produced by common dread of the exorbi-
tant power and pretensions of the house of Mysore

'

Wehave seen them united with the British in successive leases'and affording a loose and tumultuary- aid in the cometswhich overthrew the power of Tippoo. The history of the
confederation, however, was remarkably distinguished bythe rise of Sindia to a pre-eminence which made him de-
cidedly superior to all its other leaders. His territory beinrr
contiguous to the southern states and to the fragments of
the Mogul empire, he added to it successively these differ-ent possessions. On the east he subdued Bundelcund

; onthe west he rendered tributary the warlike princes of
Kajpootana At length, amid the dissensions of the impe-rial court, .Shah Allum, retaining still the name, reveredeven in its downfall, of Mosul emperor, placed himselfunder the protection of Sindia. That chief thus becamemaster of Agra, Delhi, and the surrounding territories •

and he exercised all that now remained of imperial power'.He was so elated by these successes that he ventured upona demand of chout or tribute from the government of Ben-& * cla
™,|
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aid ill him the general cause of the Mahratta confederation.

He was extricated by the savage violence of Gholaum
Kawdir himself, who, having obtained possession of Delhi,

and of the emperor's person, treated him, his family, and
adherents with the most wanton barbarity. With his own
hand he used the point of a dagger to put out that prince's

eyes ; and committed other cruelties which rendered him
the object of general horror and disgust. At length his

own associate, Ismael Beg (who had succeeded to Moham-
med), went over to Sindia, who also at length obtained a

reinforcement from Poonah. He was thus enabled to enter

Delhi, and pursue Kawdir, who was taken and put to

death. In this way the Mahratta chief regained almost

the. entire plenitude of his dominion. He sought to

strengthen his military power by various means not re-

sorted to by any of his predecessors. He enlisted into his

army the various warlike races in the north of India,—the

valiant Rajpoot horsemen, the Goseins, a religious sect,

whose tenets did not prevent them from taking arms, and

even Mohammedan soldiers who had been thrown out of

the Mogul service. But the force on which he chiefly re-

lied was a corps of regular infantry, organized and disci-

plined in the European manner, by a French adventurer

named De Boignc. This body, at first consisting only of

two battalions, had been rapidly augmented, till it amounted
to three brigades, eachcomprisinsr 5600 infantry, 500 cavalry,
and forty pieces of cannon. He had, besides, a separate
train of artillery, and was supported by a body of irregular

infantry. A considerable territory was assigned for the

support of this corps,
—which included officers of ail nations,

among whom was a considerable proportion of English.

Having thus rendered himself the most powerful among
the Mahratta princes, Sindia's next object was to acquire a

preponderance at the court of Poonah. He proceeded
thither with the professed purpose of investing the peishwa
with the dignity of Vakeel-i-Mootluq, or supreme deputy,
which he had caused the Mogul to confer,—a most unwel-

come visit, which Nana Furnavese sought in vain to de-

cline. Sindia arrived, and was received with every mark
of outward respect. The peishwa, amid great pomp, was
invested with this new title, which was considered an addi-

tion to the splendour even of his rank ; while the gallant
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warrior, being appointed his perpetual deputy, with the

right of nominating a successor, acquired all the real power
attached to the function. Besides dazzling the eye of
the youthful prince by the pomp of this ceremony, he
gained his favour by inviting him to field-sports and other

amusements, whence he had been in a considerable degree
withheld by the austere maxims of the aged LSramin his
minister. In short, Sindia seemed about to supplant Nana
Furnavcse as the arbiter of the Mahratta state, when he
was seized with a violent illness, which terminated his life

on the 12th February, 1794.

Mahadajee Sindia, who had been the chief instrument in

raising his house to be the first in Hindostan, was a person
of very great activity and address, long experience, and of
so much principle as to be supposed incapable of commit-
ting any very enormous crime,—a praise which cannot often
be bestowed on the great men of India. His death at the

present moment, when a danger of the greatest magnitude
impended over the state, may probably be considered as the
main cause of the ultimate decline of the Mahratta power.
Dying without issue, he adopted as his successor, not the
nearest heir, but Dowlut Rao, his grand-nephew, the son
of his youngest brother ; a youth only fifteen years of age,
who, though possessed of talents and enterprise, was without
that experience which would have been necessary to guide
him through the difficult circumstances in which he was
soon placed.
Nana Furnavese, on the death of his rival, seemed again

replaced in the supreme direction of affairs ; but the very
eagerness with which he clung to power soon involved bun
in a deeper calamity. While he kept Madoo K;io, the pe-
ishwa, in very strict tutelage, he held also in close confine-
ment Bajee Rao, the son of Ragoba, who, iu approaching
manhood, displayed high accomplishments and engaging
manners, which rendered him an object of general interest.
This was particularly felt by his cousin Madoo Rao. An
epistolary communication was opened, and a romantic

friendship formed by tins.' two young men, who stood in
a position of such deadly rivalry. In their correspondence
they were wont to anticipate the moment when, delivered
from their present thraldom, they might form a personal
intimacy, and emulate the greet actions of their ancestors.
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This innocent exchange of sentiment being discovered

by Nana Furnavese, excited his most violent rage. He
increased the rigour of Bajee Rao's confinement, and loaded
Madoo with the severest reproaches. The high-spirited

youth, in a paroxysm of grief and indignation, threw him-
self from a terrace in the palace, and died in two days.
This was a most disastrous event to Nana Furnavese

; for

Eajee, whom he had done so much to make his enemy, was
the legitimate heir. The minister attempted at first to

parry this fatal circumstance, and proposed that the widow
of the deceased prince, though she had not reached the age
of womanhood, should adopt a son, whom he might establish

as peishwa, and in his name administer the state. He found
this measure, however, to be quite repugnant to public feel-

ing ;
and learning that Sindia had declared in favour of the

imprisoned youth, endeavoured to make the best of his

situation by employing his influence in raising the latter to

the vacant dignity. Bajee Rao, on the intention of Nana
being announced, was so much surprised, that he obliged
the messenger to take hold of a cow's tail, and swear by
the holy waters of the Godavery that no stratagem was in-

tended. He then repaired to Poonah, and was placed on the

musnud. The reconciliation, however, could not be durable.

The court from this time became a complete chaos of po-
litical intrigue, between the peishwa, who endeavoured to

exercise his own authority, and Nana, Sindia, Purseram

Bhow,and other chiefs, who sought to administer it in his

name. These individuals appear in the confused scene one

day united in close alliance, the next plotting one another's

destruction. We shall not now follow the thread of these

intricate transactions, nor encumber our pages with the un-

couth names of humbler individuals who, amid the general
confusion, contrived to thrust themselves into notice. Some

attempts were even made to employ as an instrument the

long-imprisoned rajah, whose title was still dear to the Mah-
ratta people. Nana Furnavese, after passing through va-

rious fortunes, and being reduced to the lowest distress, was
restored to some share of his former power, but died soon

afterward, leaving the reputation of one of the ablest and
most skilful politicians that India had ever produced ; and
there remained no individual possessed of those comprehen-

N2
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sive and statesman-like views which were soon much
wanted to direct the affairs of the confederation.
Even before the death of Nana, the court of Poonah had

been placed for some time in a critical situation. It had
been united in a triple alliance with Britain and thenizam,
against the power and pretensions of the house of Mysore,
and had repeatedly co-operated, though in an irregular
and unsatisfactory manner, with the English in their Wan
with that dynasty. Lord Comwallis, though he had much
reason to complain of the conduct of their army, forbore

showing any resentment, and granted to them a third, or

equal share with the company and the nizam, of the ceded

territory. When Marquis Wellesley afterward entered

upon the last and decisive contest with Tippoo, he called

upon the Mahratta government to fulfil the stipulations of
this alliance. By that time, however, they had begun to
cherish a deep and not ill-grounded jealousy respecting the

rapid progress of the British power; and although they
chose to temporize, their wishes were now decidedly in

favour of Mysore. Nana strongly shared this feeling; yet
he decidedly objected to any measure which might commit
the state in a war with so formidable a nation. But Sindia
and the peishwa, those young and ardent spirits, embraced
with enthusiasm the cause of the sultan ; and it is believed
that a resolution had been formed to espouse his cause,
when they were petrified by the intelligence of the fall of

Seringapatam, the death of its ruler, and the downfall of his
formidable dynasty. Then indeed every effort was made
to excuse their inactivity as allies, and to explain away
every symptom of a hostile intention.

Though the remissness on the part of the Mahrattas had
been undeniable, Marquis Wellesley declined showing any
resentment ; he even set apart for them a portion of the

partitioned territory. But he determined to avail himself
of his present commanding position to establish if possible
an effective control over this great and turbuient state. He
tendered to them the share in the spoils of Mysore, coupled
with the condition that the peishwa, on terms similar to

• of a treaty just arranged with the nizam, should
ive a British subsidiary force, ceding a portion of terri-
the clear revenue of which might be sufficient for their

maintenance. By this arrangement it was obviously in-
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tended to reduce the Mahratta power to a state of vassalage ;

and accordingly, after some months of delay and evasion,

the proposal was decidedly rejected. The governor-general,

however, embraced every opportunity of pressing this wise

and politic measure ; and, contrary to what might have been

expected, circumstances occurred which produced a favour-

able disposition towards it. The peishwa, the nominal head

of the Mahratta confederation, and a prince of spirit and

ambition, saw his power controlled and narrowed by that of

the new military chiefs. Sindia, in particular, commanded
a force much superior to that of his master, and began more

and more to act as the real lord of Maharashtra, viewing
the other as little more than a pageant of state. The sove-

reign had long objected to an expedient so hazardous both

to himself and his people, as that of calling to his aid a

foreign race, who had already acquired such an alarming

ascendency. At length, however, he agreed to accept their

aid, on the condition that the subsidiary force should not

actually enter his territory, but take a station on the frontier,

to be employed when he should think it necessary. This

qualification was evidently made with the view that, without

allowing the English to gain any real footing, he might use

their name and the dread of their interposition to establish

his own influence over the native leaders. Marquis Wel-

lesley, however, conceived that if he succeeded thus far, it

would not be long before he should accomplish his object,

and resolved to accept the proposition. But events imme-

diately occurred which enabled him, with unexpected facility,

to realize his utmost wishes.

The rival houses of Sindia and Holkar, after recently

emerging from the lowest obscurity, had divided between

them nearly the whole military power of the Mahratta state.

For some time they ranked nearly equal ; but after Mahad-

ajee Sindia had risen to greatness, his family necessarily

acquired a very decided preponderance. The power of the

Holkars, however, revived under an illegitimate branch,
Jeswunt Rao, who by boldness, enterprise, and a peculiar
talent for predatory warfare soon raised himself, notwith-

standing the stain on his birth, to be the head of his house,
and the leader of all who fought under its banners. Dis-

sensions soon arose between him and Sindia, whose territory

he did not spare in the course of his ravages. After various
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movements the two armies engaged near Indore, Holkar's

capital, when that chief was completely routed, with the loss
of ninety-eight pieces of cannon

; anil his power was sup-
posed to he so completely crushed, that Stadia very impru-
dently neglected any farther pursuit. No force is so easily
or so rapidly recruited as that of the Mahrattas. The
vanquished leader, having undertaken some inroads into the

surrounding territories, soon rallied round him all the bold

youths who delighted in plunder and adventure ; large
hands even from the ranks of his adversary, tired of an
inactive life, flocked to his camp. In short, he soon found
himself in a condition to march upon Poonah. Sindia and
the peishwa united their forces to oppose him ; and there
ensued in the vicinity of that city one of the most obstinate
battles recorded in the annals of Indian warfare. Holkar

fought with the utmost desperation, and led his men to

successive charges with such fury that the enemv were

completely broken, and fled in every direction. Colonel

Close, the British resident, while the engagement lasted,
hoisted his flag, which was respected by both parties ; and
next day he was asked to visit the victorious general. He
found him in his tent, ankle deep in mud, wounded both
with a spear and sabre. He received the colonel with the
utmost politeness, professed a cordial attachment to the

English, and expressed a wish that they would assist in

adjusting his differences with Sindia and the peishwa. This
last, however, whose courage failed entirely during the

engagement, had fled to Singurh, whence he intimated his

willingness to accede to the terms on which the British had
offered to support him in power. He hastened to the coast,
and embarked at Severndroog for Bassein, where he was
met by Colonel Close. On the 31st December, 1802, they
concluded a treaty, which may be considered as sealing the
fate of India. The peishwa agreed to receive and support
a subsidiary force sent by the company, while the latter

undertook to re-establish him as head of the Mahratta con-
federation.

Expectations were now entertained that Sindia, who had
been so deeply committed against Holkar, and had suffered
so severely from his hostility, would concur in the treaty.
On the contrary, both he and Raghojee Bhonslay, who had
become Rajah of Berar, and was the only other very power-
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ful chief of that nation, united in the resolution of vigorously

opposing the entrance of a foreign power into the Mahratta

territory.
In entering on the greatest war which Britain ever waged

in India, and which was destined completely to establish

her supremacy over that region, it is impossible to refrain

from some inquiry respecting the necessity and the wisdom

of this eventful measure. Mr. Mill, in a very masterly
discussion upon this subject, argues, that the war arose out

of the treaty of Bassein, which was manifestly the sponta-
neous act of the governor-general ; and that the Mahratta

chiefs, engrossed by their own contests for power, had no

immediate intention or wish to involve themselves in hostility

with the British government. The object of each was to

obtain possession of the peishwa's person, and to exercise

in his name a general control over the whole state. But an

arrangement which withdrew altogether the peishwa from

the control of any of them, and transferred to a foreign

power all the weight of his name and resources, besides

humbling their national pride, presented a common obstacle

to the ambitious views of each chief, and was therefore to all

an object of equal resentment. To the extent, therefore,

that the war was voluntarily incurred by the British adminis-

tration, the historian's argument seems quite incontroverti-

ble. He goes on to maintain that the company might have

safely looked on, and seen the different leaders waste them-

selves in internal conflicts, while, courted by each, they might
have secured advantages to themselves, and held the balance

between them. This part of the question, however, depends

upon circumstances that are extremely complicated ; and

the arguments urged on the other side appear to be at least

equally plausible.
It has never been denied, that a power which sees its

neighbours engaged in war may be justified in interfering,

either from generosity to defend the oppressed, or from

policy, lest any one state, by conquering the others, should

attain a dangerous ascendency. But the conflicts of the

Mahratta chiefs now bore much less the character of internal

disturbance, than of regular war between independent

princes. The common national tie served little more than

to inspire the design and hope of a general dominion,—the

object which had obviously kindled the ambition of the
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several aspirants. There was therefore, perhaps, a strong
probability that ere long some one of these leaders would
gam the supremacy, and wield the entire resources of the
Mahratta power. It seems impossible to deny that in such
a case an able warrior might have become very formidable
to Britain, both by the great extent of territory which he
would have commanded, and by the success which mighthave been expected from disciplining his troops after the
European manner. He would also have enjoyed the pros-
pect of being aided by the French, while the English would
have had to dread the doubtful faith of the nizam and other
native princes whom they held" in vassalage.
The governor-general, having determined upon war,

formed a very comprehensive plan of operations both for the
aggrandizement and permanent security of the British em-
pire in India. General Wellesley, from the Mysore frontier,
and Colonel Stevenson, from Hydrabad, were instructed to
make a combined movement upon Poonah, to drive out the
force occupying that capital, re-establish the authority of the
peishwa, and prosecute, if necessary, the war against Sindia
and the Rajah of Berar. A force, destined to control the
whole Mahratta confederation was, agreeably to the same
plan, to be permanently stationed in that city. Meantime,
General Lake was ordered to advance from Bengal into the
interior provinces, to attack and disperse the army trained
under European officers by De Boigne, and now commanded
by an officer of the name of Perron. The result of operations
in this quarter would, it was hoped, extend the British fron-
tier to the Jumna, and thereby include the imperial cities of
A era and Delhi. It was also expected that possession
might be obtained of the individual who still bore the title

of Great Mogul, which, even in its lowest depression,
commanded great reverence throughout Hindostan. At the
same time the maritime territory of ( 'attack, belonging to
the Rajah of Berar, was if possible to be added to the British
territories, which would then comprehend the whole eastern
coast from Arracan to Cape Comorin. With the same
view the Bombay presidency were to send an expedition to
reduce Baroach and the neighbouring coast of Guzerat. In
the event of success in this great enterprise, the company
would be masters of the whole circuit of the Indian coast,
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and be able to cut off all connexion between their European
and native enemies.

Such was the general plan of the campaign, which cer-

tainly had a very grand object, combining a great variety of
interests ; and the issue proved, that at every point adequate
means of success had been provided. Yet it may perhaps
be questioned whether it was founded on the wisest prin-

ciples of military policy. Would it not have been more
advantageous to have brought the main strength to bear

upon that vital part in the centre of Mahratta dominion,
where the armies of Sindia and of the rajah were assem-
bled ] By such a movement these would have been more

easily and completely crushed
;

after which the secondary
objects might have been effected without difficulty, either

by conquest or cession. The destination of any part of the
force against points so insulated as Baroach and Outtack
seems liable to particular objection.
On the 9th of March, 1803, General Wellesley marched

from his position at Hurryhur, and on the 12th entered the
Mahratta territory. Colonel Stevenson, at the same time,
broke up from Hydrabad with the subsidiary force of about
8000 men, and 15,000 troops furnished by the nizam. On
the 15th April the two divisions united at Akloos, about 70
miles south-east of Poonah. Holkar, on hearing of the

approach of the English, determined not to involve himself
in hostile proceedings, but retreated to Chandore, a place
130 miles to the northward of Poonah,—leaving Amrut Kao,
whom he had invested with the dignity of peishwa, with

only a small detachment in that capital. The general then

judged it unnecessary to lead his whole army to a place
where it could not without much difficulty procure subsist-

once ; but being informed by Colonel Close that there was
reason to apprehend Amrut Rao would set fire to the capital,
where part of the family of the peishwa still resided, he
formed a select corps of cavalry, and advanced with such

speed, that in thirty-two hours he reached Poonah, which
Amrut had hastily quitted without attempting any violence.

The English power being thus established in the Mahratta

capital, the peishwa was escorted from Bombay by a detach-
ment under Colonel Murray, and resumed his seat on the
musnud amid the congratulations of the British and native
armies.
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General Wellesley, having thus accomplished the main

object of the treaty of Bassein, was inclined to push his

advantages no farther, but to allow the great military chiefs

to retain their independent position. Holkar, in fact, with

whose interests the present measure came into the most

immediate collision, declined involving himself in any hasty

step ; and, having retired into the heart of his own domin-

ions, watched the progress of events. But Sindia and the

Rajah of Berar viewed with the deepest indignation the

success of a scheme which placed the head of the Mahratta

confederacy under control, and the capital in the hands of a

foreign power. These two chiefs led their forces to positions

where, in communication with each other, they threatened

the territory of the nizam. In this critical state of affairs,

Wellesley, who had been invested by the governor-general

with the entire power of peace and war, instructed Colonel

Collins, the British resident in the camp of Sindia, to

demand an explanation of his present threatening attitude.

That chief gave the most positive assurances of a pacific

disposition, and even of an intention to acquiesce in the

treaty of Bassein ;
but as, in conjunction with the Rajah of

Berar, he still maintained his menacing posture, and was

understood to be issuing orders to his officers to hold them-

selves in readiness to act on the shortest notice, it was

judged further necessary to require that he and the rajah

should withdraw their troops to their ordinary stations in

the centre of their respective territories, while a corres-

ponding movement should be made on the part of the

British army. To this demand Sindia replied, that he

expected in a few days to have an interview with the Rajah

of Berar, when the resident should be informed "whether

it should be peace or war." This ambiguous expression,

so strongly indicative of the latter alternative, induced the

general to advance to Walkee, a strong post near Ahmed-

nugger, whence he could with advantage commence military

operations.
On the 4th June, the rajah arrived, and had a meeting

with Sindia ;
but the principal conference did not take place

till the 8th. When the resident, however, on the 12th,

demanded to know the result, he was met only by delays

and subterfuges. The two princes acknowledged them-

selves to be in some respects dissatisfied with the treaty oi
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Bassein, but declared that their troops were in their own
territory without any hostile intention. At length the

remonstrances of Colonel Collins, seconded by a letter from
General Wellesley, procured for him an audience on the

25th July ; though he obtained nothing beyond shifts and
excuses till the 31st, when he threatened an immediate

departure. He was then invited to the rajah's tent, and a

proposal was made that the allies should 'retire to Burhan-

poor, fifty-eight miles in their rear, provided the English
commander would withdraw histroopS to their usual stations

at Madras and Bombay. This arrangement, which would
have left the Mahratta territory entirely at the disposal of

the confederates, was at once rejected ; and they at length
offered to march back to their respective capitals, provided
the British army should commence a retrograde movement
on the very same day. This proposition was judged worthy
of being transmitted to the general. The letter, however,

purporting to convey it, on being delivered, was found to

contain no such offer, but merely the first and rejected

proposition. The resident, then concluding that the sole

object of the confederates was to gain time, at once quitted
the camp, and the war immediately commenced.

General Wellesley, with characteristic promptitude,
marched upon Ahmednugger, and on the 8th August, 1803,
summoned that fortress, which was considered one of the

bulwarks of the Deccan. On the first day the town was

stormed, and on the 10th a battery was opened against the

fort, which on the 12th was evacuated by the garrison. He
then proceeded to the city of Aurungabad. Meantime,

however, the confederates with their numerous cavalry had

passed Colonel Stevenson, and appeared resolved to cross

the Godavery and make a rapid march against Hydrabad,
the capital of the nizam. Wellesley, however, by a judicious

movement, obliged them to return northwards. But as the

flying warfare, which they seemed inclined to pursue, would
have been exceedingly harassing, his grand object was to

bring them, almost on any terms, to close combat. The
two English commanders with this view marched separately,

though at a small distance, along the two toads by which
the enemy was expected to pass. General Wellesley, having
learned that their infantry was encamped in his vicinity,

hastened forward; when, on reaching the plain contiguous
Vol.II.-O
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to the village of Assave, he discovered their whole armv,

including every description of troops, and amounting to

upwards of 50,000 men, drawn up in order of battle. His
own force, though composed of veteran soldiers, did not

exceed 4500; yet he determined to proceed to the attack ;

while his men, far from being struck with any apprehension,

exultingly exclaimed,
"
They cannot escape us !" As they

advanced, however, the enemy's artillery, the best organized
part of their force, opened a most destructive fire, which

greatly thinned the British ranks. The general, being
informed by one of the officers in command that his guns
could not be got forward, owing to the number of men and
bullocks that were disabled, said,

"
Well, tell him to get on

without them." The British infantry, therefore, moved
forward in the face of this tremendous fire with a steady

pace, and bore down all opposition. The enemy's cavalry,

however, on seeing the opposite ranks so much reduced,
made a desperate attempt to break them ; but they then

encountered a most gallant charge by the English hi

which soon compelled them to join the retreat of the infantry.

The victory seemed complete, when it was for a moment
rendered doubtful by a very unexpected incident. By a

stratagem not unexampled in the East, a considerable num-
ber of Indians had thrown themselves on the ground, and
been passed as dead by the advancing troops. They now
started up, seized some of the captured guns and com-
menced a brisk fire from behind, under Favour of which a

few of the flying squadrons rallied. General Wellesley,

however, with his usual presence of mind, detached several

corps, by whom this alarming resurrection was soon put
down; and the whole Indian host was forthwith involved in

one promiscuous flight, leaving on the field twelve hundred

dead, with nearly the w hole 01 their artillery. The British

on their side lost about a third of their force in killed and
wounded.

Such was the battle of Assave, which established the fame
of the greatest commander of the age, and fixed the dominion
of Britain over prostrate India. Vet his conduct on this

occasion has been the subject of considerable controversy,
and many consider that the British troops were too daringly
led on to an unequal combat. The panegyrists of the

general, on the other hand, anjue, that he availed himself
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of this circumstance as the only footing upon which the

enemy could be induced to engage in regular battle. But
this plea is refuted by one of his interesting letters to Sir
Thomas Munro, where he disclaims any intention of acting
separately from Colonel Stevenson, and admits himself to

have been taken considerably by surprise when he disco-

vered the whole Indian army assembled on the plain of

Assaye. He judged, however, that had he then attempted to

retreat, the hostile cavalry would have pressed closely upon
him, and probably caused some loss, besides a depression
of the spirits and courage of the troops. Sir Thomas, rather

a severe military critic, observes,
" If there was any thing

wrong, it was in giving battle ; but in the conduct of the

action every thing was right. General Wellesley gave every
part of his army its full share ; left no part of it unemployed ;

but supported, sometimes with cavalry, sometimes with

infantry, every point that was pressed at the very moment
that it was most necessary." In regard to the result also,

it has been said that the enemy suffered so little of actual

loss as to render the battle very indecisive. But besides

the capture of their formidable artillery, and the extensive

dispersion which in undisciplined armies always follows

defeat, it appears probable that this triumph, achieved by
so great a disparity of numbers, produced a moral effect

greater than would have arisen from a much more decisive

victory gained under ordinary circumstances. There is

something extremely sensitive in the Indian mind, that is

acted upon with extraordinary force by whatever is strange
or unexpected. Such displays of valour they never fail to

exaggerate, attaching to them a mysterious efficacy which

partakes deeply of the supernatural. It was on the field of

Assaye perhaps that the spirit of India was vanquished ;

and Hindostan, after that fatal day, was viewed by its people
as having passed into the hands of invincible conquerors.

After this victory Sindia proceeded to make separate
overtures

; but as they were presented at first through pri-
vate and unaccredited channels, which he might afterward

disown, no proceeding could be founded upon them. The
commander-in-chief directed Colonel Stevenson to reduce
the great city of Burhanpoor and the adjoining fort of

Asseerghur, which bore the reputation of being almost

impregnable. The town yielded without opposition, and
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the fort after a surprisingly short resistance. Sindia then

began in earnest to sue for peace, and the terms of an
armistice were arranged for all his territories south of the

IS'erbudda. The British general next led his army against

Berar, and found the rajah with his troops on the plains of

Argaom, where, contrary to the convention, he was still

supported by a strong body of Sindia's cavalry. Weltesley
attacked them without hesitation, and, after a contest

obstinate than at Assaye, gained a complete victory. £

was then laid to Gawilghur, one of those hill-forts v

are esteemed the bulwarks of India. It made amore vig<

defence than any of Sindia's strongholds, and severe labour

was required in planting the cannon on its steep sides ; but

in a very few days a breach was effected, and the outer wall

was carried by storm. There remained still an inner ram-

part, which for some time defeated the efforts of the assail-

ants, till Captain Campbell, with a detachment of light

troops, carried it by escalade, and opened the gate to the

rest of the army.
The general could now have advanced upon the rajah's

capital, and threatened the extinction of his power ;
but a

vakeel had already arrived in his camp to solicit a conference

preparatory to negotiation. This envoy endeavoured to

prove that his master had never entertained any hostile

intention; and after some unprofitable discussion on this

question, asked the terms on which peace might now be

obtained. The British commander demanded the cession

of the maritim district of Cuttack, which was desirable for

completing the company's dominion over the eastern coast ;

also the surrender of a territory on the river Wurda, the

authority over which had hitherto been inconveniently
shared between the rajah and the nizam. Some further

demands were made, but withdrawn ; and the arrangements,

being hastened by the fall of Qawilghar, were completed on
the 16th, &nd the treaty signed on the 1 7th December, 1803.

Meantime, the central regions of Hindostan were the

theatre of events equally memorable. Sindia's force here

consisted almost exclusively of the large corps formed on
the. European model by De Boigne, who, having returned

to France, had, as we have already stated, been succeeded

by Perron. These troops were considered very formidable,

consisting of 16 or 17,000 regular infantry, 15 to 20,000
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cavalry, a large body of irregulars, and a well-appointed
train of artillery. General Lake, having been informed of

the failure of the negotiation with Sindia, moved from

Cawnpoor on the 7th August, 1803 ; on the 28th he passed
the frontier, and next day found the whole of Perron's

cavalry in a strong position near Coel, a town in the Doab.
He presently led his troops to the attack ; when the native

army, deemed so efficient and well equipped, after a short

random fire retreated with such rapidity that the English
could not overtake them. The next object was the fort of

Alighur, the main depot of the enemy. It was a very strong

place, surrounded with a good glacis, and abroad and deep
ditch always filled with water. It would have been unas-

sailable had the entrar<"e been confined to a drawbridge ;

but a terrace had been imprudently formed for that purpose,
over which Lake concluded his troops might force a passage.
Colonel Monson, who led the storming party, soon pene-
trated across the terrace and over the breastwork ; but the

wall was so strongly guarded by spearmen, that he could

not attempt escalade. A twelve-pounder was brought for-

ward to burst open the gate ; but before it could be pointed
the soldiers remained exposed to a most galling fire, which

severely wounded and disabled their leader himself. Major
M'Leod succeeded to the command ; and, after the first gate
had been forced open, pushed his way through a long and
intricate passage and two successive gateways to a fourth,

against which, however, the gun was employed without

effect. The situation of the assailants would now have
been serious, had not the major succeeded in forcing the

wicket, and thus opening an entrance to his count: ymen,
who soon became masters of the place.

It being understood that Perron was discontented with
the service of Sindia, General Lake was authorized to make
large offers on condition of his coming over to the English,
and bringing his troops with him. In fact, a letter was
received from him on the 7th September, requesting to be
allowed to repair with his family, servants, and property, in

safety to Luknow, but without expressing any disposition
to detach his army from their allegiance. His request was
readily granted ; and he afterward stated his desertion to

have been occasioned by the appointment of another officer

to supersede him in the command.
02
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After the capture of Alighar, Lake marched directly upon
Delhi, the imperial capital, and the residence of him who
still enjoyed the rank and title of Great Mogul. He had

advanced within view of its walls, when he discovered the

army organized under French command drawn up in a

strong position to defend its approaches. Though he had

only 4500 men against 19,000, yet he determined to give
battle without delay ; but as the enemy could not without

difficulty and severe loss have been dislodged from their

present ground, he used a feigned retreat as a stratagem to

draw them from it. This delicate manoeuvre was executed

by the British troops with perfect order and skill
;
the ene-

my, imagining the flight real, quitted their inirenchments,
and eagerly pursued ; but as soon as they had been fully

drawn forth on the plain, General Lake faced about. A
single charge drove them from the field with the loss of

three thousand in killed and wounded, and their whole train

of artillery.

The British general now entered Delhi without resist-

ance. He immediately requested and obtained an audience

of the sovereign, with whom a secret communication had

previously been opened. He beheld this unfortunate de-

scendant of a long line of illustrious princes "seated under
a small tattered canopy, the remnant of his former state,

his person emaciated by indigence and infirmities, and
his countenance disfigured with the loss of his eyes, and
marked with extreme old age and a settled melancholy."
He is described as deeply sensible to the kindness of Lake,
on whom he bestowed several titles, such as "the sword
of the state, the hero of the land, the lord of the age, and
the victorious in war." All his adherents, and the people
of Delhi in general, expressed delight on this occasion, and
the journalists, in the language of oriental hyperbole, pro-
claimed that the emperor, through excess of joy, had re-

covered his sight. Mr. Mill derides those rather pompous
descriptions of the "delivering" of Shah Allum, as he was
in fact merely transferred as a state-prisoner, from one cus-

tody to another
; yet, besides having suffered the most

barbarous treatment from some of the native chiefs, he had
endured from all of them very great neglect. The French
officers seem to have been inclined to treat him with re-

spect ; but the funds obtained from Sindia for his support
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were exceedingly scanty. The English did not indeed

restore any shadow of his former power ; but they main-

tained him in comfort, and with some semblance of the

pomp by which the Mogul throne had been anciently sur-

rounded. In return, they obtained for all their measures

the sanction of a name still venerated throughout the em-

pire ; indeed they were thus virtually seated on the throne

of India.

The conquerors now marched upon Agra, the rival

Indiari-capital, which possessed the advantage of being de-

fended by a strong fort, occupied by a large body of troops.

Anarchy however prevailed in the garrison, and the officers,

being chiefly of English extraction, had become objects of

suspicion, and were thrown into confinement. At the

same time seven battalions of Sindia's army, having been

denied admittance lest they should claim
(

a share of the

treasure it contained, remained posted in the town and

principal mosque. It was considered necessary to begin by

dislodging them, which was effected though not without

an obstinate resistance. These troops, to the amount of

2500, immediately transferred their services to the victors.

The Mahratta officers meanwhile resolved to propose a

treaty of surrender ; but as the time for its ratification

arrived they suddenly recommenced firing. The trenches

were forthwith opened, and a breach being effected on the

17th October, 1803, the enemy capitulated the same evening,

stipulating only for the safety of their persons and private

property. The treasure found here, amounting to no less

than 280,000/., was divided among the troops as prize-

money.
There remained still in the field a corps composed of

troops detached from the Deccan, reinforced by fugitives
from the different armies. General Lake hastened in pur-
suit of this force ; and considering it only as a collection

of runaways deserted by their officers, little apprehended
that he was about to encounter the most obstinate resistance

he had sustained during the whole campaign. This body,

consisting of 9000 foot, 5000 horse, and a numerous train

of artillery, was rapidly retreating, when on the 1st No-
vember he overtook them with his cavalry alone, and de-

termined by an immediate attack to prevent their escape.
The enemy, however, having their motions concealed by a
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cloud of dust, speedily threw themselves into an advanta-

geous position, which they strengthened hy cutting; the

embankment of a reservoir in their front. The cavalry were
led on, and had gained some advantages, when they suf-

fered so severely by the fire from a numerous and well-

served artillery, that it was judged necessary to withdraw

them, and Wait till the infantry came up. That force ac-

cordingly advanced
; but the 76th regiment, with a few

companies of sepoys, having arrived earlier than the others,
were exposed to so destructive a fire, that the general felt

it his wisest as well as safest plan to lead singly to the

charge
" this handful of heroes.".' They accordingly carried

all before them, though with severe loss ; and when the

Mahratta cavalry attempted to break their thinned ranks,
the British horse triumphantly n ;• lied the charge. The
remainder of the foot soon appeared, and after a desperate
stand, the enemy, for the most part, were either destroyed
or made prisoners. In short, by this brilliant success

the entire army, formed and disciplined under Sindia by
British officers, and considered the finest possessed by any
native power, was completely annihilated.

Besides these achievements, the detached expeditions
sent under Colonel Woodington into Guzerat, under Colo-

nel Harcourt into Cuttack, and under Colonel Powell into

Bundelcund, were all conducted with the most favourable

results ; though we have already hinted our doubts whether
these troops might not have been more advantageously
employed in strengthening the armies in the principal Bert

of war, and rendering the success there more prompt and
decisive.

.Sindia, thus vanquished at every point, deserted by the

Rajah of Berar, and seeing his finest levies destroyed, felt

the necessity of finally relinquishing those expedients by
which, till now, he had Doped to avert the necessity of a

humiliating peace. On the 80th December, 1803, a treaty
was signed in General Wellesley's camp, by which he
ceded the Doab, or territory between the Ganges and the

Jumna, with considerable provinces beyond the latter river,

surrendering thereby to the British dominion Delhi and

Agra, tho two capitals of the Great Mogul, and with them,

the person of the nominal emperor. He ceded also Ba-

roach, and the rest of his maritime territory in Guzerat.
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On the south he yielded Ahmednugger to the peishwa, and

some extensive districts to the nizam. But he regained

the other places conquered from him in the course of the

war. Finally, pressing offers were made to him of a treaty

on the same terms as that concluded with the peishwa, by

which he should admit into his territory a subsidiary force

that would relieve him to a great extent from the cares of

government ; but this courtesy was for the present very

positively
declined.

Meantime Holkar, while witnessing the downfall of the.

other branches of the Mahratla confederacy, had maintained

a very uncertain and equivocal position. He at first gave
them ground to suppose that he would join their league ;

but on the actual commencement of hostilities he remained

inactive, and seemed to watch the opportunity when the

other powers should have exhausted themselves by mutual

conflict, to throw himself in and secure a preponderance.
The victorious career of the English struck him with con-

sternation ; but it proceeded with sueh rapid steps, that

before he could come to any decision it had completely real-

ized its object. He seems then to have shown some dis-

position to take advantage of the reduced state of Sindia,

and to strengthen himself at his expense. That prince at

least was so much alarmed, that he accepted the offer made

by the company of a subsidiary force of 6000 men, to be

stationed, however, only on his frontier, while their main-

tenance was to be defrayed out of the districts already

ceded. Holkar, seeing himself thus completely hemmed in,

and all his schemes of conquest about to be checked by the

British, seems to have hastily determined to plunge into a

contest with them. He threatened the territory of their

ally the Rajah of Jyenagur ;
he made extravagant and even

insulting demands ; he wrote to General Wellesley,—
"Countries of many hundred coss shall be overrun and

plundered. Lord Lake shall not have leisure to breathe

for a moment ; and calamities will fall on lacks of human

beings in continual war by the attacks of my army, which

overwhelms like the waves of the sea." At the same time

he earnestly invited Sindia, and the other princes who re-

mained still independent, to unite against the British as a

common enemy.
The governor-general, in determining to open the cam-
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paign against Holkar, considered it necessary, not merely
to reduce and limit, but altogether to extirpate a power
whose existence seemed incompatible with the repose and
security of all the other states. To display, however, the dis-

interested views of Britain, it was determined not to retain
for her any part of the conquered territory, but to distribute
it among those chiefs who adhered even formally to her
alliance. Sindia was to receive the largest share, provided
he gave cordial aid in overthrowing the pretensions of his
rival.

Holkar, however, was by no means a contemptible
enemy. His cavalry, swelled by the wreck of the other de-
feated armies and by numerous adventurers, amounted to

60,000, to which were added 15,000 well disciplined in-

fantry and 192 pieces of artillery. General Wellesley was
unable to advance, in consequence of a famine which pre-
vailed in the Deccan; and Lake, after reducing the fort of

Rampoora, left Colonel Monson, with five battalions and 3000

horsemen, to watch the enemy's movements. The prudence
of this arrangement may be questioned. Holkar, who was a
second Hyder for desultory warfare, succeeded in bringing
his whole force to act against this single detachment

; yet
it has been supposed, that had Monson promptly led his

men to the charge, he might have encountered with suc-
cess this large undisciplined host. He resolved, on the

contrary, upon retreat, a movement always disastrous before

Mahratta forces, which of all others are the most rapid and
vindictive pursuers. Every thing combined to render his

march unfortunate
; the swelling of the rivers, the inun-

dated and swampy plains, the scarcity of provisions, the
desertion or hostility of the native troops, among whom
was a strong party belonging to Sindia. These last, in
the hour of distress, turned their arms against the British,
whom they had undertaken to assist. The detachment,
indeed, did not forfeit their honour, having triumphantly
repulsed every attack ; but they lost all their artillery and

baggage ; many of the sick, the exhausted, and the wounded
were left behind and cut to pieces ; and when, on the 31at

August, 1804, they reached Agra, most of the regiments
were in a state of total disorganization.

Holkar advanced upon Muttra and took possession of it.

But General Lake now hastened with the utmost expedi-
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tion from Cawnpoor, and having assembled his forces at

Secundra, marched against the Mahratta army, which then
relinquished its position. The Indian chief, however, con
trived, by alternately advancing and retreating with hi

cavalry, to occupy the attention of the British commander,
while his infantry, by a rapid movement, succeeded in

reaching Delhi on the 8th October, and immediately invested
it. The city, ten miles in circumference, with a ruinous
wall, was guarded only by a small body of sepoys. Lieu-
tenant-colonels Ochterlony and Burn, however, led on these

troops with such spirit and judgment that all the enemy's
attacks were repulsed, and after seven days of persevering
efforts they were obliged to raise the siege.

General Lake, on receiving intelligence of the danger of

Delhi, hastened to that capital, which he reached on the
17th October. Learning there that Holkar with his cavalry
had beaun a course of devastation along the Doab, he set
out in pursuit of him. He sent at the same time his in-

fantry under General Fraser, to attack that of the enemy,
now stationed at Deeg, a strong fort belonging to the Rajah
of Bhurtpore, who on seeing the scale of fortune turn

against the English, had embraced the opposite interest.

Fraser found them on the 13th, strongly intrenched under
the stronghold just named, their front covered by a morass,
and their left by a fortified village. The battle was a repe-
tition of the usual scene ; the English rushing on in the
face ofa destructive fire from numerous batteries, and suffer-

ing severely till they came to close quarters, then charging
with the bayonet, and carrying all before them. There
were here successive lines of guns, which it was necessary
to capture by repeated charges. The general, a gallant
commander, received a wound that obliged him to quit the

field, and afterward proved mortal ; the victory was com-

pleted by Colonel Monson. This action, like that ofAssaye,
was distinguished by a manoeuvre on the part of the Indian

cavalry. Wheeling round and recovering se\eral of the
first line of guns, they turned them on the English rear ;

but they were soon chased off the field by twenty-eight men
of the 76th, headed by Captain Norford, who, however,
lost his life in the performance of this memorable exploit.
At length the enemy were driven to the walls of the fort

with the loss of the greater part of their artillery, among
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which Monson recognised a portion of that lost during his

late unfortunate retreat.

Meantime the gallant Lake was in hot pursuit of the

Mahratta chief, following him at the rate of twenty-three

miles a day. At length, by marching fifty-three miles in

twenty-four hours, he came up, on the 17th November,

with the enemy under the walls of Furruckabad. The

Indian horse never could stand a charge in the field;

they were routed, 3000 cut to pieces, and the rest saved

only by the rapidity of their flight. Holkar then marched

towards Deeg to join the remains of his infantry. The

British general arrived at that fortress on the 1st December,

and determined immediately to undertake the siege. Ten

days, however, elapsed before the battering train could be

brought from Agra, and thirteen days more before a breach

could be effected in a detached work which commanded the

approach. It was then carried by storm in the
ni^it

of the

23d, and the enemy were so struck by the daring intre-

pidity of the British, that in the course of the two following

days they evacuated both the town and fort, and retreated

towards Bhurtpore. Holkar was now about to sustain a

complete reverse of fortune. While the strength of his army
was broken by recent defeats, his dominions, whence he

might have drawn recruits and resources, had fallen into tne

enemy's possession. Colonel Wallace from the Deccan

had reduced Chandore and the other strongholds in that

quarter, while Colonel Murray from Guzerat, having over-

run nearly the whole of Malwa, and entered Indore the

capital, was already preparing to intercept his retreat.

The only point of resistance was Bhurtpore, the rajah

of which still adhered to his alliance. The reduction of that

city was therefore considered necessary to complete the

triumph over this turbulent chieftain. This place, at first

sight, did not present a very formidable aspect to an army
before which many of the mightiest bulwarks of India had

fallen. It was encircled by none of those rugged steeps

which guarded the approach to Gwalior and Asseerghur.
The only defence consisted in a lofty mud wall and a broad

ditch not easily fordable ;
and the very extent of its walls,

which embraced a circumference of six or eight miles,

increased the difficulty of defending them. But the rajah

applied himself to its defence with the utmost skill and
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resolution : the kingdom of the Mahrattas, he observed,
was in their saddle ; his was within his ramparts. Hitherto,

in general, the reduction even of the strongest forts had

proceeded in a sure and regular course ; the trenches were

opened, a storming party was selected, who forced their

way in with greater or smaller loss, and were masters of the

place. But the defenders of Bhurtpore not only fought
with the most daring valour, but called into action means
of defence and annoyance which the English had never

elsewhere encountered, and for which they were wholly

unprepared. They rendered the breach impracticable, by
raising behind it stockades and other bulwarks ; they made
the ditch unfordable, by damming up the waters

; and

during the assault logs of wood, pots filled with combus-

tibles, and burning cotton-bales steeped in oil, were thrown
down upon the soldiers. In short, the British army were re-

pulsed in four successive attempts, sustaining in killed and
wounded a loss of 3203,—greater than had occurred in

any two battles during this obstinately disputed campaign.
Even their glory was somewhat tarnished. The 76th,
hitherto the bravest among the brave and the foremost in

every triumph, along with the 75th, refused on one occasion

to follow their officers, after the 12th Bengal sepoys had

planted the colours on the top of the rampart. Being
bitterly reproached by General Lake for having thus caused

the failure of the assault, they were overpowered with

shame, and entreated to be led to a last attack, where they

displayed a desperate but useless valour.

It was now necessary to intermit the operations of the

siege in order to repair the losses sustained, and to bring
forward more adequate means of attack. The rajah, how-
ever, apprehensive of the final issue, and seeing that his

entire downfall must follow the loss of his capital, made very

advantageous overtures, including the payment of twenty
lacks of rupees as the price of peace ; while, on the other

hand, the situation of affairs was such as induced the

English general, on the 10th April, to embrace the con-

ditions, and even to promise, in case of a steady adherence
to treaty, the restoration of the fortress of Deeg.

Holkar, during the siege, had made several exertions to

interrupt or retard it by movements with his cavalry. He
partly supceeded; but a large body under Ameer Khan

Vol. II.—P
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was entirely defeated, and some smaller detachments, whom
the English overtook, suffered so severely, that at length

they fled at the mere sight of their antagonists. This

chief, therefore, after being deserted by the Rajah of Bhurt-

pore, was reduced almost to the condition of a fugitive ;

and his situation seemed altogether desperate, when relief

came from an unexpected quarter.
Sindia had been strongly affected on witnessing the

commencement of the war by Holkar, and the brilliant

successes with which he had opened the campaign. He
evidently conceived the idea of seizing this opportunity to

retrieve his fortunes ;
but the indecisive character of Indian

councils caused him to advance towards his object only by

tardy and circuitous steps. He began by raising his

demands upon the British ; he marched his troops towards

their frontier, and when remonstrated with, delayed upon
various pretexts to withdraw them. At length, when Hol-

kar, after the peace made by the Bhurtpore rajah, was

retreating in a shattered and reduced condition, he received

him into his camp ; having already committed the almost

unprecedented outrage of plundering the abode and seizing
the person of the British resident.

Lord Lake, as the rainy season now approached, could

not immediately follow the two hostile chiefs into the heart

of their territories. Their power, however, was so com-

pletely broken that he entertained no doubt of soon reducing
them to submission. But the entire system of British

policy respecting India underwent at this crisis a decided

change.
The vast scheme of conquest and subsidiary alliance by

which Marquis Wellesley had studied to place the whole

of this eastern empire under British control, had excited in

the mother country a deep sensation. The public were,

to a certain degree, dazzled with its splendid success ; yet
a numerous body of politicians exclaimed that this course

was contrary to all true principles of policy,
—that it formed

an interminable system of war,—that the company, in

seating themselves upon the throne of the Mogul, and

endeavouring to effect the conquest of all Hindostan, had

entirely relinquished the basis on which they had uniformly

professed to act. The contest with Holkar, breaking out

with so formidable an aspect after all the others had closed,
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gave rise to painful feelings as to the endless duration of

Indian hostility. The company, strongly influenced by

public opinion, and struck by the enormous expenditure in

which the campaign had already involved them, determined

to change entirely the system according to which their

affairs were conducted. In place of the Marquis Wellesley,

who, with or without reason, had acquired completely the

reputation of a war-governor, they substituted the Marquis
Cornwallis. This nobleman had not, indeed, while in

power, pursued a course materially different ; yet his char-

acter was generally esteemed moderate and conciliatory,

and he was understood to disapprove of the extent to which

conquest had now been carried. His instructions were to

proceed on principles every way opposite to those in ope-

ration,
—to conclude peace almost at any price,

—to form a

defensive line beyond which British interference was not

to extend ;
and to allow the native powers to treat and to

fight with each other as if they were situated at the extrem-

ity of the globe.

Admitting that the policy of Marquis Wellesley was not

quite so pacific as his friends contended, it was very doubt-

ful how far it could now with safety, or even with justice,

be thus abruptly relinquished. A great power can seldom

be justified in withdrawing from all concern in the contests

of its neighbours ;
from endeavouring to protect the weak

against the strong ; and thereby preventing any one of

them from acquiring a decided preponderance. It was

perhaps chimerical to suppose that the principal native

chiefs would cultivate habits of sincere peace, or entertain

a solid attachment for the British government. They
were for the most part usurpers, who had started up amid

the ruins of one great empire, each seeking to aggrandize
himself at the expense of the rest, and viewing undivided

dominion as a prize at which he might aim. They had all,

however, through the interposition of the company, seen

their aspiring views checked or baffled, their armies van-

quished, and some of the brightest gems plucked from

their diadems. There could be little doubt, therefore, that

when left to themselves there would be a struggle for

mastery ; and that either by him who should succeed in

this object, or by a league of all united, an effort would be

made to overthrow the ascendency of England, and regain
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the possessions which she had wrested from them. Ac-

cording to the adherents of the Wellesley policy, the

systein pursued by that nobleman was so far advanced

towards maturity that only one short effort, of easy and

assured success, was necessary to place all India in a state

of tranquillity, and to keep down those discordant elements

which would otherwise lay waste the country itself. By
stopping short at this point, great part of the empire was

involved in calamity and disorder, and the foundation laid

for another expensive and even perilous struggle.

Marquis Wellesley had announced the necessity, from

the state of his health, of returning to Europe as soon as

the contest with Sindia and the Rajah of Berar should

have been brought to a termination. On learning, how-

ever, the rupture with Holkar, he intimated his willingness

to remain, and bring it also to a close. The views of the

government at home were different. On the 30th July,

1815, Marquis Comwallis arrived at Calcutta; where,

learning that the war was still going on, he determined to

proceed

3

immediately into the upper provinces, and make

personal inquiry into the state of affairs. In his zeal for

the public service, however, and to fulfil the anxious wish

of his countrymen, he had undertaken this duty at a period

when his age and infirmities rendered him very unequal to

its performance. Under the fatigue of the voyage his ill-

ness daily increased, till on reaching the village of Gazypoor
on the Ganges, he was obliged to land, and after lingering

for some time died on the 5th of October. Having been

unable to reach his destination, while his mind as well as

body were impaired by indisposition, he had been little

able to receive or consider any fresh information. His

place was supplied by Sir George Barlow, the senior mem-

ber of the supreme council, who had reached that station

through various gradations of service, which he had filled

with distinction ; hut his previous habits had not accus-

tomed him to take comprehensive and statesmanlike views

of public interests. Regarding with the deepest respect

the views of his predecessor, and considering them as

supported by the government at home, he refused to listen

to any arguments, or admit any of the modifications, sug-

gested by Lord Lake.

That commander, although he disapproved of the new
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system, finding it was firmly established by the supreme
power, judiciously sought to carry it into effect on the most

advantageous footing. He managed, with great address,

to draw the first overtures from Sindia ; and as it had been

determined to yield all the points in dispute, no difficulty

was found in the conclusion of a treaty on the 23d No-

vember, 1805. The Mahratta leader obtained the highly

important fortress of Gwalior, which he made his residence

and capital ; the Chumbul was fixed as the boundary
between his possessions and those of the British, who

agreed to dissolve their alliance with the Rajpoot princes
and others whom he claimed as tributaries. This last

measure was in accordance with the new political system ;

yet in the case of the Rajahs of Boondee and Jyepore,
who on the ground of this connexion had performed im-

portant services, it was considered as scarcely compatible
with national faith.

Holkar, after being deserted by his ally, retreated with
the wrecks of his army into the western provinces to seek

refuge among the Seiks. They refused to receive him ;

and, being closely pursued by Lord Lake, he would have
been reduced to extremities had he not been saved by the

new policy which the military commanders were compelled
to observe. No sooner did he ask for peace than it was

granted, on terms so advantageous as allowed him to regain
almost all that he had lost during the war.

Amid this general dissolution of defensive alliances,
those formed on the great scale with the nizam and the

peishwa necessarily came under consideration. The con-

nexion with the latter, founded on the treaty of Bassein,
and out of which the late war had arisen, was described

by the company as one which they were desirous to re-

linquish. Yet even Sir George Barlow, when he came to

consider the proposed measures, could not but view them
as fraught with extreme peril. To dissolve the alliance

with these potentates, and to withdraw the troops by which

they were at present overawed, would have been to relieve

the greater part of the powers of India from British control,
while they were still animated by the most hostile feelings
towards her

; it would, in fact, have been to lay the foun-
dation of a future confederacy for her downfall. The
peishwa, likewise, notwithstanding his general aversion to

P2
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the English, had motives connected with the internal state

of his dominions, which made him desirous, for the present

at least, to claim on that ground the fulfilment of the treaty

of Bassein.

Sir George Barlow was succeeded in 1807 by Lord Minto,

a prudent and intelligent nobleman, who endeavoured in his

general system to maintain the pacific policy recommended

by the company, without shrinking from vigorous and even

hostile demonstrations, when the conduct of the native

powers appeared to render these necessary. The great

6tates during his administration retained their position

nearly unaltered ; but animosities continued to ferment

which were destined to burst into a violent tempest, and to

involve India afresh in a sanguinary war.

CHAPTER V.

Pindaree War, and Conquest of the Mahratlas.

Progress of the Pindarees—Their Character—Ameer Khan—Arrange-
ments with the Peishwa—Trimbuckjee—He murders the Guzerat

Minister—Is delivered up to the English—Escapes—Concessions re-

quired from the Peishwa—Marquis of Hastings arrives in India—Rup-
ture with Nepaul—Death of General Gillespie—Successes of Ochter-

lony—Negotiations—Renewal of the War—Final Treaty—Alliance

formed with Berar—Irruptions of the Pindarees—Opening of the Cam-

paign against them—Treaties with Sindia and Ameer Khan—The
Cholera attacks the Grand Army—Rise and Diffusion of that Malady
in India—Alarming Accounts from Poonah—Operations against the

Pindarees—The Adherents of Holkar join them— Battle of Mehidpoor

—treaty— Final Catastrophe of the Pindaree Chiefs—Movements of

the Peishwa—He attacks the English—His Repulse and continued

Flight—Repeated Defeats—Surrender— Intrigues at Nagpore—The

Rajah attacks the English—Issue of the Contest—His Escape—Sub-

sequent Transactions—Contest with Bhurtpore—Coralusion.

In the aspect which India at this period exhibited, the most

remarkable feature consisted in the marauding habits of the

people by whom so large a portion of it was occupied. A
new power which rose without any basis to rest upon,

without country or territory to claim for its own, and

without any regular place in the political system, was chiefly
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supported by the roving tribes named Pindarees, who carried
to an extreme all the predatory usages characteristic of Mah-
rattas. The latter, indeed, regarded plunder as an essential

part of their policy ; still they had a country and a home to

which thej were fondly attached ; and they had regular
occupations which they followed in the intervals, independent
of their more violent pursuits. Their chiefs aimed, not

merely to enrich themselves by booty, but also to attain

political power. The Pindarees, on the contrary, were

nothing more than robbers, elevated by their number into

armies ; and their boast was, not that they were able to

encounter disciplined troops, but that they could elude them.
If overtaken or surprised, the point of honour was, who
should fly swiftest. No barrier arrested them

; they pene-
trated the closest chain of military posts, and found a way
even between the divisions of an army drawn up to oppose
them

; they desolated the countries in the rear ; after which,

making an immense circuit, they returned home by a differ-

ent route. Their aim was, not to possess a district, but to

sweep away all that was in it. Obliged to pass with a ce-

lerity almost preternatural, and to employ expeditious modes
of extracting treasure, they inflicted the most merciless tor-

tures to compel the owners to yield up their concealed
hoards. Red-hot irons were applied to the soles of the feet ;

oil was thrown on the clothes, and inflamed ;
the head was

tied into a bag rilled with hot ashes and dust. The proudest
exploit of a Pindaree was to steal a horse

; and this ope-
ration was conducted with a dexterity which might put to

shame the most skilful of their fraternity in Europe. They
could carry one off from amid a crowded camp : stretched

on their bellies they crept to the spot, and lay concealed till

a favourable moment, when they cut the cords, mounted,
and galloped off among the bushes with a rapidity that de-

fied pursuit. When an enemy was distant, they divided

into small parties, moving in a circular direction, so as to

sweep the whole country. Their numbers were continually

augmented by disbanded soldiers, and by persons of idle

and desperate characters. The chiefs annually raised their

standard on the northern bank of the Nerbudda at the ter-

mination of the rains, that they might be ready, as soon as

the rivers should become fordable, to commence a general
movement.
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The Patan and other Mohammedan troops, who, m the

wreck of all the thrones occupied by their countrymen, had

no longer a sovereign in whose service to fight, afforded

another source whence predatory squadrons were formed

and recruited. Most of them rallied round Ameer Khan, a

bold and enterprising chief, who in the last war had fought
under the banner of Holkar. He still retained his allegiance

to that house, and attempted to direct its councils ; but his

chief object was, with his chosen band of about 12,000 horse

and 200 pieces of artillery, to overawe and extort contributions

from the Rajpoot and other petty states in this part of India.

Though equally destitute of fixed possessions, and as much
devoted to plunder as the Pindarees, he acted more sys-

tematically, and aimed at the attainment of political influ-

ence ; yet, in Sir John Malcolm's opinion, the Mohammed-

ans, from their tendency to sink into indolence and luxury,

are less to be dreaded than the Hindoos, who, though they

yield for the moment, pursue their object, on the whole, with

unwearied perseverance.

Though Ameer Khan formed a power distinct from the

Pindarees, he easily attracted large bodies of them to any

enterprise which promised to gratify their appetite for plun-

der. Such was the expedition which, in 1809, he under-

took against Berar, then governed by an effeminate and un-

warlike sovereign. He would have succeeded in subverting
that monarchy, had not Lord Minto wisely departed from

his strictly defensive system. A strong detachment under

Colonel Close was despatched into the territory of Nagpore,

which, it was notified to Ameer Khan, was under British

protection. That chief made a blustering and indignant

reply, but was soon, by different circumstances, compelled
to retreat into Malwa ;

and the governor-general, on further

consideration, gave up the design which he had once enter-

tained, of crushing this turbulent and ambitious marauder.

The arrangements with the peishwa, meantime, pro-

ceeded also in a very unsatisfactory manner. That prince

began, indeed, by courting the English, and even soliciting

the continuance of their subsidiary force in his territories ;

but his object was to regain the control, which he had almost

entirely lost, over his dominions. Besides the provinces

possessed by Sindia and other independent princes, nume-

rous districts, especially in the south, had been parcelled out
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into jaghircs, which, like the European fiefs in the middle

ages, were held on the mere tenure of homage and military
service. To make the resemblance more complete, the

jaghiredars, during the recent period of public confusion,
had secured for themselves a condition of almost complete
independence. The company felt considerable difficulty
when applied to for aid against these chiefs, with many of

whom, during the late exigences, they had formed alliances ;

but, notwithstanding, they agreed to enforce over them the

authority of the peishwa, not as an absolute sovereign but as

their liege lord. As these proud chiefs, however, were little

inclined to own even this imperfect obligation, they imposed
on the prince the frequent necessity of calling upon his

allies to support his claims, and of declaring their possessions
forfeited. Thus, in a few years, principally through the aid

or fear of the English, he had reduced most of these re-

tainers, and enriched his treasury by extensive confiscation.

Having completely recovered his power and provided the

necessary funds, he resolved at once to shake off the

British yoke, and to re-establish his influence over the great
feudatories of the Mahratta state. For this purpose he
availed himself of the services of Trimbuckjee Daingiia, a

bold, able, but very dissolute minister, raised from the lowest

ranks, and entirely devoted to his master's purposes. The
British resident from the first viewed with umbrage the eleva-

tion of this personage, and was soon brought into direct

collision with him. The peishwa, among his other plans of

aggrandizement, had revived certain ancient claims on the

guickwar or sovereign of Guzerat, with whom also the com-

pany had formed a subsidiary alliance. As the negotiations
on this subject became extremely intricate, it was agreed
that Gungadhur Sastree, the prime minister of that state,

should repair to the court of Poonah, and endeavour to

place them on an intelligible basis ; having, however, pre-

viously obtained a safe-conduct from the English. From
being supposed favourable to their interests, as well as from
some personal causes, he incurred the enmity of Trimbuck-

jee and the peishwa. To gratify this feeling, they prevailed

upon him to accompany them to Punderpoor, where a re-

ligious festival of peculiar solemnity was to be celebrated.

After their arrival Gungadhur, though indisposed, was in-

duced to repair to the temple with a few unarmed attendants.
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On the way certain persons were heard asking in a whis-

pering tone which was the sastree ; to which it was an-
swered that it was he who wore the necklace ; but the

question, it was imagined, was prompted by mere curiosity.
The minister, having performed his devotions, was return-

ing with a diminished escort, when several men, with long
twisted cloths used for the purpose, called aloud to clear the

way. The sastree being thus left alone, they rushed upon
him with drawn swords, and quickly pierced him with nume-
rous wounds. Every thing conspired to render it manifest
that Trimbuckjee was the author of this daring crime. The
assassins had left him in the temple, whither they were seen

running back with naked weapons. On the most trivial

pretests, however, he declined to submit to any formal in-

vestigation. In short, the inquiries of Mr. Elphinstone,
the resident, left no room to doubt that he was the direct

instigator of the murder, and had obtained the full consent
of Bajee Rao to its perpetration.
The British minister, on this emergency, determined to

adopt the most decisive measures, and with the view of

giving effect to the negotiation, ordered the auxiliary force
to approach nearer to Poonah. The peishwa, evidently
apprehensive of being personally charged with the deed,
evaded, on various grounds, all communication on the sub-

ject. At length, two persons in his confidence waited on
the resident, apparently with a view to sound his intentions.
Mr. Elphinstone allowed them to understand that there was
no design of fixing the crime upon the peishwa ; indeed,
if he made any allusion to the rumour of Bajee's guilt, it

was with the air of entire disbelief, and only to show the

necessity of his disproving it by bringing the real offender
to justice. It was demanded that Trimbuckjee, who was
openly charged with the murder, should, with his two prin-
cipal accomplices, be placed in close confinement to await
a full investigation. The prince studiously employed every
expedient to save his favourite ; sometimes he endeavoured
to justify him, and at other times declared it beyond his

power to effect his arrest. The suspicion thus afforded of
n determination to screen the offender induced the resident,
with the concurrence of the governor-general, to demand
that he should be delivered into British custody. This pro-
posal was of course still more revolting to the peishwa, who
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began to augment his troops ; and it was understood that

he was on the point of making common cause with his

minister,—to fly with him from the capital, and endeavour
to raise the Mahrattas against the company. Mr. Elphin-
stone then considered it indispensable to order the subsidiary
force to march upon Poonah ;

but Bajee Rao, when he saw
the sword about to be drawn, lost courage, and Trimbuckjee
was delivered into the hands of the English. This they
considered an important triumph, having long foreseen that

they must ultimately come to a rupture with this person,
who had shown a disposition the most evidently hostile ; yet
to have driven him from power merely because he supported
his master's interests, and opposed a foreign influence, would
havebeen extremely odious in the eyes of the nation. But
the crime of Trimbuckjee, being aggravated in their view

by every possible circumstance, as being committed on a

Bramin of high sanctity, and within the precincts of one of

their holiest shrines, threw a great degree of popularity on
the vigorous steps taken by the resident for its punishment.
The English conducted their prisoner to the strong for-

tress of Tannah, in the island of Salsette, and watched him
so narrowly that they did not admit a single native into the

guard. This excessive precaution was perhaps the very
circumstance which defeated its own object. The vicinity
was filled with the minister's adherents

;
and a groom in

the service of one of the British officers, in passing near

the terrace where the accused was allowed to walk, chanted

gayly what was supposed to be a Hindoo song, but which

really communicated a plan contrived for his escape.

Through a small gap in the wall of the edifice he reached

a stable ; and not being missed for a few minutes, suc-

ceeded in crossing the narrow channel which separates Sal-

sette from the continent. He immediately hastened to the

southern districts, where he began to levy troops, and raise

the whole country against the English.
The peishwa avowed total ignorance of the course taken

by Trimbuckjee after his escape, as well as of the place of

his retreat ; and as no proof could be obtained of the false-

hood of these declarations, the good understanding between
the two states was not at first interrupted. Bajee's con-

duct, however, became more and more unsatisfactory-

Troops were indeed sent, ostensibly to put down the inBur-
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rection ; but they Teported that they could not find a*

enemy ; and, in fact, they held a friendly communication
with the very individual whom they professed to view in that
character. The British resident learned that the prince
was in active correspondence with the insurgents ; that he
had held an interview with Trimbuckjee at a village seven-
teen miles from Poonah

; and had even forwarded to him
liberal supplies of money; being at the same time em-
ployed in military preparations, with the intention, as was
suspected, of co-operating with him. Secret negotiations
were also carried on with Sindia, Holkar, and other Mah-
ratta chiefs, for the purpose of uniting the whole confedera-
tion for the overthrow of British power. All remonstrances
relative to these proceedings having been met by a positive
denial, as well as by a refusal to adopt any of the measures
demanded as proofs of an amicable disposition, it was
thought inconsistent with sound policy to allow this combi-
nation to reach maturity. Mr. Elphinstone ordered the

subsidiary force to advance upon Poonah, and gave notice
to the peishwa that hostilities would commence within

twenty-four hours, unless three of his strongest fortresses,
Sir.Lr i;rh, Rayree, and Poorunder, should be provisionally
placed in the hands of the English, and assura. -

given
that within a month Trimbuckjee would be again delivered

up. Bajee Rao delayed some time to give any answer
; at

length, with that infirmity of purpose which usually ap-
peared in the hour of danger, he agreed unconditionally to
all these terms. The fortresses were surrendered, and a

price set on the head of the minister. Still the resident

gave warning that these concessions could not be consid-
ered as final

; that the peishwa had forfeited the confidence
of the company, and could not expect the treaty of Bassein
to be renewed, unless under modifications, the extent of
which must depend upon the next despatch from the gov-
ernor-general. Accordingly it was soon a<ter announced
that amicable relations could only be restored on the follow-

ing terms :
—That the subsidiary force should be augmented

by 5000 horse and 3000 infantry, for the maintenance of
which territories yielding a revenue of 34 lacks of rupees
must be ceded ; that in this cession the strong city of Ah-
mednugger should be included

; that his highness should
renounce the character of head of the Mahratta confed-
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eracy, and cease to hold direct communication with any of

the native powers. These severe conditions the peishwa
sought by every effort to mitigate or elude ; but as the resi-

dent remained inflexible, a treaty to this effect was signed on
the 13th June, 1817.

In carrying on the narrative of the transactions at Foo-

nah, we have been led beyond the commencement of the ad-

ministration of the Marquis of Hastings, who arrived in the

end of the year 1813. The company, in appointing to this

high station so eminent a military character, seemed to in-

timate a conviction that the pacific or merely defensive policy
on which they had for some time acted could not be much
longer maintained. Lord Hastings, in fact, soon indicated

a disposition to resume the more active scheme of govern-
ment so ably pursued by the Marquis Wellesley. He ap-

peared resolved to suppress the growing power of the pre-

datory associations, to renew the alliances with the Rajpoot
and other minor chiefs, and generally to establish the con-

trol of the English over the Indian states. His attention,

however, was for a time drawn off by movements in a new
and somewhat unexpected quarter.
The extensive region which slopes downward from the

summit of the Himmalch to the plain of Hindostan has-

always been occupied by fierce and warlike tribes. Being,'

however, as formerly described, broken into a number of
narrow valleys separated by steep and lofty ridges, it had
been parcelled out among various independent chiefs, never
before united in such a way as to prove dangerous to the

central kingdoms. Lately, however, the Gorkhas, a rude
but brave race of men, led by a warlike commander, had

'conquered the valleys of Nepaul, the finest which intersect

the magnificent range of the Himmalch. Thither they
transferred the seat of their government, and having by a
skilful policy conciliated the neighbouring princes, had made
this acquisition a step to farther conquest. They accord-

ingly proceeded to subdue different chiefs, till their territory
extended above 800 miles in length, and comprehended
nearly the whole mountain-region of Northern India. They
then cast a longing eye over the wide plain that spreads be-

neath, covered with all the riches of tropical cultivation,
and capable of affording an ample revenue. Being gene-
rally superior to the native troops both in courage and discr-

Vor,. II.—Q
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pline, they might perhaps, in favourable circumstances,,
have founded an empire equal to that of Aurengzebe. They
had, however, to encounter, not the fallen fragments of Mo-

gul greatness, nor the loose squadrons of Mahratta horse,
but the disciplined strength of that new power which had be-

come paramount in Hindostan. The British, by the nu-

merous victories gained in the last war, had extended their

boundaries along nearly the whole line of this mountain
domain. The Gorkhas, on seeing their career thus checked,
hesitated for some time whether they should commit them-
selves against so formidable an adversary. Meanwhile,

they appropriated certain small portions of territory, on

which, by the vague tenures prevalent in that country, they

might found some ancient claim. Repeated complaints be-

ing made, they at length agreed that deputies from either

side should meet in order to examine and decide the preten-
sions to the land in dispute. The commissioners assembled ;

but those of Nepaul, it is alleged, showed a singular insen-

sibility to the clearest proof of the total absence of all right
on their part to the favoured spots of which they had taken

possession ;
and even where they were obliged to yield, the

supreme authority evaded or retracted its sanction. At

length, the governor-general, considering the claim to a

particular district most clearly established, sent a detach-

ment, which provisionally occupied it, till these endless dis-

cussions should terminate. The Nepaulese did not at first

oppose this movement ; but as soon as the troops had re-

tired during the unhealthy season, leaving only a small post
to guard the frontier, they advanced in force and drove out

the party, of whom several were killed and wounded. After

this there was no longer room to hesitate as to the immediate'

necessity of warlike operations.
Ameer Sing, the able and enterprising commander of the

Nepaulese, on grounds which it seems impossible fully to

understand or justify, had taken post on the western ex-

tremity of their conquests. Lord Hastings, who in 1814
sent into the field a force of 30,000 men, availing himself

of the position assumed by the enemy, formed the plan of

enclosing his army, and cutting it off from the rentral terri-

tories. Generals Ochterlony and Gillespie, at the head of

their respective divisions, marched, the one to attack Ameej*

in front, the other to occupy the passes bv which he might
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effect his retreat. The latter speedily penetrated into the

Deyra Dhoon, one of the finest valleys which diversify the

Himnialeh, and the main channel of communication be-

tween the eastern and western districts. Somewhat unex-

pectedly he found this passage commanded by the fortress

of Kalunga, or Nalapanee, rendered formidable, not by ar-

tificial bulwarks, but by its position on the top of a hill,

where it could only be approached through a thick and en-

tangled jungle. That gallant officer, however, perceiving
that this post formed the key of the territory, hesitated not
to attack it. He divided his army into four detachments,
who, advancing from different points, were to meet at the

summit, and engage in a common assault. Such a plan is

at first view imposing ; yet it appears founded on false prin-

ciples, and in practice is likely to prove extremely perilous.
The chances are many that the different corps will not all

reach their destination at the same moment ; and if one ar-

rive before the others, it will have to encounter the undi-

vided attack of the enemy's force. Such was the case now ;

one division, making their way through every difficulty, ar-

rived in front of Kalunga before they could be supported by
the rest of the army. The general then came up, and see-

ing his troops thus exposed to the whole fire of the be-

sieged, led them at once to the assault, hoping, with this

corps alone, to carry the place. They accordingly dis-

lodged the outposts, and arrived under the very walls ; but

were twice driven back by showers of grape-shot, arrows,
and destructive missiles peculiar to Indian warfare. Gil-

lespie, however, determining to carry the fort or die, placed
himself at the head of the storming party, and cheered
them on, waving his hat, and pointing with his sword to

the gate. At this moment a ball pierced his heart,—he
fell ; and all hopes of success were at once abandoned.
The arrival of another division served merely to cover the

retreat of the former. Colonel Mawbey, however, who
succeeded to the command, felt deeply the importance that

this first and great military operation should not be finally
abortive. But he was obliged to delay his meditated attack

on that obstinate stronghold till a battering-train was pro-
cured from Delhi. Three days afterward a breach was ef-

fected, and an assault commenced, under the command of

Major Ingleby ; but the resolute defence and formidable
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fire of the garrison again baffled every effort. The bat-

teries, however, continued to play till the walls, which were
by no means lofty, were reduced almost to a heap of ruins

;

and the natives then evacuated the place which they had so

gallantly defended. General Martindale, who now took the

command, advanced to attack the enemy stationed at the

strong fort of Jytuk ; but here again the British troops,
through their too impetuous valour, were thrown into confu-
sion, and obliged to fall back with considerable loss. At
the same time, the army which was attempting to penetrate
direct into Nepaul through the district of Sarun had two of
its detachments surrounded and cut off; so that operations
on that side were completely paralyzed.

These events produced an alarming sensation at Calcutta,
while they were received with the highest exultation in
all the native courts, which were watching for an opportu-
nity to effect the downfall of British power in India. Move-
ments were made by Sindia and other princes, which seemed
to call for an increase of the corps of observation stationed
in their territories. Yet the Marquis of Hastings judiciously
considered, that to obtain some decisive success over the

Nepaulese, and compel them to sue for peace, was the only
mode by which the evil could be remedied. He therefore

augmented and concentrated his force on the theatre of
war. General Ochterlony, hitherto checked by the losses
of the division that was to act in combination with him, be-

gan vigorous operations on the offensive. He had already
compelled Ameer Sing to retire from the heights of Ramghur
to those of Malown, which were also exceedingly strong.He had likewise reduced Ramyrhur, Bellaspore, and the
other fastnesses which commanded this mountain-region.
At the same time (he province of Kemaoon being left un-

protected, a detachment was sent under Colonel Nicolls,
who besieged, and on the 25th April, L815, took Almora, its

capital. Ameer, being now closely confinod to his fortified

post at Malown, was obliged to capitulate, though on hon-
ourable terms, being allowed to join the main army with the

troops under his charge.
The government of Nepaul were so deeply discouraged

by these reverses, that notwithstanding the opposition of
several chiefs, and particularly of Ameer Sing, who pro-
posed even to seek support from the Emperor of China,
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they determined to open a negotiation. The terms de-

manded by Lord Hastings were high, including the cession

of all the provinces conquered in the west, and also of the

Teraee or Tarryani, the border of jungle which extends

along the base of the mountains. This last article formed
the chief obstacle to the treaty, not so much on account of

the actual value of the territory, as because most of the

principal chiefs at court had assignments of land in it

from which they derived their income. The marquis, con-

sidering the point to be of little consequence, had made up
his mind, and given directions that it should not stand in the

way of the treaty. Unluckily, the Nepaulese ambassadors

had agreed to the terms and signed them, but when trans-

mitted for ratification, the court was induced, on the above

grounds, to refuse its consent. In such circumstances,
there appeared no longer room for the intended concession ;

and no option was left but the renewal of war. This was
attended with considerable inconvenience, since, in confi-

dent expectation of peace, the preparations had not only
been relaxed, but even part of the military stores sold off;

however, extraordinary exertions were made, and the army
in January, 1816, was again ready to take the field.

The enemy had intrenched themselves in the strong pass
of Chereea-ghatee, which formed the entrance into their

mountain-territory ;
but General Ochterlony, by a skilful

though laborious march, turned this position, and pene-
trated to Muckwanpoor, in the vicinity of which they had
erected several forts and stockades. Two successive

defeats convinced them of the vanity of their attempt
to contend with British troops ; they made overtures for

a fresh negotiation, in which all the points in dispute were

yielded ; and in March a definitive treaty was concluded.

The governor-general was then with a good grace able to

grant, as a matter of favour, most of the districts for the

possession of which they had been so extremely solicitous.

The contest with Nepaul having been brought to a suc-

cessful termination, the Marquis of Hastings turned his

views to that new system of policy which he was desirous,

to establish with regard to the central powers of India. It

consisted partly in the renewal and extension of subsidiary
alliances with the native princes, partly in the extirpation
cf the predatory states which had arisen in the heart of the

Q2
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empire. In the former view, overtures from Bhopal, when
threatened by Sindia and the Rajah of Berar, were at first

well received ; but, amid the distractions occasioned by the

Nepaul contest, it became necessary that they should be

courteously evaded. A negotiation was opened with the

Rajpoot prince of Jyepore, who had made heavy complaints
of having in 1806 been deserted by the English, and ex-

posed to the depredations of the Holkar family and other

plundering tribes. The treaty for some time proceeded with

promptitude ; but, the very knowledge that he was about

to be supported by the English having overawed his ene-

mies and averted the present danger, the deep-rooted jeal-

ousy always cherished by the native sovereigns respecting
the admission of foreign troops soon revived. A powerful

party exclaimed against the ministers by whom the treaty

was conducted as betrayers of their country ; and they
thought it expedient, by advancing conditions that were in-

admissible, to prevent its final conclusion.

This disappointment was compensated by a more fortunate

occurrence in another quarter. Raghojee Bhonslay, rajah of

Berar, died, leaving a son, Pursajee, so infirm both in mind
and body, as to be incapable of maintaining even the sem-

blance of royalty. In these circumstances, Appa Saheb,
his cousin, and also presumptive heir, assumed the autho-

rity of regent, to which he seemed to possess a legitimate

claim. Another chief, however, Dhurmajee Bhonsla, hav-

ing formed a powerful party, rendered it doubtful whether

Appa would be able to maintain himself without foreign
aid. The latter, therefore, made overtures to the British

fir a subsidiary alliance, coupled with the condition of sup-

porting him in the administration. This, in the present

temper of the councils of Calcutta, was most readily granted.
The stipulated force was to consist of six battalions of in-

fantry and one regiment of cavalry, partly attached to the

regent's person ; for the maintenance of which the annual

amount of seven and a half lacks of rupees was to be re-

ceived in money-payments, instead of the invidious mode
of territorial cession. This treaty, according to Mr. Prinsep,
was viewed at Calcutta with the highest exultation, as an

arrangement by which the state of Berar was finally de-

tached from the Mahratta confederacy, and fixed in the

British interests ; and not as what it really was, namely, a
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mere expedient for the attainment of personal objects, and
to be thrown aside as soon as these were accomplished.
The occupation of Berar afforded great facilities for ope-

rations against the predatory powers, whose main rallying-

point was in Malwa, a hilly tract to the northward of the

Nerbudda. The governor-general, however, had not yet
obtained permission to root them out of that strong coun-

try, and was obliged to content himself with drawing a cor-

don along the southern bank of the Nerbudda, by which he

hoped to prevent them from penetrating into the Deccan.

Unfortunately for themselves, Cheetoo and other chiefs had
at this time acquired a considerable increase of strength.

They had been left for several years nearly unmolested ; and
had even received secret assurances of support from the prin-

cipal Mahratta chieftains, who were meditating a fresh at-

tempt, with the aid of the Pindarees, to subvert the ascend-

ency of Britain. They were, however, considerably alarmed

by the appearance ofthe force stationed on the Nerbudda ; but

seeing it remain inactive, while they themselves had mus-
tered 23,000 cavalry, they conceived it possible to penetrate
at some point the extended line along which the English
were posted. Accordingly, with 10,000 horsemen they
crossed on the extreme right, with such rapidity that our

infantry were unable either to arrest or overtake them.

They then separated into two lubkurs or plundering bands,
one of which proceeded due south into the territory of the

nizam, and reached the banks of the Godavery. The other

marched eastward, and entered the company's territory of

Ganjam, where in the course of twelve days the preceding
year they had killed and wounded nearly 700 persons, and
carried off or destroyed property to the value of 100,000/.
A third party crossed at Burhanpoor, and overran the ter-

ritory of the peishwa to some distance beyond Poonah.
The Pindarees had thus eluded the regular force ap-

pointed to check their inroad
; yet, though they were still

liable to be attacked by several detached corps that were

scouring the country in different directions, they never sta-

tioned sentries, nor took any similar precaution against an
evil to which they were always exposed. While the large

body who had reached the Godavery were deliberating on
their future course, Major M'Dowal, with a body of light

troops, came upon them so unexpectedly that they had re*
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ceived a discharge of firearms before almost a man of then*

was mounted ; and they were obliged to fly, abandoning

nearly all their horses and booty. One bold chieftain, with

260 troopers, crossed the peninsula, swept along the west-

ern 6hore, and, ascending the Tuptee, reached his home

with less indeed than half his original number, but all of

them carrying in their saddles a rich booty. Major Lush-

ington again, learning that the other party had passed Poo-

nah, made a march of fifty miles, came upon them while

busied in cooking, and gave them so complete a defeat that

only a few escaped. In Ganjam, too, they met with several

surprises, in one of which Lieutenant Borthwick beat up
their camp with only fifty men. They abandoned their at-

tempt to penetrate into the territory of Cuttack ; and learn-

ing that a plan was formed to intercept their return, they

endeavoured to effect their object by a circuitous route

through Bundelcund, in the course of which Colonel Adams-

and other officers inflicted upon them very severe losses.

Although this campaign had been in some measure suc-

cessful and even triumphant, it afforded reason to appre-
hend that India could never be secure from the inroad of

these marauders, so long as they should have a place of se-

cure retreat. Upwards of 30,000 troops had been employed

against them, a number adequate to a regular war on the

greatest scale, and involving an immense expenditure ; yet

they had penetrated through a strong line of defence, while

their subsequent failure was occasioned only by an undue

security, which they would probably learn to correct. The

permission granted by the government at home to prosecute
the war against them waa far from liein« unlimited ; but the

marquis trusted that the events which had occurred during
this campaign, and the success which he hoped would still

attend his measures, would secure for him the sanction of

the company.
About the middle of the year 1817, the governor-general

put in motion the most numerous and efficient army that

had ever perhaps taken the field in India. Its entire amount
is estimated at about 81,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry ; of

Which 57,000 advanced from the Deiean and (lU/.erat, and!

34,000 from Bengal through Hindostan Proper. To the corps
from the Deccan were attached 13,000 irregular cavalry and
to that from Bengal 10,000 of the same force, many of them
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good troops. The main body of the Bengal army, under
the immediate command of the Marquis of Hastings, as-

sembled at Secundra, and proceeded to cross the Jumna
near Calpy. Another corps was instructed to pass that

river at Agra ;
while two smaller divisions were to act on

the flanks, and to connect this with the other armies. The
Deccan force was to advance in two divisions under Gene-
rals Hislop and Sir John Malcolm ; Colonel Adams led the

regiments from Berar, while Generals Doveton and Smith
took post in the rear, ready either to support the main body
or to crush any commotion that might arise at Poonah or

Nagpore. General Keir meantime led the army of Guze-
rat into Malwa. All these divisions formed a complete cir-

cle around the Pindaree positions, closing in upon them as

upon a common centre. This system of tactics, which in

contending with disciplined forces is accompanied with the

danger that the enemy, availing himself of his central posi-
tion, may successively attack and beat the different corps
advancing against him, was attended with no such hazard
when directed against troops who never encountered an ad-

versary in pitched battle, whose sole aim was escape, and
to whom flight was victory. It was by such a movement
only that they could be enclosed and finally crushed.

There was one circumstance attending this campaign
which could not be regarded without some degree of alarm,

namely, that it led our army into the territories of princes
who viewed with the most rancorous jealousy the height to

which the British power had now attained. All of them
saw in its success the downfall of their own ambitious

hopes, and even of their independence, and anxiously
watched the favourable moment for striking a blow. Even
the courts of Nagpore and Hydrabad, notwithstanding the
treaties by which they professed to be bound, could not by
acy means be relied upon. But the Pindaree war was to

be carried on in the dominions of Sindia and Holkar, the
most deadly foes to the British name. Of the former Sir
John Malcolm justly observes, that he never could be ex-

pected to forget the loss of empire sustained through Bri-
tain :

" All his habits, his
prejudices, his wishes, are against

us ;
we have nothing in our favour but his fears. His faith

and his promises cannot be relied on for a moment." It

appears indeed that Cheetoo, the principal leader of tho
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Pindaree6, had made urgent applications to be merely al-
lowed a place where his family might be secured from dan-
ger ; adding,

" from it my heart may be set at ease, and I

may face the English with confidence. Then for once, by
the blessing of God and the fortune of the exalted, the tu-
mult shall be spread to the environs of Calcutta, the whole
country shall be consigned to ashes, and to such distress
shall they be reduced, that the accounts will not fail to reach
you ; but at present this must be delayed for want of a
place of refuge." To this Sindia's ministers replied, that

they could not take such a step without an immediate rup-
ture with the British government ; but that Cheetoo might
depend on their utmost aid in secret. In these circumstances
Lord Hastings considered it indispensable, before leaving
Sindia's dominions behind him, to extort his consent to. such
a treaty as might withdraw from him the means of a. hos-
tile interposition in the approaching conflict. Captain
Close, the resident at Gwalior, was instructed to demand
that he should place his troops entirely at the disposal of
the British government ; that he should 'furnish a contingent
of 5000 horse, and supply funds out of which they might
be supported ; finally, that he should provisionally deliver

up the forts of Hindia and Asseerghur, on which,, to save
his honour, his flag would continue to fly. There was even
to be a private understanding, that while the contest lasted
he should not quit his capital. Sindia manifested the most
violent opposition, first to the English entering his domin-
ions at all, and then to the terms attached to that movement ;

nor was it till Lord Hastings from one quarter, and Gene-
ral Donkin from another, wire each within a day's march
of his frontier that the treaty was

reluctantly signed.
A negotiation was next opened with Ameer Khan, and,

as he was a principal member of the confederation, it was
made a primary article thai he should disband the whole of
his turbulent corps. This demand was severe, for he would
thereby lose that on which his importance and power had
been entirely founded. In return he was offered the guar-
antee of the territories held by him under grants from Hol-
kar, and of which his tenure was otherwise very precarious.
Having submitted to the terms, the treaty was signed by his

agent at Delhi, on condition that a month should be allowed

previous to ratification ; but the stipulated period had
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elapsed, and a British army had enclosed him on each side,

before he would affix his name to it. His troops being
then disbanded, he seemed thenceforth to place his hopes
of aggrandizement solely in the English alliance, and cor-

dially exerted himself in promoting its objects.
The Pindaree chiefs could not view this immense force,

especially when it began to close in around them,»without
the deepest alarm. While the rainy season yet suspended

operations, they held frequent conferences on the state of their

affairs. Their only hope, they were convinced, was to quit
their present haunts and seek a temporary home in some
Temote quarter of India. But it was difficult to find a se-

cure place in which to deposite their property and their

families ; for even amid their wandering life they were still

susceptible of the' strongest domestic attachments. This
embarrassment and the violent dissensions which had long

reigned between their two principal heads, Kurreem and

Cheetoo, caused them to break up without having formed

any fixed plan. The invading armies began to move as

soon as the rains had abated, and while the swelling of the

rivers might yet impede the rapid movements of their

adversaries.

The opening of the campaign, meantime, was retarded

by two very unexpected circumstances : the first was the

appearance in the main army of that terrible epidemic
usually denominated the cholera spasmodica, which, after

spreading desolation and dismay throughout India, and

occasioning a very serious loss of life in the eastern parts of

Europe, has at length penetrated into Britain, and extended
its ravages over great part of the New World. In its first

progress, it struck the world as a new and unheard-of visit-

ation ; but further researches have established, that the
same disease has from time to time appeared in the East.
Ancient writings, in the languages of Southern India,
describe it very distinctly under the names of Sitanga or

Vishuchi. Extensive ravages are represented to have been
committed by it in Bengal in 1762 ;

in a division of troops
which in 1781 were marching through the district of Gan-

jam ; and in 1783, during the annual festival at Hurdvvar.
In 1787, a malady, the symptoms of which clearly establish

its identity, prevailed at Vellorc and Arcot on the coast of

Coromandel. It had not, however, during a Ion" period,
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assumed any formidable shape, and in the comprehensive
tables published by the medic;!! board at Madras, (he column
for cholera spasmodica in 1815 and the two following years
exhibits nearly a continued blank.

This disorder first showed itself, in August, 1817, in the

zillah of Jessorc, about 60 miles north-east of Calcutta, in

the marchy districts which form the Delta of the Ganges.
The whole of the tract extending along the lower course
of that river is intersected by numberless branches of its

stream, whence are derived canals and tanks that diffuse

the benefit of irrigation almost to every field. These arti-

ficial channels, however, are often in bad repair and filled

with stagnant water, while even the river itself at certain

seasons has not eurrent sufficient to preserve its salubrious

qualities. Added to this, the extreme violence of the heat

in summer, and of the rains in winter, render the whole of

this part of Bengal liable to fevers and other climatic disor-

ders. When any of these atmospheric phenomena occur
in an extniordinary degree, and especially when, by injuring
the cultivated fields, they render the grain scarce and bad^

epidemics of the most malignant description are frequently

generated. The years 1815 and 1816 were distinguished

by very striking peculiarities of season and weather. In

the May of the latter year, the heat became most intense,

the thermometer rose to 98 degrees in the shade, and various

persons, both European and native, fell down dead in the

streets. A deficiency in the periodical rains was also appre-
hended till the beginning of September, when there poured
down a complete deluge, causing a more extensive inunda-

tion than was recollected bv the oldest inhabitant. This
was followed by attacks ef lew typhus lover, and of a

malignant sore-throat,—a disorder formerly unknown in

that region, but believed on this occasion to be contagious.
The year 1817 was from the first uncommonly moist,

and the regular rains began <>n the 26th May, about three

weeks before the usual period. Tiny fell to a depth greater

by one-third than in ordinary years ; so that before the

middle of August nearly the whole district composing the

Delta of the Ganges was one bluet of water. It was dur-

ing the distempered state of the air thus produced that the

malignant cholera broke forth on a scale hitherto quite un-

precedented. The disease, either in its common or violent
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form, appeared nearly at the same time in different parts"
of Bengal. But it was in Jessore, situated in the tract

called the Sunderbunds, filled with thick jungle and sur-

rounded by stagnant waters, that it assumed its most alarm-

ing aspect. At Calcutta, during the month of August,
many cases of common cholera had occurred ; but at the

begnining of September it appeared in that city under its

most malignant type ; though whether it was imported from

Jessore, or rose spontaneously under similar circumstances,
is a question not yet decided. It spared Europeans for a

few days, but began to attack them on the 5th, though
without committing the same dreadful ravages as in the

native town ; yet the register of one of the life ensurance
societies exhibited a proportion of deaths four times as

great as in the preceding years. The malady was diffused

almost simultaneously through the different cities of Bengal,
rapidly ascended the Ganges, and spread even to the west
of the Jumna

; sparing, however, the comparatively elevated

territories of Oude and Rohilcund.

In the beginning of November, inconsequence, as is sup-
posed by some, of the arrival of a detachment from the
lower province, this disease in its most virulent form broke
out in the army under the immediate command of the Marquis-
of Hastings. Troops on a march are observed to be pe-

culiarly liable to its attack, which is imputed to the extreme-

heat of the tents, doubtless combined with the great expo-
sure to the atmosphere. The cholera appeared in this-

army as it was slowly marching through the low and un-

healthy district of Bundelcund, which labours under a

peculiar deficiency of good water. For about ten days .it

Converted the camp into a large hospital. All the public
establishments being engrossed by the care of the troops,
the numerous camp-followers could not be accommodated

except in the tents of their masters, who formed also their

only attendants. The route over which the army moved
was strewed with the dead and dying ;

the bazaars were
deserted

; even those persons whose health was good suf-

fered under severe depression of spirits ; so that during the
above period the efficiency of this fine body of men was
completely destroyed. The usual bustle and hum of a
crowded camp was changed into an awful silence, only
broken by the groans of the dying and lamentations over

Vol. II.—R
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the dead. In the European patient death usually followed
in from six to twelve hours after the attack, while the sepoy
was carried off in about half that interval. The malady
raged with its utmost fury from the 15th to the 23d Novem-
ber, when it ceased almost at once ; so that the army, hav-

ing reached a more salubrious camp, at Erich on the Betwa,
became rapidly convalescent, and by the commencement of
December were prepared to enter on the duties of the

campaign.
The loss sustained during this most gloomy period has

been very greatly exaggerated. It has been represented
even by good authorities as amounting to three, five, or

even eight thousand,* out of the whole number of ten

thousand. More precise statements by Mr. Prinsep and
Mr. Kennedy, derived from personal and official knowledge,
prove this inaccuracy to have arisen from the not taking
into account the vast crowd of camp-followers, who, in an
Indian army, always greatly outnumber the fighting men.
When the proper distinction is made, it appears that the

deaths among the 10,000 troops amounted only to 764 ;

while the loss among the camp-followers was about 8000,
which did not, however, exceed a tenth of their entire

number.
We cannot here follow in detail the progress of this se-

vere malady, which made its way in every direction. After

having spared in its first progress the provinces of Oude
and Rohilcund, it reached them in April and May, 1818,
and in the following months penetrated to Catmandoo,
Almora, and other very elevated positions on the chain of

Himmaleh.
The march of armies into the centre of India, and the

despatches sent through every province of that country,
were supposed to dtfiuM more and more widely its fatal

influence. The natives, instead of using any rational

means of cure or prevention, sought to avert it only by
pompous and crowded visits to the temples, which increased
the danger of communication ; or by sanguinary proceed-

ings against certain persons who were suspected of produc-

ing it by witchcraft. In the course of the year 1818 it

spread through every p:irt of India. The report of the

* Bissot Hawkins's Hislory of Cholera, p. 1C9.
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medical board at Madras contains an interesting map, show-

ing its track through the Deccan and the south by an ir-

regular course, sometimes along the high roads, sometimes

in cross directions ; but, in the end, leaving scarcely any

point of importance untouched. It reached Nagpore on

the 15th May,—Bombay, by way of Poonah, on the 14th

August,
—Hydrabad on 25th July,

—Madras on 8th October,
—and finally the extreme stations of Trivander and Palam-

cotta in January, 1819. Throughout these provinces it

manifested itself in various degrees of intensity. In gen-

eral, however, this dreadful disease seems to be marked

rather by the fatality of its action on those attacked than

by the great number who come under its influence. The
entire amount of cases occurring in the army of Fort St.

George during 1818, the most severe year, was 1087 out of

10,652 Europeans, and 3314 out of 58,764 natives. Of the

former 232, and of the latter 664 died.—(Report of Madras

Medical Board, p. 28.) In the island of Bombay, which

contains a population of about 2 1 0,000, the ascertained cases

were 15,945, of which 14,651 were medically treated, and

the deaths among these were only 938, or 6 4-10 per cent.,

perhaps the smallest proportion of mortality that has any-
where been observed.—(Bombay Report, App., p. 13, 14.)

Instances, however, are given of single corps, particularly

on a march, suffering much more severely. The 2d bat-

talion 20th regiment of native infantry was marching to

Hydrabad, when of about 1150 men 200 were attacked, and

73 died. The 1st battalion 1st regiment, on its road from

Nagpore to Hydrabad, out of 1010 men had 167 attacked,

of whom 64 died. His majesty's 54th regiment, after land-

ing at Madras, when proceeding to Bangalore, had 159 out

of 632 attacked, and 54 died.*

Another unexpected crisis arrested Sir Thomas Hislop
with thn army of the Deccan, just as he had arrived on the

frontier of Malwa. Intelligence then reached him that

Bajee Rao had taken up arms and attacked the British res-

idency in his capital. Sir Thomas then judged it neces-

sary to fall back, that he might support the reserve corps,

* The cholera, which has been considered here only in its connexion

with the train of historical events, is, in relation to its symptoms and

cure, treated of In the succeeding volume, under the head of "
Spasmodio

Cholera," p. 368.
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and aid in the suppression of this insurrection. Generai
Keir, who had advanced from Guzerat, was induced by the
same infonnation to retreat. But Lord Hastings justly
considered that the fortune of the campaign must ultimately
depend upon the prompt success of the operations in Cen-
tral India, and conceiving Smith's force, with another under
Pritzler, quite sufficient at present to overcome the peishvva,
ordered these commanders to return without delay to the
scene of action.

The Pindarees, as soon as they saw themselves com-

pletely enclosed by the advancing corps of the British, made
no attempt at resistance, and studied only how to escape.
One party succeeded in penetrating into the rear of our

army in Bundelcund, where they began to commit serious

ravages, and were not dispersed without some difficulty.

Cheetoo, with nearly 8000 men, effected a march westward
into the territory of Mewar, where he was assured of sup-
port from several quarters, and had the strong mountain-fort
of Kumulner as a refuge for his family. The escape of
the Pindaree chiefs, when so strong a force surrounded them,
Colonel Blacker explains by a reference to the defective
means of conveyance possessed by the British.; to their

having, in the dread of encountering a Mahratta army, en-
cumbered themselves with ordnance

; and above all, to the

agility of the native horses, which can pass over the most
rugged roads and uneven ground with great speed. Kur-
reem, with one of his associates, attempted to push his way
to Gwalior, where he hoped to find support from Sindia.
All the passes in this direction, however, were most strictly

guarded ; and a strong corps was appointed to watch the
motions of that ruler, whose secret enmity to the British
was so fully understood. The first that came up with this

body of Pindarees was General Marshall, who easily drove
them before him. They escaped without much loss, but
were obliged to change their direction and march for the

territory of Jyepore, where they hoped to be joined by some
of the disbanded troops of Ameer Khan. On their way
thither, they were surprised by General Donkin, who gave
them a complete overthrow, capturing the wife of Kurreem,
with all his state-elephants and kettle-drums. His army,
therefore, no longer attempted to preserve any appearance
of regularity, but broke into detachments, and sought for
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safety by flying in various directions. The greater number
endeavoured to reach the corps of Cheetoo ; and, accord-

ingly, the final destruction of that warrior appeared all that

was necessary to finish the Pindaree contest, when there

started up another head of the hydra which the English
were labouring to vanquish.
The councils of the house of Holkar had been involved

for some time in the utmost confusion. Jeswunt Rao,
who had raised that family to power, after the unfortunate

issue of the war with the British, became deranged, and
died in a few years. His heir Mulhar Rao was a mere

boy, and the administration during his minority was

agitated by the most violent dissensions. The chief par-
ties were, on one side Toolsee Bhye, widow of the late

Holkar, who had been invested with the office of regent ;

and on the other the Patan chiefs, who were strongly
attached to the predatory system. The queen-regent, with

the view of maintaining her influence, made secret overtures

to the English for receiving a subsidiary force. This

measure was strongly opposed by the leaders just named,
whose sentiments were shared by the military in general ;

and their influence was so strongly felt by her majesty,
that she did not venture to proceed with the negotiation.
The chiefs, however, being suspicious that something of

that nature was still in progress, were fired with such

indignation, that they seized Toolsee Bhye, carried her

down to the river, and put her to death. War was then

only delayed till the completion of the necessary prepara-
tions. Troops, especially infantry, were collected with

the utmost diligence, and their movements assumed so

formidable an aspect, that Sir John Malcolm judged it

advisable to fall back upon the corps of General Hislop,

who, as already mentioned, had begun a retrograde move-

ment, but was again advancing towards Poonah. These

commanders, hating effected a junction, proceeded together,

and found the native army strongly posted at Mehidpoor,
with a steep bank in front, at the foot of which flowed the

river Soopra, passable only by a single ford. Although
this position might have been turned by a circuitous

march, General Hislop considered such an advantage more
than counterbalanced by the impression which would be

produced by pushing on promptly and directly to the

R2
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attack. This mode of proceeding, as Colonel Blacker
observes, is better suited than more scientific manoeuvres
to the genius of English troops. A scene then ensued
similar to that which usually took place in Mahratta
battles ; the British regiments rushing forward with the
most daring intrepidity in the face of a numerous

artillery,
by which they severely suffered, and at length, when theycame to a close charge, carrying all before them. They
lost 174 killed, and 604 wounded

; there being among the
former three, and among the latter thirty-five European
officers. The Mahrattas, though they left 3000 on the
field, retreated with a great part of their army entire ; but
they abandoned all the artillery : their courage and confi-
dence were gone ; and though their numbers were not
greatly diminished, they were no longer an army. The
chiefs therefore at once accepted the offered terms

; namely,
that young Holkar should be placed under the protection
of the British, who were to maintain an auxiliary force,
and to have a contingent of 3000 men placed at their

disposal; and that certain districts of moderate extent
should be ceded, not for the purpose of being possessed by
the conquerors, but distributed as rewards to those allies
who had remained faithful during the present contest.

After losing the support of the Holkar family, the Pin-
darees found an unexpected asylum with Juswunt Rao,
one of Sindia's generals, who occupied several strong
camps in the neighbourhood of Rampoora. After several
fruitless remonstrances, General Brown attacked this chief-
tain, reduced his intrenchments, and obliged him to fly
with only a handful of followers.
The hopes of the Pindarees were now reduced to the

lowest ebb. Flight, they knew not whither, became their

only resource. They had obtained Kumulner and other
fortresses in the Rajpoot territory ; but these, being quickly
invested, were, after a short resistance, all given up. Ma-
jor Clarke having overtaken the party under Kurreem
during the night, and finding them plunged as usual in

profound security, delayed the attack till morning, that
they might derive no advantage from the darkness. He
divided his corps into two, with one of which he made the

charge, while the other occupied the only road by which
the enemy could retreat. They sustained, accordingly, a
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complete overthrow, and were dispersed in every direction,

leaving several of their leaders dead on the field. After

suffering some further disasters, all the corps were reduced

to a state truly miserable. Cheetoo and his adherents

sometimes slept with their horses saddled, and the bridles

in their hands, that they might be ready for instant flight.

At length an intimation was circulated, that, in case of

unconditional surrender, their lives would be spared, and

the chiefs should even obtain the means of an honourable

subsistence in some remote district. One leader after

another submitted upon these terms. At length Kurreem,
after wandering for some time on foot through the jungles,

gave himself up, on the 15th February, 1818, to Sir John
Malcolm. Cheetoo opened a negotiation ; but, on learning
the small allowance which was to be granted to one whoa;
he thought entitled to a jaghire in his native country and
a place in the British service, he hastily took, his departure.
He afterward encountered a variety of distresses, which
ended in a manner equally dismal and appalling, being
devoured by a tiger while lurking in the forests of Asseer-

ghur. His fate excited sympathy among the British

officers, who admired the spirit and intrepidity with which
he had braved the deepest reverses of fortune.

While the performances on the main theatre of Indian

warfare were thus brought to a successful close, two

separate dramas of a subordinate though eventful character

were acted on other stages. The most remarkable was at

the court of Poonah. The peishwa, ever since the last

humiliating treaty which he was compelled to sign, had

eagerly sought deliverance from a yoke which now pressed

heavily upon him. The employment of the British forces

in the Pindaree campaign offered a tempting occasion to

reassert his independence. A little consideration indeed

would have shown him that this contest could not engage
his enemy beyond a very short period ;

after which they
would find it easy to crush such resistance as he or any
other of the Mahratta states could create. But the

peishwa, like many other Indian princes, though possessed
of talent and address, and skilled in pursuing the ordinary

objects of eastern policy, was incapable of taking a compre-
hensive view of his actual situation. He was encouraged
by the hatred of the English which he saw prevalent
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among his chiefs, and by the general disposition of all the

Mahratta leaders to unite in a confederacy against that

people.
For a considerable time he threw an impenetrable veil

over his hostile designs. On intimation being given of an

intention to go to war with the Pindarees, he professed

his cordial concurrence in the object, and his desire to co-

operate by all the means in his power. So great indeed

was his address, that Sir John Malcolm, an intelligent and

veteran politician,
after living at his court several days,

was completely deceived, and communicated his opinion
that nothing hostile was to be apprehended from the

pcishwa. Mr. Elphinstone, the official resident, enter-

tained from the first an opposite opinion, which was soon

fully confirmed. He saw that the utmost activity was

employed in collecting troops, under the pretext of aiding

in the Pindaree war, but in fact with a purpose directly

opposite. At the same time the jaghiredars, who had

been studiously depressed and humbled, were courted and

conciliated ;
while Bapoo Gokla, an officer of distinguished

ability, who had hitherto been kept in a species of disgrace,

was invested with the supreme direction of affairs. A
numerous camp was formed close to the British canton-

ments, around which the Mahratta horsemen were seen

riding in menacing attitudes. The brigade commanded by-

Colonel Burr, the"amount of which had been fixed with a

very undue confidence in the friendly disposition of the

prince, did not exceed three sepoy battalions, with a Euro-

pean regiment not yet arrived from Bombay. As the

hostile intentions of the court became more and more

manifest, it was judged advisable to withdraw the troops

into a strong defensive position formed near the city by an

angle of the river Moola ; but Mr. Elphinstone, anxious to

avoid any semblance of being the aggressor, resolved not

to quit the residency till He should be driven away by force.

Threatening notes began to be exchanged ; and on the 5th

November, 1817, 60 sudden an attack was made that tho

resident and his suite had scarcely time to mount their

horses when his mansion was plundered, and all the

property, including books and papers, was either carried

off or destroyed.
General Smith, though placed in the rear of the grand
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army, had agreed that if a single day should pass without
his hearing from Poonah, he would conclude the communi-
cations to have been interrupted, and hasten thither with
his brigade. A week, however, must necessarily elapse
before his arrival, and to keep the sepoys in the mean time

cooped up in a narrow space, harassed by the enemy's ar-

tillery and light-horse, would, it was feared, damp their

courage, and promote that tendency to desertion which had

already been strongly manifested. Hence the officers de-

termined to march out with their small corps and attack

their foes, who, to the amount of 26,000, were already
stationed in front. This movement was executed promptly,
and with such vigour that though the enemy's horsemen
made some desperate charges, and reached several times
the flanks of the English brigade, the latter finally remained
masters of the field. They had not indeed done much
damage to their adversary ; but the intrepidity of their

attack, and the degree of success gained against numbers
so vastly superior, changed decidedly the moral position
of the two armies. When General Smith, therefore, on
the 13th November, after fighting his way through the

peishwa's cavalry, arrived at Poonah, and prepared to

attack the Mahratta camp, that prince at once began a

retreat. He continued it for upwards of six months without

intermission, ranging over the wide extent of the Deccan ;

at one time approaching Mysore, at another proceeding
nearly to the Nerbudda, always distancing his pursuers by
the skill and rapidity of his march, and even passing be-

tween corps advancing from opposite quarters. At one
time he made himself sure of cutting off a division of 800
men destined to reinforce Colonel Burr ;

but Captain
Staunton the commander, taking post in a village, re-

pulsed with desperate valour, though with severe loss, all

his attacks, and he was at length obliged to desist. This
was considered the bravest exploit performed in the whole
course of the war. The peishwa, finding himself now a

hopeless fugitive, and learning the triumphs of his enemy
in other quarters, made overtures for a treaty ; hoping to

be allowed to retain, though in a reduced condition, his rank as

a sovereign. But the governor-general, on considering his

long course of hostility, and the treacherous attack made at

eo critical a moment, had determined to erase his name from
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the list of Indian princes, and that there should be no

longer a peishwa. Britain was to exercise the sovereign

sway in all the territories which had belonged to him ;

though in order to sooth in some degree the irritated

feelings of the Mahratta people, the Rajah of Satara, the

descendant of Sevajee, still deeply venerated even after his

long depression, was to be restored to some share of his,

former dignity. To follow up this purpose, General Smith

laid siege to Satara, which surrendered after a short

resistance. The interval afforded a brief respite to the

peishwa, and lulled his vigilance; so that when this

officer had pushed on by forced marches, at the head of a

division of light-horse, he arrived unobserved within hearing

of the Mahratta kettle-drums. Concealed for some time

by the brow of a hill, he appeared on its summit to the

astonishment of the Indian army. The peishwa forthwith

left the field with his attendants ;
but Gokla determined to

hazard a battle rather than sacrifice nearly the whole of his

baggage. He made the attack with the greatest vigour,

and had succeeded in throwing part of the cavalry into

some confusion, when he fell mortally wounded. His

death was regretted even by the English, since his enmity

to their nation, and zeal for the independence of his own,

had been tempered by honour and humanity. The whole

army immediately fled, and the British obtained possession

of the person of the Rajah of Satara, who had before been

a prisoner in the hands of his rival.

Bajee Rao still continued his flying march, of which he

assumed the sole charge ;
and gave out every morning the

direction in which the army was to move, having
concealed

it till that moment from his most confidential officers.

After much and long wandering, he moved northward to

the borders of Berar and Malwa, where he partially recruited

his strength by collecting the remains of the beaten armies.

But he soon found himself hemmed in closer and closer ;

and in pursuing his march, in the absence of proper inform-

ation, he met Colonel Adams at the head of a considerable

force, and could not avoid a battle. He was defeated, with

the loss of most of his infantry, and all his artillery, saving

only his horse and light troops. He then made an effort to

reach the capital of Sindia, hoping for aid, or at least pro-

tection, from this most powerful of the Mahratta chieftains ;
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but all the passes were strictly guarded. His distress be-

came greater every day ; his followers deserted in vast num-

bers, and the English drew their nets round him so closely
that he could not hope long to escape. He then opened a

correspondence with Sir John Malcolm. After some dis-

cussion, it was agreed that he should surrender, and that,

on being secured in a pension of eight lacks of rupees (about

100,000/.), he should renounce the dignity of peishwa, with

all his claims as a sovereign ; spending the rest of his days
in some holy city at a distance from the seat of his former

dominion. The sum was regarded by the Marquis of Hast-

ings as too large ; though, considering it as the final adjust-

ment with a prince who ranked in authority and power
above all others at that time in India, it docs not appear

very extravagant. The apprehension that his revenue

would be employed by him as an instrument for regaining
his political influence has not been realized. The ex-

peishwa almost immediately resigned himself to voluptuous

indulgences, to which he had been always addicted, and

sought to drown in them every recollection of his former

schemes and greatness.
While the territory of Poonah was agitated by these

violent commotions, a scene almost exactly similar was

passing at Nagpore. Appa Saheb had invited the British

troops with the sole view of maintaining his own situation

as regent ;
and so long as he judged them necessary for that

object he remained faithful. At length he got rid by assas-

sination of the young prince, and placed himself on the

guddee, as the seat was called to which the dignity of rajah
was attached. He then considered himself independent of

foreign aid, and began to view it with the dislike so gene-

rally felt by all persons in his condition. He was thus led

to enter into that confederacy against the British power
which was formed among the Mahratta chiefs in conse-

quence of the Pindaree war. He was observed to carry on

a most active correspondence with the peishwa whilo the

latter was maturing his plans of aggression. The first

treaty which that prince was compelled to sign greatly
abated the courage of his ally, which was revived, however,

by the intelligence of his having again taken up amis and

attacked tho English subsidiary force. The subsequent
retreat of Bajee Rao threw him into much hesitation anil
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uncertainty, though at length it resulted in the hazardous

determination to follow his example. On the 24th Novem-

ber, 1817, Mr. Jenkins, the British resident, was invited to-

see' his highness invested with a dress of honour ; having

assumed the juree putka or golden streamer, an emblem of

high command, both of which had been transmitted by the

pelshwa. Our countryman declined attendance, not without

expressing indignation at the rajah's acceptance of these

honours at such a moment ;
and indeed it seems to have

been an imprudent and premature insult, by which the tng-

lish were put on their guard.
The subsidiary force now stationed at ISagpoTe was very

small. It consisted only of two battalions of native in-

fantry, with detachments of cavalry and artillery ; and the

whole, bein<r much reduced by sickness, did not amount to

1400 men. The rajah's army, on the contrary- comprised

10,000 cavalry and 10,000 infantry, including 3000 or 4000

very brave Arab troops. The residency was situated out-

side the town, and separated from it by a ridge rising at

each extremity into low hills, which were hastily occupied

as defensive posts. At sunset the pickets were fired upon

by the Arab infantry, and soon after a general discharge ol

artillery was opened upon all the positions, particularly

those on the smaller hill. This was continued till two ir*

the mornino- with considerable effect, the first officer m
command on that station being killed, and the second

wounded. The English, during the remainder of the night,

made the best preparations in their power against the more

serious attack which was anticipated in the morning. Ac-

cordingly at daybreak the charge was renewed with in-

creased fury. At ten a tumbril burst on the smaller hill,

which threw the troops into some confusion ;
the Arabs

rushed on with loud cries, the sepoys were seized with panic

and fled, abandoning the guns and the wounded, who were

immediately put to the sword. The enemy then opened a

heavy fire on the larger hill, when several officers fell, and

anion:* them Mr. Sothebv, the resident's assistant, a young
man of distinguished merit, while he was endeavouring to

rally and restore the courage of his men. The dismay of

the troops, the cries of the women and children, the vast

numbers and increasing confidence of the enemy, seemed

to portend the most fatal result. Yet even then resources
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were found in British firmness and courage. Captain Fitz-

gerald, who had withdrawn the cavalry within the residency-

grounds, seeing the critical state of the infantry, and the

fire already opening upon his station, felt that affairs could

he retrieved only hy one of those bold attacks which a native

army can scarcely ever resist. He led his few horsemen to

the charge, drove every thing before him, took two guns,
and turned them against the enemy. The troops on the

larger hill, animated by this example, resumed courage, and,

raisin cr loud shouts, opened a brisk fire on the assailants.

A party dashed across to the smaller hill, from which the

rajah's followers were driven in their turn, and about noon

were repulsed at every point. Yet the British had lost a

fourth of their number, and their ammunition was drawing
to a close, so that had Appa persevered, he must have

finally succeeded in cutting off the detachment,—an event

which would have produced the strongest sensation over all

India. But he remained inactive, while English reinforce-

ments were poured in from every quarter. On the 12th

December, General Doveton arrived with the strong reserve

under his command. It then became impossible for Saheb

to hope for success ; he had already obtained an armistice,

and now inquired as to the terms on which a final accommo-

dation might be effected. Mr. Jenkins replied that nothing
could now be accepted short of entire submission,—the

disbanding of his troops, the delivering up of all his forts

and artillery, and his own presence as a hostage at the

British residency. It was however intimated, that on his

complying fully with these requisitions, he would be restored

to nearly his former condition, being required only to main-

tain a subsidiary force, and submit to a certain degree of

control. When the troops, however, marched into Nag-
pore to take possession of the ordnance, they were saluted

with a hot fire, and suffered some loss before they could

seize the guns and compel the Arabs, who took the chief

part in this resistance, to retire within the fort. As they
refused to surrender, a siege was immediately commenced,
and a practicable breach appeared to have been made in the

gate ; but when the assault was given, it was found to be

so secured by interior walls, that the English were obliged
to retreat with considerable damage. Preparations were

then made to invest the place on a more regular plan ; but

Vol. II.—S
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the Arabs, satisfied with the display of valour which

they had already made, capitulated on the condition of

being allowed to march out with their baggage and private

property.
As none of these transactions could be brought home to

Appa Saheb, he was not made responsible for them. On
the surrender of Nagpore he was liberated, and received

notice of the terms on which he would be allowed to retain

his seat on the guddee. These consisted in his being placed

entirely on the same footing with the nizam ; having his

military force subjected to the control of the company, and
even his ministers appointed by them. The rajah expressed
his dissatisfaction only by offering to retire altogether on a

liberal pension ;
but this was not considered admissible.

He forthwith began to intrigue, with the view of shaking
off this hated dependence. Troops were levied, the govern-
ors of fortresses and the mountain-chiefs were instructed

to muster their forces, and give every possible annoyance to

the English ; finally, a secret correspondence was discovered

with Bajee Rao, who, being invited to join his army to the

standard of the peishwa, had actually taken steps for that

purpose. Mr. Jenkins hereupon deemed it indispensable
to call upon Appa to resume his place within the residency;
and this not being complied with, a party was sent who
effected his arrest, fortunately without having recourse to

violence. It is less difficult, however, to seize Indian chiefs

than to keep them ;
the rajah being mildly treated, and

access procured to him by several of his adherents, a plnn
was arranged for his escape in the disguise of a sepoy. He
went off at two in the morning, and the discovery was not

made till daylight ; so that, relays of horses having been

provided, all pursuit was vain. As the Pindarce war, how-

ever, was now terminated, and Bajee Rao reduced to the

last extremity, he was unable to do more than excite desul-

tory hostilities in the mountainous districts. The English
were thus able, on their own terms, to place on the guddee

Bajee Rao, a grandson of Raghojee Bhonslay, while the

administration was placed entirely under their own control.

Since the termination of the Pindaree contest no import-
ant event or acquisition has distinguished the history of

Bri'fsh power in Hindostan. The only war undertaken on
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a great scale was the arduous but finally successful one
with the Birman empire, by which the company gained a
considerable territory along the Bay of Bengal. There
occurred, however, one hostile movement, the narrative of
which must not be omitted. After the death of the Rajah
of Bhurtpore in 1825, his legitimate heir, Bulwunt Singh,
being dethroned by Doorjun Sal, his cousin, applied for aid

to Sir David Ochterlony, then resident at Delhi. That
officer embraced the prince's cause

; but his conduct in

doing so was disavowed by the governor-general, Lord

Amherst, who showed a disposition to proceed upon the old

principle of non-interference. Further information, how-

ever, induced him to change this intention, and Lord Com-
bermere was ordered to march upon the city and expel the

usurper. This able commander accordingly, with 25,000
men and an ample train of artillery, proceeded to attack

that celebrated fortress. The siege was begun on the 23d
December ; but it was soon found that cannon-shot could

not penetrate mud-walls sixty feet thick, and that it would
be necessary to employ mining operations. By means of

these a breach was effected on the 17th January, 1826
; the

assault was given next morning, and after a gallant defence
of two hours, in which many veterans who had triumph-
antly fought in the former siege took an active part, the

place was carried ; Doorjun was made prisoner ; and there

remained no longer in Hindostan a fortress that had success-

fully defied the British arms. While this conflict lasted a

general ferment was observable among the surrounding
principalities ;

and Bishop Heber doubts not, that had the
attack failed, the whole country westward of the Jumna
would have risen in arms, at least so far as to resume the

predatory system of warfare. This triumph, however,
checked the disposition to revolt, and completely confirmed
the supremacy of Britain over the whole of India,
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CHAPTER VI.

Hindoo History and Mythology.

General Aspect of the Hindoo People—Absence of authentic History-
Historical Poems—Indian Chronology—Series of Dynasties—Mythol-

ogy— Ideas of the Divine Nature—Bramah—Vishnu—His Avatars or

Transformations—Siva—Doorga—Kalee—Minor Deities—Worship of

Rivers—Of the Brute Creation—A Future State—Transmigration of

Souls—Ancient Temples—Elephanta—Kenneri—Carli—Ellora—Ma-

habalipoor—Pagoda at Tanjore—Temples in Rajpootana—Modern

Structures—Religious Rites—Mendicity—Pilgrimages—Penances-

Self-immolation—Idol Cars—Suttee—Infanticide—Hindoo Sects—

Vishnuvites—Sivites—Boodhists—Seiks—Native Christians—Jews.

Having thus traced the varying fortunes of India, till nearly

the whole of that vast empire was subjected to British con-

trol, we shall now attempt to delineate its social and political

condition, both as respects its own numerous population,

and the military and civil arrangements by means of which

the conquerors hold it in subjection.

In this survey, the most conspicuous object is that native

race, celebrated from all antiquity, who still form a vast

majority of its inhabitants. The Hindoos, in the wide

extent of territory over which they are spread, present many
varied aspects ; yet a striking similarity of religion, of lan-

guage diversified only by dialects, of manners and institu-

tions, and even in some degree of external form, proclaim

them to be throughout the same people. Amid great

blemishes, too, they have undeniably, with the exception

of the European nations, or those sprung from Europe,
attained a degree of civilization, and made a progress in the

arts, beyond any other people. Of orientals, the Chinese

alone can enter into competition with them ; yet though the

polity and institutions of that people claim, in some respects,

even a pre-eminence, they do not, on the whole, exhibit a

character so intellectual and interesting.

It would have been desirable to introduce a sketch of the

history of the Hindoos prior to that of their Mohammedan
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conquerors and rulers. But there exist no materials suited

to the accomplishment of such a purpose. Amid the volu-

minous writings of the Hindoos, we find the most lamentable

deficiency of historical records. Previous to the establish-

ment of Moslem dominion, these appear only through the
vail of a mythology at once poetical and extravagant. The
theology, history, poetry, literature, and social condition
of this remarkable people are all so closely interwoven, as

to make it impossible satisfactorily to consider any one,
unless in connexion with all the rest.

The Hindoos, it must be admitted, possess ancient works,
which are generally believed 10 present somewhat of an
historical character. Such are a great part of the Puranas,
and the singular compositions termed the Mahabarat and
the Ramayana. Yet these are religious poems, exhibiting
the actions of gods, not of men, and leading the reader

through a maze of wonder and mystery. The deities and
heroes whose exploits they celebrate appear indeed to have
been ancient monarchs who held sway over India ; but the
details are so palpably fabulous, and at the same time so

childishly absurd, as to be unfit for any of the objects of

genuine history. They convey no idea of the character of the

actors, the manners of the age, or the train of human events.

The system of Indian chronology, though it bears a
character equally extravagant, has yet, from its apparent
research and imposing aspect, excited much attention among
the sages of Europe. The reader will learn from Professor

Wallace's treatise in the third volume, their measurement
of time by astronomical epochs, manwantaras, days of Bra-

ma, and years of the gods. It is enough to remark in this

place, that the Maha Yug, or great divine age, through
which mankind are now passing, consists of four human ages,
the last and worst of which is at present revolving. These

ages, of unequal and continually decreasing length, are the

Sat ya Yug, which lasted 1,728,000 years.
Treia Yug 1,20(5,000
I)wapar Yug 801.000
Cali Yug, which is to last 432,000

Of the dark era in which we live, only about five thousand

years have yet elapsed. Of the satya yug, the golden age
of innocence, there remains only a dim and pleasing tradi-

tion ; the great 8ood, said to have arrived at its close, having
S 2
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swept away almost all its memorials. But the Indian

annals, such as they are, extend over the entire series of

the treta and dwapar yugs, and consequently comprehend a

period considerably exceeding two millions of years. This

chronology has been embraced with eagei credulity by a

number of learned men in Europe, who have proclaimed
that all the nations of the West are only of yesterday,
when compared with the boundless ages through which the

Hindoo records extend. There is, however, one circum-

stance which breaks at once the spell of this imaginary
duration. Although India possesses nothing which can

approach to the character of history, many of her princes

and great men preserve lists of kings, which, from their

coincidence, though found in different and distant quarters,

appear to be substantially correct. These extend through
the whole of the three ages ; but instead of that almost

endless roll of names which ought to have been supplied

during two millions of years, we find, by Mr. Bentley's list,

in the treta only sixty-six, and in the dwapar forty-seven

kings ; consequently, the potentates of the first period must

have had an average reign of 19,636 ;
those of the second

of 18,383 years. It is maintained, indeed, on the faith of

tradition, that Yadhisthur, the great hero, held sway during

upwards of twenty-seven thousand years. But if we as-

sign to the Indian monarchs the average of human life, we
shall reduce these ages to an extent perfectly consistent with

European history and the Mosaic records. Mr. Bentley

considers seventeen years as the mean length of a reign in

a long series of princes. Even should we, with Colonel

Tod, "allow from twenty to twenty-two years, the Indian

dynasties will not pass the limits of our established chro-

nology.

Although we find thus transmitted from an early period

lists of Hindoo kings which may be considered tolerably

authentic, die details, as already observed, are either too

meaner or too extravagant to be of any value as materials

for history- A few very general outlines can alone be

traced. Two races of monarchs are recorded as claiming
descent respectively from Suryu and Indu, the sun and the

moon. The former established their metropolis at Ayodhia,
the modern Oude, still a large city, and described as then

of immense extent. The lunar branch had several succes-
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sive capitals : first, Mahesvati, in Malwa
; next, Allahabad,

called the Pooraj, and afterward Hastinapoori, higher up
the Ganges. Colonel Tod, upon some probable grounds,
considers that the subjects of this empire must have entered

it as invaders from the great plains of Scythia or Tartary.
Several bloody wars were waged between these states,

striving for pre-eminence or final conquest. The most
dreadful of these contests took place at the close of the treta

yug, in which almost all the powers of India appear to have

been engaged. It is celebrated under the title of the Ma-
habarat, or great war, in the remarkable Hindoo composition

bearing that title. The chief actors were Krishna, Arjoona,
Yadhisthur, and Jarasandha ; the first of whom has, as an

incarnation of Vishnu, been enrolled among the principal
deities. This sanguinary conflict appears to have termi-

nated in the premature fate of almost all the leaders on both

sides.

The lunar and solar dynasties continued to reign con-

temporaneously, during almost the whole of the third, or

dwapar yug. Yet the prevalence of fable is strongly marked
in the genealogy of the leading princes throughout this

period ;
one of whom is the offspring of Pavana, the god of

the winds, another of Indra, or the firmament, a third of the

river Ganges. These two lines, according to Sir William

Jones, come down for thirty generations, into the cali yug,
or present age, when both are supposed to have become
extinct. There reigned, however, along with them another

dynasty, sprung from the lunar branch, which rivalled and

soon surpassed them both in pdwer. This was that of the

kings of Magadha, whom the Greeks found reigning at

Palibothra over the greater part of the Gangetic provinces,
and spreading their sway even to the remoter quarters of

India. Chandragupta, after the murder of Nanda, one of

the Magadha kings, became the founder of a new dynasty,
called Maurya, and is supposed to be the same with San-

dracottus, whom the ambassadors of Seleucus found ruling
at Palibothra. Other successful usurpers established the

dynasties of Sunga, Canna, and Andhra, till that of Ma-

gadha became extinct by the death of Chandrabija ; which,

according to Sir William Jones, took place in 452 B. C.

Very considerable obscurity envelops the succession of

Indian princes during the next four hundred years. In that
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period there would seem to have been no extended empire,

though Sir William Jones and Colonel Tod have collected

lists of kings belonging to some detached and local dynasties.
About the Christian era, however, Vicramaditya and Saliva-

hana disputed the supremacy, and rank among the most

potent of Indian warriors and sovereigns. The relations

concerning them bear a somewhat more sober character.

They rank as mortal, not as celestial, heroes ; yet as Vicra-

maditya is said to have had power over spirits, and to have
made captive the king of the devils, his contemporaries, it

would seem, were by no means inclined to abandon their

love of the marvellous. Malwa being mentioned as his

favourite region, it may be concluded to have been his native

one, and that he employed its rude inhabitants in extending
his dominion over the more fertile provinces. Major Wil-
ford has traced nine individuals to whom the name has been

applied, of whom one appears contemporary with Solomon
;

and probably this may have been an appellative, like that

of Caesar, applied in succession to monarchs of the same

dynasty.
After this period, the history of the Hindoos again relapses

into obscurity, giving occasion to Mr. Mill's remark, that

while the annals of every other nation become more distinct

as they approach a modern date, those of India, on the con-

trary, become darker and more imperfect. This is probably
to be accounted for by the fact that the country had again
ceased to be united in any extensive empire, being split into

those small kingdoms which were successfully assailed by
the Ghiznevide conqueror, before they could be induced to

form a general league to oppose him.
After this very imperfect sketch of the history of the

Hindoo people, a more interesting and accessible object
remains in the delineation of their mind and character.

Under this view, their religious belief and mythology must
first command our attention. It forms, as it were, the
basis of their whole social existence. Their ceremonies

employ every day, and almost every hour; its ministers
rank above every other class, even above kings ; there is no

history, scarcely any poetry, but what relates to the actions
of the gods and deified heroes. Unhappily, this devotion,

unenlightened by divine instruction, and misled by the

faysterious perversities of the human heart, instead of being
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a lamp to their path, has involved them in an abyss of

absurdity, and impelled them to follies, and even crimes,
of which there is scarcely an example in any other pagan
worship.

Notwithstanding its extravagance, the Hindoo system
claims attention, from its striking features, from the view
which it affords of the history of the human mind, and from
its paramount influence on the ideas and institutions of the
natives themselves. It is impossible, therefore, without

premising an outline of this religion, to convey any distinct

idea of the character of those who profess it.

The learned books of this people contain some sublime
doctrines respecting the nature of the Deity. They dis-

tinctly recognise the existence of one supreme and invisible

Author and Ruler of the universe. They even describe his

attributes in lofty terms, superior to those employed in the

philosophical writings of Plato, and approaching nearer
than any other human composition to the delineations of
the inspired penman. We may illustrate this by quoting
the Gayatri, or holiest text of the Vedas, from Sir William
Jones's translation.

" Let us adore the supremacy of that divine Sun, the

Godhead, who illuminates all, who recreates all, from whom
all proceed, to whom all must return, whom we invoke to

direct our understandings aright in our progress towards
his holy seat.

" What the sun and light are to this visible world, that

are the Supreme Good and Truth to the intellectual and
invisible universe ; and as our corporeal eyes have a distinct

perception of objects enlightened by the sun, thus our souls

acquire certain knowledge by meditating on the light of

truth, which emanates from the Being of beings ; that is

the light by which alone our minds can be directed in the

path to beatitude.

"Without hand or foot he runs rapidly, and grasps
firmly ; without eyes he sees, without ears he hears all

; he
knows whatever can be known; but there is none who
knows him. Him the wise call the great supreme pervad-
ing Spirit."
The Supreme Mind, according to the Braminical system,

displays its energies in the three grand operations of creat-

ing, preserving, and destroying. These are expressed by
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the letters A U M united in the mystic syllable O'M, which
the Hindoo always pronounces with the profoundest venera-
tion. These three powers are separately imbodied in Bra-

ma, Vishnu, and Siva, whose names, according to the phi-

losophers, express only attributes of the one Supreme Mind ;

but the popular theology views them as distinct persons,
with visible, human, and even fantastic forms, mixing with

mortals, committing extravagant and often scandalous ac-

tions, controlled and oppressed by inferior deities, giants,
and even by men. Their history accordingly presents a

strange collection of the loftiest and the meanest, the purest
and most corrupted features in moral nature.*

* In the engraving here given of the principal Hindoo deities, the figure
in the centre, with four heads, is Braina. On his right, in front, i»

Vislinu, and behind, Indra. On the left, Rama is seated in front, while
Siva stands behind. These figures are taken from Sir William Jones,
Asiatic Researches, vol. i., except Siva, the representation of whom is

borrowed from Sonnera.

/
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To Brama, the first and highest person in the Hindoo
trinity, is assigned the work of creation. Mr. Ward thinks
that he is considered by the Indian sages as the Soul of the
world ; yet, from the examination of their writings, it does
not appear that they took so refined a view of the subject.
They represent him rather as having produced or drawn
the universe out of himself, so that all that ever was, or is,
once formed a part of his essence. His own origin was
very singular. The Supreme Mind, it is said, having by a

thought created the waters, laid in them an egg, which
remained inactive for many millions of years, till Brama, by
the energy of his own thought, caused it to divide, and from
it he himself was born in the shape of the divine malerfamedm all worlds as the great forefather of spirits.

Brama, among the Indian deities, holds decidedly the

pre-eminence, sharing even the essence of the Supreme
Mind; yet, perhaps from the very circumstance of this

lofty position, he attracts comparatively little attention or

worship. He has neither temples erected, nor sacrifices
offered to him, nor festivals celebrated in his honour. He
gives name indeed to the great caste of the Bramins or

priests ; but no sects derive from him their appellation, or

specially devote their lives to his service. In return the

priests in regard to him have indulged less in those scan-
dalous and indecent fictions which crowd the history of in-

ferior divinities.

Vishnu, in the sacred annals of India, makes a much
more frequent and conspicuous figure. In his character
of preserver, or more properly deliverer, he is represented
as having interposed whenever the world and the race of
men were threatened with any peculiar danger. The avatars
of Vishnu, his descents to the earth in various animated
forms, furnish the most fertile theme of Hindoo legend and

poetry. The chiefs and heroes whose exploits appeared
to indicate a celestial origin were considered as incarnations
of this deity. These illustrious personages, in becoming
Vishnu, did not lose altogether their own identity ; they ac-

quired a sort of compound existence, and had worship paid
to them under both characters.

It were tedious as well as disgusting, to trace at any
length the many marvellous and ridiculous transformations
ascribed to this god. A few instances will afford a surli-
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cient idea of the wild, though sometimes sublime, ravings

in which the framers of the Hindoo pantheon indulge.

Vishnu made his first appearance on earth as a fish, so

small as to be conveniently placed in a vase of water. This

wonderful animal, however, successively expanded his di-

mensions, till not the vase only, but a cistern, a pool, a

lake, became insufficient to contain him. Being at length

thrown into the ocean, he appeared, blazing like gold, a

million of leagues in extent. The narrative concludes

with an account of the fish rising and destroying a giant.

Vishnu assumed secondly the figure of a boar, who grew

always larger and larger, till with his tusks he raised up

the earth from the bottom of the waters into which it had

sunk.

The third presentation
of this deity was to act a con-

spicuous part in that extraordinary process called the

Churning of the Ocean. There is no theme on which Hindoo

poetry and mythology have thrown out such a crowd of

wildly luxuriant images. The scene opens on Mount

Meru, " a most exalted mass of glory, reflecting the sunny

rays from the splendid surface of its gilded horns. Many
celestial medicinal plants adorn its sides, and it stands pierc-

ing the heaven with its aspiring summit,—a mighty hill,

inaccessible even by the human mind. It is adorned with

trees and pleasant streams, and resoundeth with the de-

lightful songs of various birds." On its pinnacle the angels

and deities began to meditate on the means of procuring

the Amreeta juice, the grand draught which confers im-

mortality. It was then arranged between Vishnu, here

called Narayan, and Brama, that the ocean should be

churned like a pot of milk by the united strength of Soors

and Asoors, the good and evil powers, till it should throw

up the precious liquid. Thereupon Ananta, king of the

serpents, raised up Mount Mandar, and placed it upon the

back of Koornaraj, king of the tortoises. Another mighty

serpent, named Vasoakee, was then fastened to the moun-

tain to be employed as a rope ; whereupon angels and de-

mons united in grasping the serpent by the head and tail,

and whirling it with such violence, that " the roaring of

the ocean, while violently agitated, was like the bellowing

, of a mighty cloud. Thousands of the various productions

of the waters were torn to pieces by the mountain, and
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confounded with the hriny flood
;
and every specific being

of the deep, and all the inhabitants of the great abyss which
is below the earth, were annihilated. The forest trees

were dashed against each other, and precipitated from its

utmost height with all the birds thereon." Such at leno-th

was the effect of this tremendous agitation, that the whole
of the mighty deep was converted into one mass of butter.

The performers, being by this time completely exhausted,
were endowed with fresh strength by Narayan ; and
after the movement had been for some time continued under
his direction,

" there arose from out the troubled deep, first

the moon, with a pleasing countenance, shining with ten
thousand beams of gentle light ; then Soora Devee, the

goddess of wine, and the white horse called Oochisrava."
Other similar apparitions followed, till at length the Dew
Dhanwantaree, in human shape, came forth, holding in

his hand a white vessel filled with the immortal juice
Amreeta.
The successful termination of this grand experiment was

not immediately attended with the happy effects that had
been anticipated. A combat on the most immense scale

arose between the Soors and Asoors. The imagery em-

ployed to describe it is certainly not without grandeur,
though tinctured with bombast and exaggeration.

" Mil-
lions of sighs and groans arise on every side, and the sun
is overcast with blood, as they clash their arms, and wound
each other with their dreadful instruments of destruction.
Now the dauntless Asoors strive with repeated strength to

crush the Soors with rocks and mountains, which, whirled
in vast numbers into the heavens, appeared like scattered

clouds, and fell with all the trees thereon in millions of

fear-exciting torrents, striking violently against each other
with a mighty noise ; and in their fall the earth, with all

its fields and forests, is driven from its foundation. They
thunder furiously at each other as they roll along the field,

and spend their strength in mutual conflict." Victory at

length declared in favour of the benevolent powers, and

JVarayan was intrusted with the Amreeta, to be preserved
for the use of the immortals.

Vishnu, in his fourth appearance as half-ninn, half-lion,
subdued a band of giants who had conquered the earth, and
even dethroned Indra, the kill" of heaven. His liuh de-

Vol. II—T
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scent was to vanquish Bali, an earthly king, who, by the

mysterious sacrifice of a hundred horses, had acquired

supernatural powers, and threatened the conquest of the

celestial regions. But the manner in which the deity is

made to effect this grand object is silly in the extreme. He

appeared as a Bramin of very diminutive stature, and sought

merely the gift of so much ground as he could pass over in

three steps. Having received this small boon, he suddenly
resumed his natural dimensions, placed one foot on heaven,

and another on earth ;
a third then projected from his

belly, for which Bali, being unable to furnish a place, was

obliged to atone for this failure by descending to the world

beneath.

The sixth, seventh, and eighth avatars were in the char-

acters of Parasu Rama, Rama, and Bala Rama, to deliver

the world from successive monsters and giants. His ex-

ploits as the second of these personages furnish the subject

of the celebrated sacred epic called the Ramayana. But

the transmutation upon which the Hindoo writers most

fondly dwell is that into their favourite Krishna, who has

already been alluded to as a powerful sovereign and formi-

dable warrior. Tradition represents him as having passed
his youthful days in a pastoral retirement, and the extrava-

gant fancy of the Hindoo poets caught hold of this legend.

They exhibit him at this period as the lover of sixteen

thousand milkmaids ; to gain whose favour he converted

himself into an equal number of sighing swains, while

each fond maiden fancied herself the sole object of Krishna's

tenderness. Under this character, much more than by
those warlike attributes which enabled him to vanquish the

giant Kungsu, this deity has acquired numerous and devoted

worshippers, and become the chief theme of lyric and amo-

rous poetry among the Hindoos.

In the ninth avatar, Vishnu assumed the form of Boodh,
the author of a rival creed, distinct from that of Brama,
but which, notwithstanding, by this incarnation was ad-

mitted into a certain alliance with it. More will be said

hereafter on this subject. The tenth avatar, when Vishnu

will descend mounted on a white horse, and armed with a

scimitar, to root out evil from the earth, is as yet only the

object of fond expectation.

Siva, the third member of the Hindoo triad, is represented
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as passing through an equal variety of adventures, most of

them in the highest degree strange and unnatural
;
but he

does not appear under so many characters, nor are his ex-

ploits on the whole so striking. Although the destroyer be

his proper appellation, it seems more applicable to Doorga,
his female partner, whose aspect and deeds do indeed com-
bine whatever is most awful and terrific. He is represented
as being of a silver colour, exhibiting various shapes, having
sometimes five faces, sometimes only one with three eyes.
Elsewhere he is seen naked riding on a bull, with serpents

hanging from his ears like jewels. Worship is rendered
to him by numerous votaries, who exalt him as the su-

preme deity, greater and more ancient than either Brama
or Vishnu. He is peculiarly revered in the mountain-ter-

ritory ; and, under the appellation of Mahadeo, is described

as throned in the most inaccessible precipices of the Him-
malehs. But the chief disgrace of his religion consists in

the lingam, a symbol resembling the phallus of the ancients,
which is not only displayed in the temples, but worn round
the necks of all his votaries. Yet it is remarkable that

these sectaries make a boast of leading more pure and even
austere lives than the generality of Hindoo devotees.

Doorga is the chief among the female deities, and indeed
the most potent and warlike member of the Hindoo pan-
theon. The Greeks had Minerva, an armed and martial

goddess, whose prowess equalled that of their greatest
male divinities ; but she was a weak and pacific maiden
when compared with the spouse of the Indian destroyer.
The wars waged by the latter, and the giants who fell

beneath the might of her arm, form prominent themes in

the wild records of Hindoo mythology. Her original name
was Parvati ; but hearing that a giant named Doorga had
enslaved the gods, she resolved to destroy him. He is said

to have led into the field a hundred millions of chariots and
one hundred and twenty millions of elephants. In order

to meet this ovsrwhelming force, Parvati caused nine mil-

lions of warriors, and a corresponding supply of weapons,
to issue out of her own substance. The contest, however,
was ultimately decided by her personal struggle with the

giant, whose destruction she then succeeded in effecting.
In honour of this achievement, the gods conferred upon
their deliverer the name of the huge enemy whom she had
overcome.
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Doorga has equalled Vishnu in the variety of shapes into

which she has multiplied herself, and of names by which

she has been distinguished. The most remarkable being

with whom she has shared her identity is Cali, or Kalee,

who under her own name is a principal object of Hindoo

adoration. Every humble characteristic of her original is

in Kalee heightened and carried to the extreme. She is

black, with four arms, wearing two dead bodies as earrings,

a necklace of sculls, and the hands of several slaughtered

giants round her waist as a girdle. Her eyebrows an 1

breast appear streaming with the blood of monsters whom
she has slain and devoured. Yet India has no divinity

more popular, nor one on whose shrine more lavish gifts

are bestowed. Not content, as the male deities generally

are, with the simple offerings of rice, fruit, vegetables, and

milk, she must see her altars flow with the blood of goats

and other animals. The ancient books contain directions

for the performance even of human sacrifices to this cruel

goddess. The bands of robbers by whom Bengal is in-

fested hold Kalee in peculiar honour, looking specially to

her for protection and aid, and invoking, by dark incanta-

tions, her blessing on their unhallowed exploits.

It would be of little interest to enter into details re-

specting the minor divinities, whose number is very great.

Indra, though presiding over the elements, and invested

with the lofty title of King of Heaven, is not destined to

reign for ever ;
he has even, by the efforts of men and

giants, been already repeatedly driven from his station.

Kartikeya, the god of war, riding on a peacock, with six

heads and twelve hands, in which numerous weapons are

brandished, presents a striking specimen of the fantastic

forms in which Hindoo superstition invests its deities.

Gancsa, a fat personage with the head of an elephant, is so

revered that nothing must be begun without an invocation

to him, whether it be an act of religious worship, opening

a book, setting out on a journey, or even sitting down to

write a letter. Surya is the deified sun ;
Pavana is tihe god

of the winds ; Agnee, of tire ; Varuna, of the waters.

Yama, the Indian Pluto, pronounces sentence on the dead ;

but his judgment-seat is not beneath the earth, but in its

southern extremity, at a place called Yamalaya. A large

share of homage is attracted to him by the mingled influ-

ence of fear and hope.
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Among a superstitious people, it is not wonderful that

the grand objects of nature should be personified and excite
a feeling of devout veneration. Great rivers, from their

mysterious sources, their broad expanse, and their unceas-

ing motion, tend to inspire ideas peculiarly solemn. They
are accordingly very favourite objects of Hindoo worship.
There is scarcely in heaven or earth a name more sacred
than Ganges. Its waters are said to descend from above,
and to purify from every stain the man who undergoes in

them a thorough ablution. To die on its banks, moistened
by its stream, is deemed a sure passport to paradise.
Journeys extending to thousands of miles are undertaken
for the purpose of beholding and bathing in its sacred cur-
rent. Many rash devotees even yield themselves to a

voluntary death amid its waves, fancying that they thus
secure complete felicity in the future world

;
others devote

their offspring to a similar destiny. In the courts of Ben-

gal a portion of the waters of the Ganges is produced
upon which witnesses are required to make oath,—this form
of attestation being esteemed of all others the most bind-

ing, though some scruple to employ an object so holy for
this secular purpose. The JVerbudda, the Godavery, the

Kistna, the Cavcrv, and almost everv stream that rolls

T2
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through this vast region, have likewise a sacred character,

though none in so eminent a degree as the Ganges.
The Hindoo is also much addicted to a worship which

indicates the lowest degradation of the human mind,—that

of the brute creation. His most exalted deities, the cre-

ators and preservers of the world, scarcely command a

reverence equal to that bestowed on the cow. This useful

animal is saluted with every expression of profound affec-

tion and veneration. She is called the mother of the gods
and of three worlds. The highest deities are humbly en-

treated to appear under the form of milch kine, as that in

which they will be most grateful and serviceable to their

votaries. Even their dung is thought to confer a holy
character upon every object on which it is smeared. Two
great Indian princes, the Rajah of Travancore and the Pe-

ishwa Ragoba, being each enclosed in the body of a golden
cow and then drawn out, were regarded as having expe-
rienced a new birth ;

the statue was immediately cut in

pieces and distributed among the Bramins. In their trea-

ties with the British, the native princes on some occasions

urged most earnestly that the soldiers should not be per-
mitted to kill a cow within the precincts of their territory.

The monkey also ranks high among the objects of Hin-

doo worship. The exploits of Hanuman, with his innu-

merable host of four-footed brethren, are among the most

conspicuous incidents in the Ramayana. Princes and great
men often indulge in the strange freak of celebrating with

pomp and profusion the marriage of monkeys. The ani-

mal, like a great chief, is seated in a palanquin, and fol-

lowed by a train of singing and dancing girls, amid the

display of fireworks. Garoora, the king of birds, is another

object of veneration, though not equally distinguished.
The ideas of man respecting an invisible world and a

future state of retribution form a most important element

in his religious belief. On this subject ths sentiments of

devout Hindoos are often profound, overcoming in some
instances the love of life, and impelling them to strange
modes of suicide.

But their creed derives its peculiar character from the

tenet, so generally diffused throughout the East, respect-

ing the transmigration of souls. According to this belief,

the spirit of man -lfter death is not conveyed into a different
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State of existence,' but goes to animate some other mortal

body, or even one belonging to the brute creation. The

receptacle into which it then enters is decided by the course

of action followed during the present life. The virtuous

man may rise from an humble caste to the rank of a prince,

or even of a Brumin, while the depraved not only sink into

degradation as human beings, but even have their souls

enclosed in the bodies of animals. With this view the

Hindoo oracles endeavour to establish a certain conformity
between the offences committed and the condition under

which they are expiated. The thief is converted into some

animal addicted to steal the articles which were the wonted

objects of his own depredation. The pilferer of grain is

metamorphosed into a rat ;
while he who stole roots or

fruit becomes an ape. The person thus lowered in the

scale of being must pass through a long succession of de-

graded births ere he can reassume the human form and

endowments. This belief is so familiar to the Hindoo that

his conversation is filled with allusions to it. If he see

any one suffering under evils that seem unmerited, he at

once pronounces them the penalty of sin committed in a

previous stage and form of existence. Even on seeing a

cow or dog receive a severe beating, he infers that the soul

which animates them must, under its human shape, have

committed some offence worthy of such castigatiom
Wives who consider themselves injuriously treated by
their husbands, or servants by their masters, indulge the

earnest hope that in some future state of being they shall

exchange conditions, and obtain the opportunity of a signal

retaliation.

This doctrine, which might seem to confine human souls

to this earthly sphere, does not however exclude the belief

that in manv instances they are conveyed to a heaven or a

hell. These places of reward and punishment are minutely

described, and set forth with that studied adaptation to

merits and offences which makes a striking part of the Hin-

doo system. There are celestial mansions, variously grad-

uated, to be reached only by Bramins or persons of high

attainments, or for performing works of extraordinary

sanctity. These bear much resemblance to the paradise

of Mohammed, being scenes of voluptuous enjoyment per-

fumed by sweet flowers, fanned by the softest breezes, glit-
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tering with gold and gems, enlivened by the song, the

dance, and the society of beautiful damsels. Some ardent

devotees aspire to a still loftier destiny : they hope to be

absorbed into the essence of Brain, or the Supreme Mind,

where they shall repose for ever on an unruffled sea of

bliss. Hell is in like manner composed of many compart-

ments, corresponding to the various iniquities on account

of which erring mortals may be doomed to enter its dismal

precincts.
The unmerciful are to be tormented by snakes ;

the drunkard is to be thrown into pans of liquid fire ; the

despiser of a Bramin is to stick fast in the mud with bis

head downwards ; the inhospitable to have his eyes torn

out by vultures : the seducer to be embraced by an image
of red-hot iron. Some of these abodes are covered with

darkness, others filled with boiling oil or burning copper ;

one is crowded with animals and reptiles, another planted

thick with thorns. The ground is here composed of deep

mire, there it bristles with needles. Thus it is manifest

the Hindoo system, though in a somewhat fanciful manner,

affords a certain sanction to all the various branches of

moral duty. Still, the bestowing of gifts upon Bramins,

the observance of certain ceremonies, the performance of a

long and difficult penance, are believed to constitute the

higher degrees of merit ; atoning even of themselves for

the most enormous sins, and ensuring an endless enjoy-

ment of felicity.

The temples erected for the celebration of Hindoo wor-

ship appear to have been in ancient times of the most costly

and magnificent description. Their early structures bear

also a peculiar form, so dissimilar to those of modern date

that they would seem to be the monuments of some mighty

people who no longer exist. The most remarkable are

those found in different parts of the Deccan, not consisting

of masonry, but excavated in the sides of mountains,

which, in many instances, have been entirely cut out into

columns, temples, and images. The most celebrated, per-

haps from having first attracted observation, is Elephanta,
termed by Mr. Maurice " the wonder of Asia." It is situ-

ated about half-way up the declivity of a hill, in a small

wooded island near Bombay. Three entrances are afforded

between four rows of massive columns, and the principal

one i? 220 feet long by 150 broad. The inost conspicuous
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object, placed in the centre, is a triple bead of colossal di-

mensions, being six feet from the chin to the crown. It

was lonf supposed to represent the Hindoo triad
;
but is

now believed to be simply a figure of Siva, to whom this

temple is dedicated, and with whose images it is filled. On
the neighbouring and larger island are the cave-temples of

Kenneri, less spacious, but more lofty, and equally rich in

sculptures. A whole hill was here formed into an exca-

vated city, with tanks, stairs, and every accommodation for

a large population ;
but all is now deserted and silent. The

great cave of Carli on the opposite coast is similar to those

of Kenneri, but still more spacious and elegant. Again, near

the ancient city of Deoghir and the modern Dowlatabad are

the wondrous structures of Ellora. Here a lofty hill is com-

pletely cut out into a range of temples, and its surface cov-

ered with varied sculpture and ornaments. " The first

view," says Mr. Erskine,
" of this desolate religious city is

grand and striking, but melancholy. The number and

magnificence of the subterraneous temples, the extent and

loftiness of some, the endless diversity of sculpture in

others, the variety of curious foliage, of minute tracery,

highly-wrought pillars, rich mythological designs, sacred

shrines, and colossal statues, astonish but distract the mind.

The empire whose pride they must have been has passed

away, and left not a memorial behind it."

We may likewise notice Mahabalipoor, known also by the

name of the Seven Pagodas, situated about thirty-five miles

south of Madras. The term signifies the city of the Great

Bali, and the sculptures refer chiefly to the exploits of that

deified hero, as well as to those of Krishna, Arjoona, and

other actors in the war celebrated in the Mahabarat. While

the structures in the west of India are dedicated almost ex-

clusively to Siva, this is sacred to Vishnu, of whom, in the

principal temple, there appears a colossal image sleeping on

an enormous hooded snake. These monuments are not on

the same gigantic scale as those at Elephants and Kenneri
;

but many of them are said to be very beautifully executed.

Tradition and some remains attest the existence of a great

capital near this site ;
but at present it is inhabited only by

a few Bramins living in huts, who obtain a subsistence by

exhibiting the ruins.

The pyramidal temples called pagodas are numerous in
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the south of India ;
but in grandeur and beauty they aio all

eclipsed by that of Tanjore, a city long celebrated as the

most learned and opulent in that part of the peninsula. It

is 200 feet high, and the interior contains the figure of a

bull in black granite, the dignified object in whose honour

it appears to have been constructed. Lord Valentia was

not allowed to enter the precincts of the temple ; but from

the door he obtained a view of this revered animal, which

appeared to him to present rather a favourable specimen of

Hindoo sculpture.
The Jains have ancient temples in Rajpootana, which

may vie with the most splendid of those erected by the dis-

ciples of Brama or Boodh. One of these, built within the

fortress of Kumulner, is marked by a fine style of simple

and classical elegance, its form bearing even a close anal-

ogy to the temple of Theseus at Athens. Hence Colonel

Tod has been induced to entertain the conjecture, that it

may have been designed by Grecian architects, at an era

when the kingdom of Bactriana, under Greek sovereigns,

held sway over a great part of India. Another temple, of

a style decidedly oriental, in the fortress of Ajmere, is one

of the most perfect as well as most ancient monuments of

Hindoo architecture. The facade is covered with Arabic

inscriptions ;
but Colonel Tod thought he discovered under

these the traces of Sanscrit characters, and conceives the

design to have been originally Hindoo, but worked over by

the less skilful hand of a Mussulman architect.

In the vicinity of Kotah, a Rajpoot territory bordering

on Malwa, Colonel Tod discovered, and has described, in

his second volume, some very splendid structures. The

temple at Barolli is remarkable, not for its dimensions, for

it does not exceed fifty-eight feet in height, but for the pro-

fusion of sculpture with which its surface is covered ; so

that every stone is considered as forming a miniature build-

ing. Notwithstanding a very high antiquity, it is still in

wonderful preservation, owing to the close-grained quartz-

rock of which it is constructed, and to a fine marble cement

spread over it. The colonel considers the sculptured figures

as completely redeeming the character of ancient Hindoo

art ; being marked by a peculiarly easy and flowing style,

and presenting some heads that would not disgrace Canova,

The temple is dedicated entirely to Siva, of whom, and of
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his warlike consort, the gateway presents two remarkably
fine statues.

In the same territory occur the tempk s of Chandravati,
the remains of the ancient city of Patun, the position of

which is now occupied by the recently erected and flourish-

ing town of Jbalra-patun. Patun, in the days of its glory,
was adorned by 108 shrines, of which only two or three im-

perfect specimens remain. These are covered with the

same profusion of chiselled and sculptured ornaments as

those at Barolli. But the statuary is far inferior, and. be-

ing more modern, marks a gradual decay in the art. It is,

however, much superior to the works executed in the pres-
ent day, when it is made a reproach that the Hindoo chisel

can produce nothing but deformity. The rich and varied

architectural ornaments, carved upon the gateways, col-

umns, ceilings, and every part of the edifices, appear to be

such as no artist in Europe could surpass. These struc-

tures have suffered much dilapidation by being used as quar-
ries for the construction of the modern town, into whose
walls thousands of sculptured divinities have been inserted,

The temples of Ganga-bheva, not far distant from Ba-

rolli, display similar art and beauty, though inferior and

more modern, since a date corresponding to 955 A. D. is

found on the pavement. They are chiefly distinguished by
the deep forest with which they are now surrounded, and

the disappearance of every trace of human habitation.

" The tiger and wild boar are the only inhabitants that visit

the groves of Ganga-bheva." Several gigantic trees have

penetrated and rent the walls ; one of them has large slabs

encased in its wood, and its bark covers a whole regiment
of petty gods. The cave-temples of Dhoomnar, though ex-

tensive,.do not equal those of Elephanta and Carli. They
are chiefly remarkable for the mixture of the Jain worship
with that of Siva. Mynal in Mewar presents a most strik-

ing scene, both from its architectural beauty and the pecu-

liarity of its situation, which is on the brink of a precipice

overhanging the river, and at the entrance of a huge chasm

or dell, 400 feet in depth,
" within which it would be death

to enter," crowded with luxuriant foliage, and peopled with

all the tribes of the Indian forest.

The Hindoo temples of the present day, we have already

remarked, do not display a grandeur in any degree commen-
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surate with those of former times. Many contain only a

single apartment, and may be built for about twenty-five

pounds ;
few have more than three or four rooms. The

grand ceremonies to which multitudes crowd are all cele-

brated in an open area fronting the gates ; so that nothing

is wanted within but space for the images, and accommoda-

tion for one or two attendants. These idols are composed

of every possible material, and of a gTeat variety of dimen-

sions, from gold downwards to wood and clay, and from a

height of twenty-one cubits to figures weighing one or two

ounces. In their form no display is made of the art of the

sculptor ; they are fashioned by the smith, the potter, or

anv other tradesman who works in the substance out of

which the god is to be fabricated. Before acquiring, how-

ever, the character of sacred objects, various offerings, mys-

terious touches, and incantations must be performed by a

Brarain, through whose operation they are at last supposed

to receive eyes° and a soul, and to become the living abode

of the deity whom they represent. Those of clay are

usually modelled by the worshippers themselves, merely to

serve the purposes of a particular festival ; the ceremonies

of which are closed by casting them into the rivers.

The worship and services paid to the Hindoo deities are,

generally speaking, irrational, unmeaning, and often im-

moral. They include no provision for instructing the body

of the people in the duties of life, or even in what is sup-

posed to be divine truth ;
but consist merely in acts of blind

and senseless adulation to popular divinities. Every image,

when lodged in its temple, has a mechanical round of daily

homage performed before it, and is furnished with a regular

allowance of food, which, after remaining a certain time, is

removed and applied to the use of the attendants. On the

great annual festivals these offerings are profusely lavished ;

while the multitudes assembled in front of the temples in-

dulge in indecent songs and extravagant motions. Mr.

Ward enumerates the various articles of maintenance be-

stowed upon Kalee, in her temple at Kaleeghata, among
which are 12,000 goats, 240 tons of rice, 48 cwt. of sugar,

264 cwt. of sweetmeats, and considers them as worth 9000/.

annually. Besides the public solemnities the devotee has

a daily service to perform, explained at great length by Mr.

Cokbrooke and Mr. Ward, but of which we cannot under-
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take to give even an outline. Fulsome praises addressed

to some chosen deity, frequently the repetition of his name
for hours together, constitute the favourite occupation of

the worshipper.

Among the religious duties of the Hindoo begging holds a

conspicuous place. It is incumbent on all who aim at dis-

tinguished sancity to make mendicity the only source of

their subsistence ;
and deep is the degradation of a devotee

of high class when obliged to betake himself for support
to an honest trade. The extensive prevalence of the same

idea in the Romish church, where the mendicant orders en-

joyed such reputation, shows it to have a foundation in hu-

man nature ; but it is nowhere carried to so preposterous
an extent as in Hindostan. Mr. Ward hesitates not to

affirm that an eighth part of the inhabitants of Bengal and

Bahar subsist in this manner. Thus they form a begging

population of upwards of two millions ; and the alms re-

ceived by them, supposing each to obtain only a rupee a

month, will amount to three millions sterling ;
a sum an-

nually extracted from the labouring classes, who in general
are extremely poor.

Devout pilgrimages are in like manner performed by the

Hindoos to a great extent. All the principal roads are

crowded with people hastening to the sacred shrines and

waters. The most celebrated temple for this purpose is

that of Jagannatha or Juggernaut, in Orissa, which is also

frequented by vast crowds to witness the impious rites there

celebrated. Another grand object of attraction is found on

the banks of the Ganges, particularly at the prayagas, or

junctions with its tributary streams. The influx of the

Jumna renders Allahabad one of the chief among holy

cities, and to bathe at the point of confluence atones for

almost all the deadly sins. Still higher value is attached to

those meetings of the waters that take place in its upper

course, amid the grandeur of mountain scenery. Hurdwar,
where the Bagiruttee and Alacananda unite in forming the

Ganges, attracts at a particular season sometimes two mil-

lions and a half of pilgrims from the remotest provinces.

About 45,000 or 50,000 adventurous devotees scale the tre-

mendous cliffs of the Himmalehs, till they reach the shrine

of Bhadrinath, and some even ascend to that of Gangoutn,
where the holy river is seen bursting from beneath the eternal

Vol. ii.— fcr
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snows. Many, however, in making their way along icy

declivities, and by the side of rugged precipices and roaring

torrents, either perish outright or lose partially the use of

their limbs. Yet a very few proceed still farther, and pen-

etrate the passes of the central range till they come in view

of the spacious lake of Manasawara, overhung by the

snowy cliffs of Caillas. Once to have beheld these sacred

waters is considered by the devout as a peculiar felicity.

Penance and" self-torture are regarded as essential to the

attainment of a character for holiness. Not only do devotees

boast of renouncing all the decencies and pleasures of life,

with all the charms of social intercourse, but they rack

their invention to contrive the most painful sufferings.

The yogues or fakirs live in the depth of forests, either ab-

solutely°naked or having their bodies smeared with ashes

and cow-dung, their nails grown to the dimension of huge

claws, their beards reaching to an immeasurable length. It

is their pride to expose themselves to the tempest when it

beats with its utmost fury, and to the sun when darting its

intensest rays ;
above all, to remain fixed for long periods

in constrained and fantastic attitudes. Some hold their

hands above their heads till they cannot bring them down

again; others clench their fists till the nails penetrate the

palm ;
and a third class turn their faces towards the sun

till they cannot regain their natural position. A certain

traveller, who left one of them thus stationed, was aston-

ished on returning to India, sixteen years after, to find him

in the very same posture. There are even persons who dig

a living grave, and remain buried in the earth, with only

an aperture for the admission of light and food. It is

chiefly by means of such preposterous modes of self-torture

that absorption into the essence of Bram or the Supreme
Mind, the highest aim of every Hindoo saint, is held to be

attainable.

These absurd austerities were remarked principally by

the earlier travellers, and are said to have now become

comparatively rare. Yet Mr. Ward, in the year 1806,

when visiting the sacred island of Saugor, saw several

instances of this irrational devotion. He mentions also an

account given by a European gentleman, who in the neigh-

bourhood of Calcutta perceived something of human Bhape

in a hole in the earth ; but, unable to believe that it wan a
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man, beat it till blood flowed, without being able to excite

any movement beyond what might have been expected from
a log of wood. These yogues, according to the same au-

thor, are not humble penitents, but proud ascetics. They
are impressed with the belief that the practice of these

unnatural severities leads directly to the possession of divine

and supernatural powers. They relate stories of impious
men, nay of asoors or demons, who by such means have
obtained an empire over nature, and even over the gods.
There was, it appears, a band of giants, who, by suspending
themselves with their heads downward over a slow fire for

eight hundred years, and tearing the flesh from the bones,
became so mighty, and caused such an alarm throughout
the Hindoo heaven, that the battle in which Doorga van-

quished them ranks among the most distinguished exploits
of that terrible divinity. Another doctrine of this strange
creed teaches that the immortals, instead of viewing with
satisfaction these acts of devotion, are struck with alarm,
lest the performers should thereby arrive at a power dan-

gerous to the stability of the celestial dominion. They do
not therefore scruple to employ means for seducing them
into such sensual indulgences as may cause them to relin-

quish these lofty pretensions.
Indian superstition assumes a still darker form in prompt-

ing to religious suicide. Various are the modes in which
its blinded votaries consign themselves to death. One of
the most common is exhibited at the procession of their

idol cars, particularly at the festival of Juggernaut, when
the precincts of the temple are crowded by vast multitudes
of pilgrims from the remotest quarters, many of whom
perish through fatigue and want of accommodation. The
car is a lofty ornamented structure, in which are seated

representations ofthe god, and of Bala Rama and Soobhadra,
said to be his brother and sister. Large cables are attached
to the vehicle, which the multitude eagerly grasp, and drag
it along in triumph amid the shouts of surrounding thou-
sands. This is the moment when, as the wheels pass
swiftly on, the self-devoted victim rushes forward, throws
himself before them, and is crushed to death. He thus
commands the admiration of the bystanders, and exults in

the hope that he will thereby expiate all his sins, and se-

cure a passage to the celestial abodes. The best repre-
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sentation which wc have met with of such an exhibition is

that given by Sonnerat. He presents it under the title of

" the Festival of Teroton, or the Chariot ;" not as specially-

applying to Juggernaut, but as a general picture of the

scene exhibited there as well as at Seringham, Chillumbrum,

and other celebrated pagodas.
The suttee, or sacrifice of widows on the funeral-pile of

their husbands, is another well-known form of self-immo-

lation. The practice does not appear to be exclusively re-

lio-ious, being connected with the tenderest of domestic

ties, to which the secluded life of Indian females adds pe-

culiar force. Their sacred books, however, decidedly attach

a pious character to this unnatural sacrifice, and lavish

promises of divine blessings on the performance of it.

The widow is assured that she shall thus gain an abode in

heaven during as many years as there are hairs on the

human head, "which are stated at thirty-five millions ; that

her husband, also, though sunk in the depths of hell, will

be drawn up to the same happy region, and the sins of

both entirely wiped away. The deluded female who .acts

her part well proceeds gayly to the spot in her finest attire,

and decked in her most precious jewels and ornaments.

On her arrival she calmly and courteously addresses her

surrounding friends, and distributes among them various

articles of value. Mandelslo, the traveller, when present

only as a spectator, had a bracelet thrown to him by the

lady, which he kept ever after as a memorial of the scene.

Often, however, when the dreadful moment approaches, she

shrinks from the performance of her rash vow, gives way
to cries and despair, and even refuses to ascend the pde ;

but the relations, considering the honour of their family as

implicated, employ every species of urgency and even com-

pulsion to induce her to complete the sacrifice. A scene

peculiarly distressing occurs at the death of those opulent

Hindoos who have carried polygamy to a great extent,

when twelve, fifteen, or eighteen wives are known to have

perished on the same pile. Ward mentions a case in which

the fire was kept burning for three days ;
and during that

time thirty-seven widows of one Bramin came in parties at

different times and threw themselves into the flames. But

perhaps the deepest of these tragedies ever acted in India

was on occasion of the untimely death of Ajit, one of the
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most distinguished princes of Marwar, described by Colonel
Tod in his second volume. Fifty-eight queens, "the cur-

tain wives of affection," determined to offer themselves a

sacrifice to Agni, exclaiming,
" The world we will abandon,

but never our lord !" They went " radiant as the sun,

dispensing charity like falling rain," and threw themselves

together on one mighty pile, which soon blazed to the

skies, and, according to the Hindoo writers,
" the faithful

queens laved their bodies in the flames, as do the celestials

in the lake of Manasawara." It is painful to peruse the

expressions of applause and veneration in which their con-

duct is mentioned, and of the honour it is supposed to con-

fer both on themselves and their deceased spouse. What
renders this practice still more revolting is the fact that

the son is made the instrument of his mother's death, the

ceremonial requiring that his hand should apply the fire to

the pile. We shall afterward have occasion to mention
the steps taken by the British government for suppressing
this frightful superstition.

Another deplorable result of false religion in India was
infanticide. It was to the Ganges chiefly that this barba-

rous sacrifice was performed. Not unfrequently, in cases

of barrenness, a married pair bound themselves, if blessed

with offspring, to doom their first-born to the divinity of

the river. Having allowed the child to reach the age of

three or four, they led him into the water beyond his depth,
and left him to float down the stream. Perhaps some
charitable hand might pick him up ; but by his parents, at

least, he was never more recognised. Other infants were

placed in baskets and hung up on trees, where they were
devoured by ants or birds of prey. The British authori-

ties, however, have now strictly prohibited this criminal

practice. The very frequent destruction of female infants

among the Rajpoot tribes in the west of India is imputed
by Ward to superstition ; but Colonel Tod and Sir John
Malcolm, who had much better information concerning this

quarter of India, are convinced that it arises altogether
from a foolish pride of birth, and the difficulty of suitably

disposing of daughters in marriage. There are other

modes by which individuals seek a voluntary death, as by
plunging into the Ganges, particularly at the point of its

junction with the Jumna, and by exposing themselves to be

U2
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devoured by tigers on the island of Saugor, or other spots

near the mouth of that sacred river.

While over all India the same deities are worshipped,

and the same books held sacred, there is still found scope

for the love of novelty and the propensity intural to man-

kind to separate into sects ; each party esteeming them-

selves wiser and holier than the rest of the world. Mr.

Wilson even considers the successive books of the Vedas,

the Puranas, and the Mahabarat as constituting really

new systems, since, amid the veneration expressed for the

ancient doctrines and modes of worship, they introduce

others essentially different. Zealots in general select some

particular deity, of whom, in preference to all others, they

profess themselves the votaries. Brama, as already ob-

served, notwithstanding his supremacy in the Hindoo pan-

theon, does not stand at the head of any sect. Vishnu

and Siva, the two powers next to him, divide in a great

measure the worship of Indian devotees. The writer just

named reckons that among forty-three leading denomina-

tions, twenty attach themselves to Vishnu, nine to Siva,

four to his wife Doorga, under the name of Saktas, while

ten select inferior objects of adoration. The zealous ad-

herents of the rival sects of Vishnuvites and Sivites, ad-

dicting themselves, according to Indian usage, to pilgrimage

and mendicity, rove through the country in large bands,

who have a great resemblance to sturdy beggars. These

sectaries, exalting to an extraordinary degree the object of

their own special'homage, view one another with great an-

tipathy, and often engage in violent contention. The

symbols and creed of each are on such occasions held up

by their opponents to odium and derision. When they

meet at Hurdwar, or anv other place of religious resort, the

collision becomes formidable, and often ends in bloodshed.

But the most important schism is that between the dis-

ciples of Brama and the adherents of Boodh. The latter

have objects of worship, a creed, ceremonies, and institu-

tions entirely peculiar. They are even stigmatized as

atheists, not yielding divine honours to any great First

Cause, hut solely to deified mortals. The priests of this

order reside in spacious convents, where they devote them-

selves to celibacy and other observances so closely allied to

the Romish church that the less enlightened missionaries
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of the latter faith have been induced to believe the two re-

ligions to be the same. The Boodhists erect temples much

larger and more magnificent, and images of more gigantic

dimensions, than the worshippers of Brama. But the most

remarkable feature in this belief is its local situation, from

which attempts have been made to deduce its origin and

history. There was evidently a time when it prevailed ex-

tensively throughout India ;
and several great dynasties,

particularly of Magadha, were Boodhist. But now almost

every trace of it has been obliterated from Hindostan, while

it rules in all the neighbouring countries to the east and

north, and has overspread nearly the whole extent of

Eastern Asia. It is fully established in Thibet, Bootan,

Birmah, Siam, and Ceylon : it is supposed to be the same
with that of Fo, which is prevalent in China, and with that

of Shamanism, which is diffused through the wide regions
of Tartary. From these facts Mr. Joinville arid other

writers deduce the inference that this creed was once held

by a large proportion of the people of Hindostan ; that a

bloody war, imbittered by a furious persecution, was waged
between them and the votaries of Brama ;

and that the

latter were completely victorious, when the followers of

Boodh were expelled and sought refuge in all the surround-

ing states, where they succeeded in establishing their faith.

We cannot but consider this opinion as somewhat con-

jectural ; and it must appear singular that there should not

remain any record of the wars and persecution which are

here supposed to have taken place. However, the two re-

ligions cannot have had an origin remote from each other,

since, as we learn from Dr. Leyden, the Pali, or sacred

language of the Boodhist Birmahs, is only a dialect of the

Sanscrit.

But as Boodhism is no longer professed in India, we are

not called upon to explain its doctrines. Its moral precepts

appear fully as pure and efficacious as the Braminical. The
doctrine of transmigration is still more deeply rooted in it,

being particularly cherished by the followers of the Grand
Lama or priest-sovereign of Thibet, whose soul, when it

quits this earthly abode, is supposed instantly to animate the

frame of an infant, and thereby to perpetuate his own
identity.

The Jains, or Joinas, are a sect very numerous in Western
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Hindostan. They combine in some measure the practice and

doctrine of the two rival systems of Brama and Boodh. In

accordance with the former, they have four castes, while

their ceremonies, as well as their order of priesthood, are very

similar ;
and they agree wise with the Boodhists in various

tenets, particularly in worshipping only deified heroes.

They have very splendid temples, with images of more gi-

gantic size than are now made by other Hindoos. One of

these, called Gomut Iswara, is eighteen times the height
of a man ;

while a tradition is preserved of another five

hundred times as large, consisting of pure gold, but

which is now sunk in the bottom of the sea. It has been

supposed that the Jains were originally pure Boodhists ;

but when the Bramins attained the superiority, fear or inter-

est induced them to admit into their system various modi-

fications from that of the triumphant sect.

The Seiks have already been mentioned as having at-

tempted to form an alliance between the two creeds of the

Mohammedan and the Hindoo. These sectaries are equally

remarkable for their political as their religious principles ;

and the furious persecutions to which they were once ex-

posed have stamped upon them a peculiarly fierce and vin-

dictive character. As a nation they are now masters of a

great part of the territory bordering on the Indus, and form

the only state in that part of Asia which is completely inde-

pendent of the English, with whom they have never mea-

sured their strength.
An interesting fact is presented by the colonies of early

Christians and Jews formed in the interior of Cochin and

Travancore at the southern extremity of the coast of Mala-

bar. The Christians are called Syriac from their using that

language, and are supposed to have been disciples of St.

Thomas. In 1806 Dr. Claudius Buchanan paid them a

visit, and was much edified by the amiable and primitive

simplicity of their manners. They had places of worship
whose structure much resembled that of some old English

churches, where, by the unwonted sound of bells, the vis-

iter was strongly reminded of his native country. A bishop
in white vestments courteously received Dr. Buchanan, and

introduced him to three presbyters, Je? i, Zecharias, and

Unas. The people were poor ; but the general diffusion

of intelligence, and the liberty allowed to the female sex,
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with the propriety of their demeanour, suggested the idea
of a Protestant country. They had, however, only a few

copies of the Bible, and those in manuscript. Mr. Wrede
says their number is computed to amount to 150,000 ; but
Mr. Baber, in his late evidence before parliament, estimates

them at only 100,000, and adds that they are the best sub-

jects their princes have.

The Jews are divided into two colonies, the while and the

black, whose establishment appears to have taken place at

different eras. The former report themselves to have ar-

rived soon after the destruction of Jerusalem ; while the

latter, from their complexion and appearance, are supposed
to have settled at a much earlier period. They had ancient
Hebrew manuscripts written on goat's skin, one of which
Dr. Buchanan with some difficulty obtained permission to

carry away. It was deposited in the university of Cam-
bridge, where it was shown to the present writer by the

late Dr. Clarke, who stated that on collation there appeared
little difference between it and our authorized text.
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CHAPTER VII.

Hindoo Manners and Literature.

National Character-Government-Village System-Castes-Bramins
-Cshatrvas—Vaisvas-Sudras-Mixed-Loss of Caate-Panahs-

Vanous Estimates of Hindoo Character-General Result-Decoity-

Domestic Life-Females of India—Modes of spending Money—Lite-

rature—The Vedas—The Puranas—Mahaharat and Ramayana—Amo-

rous Poems-Metaphvsical Works-Fable or ^\f\^^-^iem
Writings-Study of English Literature-Detached Hindoo TruVs-

Rainootana-Her Nobles-Bards-Princesses—Infanticide—The Jha-

rejahs-Nayrs of Calicut-Bheels-Tudas-Mahommedan Population

—Parsees—Jits or Jauts.

There are certain features in national character which

not only discriminate one people from another in distant

parts of the globe, but also the same people from their

immediate neighbours, that may be generally traced by

an attentive observer, though many circumstances render

the delineation of them extremely difficult and uncertain.

The distinguishing peculiarities
are blended with others that

are common to mankind in general.
The task, besides, re-

quires that nice observation which is possessed by very few

writers, and which, in all cases, is easily biassed by passion

and prejudice. Hence the character of the Hindoo has

been drawn in very opposite colours, according to the sug-

gestion of those partv impressions which in this case are

perhaps stronger than in regard to any other people. Before

attempting to balance and estimate such conflicting testimo-

nies, it mav he advantageous to bring into view some lead-

ing distinctions which influence the national character.

The outlines of their religious system have already been

traced ;
and we have now to consider their political arrange-

ments, and the peculiar cartes and classes into which society

is divided. ,

The Hindoos appear to have been always ruled by des-

potic governments, and for manv ages their subjection to a

foreign race, wholly differing in religion, manners, aspect,

and language, has been peculiarly humiliating. Even the
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native princes, who have retained or recovered a certain

degree of power, exercise a prerogative uncontrolled by any
established rights or privileges. The only check has been
one of a very irregular kind, arising from the turbulent

sway of the inferior chiefs, whose influence over their im-
mediate vassals is frequently exerted to support their own
authority, which is not less absolute. Still, amid this cor-

rupting despotism, traces are found of a system purely re-

publican, existing in the villages which, overall India, have
an interior constitution entirely distinct from the general
rule to which the country at large is subjected.
A village, or rather township, is formed by a community

occupying a certain extent of land, the boundaries of which
are carefully fixed, though often disputed. Sometimes it is

cultivated by the united labour of the inhabitants
;
but more

usually each ploughs his separate field, leaving always a

large portion of common. Assignments of land are also

made to various functionaries, who are charged with import-
ant public services. The principal personage is the potail,
or head-man, who acts as judge and magistrate, and treats

respecting the village affairs with other communities, or with
the national rulers. Other duties are intrusted to the

registrar, the watchman, the distributer of water, the as-

trologer, smith, carpenter, potter, barber, washerman, and
silversmith. Whatever change the supreme authority in

the kingdom may undergo, into whatever hands it may pass
by inheritance, usurpation, or force of arms, whether its

rulers be native or foreign, the peculiar constitution of each

township remains unaltered
; no revolutions affect it, no

conquest changes it. Even when an overwhelming inva-

sion or desolating inroad has compelled its members to leave
their native seats, and to spend long years in exile, upon the
first dawn of tranquillity they hasten back, and resume
without resistance or dispute their ancient inheritance.

These numerous republics, maintained in the vicinity of a

powerful despotism, have doubtless contributed largely to

the prosperity which India has enjoyed. Yet they are too
much scattered to exercise any permanent check on the ab-
solute power of the princes and chieftains who dispute
amflng themselves the mastery of that extensive region.
The next grand feature, and one now peculiar to India, con-

sists in the division of the people into castes
. an institution
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which lias long effected a separation among certain orders

of society as complete as if they had belonged to different

species, and which, though its power, owing to an increas-

ing intercourse with the English, is beginning to be shaken,

still continues immense. The four castes proceed in a de-

scending scale,—the Bramins, the Cshatryas, the Vaisyas,

and the'.Sudras. It is religion, or rather a slavish super-

stition, by which these extraordinary distinctions are sanc-

tioned, and at the same time reconciled and cemented so as

to preserve from disorganization a community in which cer-

tain interests are kept in immutable subordination. The

sacred books represent the Bramins as having issued in the

moment of creation from the mouth of Brama, the Csha-

tryas from his arm, the Vaisyas from his thigh, while the

Sudras drew their ignoble origin from his foot. Accord-

in aly, while the first enjoy a rank almost equal to divinity,

the latter are denied the rights and the place of human

beings. .

It must appear a remarkable circumstance, and is per-

haps owing to the long subjection of India to Moslem do-

minion, that while the priestly or Braminical order are

held in such unbounded veneration, no tax is levied, no lands

assigned by government for their support, no provision even

is made for the supply of their most urgent, necessities.

Considerable donations have indeed been granted to the

brotherhood bv charitable individuals, yet they still profess

to be mendicants subsisting solely on alms. The youthful

Bramin, as soon as he is invested with the poita or cotton

thread which distinguishes his order, begins to ask alms

of his parents and of the surround in? company, "i et this

situation, which would appear to sink them beneath every

other class, is perhaps the chief cause which has led to their

exorbitant acquisitions. Depending chiefly on the opinion

and favour of the multitude, they are sometimes tempted to

employ the most unwarrantable arts for securing and ex-

tending their influence.
" A Bramin," said one of their

number to M. Dubois, "is an ant's nest of lies and impos-

tures." They cherish in the people all those debasing su-

perstitions to which the mind of man is prone ; while they

exalt, in an extravagant degree, the dignity of their own

place and office, as well as the merit of those who confer

donations unon them. The sacred books are filled with
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relations of the miraculous powers of Bramins exerted in

drying up the sea, vomiting fire on their enemies, and

trampling on the most powerful deities. Krishna is intro-

duced as humbly presenting a party of them with water to

wash their feet ; and a story is diligently recited concern-

ing one of their number who gave the most opprobrious re-

ception to Brama, Vishnu, and Siva, when they came

together to wait upon him. The laws not only pronounce
the murder of a Bramin to be of deeper atrocity than that

of any other individual, but punish as crimes the most tri-

vial slights offered to that sacred class. If a Sudra pre-
sume to sit down on the carpet of a Bramin, the part thus

sacrilegiously deposited is either burnt with a hot iron or

entirely cut off. If he spit upon such a hallowed person,
he is deprived of his lips. If he listen to reproaches against

him, melted lead is poured into his ears. If he pluck him

by the beard, the hands committing this outrage are for-

feited. But to treat Bramins with honour, and confer gifts

upon them, are actions of distinguished merit, atoning for

almost every sin. In the great festivals, when the opulent

occasionally make a display of their wealth, the leading

object is to collect a great number of Bramins and send them

away loaded with presents. At entertainments given by

kings they amount to many thousands. Mr. Ward men-
tions one bestowed during Mr. Hastings's administration by
tbe Dewan at Moorshedabad, where there were said to be

present no fewer than 000,000 of that order. Large be-

quests of land, cows, and other precious effects are made
to them by the pious. So far, indeed, do they rank above

every other class, that the daughter of the poorest Bramin
is taught to consider a king as no equal match for her ; and
the peishwa, when he was at the head of the Mahratta con-

federacy, and held the most commanding station of any
Indian sovereign, was long excluded from eating at table

with any Bramin of high caste.

The Cshatryas, or military class, are second in dignity,
and bear even somewhat of a sacred character. During
the era of Hindoo independence, not only generals, but

even kings were chosen from this body ; though, since the

subjection of India by foreign powers, they have suffered a

very severe depression. They have even been induced to

imitate the costume and manners of Mussulmans, by whom,
Vol. II.-X
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under the Mogul empire, all commands and dignities were

engrossed ; and notwithstanding the limited nature of the

promotion which they can obtain in the British service,

they enter it in considerable numbers. The only powerful
body of this class now remaining are those who, under the

name of Rajpoots, occupy the wild tracts of country border-

ing on the Western Desert, whom their valour and the

strength of their natural fastnesses have secured from

complete subjugation even by the Mogul. These, however,
form a peculiar tribe, whose habits and character will be

noticed hereafter at greater length.
The Vaisyas rank third, and belong to the industrious

part of the community ; but their functions are not very

distinctly or consistently explained. By some they are

said to be traders, by others shepherds and cultivators.

Their proper employment seems to be the carrying on
of any business requiring the investment of capital, but

of which the manual labour is performed by inferiors.

The Sudras stand lowest in the scale of castes, and suffer

a degree of degradation greater than befalls any other class

of persons not actually bondmen. They are not only
doomed to severe and unremitting toil, but as far as

possible are debarred from improving their circumstances.

The attempt of a Sudra to accumulate property is declared

to be unlawful, and to give pain to Bramins. Their spir-
itual prospects are equally clouded. Scarcely can they

hope to reach heaven, or even by the process of transmigra-
tion to attain any hio-her condition on earth. They are not

permitted to perform a single religious ceremony, and arc

exposed to a severe anathema for merely opening a page
of the Vedas, the most ancient and revered depository
of divine knowledge. Their only hope of emerging from

contempt is by profound homage, lavish gifts, and menial

services to the sacred caste. By such actions the Sudra

may raise himself above his fellows, though he cannot,
either in this or a future life, make any approach to the

dignity of the superior classes.

The original and appropriate occupation of this caste is

agricultural labour ; yet certain grades or subdivisions are

also found, who exercise the various trades and handicrafts

necessary in an improved and luxurious society. These,

comprehended under the general appellation of the burren
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sunker, are reported to have sprung from the irregular mixture
of the higher orders, and form, according to Mr. Colebrooke,
a species of outcasts ; but, in general estimation, they hold

nearly the same rank with the Sudras. Great estrange-
ment prevails among these classes, many of whom will not

visit, or hold the slightest intercourse with each other.

Their employments are invariably transmitted by hereditary
descent from father to son ; but though they thereby ac-

quire great mechanical skill, they never attempt to vary
their method, or make any improvement on the models
derived from their ancestors.

Hard as is the lot of the Sudra, it is enviable in com-

parison with that of him who, born to the most exalted

rank, forfeits it through misconduct, accident, or the most
trivial inadvertence. Tasting food or holding communi-
cation with persons of inferior caste, dealing in certain

commodities, eating certain kinds of food, are the chief

among those deadly sins which subject their perpetrator to

as dreadful a doom as can befall a mortal. To swallow,
however involuntarily, a morsel of beef, converts at once
the most revered Bramin into a despised and miserable
outcast. He forfeits his patrimony, and is excluded from
all the courtesy and charities of life.

" The loss of caste,"

says an intelligent writer in the Friend of India,
"

is the
loss of the whole world. Henceforth the offender can see

no more the face of father, mother, brother, or sister, or even
of his wife or children. They will fly from his presence
as from one infected by some deadly distemper." So
insupportable is this fate accounted, that a great proportion
of those who incur it either seek refuge in suicide, or,

flying into remote exile and becoming wanderers over the

earth, hide themselves from the view of those who had
beheld them in the honours of purity.

In the south, and particularly in Malabar, is found a
race named Pariahs, upon whom is entailed by birth this

state of utter degradation. They are supposed by M. Du-
bois to constitute a fifth of the population of these countries,
and are employed only in offices which the meanest labourer

belonging to any caste would disdain ; as scavengers, and
in the rudest descriptions of country labour. They usually
inhabit a suburb or district without the walls of the cities,

which, from accumulated filth and the carrion hung up to
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dry in the sun, presents a disgusting spectacle. The nayr,
or Malabar noble, accounts himself polluted by the touch,
or even the close approach of these unfortunate fellow-

beings ; nay, in such a case, he is legally authorized to

kill them on the spot. The Pariahs therefore find it ne-

cessary to prevent such a meeting ; and if they happen to

enter a path which may render it inevitable, they must
announce their presence by uttering certain sounds, that

the great man may be warned of the impure object with

whose contact he is threatened. Bands of them often take

their station at a little distance from the highway, "howling
like hungry dogs," and imploring the passenger to deposite
some coarse viands which they may afterward approach
and take. They are rendered the more odious to the purer
classes by their filth, their eating indiscriminately every

description of food, and by other excesses usually shunned

by Hindoos of respectability.
In estimating Hindoo society, as modified by these insti-

tutions, we may remark one circumstance which seems at

first view to give it some superiority over that of Europe.
Here rank is constituted by the possession of birth, riches,

and power. A character for wisdom and virtue, indeed,

renders a man respectable in his station ; but, unless it also

procures him wealth or title, will not raise him to a higher.
In India, on the other hand, rank is constituted by having
at least the reputation of learning and piety. Wealth and

power, even in the greatest degree, though they make a

man conspicuous in his caste, do not elevate him above it.

Yet, though the principle seems just, it is applied in a

manner so absurd and indiscriminating as to degrade
instead of raising the mass of society. The distinction is

not formed by any reference to the actual possession of

these qualities, but is confined by birth and an imaginary
celestial origin to a privileged class, who, in order to

preserve their own superiority, studiously exclude all others

from any participation in their advantages. The Bramin,
instead of striving to diffuse knowledge among his country-

men, interdicts all their attempts to attain it ; instead of

pointing the way to heaven, he shuts it against them. His

priestly ministrations are limited to the performance of a

round of unmeaning ceremonies, and do not aim at convey-

ing to the people any instruction either religious or moral.
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The high consideration, accordingly, which he enjoys in

virtue of his supposed sanctity and wisdom, only makes
him seek to monopolize these qualities, and to debar his

fellow-citizens from even endeavouring to acquire them.

Having thus surveyed the leading circumstances which

influence the habits and character of the Hindoo, we may
be prepared to estimate the accuracy of the judgments

pronounced respecting them by different observers. These

have been various and contradictory to a greater degree,

perhaps, than in regard to any other nation. Strong
biasses have often arisen from good motives and feelings.

At first the gentle and polished address of the Hindoo, his

simple habits of life, his literary monuments, rendered

venerable by mystery and antiquity, suggested the idea of a

refined and amiable people. At the same time his wrongs
and long oppression beneath a foreign yoke made him the

object of deep interest and sympathy. But a closer in-

spection dispelled this prepossession, and went far to

substitute one directly opposite. The administrators of

civil and criminal justice became gradually familiar with

many bad features in the character of the Hindoo ; and

dark scenes of violence and iniquity were from time to

time disclosed, that ill accorded with the meek and passive

spirit usually ascribed to him. The Christian missionaries,

again, inspired with a laudable zeal in their high function,

felt perhaps an unnecessary anxiety to exalt it still higher,

by representing him as more immoral than other pagans.
These writers found an able auxiliary in Mr. Mill, whose
extensive researches justly attach the greatest importance
to his opinion, but who, in detecting the errors of his

predecessors, has unquestionably leaned towards an oppo-
site extreme. It is somewhat surprising to find Mr.

Hastings foremost in panegyrizing the natives of India ;

but that celebrated statesman, though compelled perhaps

by the urgency of circumstances to particular acts of op-

pression, always showed a disposition to befriend the body
of the people, and had gained a great share of their attach-

ment. He describes them as "
gentle, benevolent, more

susceptible of gratitude for kindness shown to them than

prompted to vengeance by wrongs inflicted, and as exempt
from the worst propensities of human passion as any

people on the face of the earth. They are faithful and
X2
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affectionate in service, and submissive to legal authority.
Their temperance is demonstrated in the simplicity of their

food, and their total abstinence from spirituous liquors and
other substances of intoxication." According to Heber,"

they are a lively, intelligent, and interesting people.
The national temper is decidedly good, gentle, and kind ;

they are sober, industrious, affectionate to their relations;

generally speaking, faithful to their masters ; easily attached

by kindness and confidence
; and, in the case of the mili-

tary oath, are of admirable obedience, courage, and fidelity,
in life and death." This excellent prelate maintained

always the most friendly intercourse with the people ; and
the amiable tone of his feelings and manners would tend
to draw forth whatever was best in their disposition ; yet
he admits that their morality does not extend beyond the
reach of positive obligations, and where these do not exist

they are oppressive, cruel, and treacherous. For these bad
qualities he considers their system of religion, and their
exclusion from the moral lessons which even their sacred
books inculcate, as mainly answerable. Mr. Mill, on the

contrary, endeavours to show that all the virtues ascribed
to the Hindoo consist in mere outward seeming, and are
often in direct opposition to his real conduct and pro-
pensities. Mr. Ward sums up the character of that people
as " destitute of generosity, patriotism, and gratitude ; as
disobedient to parents, grossly impure, false, litigious, cruel,

treacherous, covetous, ostentatious, destitute ofcompassion."
The most recent statement is that made to the board of
control by Rammohun Roy, who is entitled to be heard on
the subject of his own countrymen. According to him,
" the peasants or villagers who reside away from large
towns, and head stations, and courts of law, are as innocent,

temperate, and moral in their conduct as the people of any
country whatsoever." He admits, however, that the in-

habitants of the cities and large towns, those holding much
intercourse with foreigners and with persons employed in

legal proceedings, are as inferior in point of character, and
"very often made tools of in the nefarious work of perjury
and forgery." His opinion, that the difference is owing to
the strong impressions of religion prevalent in the former

class, but which are effaced among the latter, does not
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coincide with that of Bishop Heber, and can oniy be

regarded as a theory.
Between statements thus conflicting it must be difficult

to form an impartial estimate. It may be observed, that

the Hindoos are universally represented as displaying a

polished, courteous, and engaging address, such as in

Europe distinguishes only persons of the first rank. On
a closer view, however, this appears to be little connected

with warmth of heart or the feelings of real friendship ;

little even with genuine refinement of character. It is

rather the result of the entire subordination of the different

ranks to each other ; for every man in India has superiors
whose favour it deeply concerns him to gain

—before whom
he must suppress his sallies of temper and passion, and

exert all his powers of pleasing. Every circle is thus, as it

were, a court ; a sphere of life excellent as a school of

manners, but rarely the abode of sincere and genuine
affection. The Hindoo, like the courtier, appears imbued

with a thorough selfishness, viewing the mass of mankind

only as instruments to promote his own interest and that

of his immediate connexions. Within the domestic walls,

however, he manifests strong impressions both of duty and

affection. For the chief to whose service he has devoted

himself, and who has gained his attachment, he appears
bound not only by strong ties of honour, but by an enthusi-

astic fidelity, to which he adheres often in the utmost

extremity. The preceding history has exhibited repeated

examples among the greater chiefs of immovable faithful-

ness in adversity, checkered, it must be owned, with some

instances of the basest treachery and desertion.

Such an entire absence of a regard for truth, as to make
it impossible to rely on a word which he utters, is a charge
made by all who have had any intercourse with the Hindoo, /

especially in judicial proceedings. Notwithstanding the
(

force of his religious feelings and prejudices, no oath, how-

ever adapted to his creed, is sufficient to bind him. Com-

plaints of the universal prevalence of perjury are reiterated

from so many quarters,
—by Sir William Jones, Sir James

Mackintosh, and other enlightened and philosophic judges,—that it is impossible to doubt of their being well founded.

Witnesses brought forward in a good cause endeavour to

support it by 6uch palpable falsehoods, that the tribunals are
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often obliged to acquit the guilty, whom they cannot con-

vict but by means of this impure evidence.

One of the circumstances most inconsistent with our idea

of the harmless and gentle character of the Hindoo, is the

extensive prevalence of decoity, or gang-robbery ; a system
of plunder deeply rooted in the habits of this people. The
bands of decoits resemble on a smaller scale the numerous

troops of Mahratta and Pindaree freebooters. They are

not, like European robbers, bold desperadoes, who set at

defiance the order and laws of society. On the contrary,

they form a part of that order ; they are sanctioned by
those laws which, in the ancient codes, apportion the spoil

between the marauders and the state. Even under the

British government, which denounces against them rigorous

penalties, they calculate on their dexterity for eluding de-

tection, and live in the heart of the villages where their

practices are well known, but which scarcely render them
the less respected. These persons do not usually com-

mit depredations on their immediate neighbours, or within

the limits of their own village territory. They issue forth

in organized bands under regular chiefs, to attack the in-

habitants of some distant quarter. In their progress they

press into the troop all who can render any service, threat-

ening instant death in case of refusal. The timid natives,

on their approach, are struck with dismay, and seldom at-

tempt resistance, but either fly, or endeavour to avert the

violence of the assailants by unconditional submission. In

their eagerness to extort hidden treasure, they have recourse

to modes of torture more inhuman, if possible, than those

already described as practised by the Pindarees. In par-

ticular, they are accustomed to apply lighted straw and

torches to the body, or having twisted round it hemp cov-

ered with clarified butter, set it on fire, so as to cause the

most exquisite suffering. At their departure they utter

dreadful menaces against such as may take any steps to dis-

cover or bring them to justice. On one occasion, after

several persons, who had denounced two robbers, had been

murdered, a decoit chief entered a village with an earthen

pot in his hand, and called out :
—" If anybody tells that

the four informers were taken off last night, I will tie this

pot round his neck and drown him ; I will cut him and his

wives and children to pieces. I am Moolea; you know me,
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and you know that I will be as good as my word." The
terror inspired by such threats, the difficulty of bringing evi-

dence before English courts, and the facility of retreat into

the deep jungles by which many of the provinces are bor-

dered, enabled them long to baffle the efforts of government.

They appeared even to increase, threatening to annihilate

the security of properly, and convert the country into an

extensive desert. The administration, however, roused to

the most vigorous exertion, have in later times effected a

very material reduction in the number of those banditti.

About 1814, indeed, they were almost entirely put down;
though they have since to a certain extent revived.

Domestic life, a most important branch of the social con-

dition of any people, is peculiarly interesting as it applies
to the Hindoo, whose regards are in a great measure con-

fined within his family circle. The jealous character of

oriental despotism views with aversion all public assem-

blages ; it checks even that mingled intercourse among
mankind which we call general society. With the excep-
tion of great men, whose vanity is gratified by public dis-

play, the Hindoo forms few connexions beyond those of his

own household. Marriage, the basis of family ties, is con-

sidered not only desirable and agreeable, but absolutely in-

dispensable. A youth of twenty-five and a girl of fifteen,

unmarried, are regarded as not less particular than unfor-

tunate. Mr. Ward mentions a party of old maids, who, to

escape from this reproachful condition, united themselves

in marriage to an old Bramin, as his friends were carrying
him to die on the banks of the Ganges. Yet the felicity en-

joyed in the matrimonial state corresponds very little with

the anxiety thus felt to enter it. Hindoo laws and institu-

tions doom the fair portion of the species to the most de-

pressed and pitiable lot. Every avenue by which an idea

could possibly enter their minds is diligently closed. It is

unlawful for them to open a book ; they must not join in

the public service of the temples ; and any man, even their

husbands, would consider himself disgraced by entering into

conversation with them. The degradation of the wife is

Tendered deeper by the despotic power which usage grants
to the mother-in-law, who regards her son's spouse as little

better than a slave. Hence a rupture often very speedily
ensues , the bride, unable to endure her bondage, flies back
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to her parents, and refuses to return unless the lady of

whose tyrann/she complains makes the first advances to-

•wards a reconciliation. .
. ,

The females of India dress with simplicity,
and prefer

long, flowing robes, which give them an elegant and classi-

cal appearance.
On extraordinary occasions, however, they

deliaht to adom themselves profusely
with trinkets and3 The/live in general

a retired and recluse life in

the interior o/their houses, and it U.considered a breach of

decorum for a man even to look at them. On the death of
decorum lor a

sacrifice themselves on his fu-

25j££S25 SeV choose to forfeit altogether their

J
P
„d social relations, remain ever after in a state of

wklowhood. Both Grant and Ward intimate then belief

intrigue That irregularities, magnified
bv scandal, clo

ingly pTOD.il.; tat,
»''»'"" ^ heir p„fes.ion, w.

j" gaTvows uLajl, marts tta depo«m.r.t
of lb. Hu»i«.
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female. The conduct of the sex in one respect, indeed,

presents a painful contrast
; for religion, which ought to be

the chief guardian of purity, is so wholly perverted as to

sanction, on their part, words and actions the most de-

praved.
The Hindoos are active and industrious, eagerly bent on

the accumulation of wealth
;
and though wages are low,

and the labouring class extremely poor, yet capital, partly

perhaps from its insecurity, yields very high profits. Hence
many of those who have been fortunate in their mercantile
or money-lending speculations attain very great wealth.

Scarcely any part of this is expended in the daily enjoy-
ments and accommodations of life, which in almost every
rank are simple and cheap in the extreme. They live in
low mud-houses, eating on the bare ground, having neither
tables nor furniture ; a practice which is followed by the
richest and highest as well as the lowest. His dwelling is

a shed, the walls are naked, and the mud-floor, for the sake
of coolness, is every morning sprinkled with a mixture of
water and cow-dung. He distributes food among the indi-

gent, but never entertains his friends at dinner. It is only
on some few and rare occasions that the rich give a superb
fete, to which hundreds, and even thousands, are invited.
Even then the expenditure in food and drink is inconsider-

able, being averaged by Mr. Ward at eightpence a head.
But the cost is immense in fireworks and processions, and
in profuse donations of money, garments, and other gifts
to those present, especially to Bramins. It is impossible,,
therefore, to celebrate what is called a respectable marriage
at a smaller cost than 500/. or 600/., and it has been known
to exceed 12,000/. The savings of years are thus dissi-

pated in one day of extravagance ; and a family, which was
in comfortable circumstances, may be plunged into poverty,
and even debt, by the marriage of one of its members.
The literature of the Hindoos, an important element in

their national character, long excited a deep interest. It
was reported to be extensive and valuable, though locked up
in a sacred language which had long ceased to be spoken or
written. The priests retained the key with a suspicious
vigilance, interdicting the entrance to the great body of their
own countrymen, and much more to foreigners. So care-

fully was the secret kept, as to give rise to an opinion that
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it would for ever defy the curiosity and research of Eu-

ropeans. An enthusiasm, however, was kindled by Sir V\ U-

liam Jones for exploring the hidden treasures of oriental an-

tiquity ;
and the exertions of that great man, of Mr. Uole-

brooke, Mr. Wilkins, and others, have induced the natives

to lay open the stores of Sanscrit literature, to furnish

copies, or partially to translate the most remarkable works

composed in it. Specimens have thus been afforded, suffi-

cient to enable the European scholar to appreciate in some

degree these celebrated remains of ancient learning.

The most remarkable feature is the authoritative charac-

ter with which by far the greater part of their books is in-

vested. The Vedas, the holiest and most antique, are not

believed to be merely inspired, but to have been a portion of

the substance of Brama himself, detached in the moment

of creation. When the various portions of the universe,

the .rods and men, were issuing from different parts of his

body, the Vedas, fairly and fully written, dropped from his

four mouths. They are said, however, to have met with

sundry disasters, and even to have once fallen into the bot-

tom of the sea, whence they were miraculously fished up,

and placed in the hands of Vyasa and other learned men,

who professed to methodize and arrange, while it is more

than probable that they really composed them.

The Vedas are four in number, the Rich, the \ ajush, the

Saman, and the Atharvana, with certain minute subdivi-

sions which it is needless to describe. They are arranged

into numerous chapters, sections, and verses, and are chiefly

composed in a poetical form. The largest and most sacred

part consists of the Sanhita, or collection of Mantras, being

prayers or addresses to various divinities. In every Man-

tra are distinguished the Rishi, or saint who is supposed to

utter it, and the god to whom it is addressed. These com-

positions consist of hymns in his praise, petitions lor par-

ticular blessings, which they are supposed to operate as a

charm in procuring, and even in invocations for the destruc-

tion of enemies. Next follow the Braminas, in which are

found moral precepts, religious maxims, and theological

arguments. These last are chiefly comprised in a series ot

tracts called Upanishads, which treat the subject often in

the form of dialogue. The Vedas are voluminous, that

called Rich containing a thousand Mantras, and upwards of
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ten thousand stanzas. They are illustrated by numerous

•comments, of which the Shastras or Sastras are held almost

equally sacred, and are, in their turn, loaded with exposi-
tions

;
so that a very large amount of literary production is

founded upon the Vedas. The perusal of these writings is

the most meritorious exercise in which a Hindoo can en-

gage ; but the Bramins, according to their narrow notions,

-confine that privilege strictly to their own order, and brand

as impious every attempt by one of an inferior class to open
these pages. Even their own studies are not always con-

ducted in the most enlightened or intelligent manner. Be-

ginning to read at a very early age, and having the idea that

merit is attached to the mere repetition of words, they often

disregard the import altogether. So fully is this admitted,
that it is thought as advantageous to repeat the words back-

ward as forward, and devotees are said to value themselves
on reciting them transposed in various fantastic forms,
which exclude altogether any attention to their meaning.
Learned men at Benares, Jyenagur, and other holy cities,

have even been at pains to prepare copies adapted to these

absurd modes of reading.
The Puranas, another extensive portion of Hindoo liter-

ature, are, like the Vedas, composed in verse, and bear a
character still more decidedly poetical. They are confess-

edly more modern, and by no means held in equal venera-
tion. Mr. Colebrooke, indeed, supposes they may have
been meant to constitute a fifth Veda ; but the Bramins
show the inferior estimation in which they are held by
allowing even the humble class of Sudras to read them.
The Puranas, in fact, acknowledge the supreme excellence
of the Vedas, and enforce the reverence due to all the dei-

ties there celebrated and addressed ; yet they introduce us
to an entirely new circle of celestial characters. In the

former, Brama and the creation effected by him are the

leading themes. Theism is decidedly maintained, and ex-

pressed not unfrequently in very elevated language, though
debased by mean and childish details ;

but in the Puranas
deified heroes arc the leading actors, and though, as incar-

nations of Vishnu, they might be held connected with the

original objects of worship, they are in fact mere human
beings, partaking largely the frailties of mortals. These
works, moreover, include accounts of the nature and attri-

Vol. II.—y
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butes of the various divinities, a description of the nume-
rous heavens and hells, forms of prayer and sacrifice, as

well as maxims and precepts of various kinds. They form,

in short, in the estimation of a Hindoo, an almost complete

repository of human and divine learning.
Below the Puranas, in age as well as in dignity, rank the

two great epic narratives of the Mahabarat and Ramayana.
They have also a very different object. Heaven is the

sphere of the Vedas and the Puranas ; but these two cele-

brated poems mainly relate to beings of this earth, of whom
some have never been exalted to the honours of deity.

Rama, Krishna, Arjoona, Yadhisthur, Seeta, Droupadee,
are undoubtedly kings, heroes, and ladies, who really flour-

ished during a memorable period of Indian history, com-

prised in the cali yug, or the age which is now revolving.
The narrative, however, is illumined by only a very faint

gleam of historical light. The human actors are blended

with others of a singular description ; birds and beasts pos-
sessed of human and even divine attributes ; armies of

monkeys ; giants which vanquish and devour heroes, and

are again obliged to render them up ; and various other

natures equally incongruous and equally fabulous. These

works, though scarcely considered as inspired, bear a sacred

character. The composition too, while it indulges in a

bolder license than that of the Vedas and Puranas, contains

richer imagery, and is warmed by no inconsiderable share

of poetical fire.

Poems having love for their theme are likewise numerous ;

and, though they do not lay claim to inspiration, are full of

supernatural incidents, and animated by that mythological

spirit which pervades all Hindoo compositions. The drama
of Sacontala or the Fatal Ring is the best known, and has

excited considerable admiration in Europe. It does not,

however, appear to us to breathe much of the genuine feeling

of nature or passion. No situation, no crisis however

striking, calls forth any natural burst of emotion. The

following declaration of love by the Prince Dushmanta, is

a mere string of fanciful conceits :
—

"
Oh, god of love ! how can thy darts be so keen, since

they arc pointed with flowers '. Yes, I discover the reason

of their keenri'-ss ;
—

Chej axe tipped with the flames which

the wrath of Hara kindled, and which blaze at this moment
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like the Barava fire under the waves : how else couldst thou,
who wast consumed even to ashes, be still the inflamer of
our souls 1 By you and by the moon, though each of you
seems worthy of confidence, we lovers are cruelly deceived.

They who love as I do, ascribe flowery shafts to thee, and
cool beams to the moon, with equal impropriety ; for the
moon sheds fire on them with her dewy rays, and thou
pointest with sharp diamonds those arrows which seem to
be barbed with blossoms. Yet this god, who bears a fish

on his banners, and who wounds me to the soul, will give
me real delight if he destroy me with the aid of my beloved,
whose eyes are large and beautiful as those of a roe."
We may say the same of the following effusion commu-

nicated by Mr. Ward :
—

" This beautiful nymph is nothing less than an archer ;

her eyebrows form the bow, the two extremities of her eyes
the bowstring, and her eyes the arrow. Whom does she
seek to wound ? My deer-formed heart."
On the other hand, some of the descriptive passages,

especially those which relate to celestial objects, possess a

lofty, solemn, and pleasing character. In another part of

Sacontala, the prince, descending from an excursion to

heaven, thus interrogates his guide :
—

"
Say, Matali, what mountain is that which, like an eve-

ning cloud, pours exhilarating streams, and forms a golden
zone between the western and eastern seas ?

" Mat. That, O king ! is the mountain of Gandharvas,
named Hemacuts

; the universe contains not a more excel-
lent place for the successful devotion of the pious. There
Casyapa, father of the immortals, ruler of men, son of Ma-
richi, who sprang from the self-existent, resides with his
consort Aditi, blessed in holy retirement.

" Dushmanta. May I approach the divine pair, and do
them complete homage 1

"Mat. By all means —
" We now enter the sanctuaiy of him who rules the

world, and the groves which are watered by streams from
celestial sources.

" Duskm. This asylum is more delightful than paradise
itself : I could fancy myself bathing in a pool of nectar.

" Mat. Behold the retreat of the" truly pious !

" Dushm. I seo with equal amazement both the pious
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and their awful retreat. It becomes indeed pure spirits to

feed on balmy air in a forest blooming with trees of life ;

to bathe in rills died yellow with the golden dust of the lo-

tus, and to fortify their virtue in the mysterious bath ;
to

meditate in caves, the pebbles of which are unblemished

gems : in this grove alone is attained the summit of true

piety."

Metaphysics, or the philosophy
of mind, forms in India a

very favourite object of study. It is connected with the

lofty and abstruse tenets of their religion, and with that

abstraction from active life which its precepts inculcate, and

which an absolute government imposes on the great body

of its people. A greater independence of mind has been

displayed upon this subject than any other upon which Hin-

doo thought has been exercised. Some writers, particu-

larly of the Jain sect, have, in open defiance of the Vedas,

composed works of which the votaries of the orthodox faith

strictly interdict the perusal.
Others again have indulged

only in such a moderate measure of free inquiry, that the

Bramins, in consideration of their great merit, allow their

disciples to read them ; warning them carefully to reject

whatever is not consistent with the Vedas. Ot these demi-

orthodox systems the most celebrated is the Sanchye ot

Kapila,—a'sage so venerable, that he has even been consid-

ered as an incarnation of Vishnu. It may be regarded,

therefore, as the system of philosophy which ranks highest

in Indian estimation ;
and the learned world is much in-

debted to Mr. Colebrooke for the full and perspicuous analy-

sis which he has given of its contents. We can only at-

tempt to convey to our readers a very general idea ot them.

The author begins by explaining the advantages to be de-

rived from his doctrines, which he magnifies in a manner

truly exraordinary. He represents that they not only illu-

minate and enlarge the mind of man, but deliver it from all

evil, and secure eternal beatitude. He proceeds to consider

the sources of human knowledge, which he divides, not in-

judiciously, into the three heads of perception—inference—

affirmation, or testimony, human and divine. Like the

Greek philosophers, he makes nature to consist of the tour

elements of earth, water, air, and fire ;
but he adds, as a

fifth, a diffused ethereal fluid, imagined to be the vehicle ot
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sound. He maintains, in the most decided manner, the ex-

istence of mind as entirely distinct and infinitely superior
to body, fancifully comparing matter to a female dancer, ex-

hibiting herself to the soul as a spectator ; but considers

the perfection of intellect as attainable only by an entire

abstraction from material objects. In contemplating, how-

ever, the remarkable union existing between mind and

body, he has been unable to form a conception of it with-

out the intervention of some connecting link. This he

imagines himself to have found in a certain mysterious sub-

stance, which he denominates " the subtile person." He
describes it as an animated atom, hovering above the brain

like the flame of a candle over its wick. The subtile per-
son is superior to, and independent of the material frame,
on the dissolution of which it proceeds to animate other

bodies. Yet the soul, till entirely disengaged even from

this substance, is not exempted from evil, decay, and death.

The gods themselves, being in a great measure composed
of the subtile person, have a lengthened, indeed, yet a lim-

ited term of existence. " Many thousands of Indras and

of other gods have passed away, overcome by time,—for

time is hard to overcome." There are, however, means by
which the soul may soar at once above every thing mortal

and transitory ; but his explanations on this subject show
that he had adopted the fantastic chimeras of the yogues
and fakirs. Along with profound meditation he recom-

mends constrained and painful attitudes, suppression of

breath, and the mechanical repetition of certain mysterious
words and syllables. By these processes, it is said, man

may not only secure absorption into the divine essence at

last, but may in this life attain supernatural power, and the

means of gratifying every wish, however extravagant ; he

may sink into the earth as in water, may touch the moon
with the tip of his finger, and hold dominion over all things
animate and inanimate. From this brief analysis it must
be obvious, that this system, though acute, and in some par-
ticulars sound, is decidedly marked by those imperfections
which attach to the early state of the science, as well as

with that extravagance which pervades every thing within

the range of Hindoo mythology.
Perhaps the most valuable' portion of Indian literature

consists in the fables or apologues, where the supposed ad*

Y 2
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ventures and discourses of animals are narrated with a vievr
to the entertainment and instruction of mankind. The
fables of ./Esop, and their paraphrase by Phsedrus, were the

only specimens known in Europe till the introduction of
the celebrated collection bearing the name of Pilpay or Bid-

pai. These were always known to have an oriental origin,
and had been supposed to come from Arabia or Persia, till

they were discovered in a more copious form in a Sanscrit
work called the Hitopadesa. A considerable part was trans*

lated by Sir William Jones, and the original was afterward

published by Mr. Colebrooke. Mr, Wilson has recently
examined and analyzed an earlier and more extensive col-

lection called the Pancha Tantra, which generally coincides
with the Hitopadesa. He observes, that amid the almost
total absence of all historical records, these fables throw
some light on the ancient condition of the country. The
description, on one occasion, of the court of the king of the

crows, appears exactly to represent that of the native

princes during the period of their greatness. But the chief
value of these compositions consists in the maxims of con-
duct and rules of life

; for it must be confessed that, in

Sanscrit, rats and crows often express themselves more ju-
diciously than either gods or men. Our readers may prob-
ably be pleased with a few specimens :—

" Riches are not easily acquired, and when acquired are

with extreme care preserved ; when death comes they are

gone ; be not therefore anxious for wealth."
" The poisonous tree of this world bears two fruits of

exquisite savour,—poetry sweet as nectar, and the society of
the good,"
"As a stone is raised with great labour up a mountain,

hut is thrown down in an instant, thus are our virtues ac-

quired with difficulty, and our vices with ease."
" Let an ambassador be the king's eye, in surveying his

own and every other region, and in discerning what is prac-
ticable and what is impracticable."

" The vicious, notwithstanding the sweetness of their

words, and the honey on their tongues, have a whole store-?

house of poison in the heart."
" There is no union between the thoughts, the words, and

the actions of the wicked ; but the thoughts, words, and

actions of the good all agree."
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" The truly great are calm in danger, merciful in pros-

perity, eloquent in the assembly, courageous in war, and
anxious for fame."

"
Danger should be feared when distant, and braved

when present."
"
Every one looking downwards becomes impressed with

ideas of his own greatness ; but looking upwards, feels his

own littleness."
" As a mound of earth raised by the ants, or the sand in

the hour-glass, so religion, learning, and riches increase

only by degrees."
" Let not the accidental faults of a real friend interrupt

your friendship ;
the body, though it may contain sores,

cannot be abandoned."
" The allotted days and nights of human life, like a

current down the sides of a mountain, pass away not to

return."
" Union even with the body is a broken one

; need we
wonder then that no union on earth is indissoluble."

Satirical.—" A young wife is more dear to an old man
than life itself; but a young wife never loves an old man ;

she merely waits upon him, and considers him a nauseous

draught."
"
Kings, women, and climbing-plants love those who

are near them."
" Riches are every thing : a rich man is always sur-

rounded with friends, feared as powerful, and honoured as
learned. The poor, though possessing friends, power, and
learning, are despised."

" A servant if he be silent is called a fool
; if eloquent, a

madman or a prattler ; at hand, an artful fellow
; at a dis-

tance, a bad attendant
; if patient, a coward ; if he cannot

endure bad treatment, an arrant rascal : the duty of a
servant is extremely hard, and not performable even by
saints."

All the works which give lustre to Hindoo literature are
of very high antiquity, most of them probably written at
the distance of upwards of 2000 years. The more modern
productions do not even aim at the same lofty objects,
and consist chiefly of dictionaries or works on grammar
and law. There are still, however, many schools where
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Sanscrit is taught. In Benares alone Mr. Ward enumerates

upwards of eighty ;
but each was attended by only from

ten to thirty students. The teacher, instead of exacting
fees, affords to his pupils board as well as instruction gra-

tuitously. He is compensated by the respect paid to his

character ; by donations for the support of his establish-

ment ; and by invitations to feasts, where he shares the

presents, which are most lavishly bestowed. The semina-

ries where such pupils are received, usually built by alms,
are mere clay-huts, which, though containing eight or ten

apartments, may be erected for seven or eight pounds.
But a new feature has been introduced into the intellec-

tual character of the Hindoos by the cultivation of English
literature. The minds of the more opulent and intelligent
natives resident at Calcutta have been improved by inter-

course with enlightened Europeans, and particularly the

Serampore missionaries, who have deeply studied their

language and antiquities. This disposition to extend their

researches beyond the limits of native books, has been

strengthened by their convictions of the superiority possessed

by the Europeans in arms, arts, and policy, and by the

acknowledged equity and mildness of their government.
Wot only have many of our standard classics been translated,

and literary societies formed after our model, but several

natives have composed works of merit in the English lan-

guage, both in prose and verse ; among whom may be par-

ticularly mentioned Rammohun Roy, a distinguished indi-

vidual, who taking the lead in this pursuit, has recently sought
to extend his knowledge by visiting Britain. The pre-
valence of this disposition appears very stikingly in the

recent establishment by Hindoos, for their own use, of an

English newspaper, entitled the Reformer, which, in the

second number, contains the following remarkable pas-

sage :
—

" Whatever may be the opinion of those who advocate

the continuance of things as they are, there will come a

time when prejudice, however deep and ramified its roots

are reckoned to be, will droop, and eventually wither away
before the benign radiance of liberty and truth. Our ideas

do not now range on the surface of things. We have

commenced probing, and will probe on, till we discover that

which will make us feci that we are men in common with
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others. We cast off prejudice and all its concomitants, as

objects abhorrent to the principles which are calculated to

ennoble us before the world. Assisted by the light of

reason, we have the gladdening prospect before us of soon

coming to the standard of civilization, which has established

the prosperity of the European nations. Let us then, my
countrymen, pursue with diligence and care the track laid

open by these glorious nations. Let us follow the ensign
of liberty and truth, and, emulating their wisdom and their

virtues, be in our own turn the guiding needle to those who
are blinded by the gloom of ignorance and superstition."

This desire to improve themselves by an acquaintance
with European literature has, it is true, been hitherto con-

fined chiefly to Calcutta ;
but that city, being now con-

sidered as the capital of India, is likely soon to give the

tone to the rest of the empire. Indeed the light which has
been elevated there already begins to radiate to the great
towns in the upper provinces. At the same time it cannot

be concealed, that it has encountered in some quarters a

violent opposition. Such studies have been represented as

at variance with the fundamental principles of Hindoo learn-

ing and religion. The very language is denounced as

utterly unfit to be known by a Bramin
; who, if he should

unguardedly utter, while officiating on any solemn occasion,
one word of this unholy tongue, would instantly render the

whole ceremony profane and useless. Still we have little

doubt that under the continuance of the mild government
of Britain, the enlightened views inspired by intercourse

with her citizens will be gradually disseminated ; and that

the influence of a purer religion will raise the inhabitants

of this vast empire to a higher rank in the scale of society
than they have ever yet attained.

Notwithstanding the similarity which stamps the inhabit-

ants ofHindostan as one people, there are tribes distinguished

by peculiarities so striking that some notice of them is ne-

cessary to complete the view of her social condition. Among
these the most remarkable are the Rajpoots, the only large
class of natives who, amid so many revolutions, have pre'
served an almost complete independence, and thus present
a picture of what that country must have been long before

it was subjected to a foreign yoke.
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Rajpootana, Rajasthan, or Rajwarra, is a mountainous

territory of considerable extent, situated at the south-west-
ern extremity of the magnificent plain which is watered

by the Ganges and Jumna. It is chiefly marked by the

long range of the Aravulli, which, beginning at the frontier
of Guzerat, extends north-north-east to the borders of
Delhi. On the western side it descends into the district

of Marwar, whose arid surface is gradually confounded
with the great desert. On the east it slopes down into a

prolonged table-plain, forming the district round the city
of Ajmere, and the territories of Mewar, Kishenghur, and

Jyepore ; while still farther in the same direction, and on
a lower level, are the states of Boondee and Kota, passing
into the plain of Malwa. Aboo, the loftiest pinnacle of
this chain, looks down from its eastern side upon the

champaign country of Mewar, with its capital Oodipoor,
long the most flourishing of these states, and whose princes
still hold the highest rank of any in India.

Although this territory bordered so closely on the centre
of the Mogul dominion, the warlike character of its in-

habitants secured it from conquest. Akbar, indeed, over-

threw their armies and reduced their capital Chittore ; but

they afterward rallied their strength, and their princes in

general rendered to the emperor nothing more than homage
and feudal service. Sometimes they commanded his armies,
of which their cavalry in many instances composed the main

strength ; retaining, meanwhile, the exercise of their in-

ternal government almost uncontrolled. When Aureng-
zebe, by his persecuting zeal, had driven them into rebellion,
he sustained several reverses which darkened the latter

period of his reign. After his death, the Mogul power,

sinking into rapid decline, scarcely made any further attempt
to preserve dominion over Rajpootana. But the rise of the

fierce and lawless Mahrattas exposed them to greater ca-

lamities than they had yet endured. Sindia, Holkar, and
Ameer Khan, aided by internal dissension, ravaged their

fields, sacked their cities, and caused the death of some of
their noblest chiefs. They sought relief in British alliance ;

but this connexion having been dissolved by the political

system of Marquis Cornwallis and Sir George Barlow,
they were again exposed to the inroads of their predatory

neighbours. At the breaking out of the Pindaree war,

I
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Rajpootana presented a scene of great desolation. After

the triumphant issue of that contest, Britain extended her

full protection to these states, which have consequently

begun to revive, and regain their former prosperity.
This region has a social and political character very differ-

ent from that which we denominate Oriental, and bears more

analogy to the state of Europe during the feudal ages. Its

petty princes carry the distinction of birth to an extrava-

gant height, and boast a loftier origin than can be claimed

by the proudest families of the West. The revolutions

which swept away successive races of kings and nobles

from the great plain of Hindostan, never effected any per-
manent change among the brave inhabitants of this moun-

tain-territory. Its rulers trace their genealogy to the earliest

sovereigns and deified heroes, who, according to national

belief, reigned once on earth and now in heaven. The
chiefs of Marwar exult in a line of male ancestors for 1300

years, during part of which period they held sway in Ka-

nough, and formed perhaps the most powerful dynasty that

was ever known in native India. The sovereign is said

to have been able to bring 600,000 troops into the field ;

and on one occasion proposed a marriage for his daughter,
at which the humblest offices of the kitchen and the hall

were to be performed by kings. The blood of the Rajpoots
is therefore considered the highest and purest in the East.
To form a matrimonial alliance in the family of one of these

petty chieftains was a subject of pride to the Great Mogul ;

who, although he ruled over almost the whole of India, was

scarcely esteemed a fitting match for the haughty dames
of Rajpootana.
The political system of these states is by no means distin-

guished by that implicit submission to the will of one ruler,
which forms the general basis of Eastern government.
There is a class of rahtores or nobles, who claim almost as

high a descent as the ranas or sovereigns, and some of them

intermarry with the royal family. They hold lands, some
by original right, others by grant from the crown ; but all

with a great measure of independence. They are divided
into three orders, one with estates above 50,000 rupees,
who rank as the hereditary advisers of the crown, but reside

chiefly, like the feudal barons of Europe, in their strong
castles, and appear at court only by special invitation uj on
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solemn occasions. The two inferior classes, one having
From 50,000 to 5000 rupees, the other below 5000, are re-

quired to give constant attendance and service. The mon-

arch is invested with the entire legislative power, unchecked

by any parliament or assembly of his subjects. His au-

thority is consequently much less limited than was the

royal prerogative in feudal times, and his revenues are

ampler, being derived from hereditary demesnes, mines,

and customs on merchandise. He is thus enabled to in-

dulge a degree of pomp beyond what would seem compatible

with hio narrow territories. His palaces equal those erected

by the greatest monarchs. Particular admiration is at-

tracted by the splendour of Oodipoor, situated in one of the

most picturesque and romantic valleys of India, and having
its long range of towers reflected from the bosom of a beau-

tiful lake. On the border of a similar expanse an almost

magic scene is presented by the island-palace ofJugmundur,

composed entirely of marble, of which an engraving is

given on the opposite page. A great part of the floors are

inlaid with mosaic, the effect of which is heightened by

light passing through variously-tinted glass. That of

Umeer, erected by one of the rajahs of Jyepore, is stated

by Heber to equal Windsor. The great column of victory

at Chittore, called the Kheerut Khumb, rising to the height

of 122 feet, and covered all over with the most minute and

elaborate sculpture, in which all the objects of Hindoo my-

thology are represented, is considered by Colonel Tod to

be the finest specimen of art in India. The great chiefs

also reside in stately and splendid castles ; though the

deadly feuds incident to this state of society render Raj-

pootana a constant scene of turbulence, and almost of an-

archy. Yet the character of these leaders presents some

noble features. They have given repeated proofs of grati-

tude, honour, and fidelity, seldom met with among the

effeminate inhabitants of the plain, or the roaming and

predatory bands of Mahrattas.

As a representative of this extraordinary race, Colono.

Tod has exhibited Xahur Khan, " the tiger lord," the fierce,

brave, and faithful adherent of Jesswint Singh, chief of

Marwar, a commander who, both in serving and opposing

Aurcngzebe, showed tfimself one of the jrreatest that India

can boast. Nahur led the van in all Jesswint's battles, and
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acquired the epithet of " faithful of the faithful," by his

promptitude to submit to the loss of life, on an occasion

connected with the most atrocious superstition. Jesswint,

through the pressure of deep remorse, had become subject
to a temporary alienation of mind, imputed by the magicians
to the operation of an evil spirit, which, being exorcised,

was said to declare that the chief could only be restored by
some one suffering death as a voluntary sacrifice. Nahur
Khan instantly offered himself as the victim. The magi-
cians, however, saved .him, by pretending that the spirit had

descended into a vessel of water, which being swallowed

by Nahur, the reason of his illustrious master resumed its

seat. At another time, Jesswint, in a fit of rage, ordered

his faithful chief to be thrown into the den of a tiger, and
there to contend, unarmed, for his life. But Nahur pre-
sented to the monster so firm an aspect that it turned away ;

when the brave commander observed that honour forbade

him to attack an adversary who would not look him in the

face. On another occasion, when employed against Soor-

tan, also one of the most gallant of these chieftains, with a

chosen band, he surprised him in the dead of night, stabbed

a solitary sentinel, and having bound the warrior with his

own turban to his pallet, sounded the alarm, that the snr-

Vol. II.—Z
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rounding clansmen might see their master carried off withou-

daring to attempt his rescue.

: Jesswint conveyed his captive to the Mogul court, to intro-

duce him to Aurengzebe. Soortan was accordingly in-

structed in regard to those prostrations required of all who

were ushered into the presence of the gieat ruler of India.

But he said "his life was in the king's hands, his honour

in his own ; he had never bowed the head to mortal man,

and never would." Jesswint was considerably embarrassed,

having given him a solemn pledge of honourable treatment,

which he could now scarcely expect to have the power of

redeeming. The master of the ceremonies, however, endeav-

oured to obviate the difficulty, by preparing for the chief's

entrance into the presence-hall a species of wicket raised a

little from the ground, and so small, that it was thought he

could not passlhrough it except in such a position as might

be interpreted into an expression of homage. Soortan,

however, advancing his feet first, effected his entry, so that

the head appeared last, and in a position the reverse of that

which he was desired to assume. Aurengzebe, who had

no mean vanity, was so pleased with his noble bearing, and

so amused with his ingenious disrespect, that he offered

him a gift of lands to attach him to his service : but Soortan

desired^ only to he restored to the wild hills that surrounded

his castle of Aboo ; and his wish was gratified.

These features, though bold, are somewhat rude; yet

there are others in which the Rajpoots appear under a more

polished aspect than the barons of the feudal ages. There

exists, in Colonel Tod's apprehension, no period of their

history in which the chief could not have written his name,

and even celebrated his own achievements in verse. The

t hnruns, or bards, sometimes are venerated as beings more

than human. The donations presented to them are im-

mense : on one occasion six "lords of verse" received 10,000/.

each. A caravan placed under their protection may pass

in safety through countries that are the theatre of the most

bloody war and devastation. If an attack is threatened,

they inflict on themselves a wound, and, showing the blood,

menace a dreadful vengeance on the adversary who dares

to persevere. A similar expedient is often employed at

weddings or festivals, to extort extravagant gifts.

The Rajpoots do not subject the female sex to that thral-
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dom and degradation which is the reproach of the Hindoo

husband. The ladies of rank are, indeed, somewhat se-

cluded ; but more from state than jealousy : they are well

educated, and often possess a large share of information.

Colonel Tod, who had the opportunity, though separated by
a curtain, of conversing with several of the Ihyes, or prin-

cesses, found them extremely intelligent, and well acquainted
both with their own interests and those of their country.

Wrongs sustained by females of rank have been among the

chief causes of their frequent wars. One custom is pecu-

liarly stamped with the refined and romantic gallantry of the

middle ages. A young princess, who fears an impending

danger, sends to any youth whom she esteems the present
of the rahhi or bracelet, with some simple ornaments fast-

ened to it. He becomes then her " bracelet-bound brother,"

whose pride it is, at the peril of life, to defend a maiden

whom probably he never saw. Yet the very dignity attached

to the sex involves them in singular calamities. Scarcely
have their eyes opened to the light, when a large proportion
of the female children are doomed to death by their unnat-

ural parents. This dreadful crime has been imputed to

superstition ; but Colonel Tod traces it solely to the diffi-

culty, and, above all, the expense of marrying young ladies

of this high rank. To remain single is considered worse

than death ; but the spouse of a Rajpoot must be of pure
and high blood on both sides, and must not bear to him the

most distant relationship. Whether a match in these and

all other respects suitable will be procured, becomes a mat-

ter of extreme uncertainty. Even if it is found, there

remains another consideration calculated to excite serious

uneasiness. Marriage is the occasion on which every Indian

makes his greatest display of pomp, wealth, and generosity.
Not only must all the ceremonies be costly and splendid, but

Bramins, bards, and others attend, who expect to be loaded

with magnificent gifts. The prince feels that his reputation

depends on the manner in which he is celebrated by these

august personages, who assure him that while his treasury
is emptied, the world is filled with his praise. A single

nuptial feast is sufficient to involve a flourishing exchequer
in bankruptcy. One prince, indeed, made an attempt to

check this profusion by a law, enacting, that the expendi-
ture on euch an occasion should not exceed one vcar's entire
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income of the state ; but the vainglory of the nobles could

not be confined Within these limits. A still more tragical

fate, at every period of life, impends over the females of

Rajwarra. In the deadly feuds of these turbulent tribes, if

the wives and daughters of a vanquished chief fall into the

hands of the victor, they become, according to a law similar

to that of ancient Greece, concubines or slaves to the enemy
of their house. This catastrophe in these proud families is

deemed intolerable ;
and when the last extremity arrives,

death by their own hands, or those of their nearest kindred,

must save them from it. The repetition of such events

causes their life to be held cheap whenever interest or

honour appears to require its sacrifice. While resident in

Guzerat, General Walker, with his characteristic benevo-

lence, endeavoured to persuade the chiefs of that country to

renounce the practice of infanticide, and enjoyed at one

time a prospect of success, which, however, proved ulti-

mately fallacious.

The Jharejahs, a Rajpoot tribe, who hold sway in the ter-

ritory of Cutch, are, by an intricate operation of the system
of caste, placed in such a situation that they cannot by any
means find a single individual with whom a daughter of

theirs can be suitably matched. In this dilemma they have

not hesitated to adopt the horrid expedient of putting to

death all their female children ; so that, as Mrs. Elwood

mentions, in a population of 12,000 there were not in 1818

more than thirty women alive. The infants are either

drowned in milk, or poisoned by opium applied to the breast

of the mother. The English have made vigorous attempts
to abolish this inhuman practice. By a condition of the

treaty with Catch in 1819, full protection was guarantied
to the Jharejah chiefs, on their consenting to discontinue

this criminal custom. Since that time it has not been per-

petrated openly ;
but the interior of palaces and castles

affords ample means of concealment ; and the very small

number of girls in families makes it too clear that it still

prevails extensively. The Jharejahs, with this exception,
are described by Mr. Burries as a fine people ; and he did

not even observe that their excessive use of opium had much
debilitated either their minds or bodies.

India contains other detached races marked by striking

peculiarities ; but none of them so important as to influence
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the general aspect of society, and, therefore, not requiring

minute description. The Nayrs of Calicut have been re-

peatedly brought under the reader's notice on account of

their valour, their aristocratic pride, and inhuman contempt

of the Pariahs or outcasts. A more unusual distinction is

found in the custom by which ladies of quality may without

reproach select as many lovers as they incline, provided

their birth be suitable ; in consequence of which the legit-

imacy of all the members of a noble family becomes more

than problematical. In order, therefore, to prevent the

succession from passing entirely to another blood, heritage

both in royal and noble houses descends, not to the son, but

to the sister's son.

The Bheels or Bhills are a predatory tribe, who stand at

the very opposite extreme of Indian society. They occupy
the rugged cliffs and defiles in the mountain-border of Mal-

wa, Rafpootana, and Guzerat. Though plunder be their

"
being's end and aim," they do not pursue it in large bands,

or carry their devastation into distant countries, like the

Mahrattas and Pindarees. They descend from the hills by

night, singly or in small troops, carry off with astonishing

dexterity whatever comes within their reach, and return by

morning to their usual retreats. They wear no clothes

except a piece of cloth round the waist ; and, being armed

only with bow and quiver, never make an open attack, but

shoot from behind rocks and bushes. As they eat beef, and

indulge in intoxicating liquors, they have been supposed to

be outcasts from the great Hindoo community, and to have

taken refuge in these fastnesses ; but Sir John Malcolm

assigns reasons for believing that they have ancient and

original institutions of their own, and at the same time hold

the*general creed of the country. They claim for the whole

tribe a descent from the great deity Siva or Mahadeo. They

pay blind and devoted obedience to their dhunnee or chief.

A young woman who was examined before an English

court respecting a murder with which her father and hus-

band stood charged, confessed that they had committed it ;

but maintained that it was without blame on their part, as

the dhunnee had commanded it. This justification
not prov-

ing satisfactory to the judges, she repeatedly exclaimed,
" They had the dhunnee's order !" and showed equal aston-

Z 2
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ishment and indignation on being informed that this would
not entitle them to a full acquittal.

Another native race, altogether insignificant in point of

number, are yet extremely interesting, from the light which
their manners throw on the earliest state of Hindoo society.
The southern boundary of Mysore is for a considerable ex-
tent composed of the range of mountains called the IS'hil-

gerries, the loftiest of any in Southern India, and rising at

some points to upwards of 8000 feet. These elevated tracts

were not explored by the British till 1819, when the climate
even under the burning skies of the tropic, was found to be
almost as temperate as that of England. Its cool and

refreshing breezes, with the rich and romantic scenery of

hills, lakes, waterfalls, pastoral streams and valleys, render
this country a delightful retreat for the European invalid.

Government, accordingly, have formed there a sanitary sta-

tion, the particulars of which, and of its climate, are given
by Professor Jameson in the succeeding volume.* In the

highest valleys of the Nhilgerries are found a clan, called

Tudas, who do not exceed 600 in number, but are very
remarkable, as the only tribe yet discovered who are ignor-
ant of the mythology, language, learning, and manners, so

universally diffused over India. They are strangers to the
divinities who people the Hindoo pantheon ; even the cow
is not esteemed by them as sacred, though they attach cer-
tain religious ideas to the daily, which yields to them one
of the most valuable means of subsistence and commerce.
Their temples are dark hovels, in which a little shining
stone is the only object of worship; but from these the
Bramin is driven by them with anger and suspicion. Their
language has some resemblance to the Tamul and the Ma-
layalma, which are spoken in the plains below

; but not a
tincture of that copious infusion of Sanscrit which prevails
in these and the other Hindoo dialects. There is, therefore,
some probability that they arc indeed the remnant of the

aborigines of Southern India
; exhibiting what their ances-

tors were before they received those institutions which have
stamped upon the Hindoo race so peculiar a character.
The Tudas are at once discovered to be a different people

from the inhabitants of the plains below. They are tall,

•Vol.lii. p. 205.
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ftthletic, with a bold bearing, and long black hair ; their

countenance, distinguished by a Roman nose and a large

full-speaking eye, is sometimes marked by deep gravity,
sometimes animated by a lively and mirthful expression.
The women display the same features with a feminine cast,
and have their long black tresses floating over the neck and
shoulders. Though modest, they display a frankness and

self-possession to which the sex in the low country are

strangers ;
but their appearance is injured by want of clean-

liness and an ungraceful costume. They all live in patri-
archal simplicity, raising no grain, nor rearing any domestic
animal except the buffalo, whose milk yields the ghee or

clarified butter, which forms their only exportable produce.
They dwell by families in small morris or clusters of huts,

migrating from one to another according to the conve-
nience of pasturage. They seem strangers to war, having no

weapons of attack or defence
; yet their demeanour is hardy

and fearless, betokening a sense of superiority to the neigh-
bouring tribes, compared to whom they dignify themselves
with the exclusive title of men. They are strictly honest,

and, without fastening their doors day or night, live in per-
fect safety. They are reproached with habitual indolence ;

but the report that they put their infants to death seems yet
too slight to fix so deep a stain on their character.

It seems necessary here to introduce some account of the

Asiatic races not Hindoo, who have settled in India. These
are chiefly Mohammedans, the descendants of the early

conquerors, reinforced by successive hordes of Uzbecks and

Patans, attracted thither by the hopes of rising to power
and fortune. The fall of the Mogul empire nearly annihi-

lated their importance. It converted them into military ad-

venturers, who either swelled the predatory bands, or found

employment in the native courts, recommended by their

boldness and courage. Mr. Prinsep mentions a class called

the Punne Patans, who carried on a singular species of life-

insurance. A great man, surrounded by enemies and in

danger of assassination, obtained from them a contract to

kill any one who might be chargeable with violence towards
him ; and the knowledge of this engagement, which they
were known to fulfil with scrupulous punctuality, formed a
material safeguard to the person assured. The Mussulman
character, reserved and simple in private life, but proud and
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ostentatious in public, has remained nearly unaltered, and
its delineation belongs rather to the history of countries

where they are still the ruling race. Since the time of Au-

rengzehe their bigotry has greatly abated. An interesting

description of their domestic habits, generally involved in

much guarded obscurity, has recently been given by an

English lady, whom fortune had united to a Mussulman of

distinction, named Meer Hassan Ali. The picture greatly
resembles the pleasing one drawn by Mr. Tully's relative

of the ladies of Tripoli ; and both represent the inmates of

the Moslem zenana in a somewhat favourable light. Though
buried in complete seclusion, they are described as mild,

cheerful, content with their lot, and even possessing some
measure of information.

In consequence of the recent successes of the British

arms, the Mohammedans have been dislodged from the

Mahratta courts, where they had found shelter, and their

predatory bands have been dissolved. Their religion, how-

ever, still prevails in the vassal states of Hydrabad and

Oude, as well as in the independent one of Sinde.

Another foreign race of considerable importance is that

of the Parsees or Persians, the ancient worshippers of fire,

long since driven from their native country by the per-

secuting sword of the Arabs. The fury of that invasion

is too clearly demonstrated by the fact, that there remains

in their original seats only a small and poor remnant of this

once powerful people. On the contrary, the refugees in In-

dia are numerous and opulent. They take the lead in the

commercial transactions of Bombay, Surat, and other north-

western ports ; indeed, they are the proprietors of almost all

the houses in the former, obtaining often very high rents-

from the English residents. Their general conduct is quiet,

orderly, and respectable ; though their usual retired habits

are combined with that love of occasional pomp and show
which prevails so generally among the inhabitants of the

East.

The Jits, or Jauts, are a numerous people, occupying the

western provinces which border on the Indus. They appear
to have emigrated from the great plains beyond the Oxusr

and retain still the warlike and pastoral habits of Scythia.
We have seen them become formidable by their valour to

the great conquerors, as well as to the Mogul rulers of Hin-
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dostan. They were originally divided into cantons, under
a republican form of government ; but they have since

owned the supremacy of the R.ijpoot states, particularly
that of Bikaneer. Tod considers the peasantiy of North-
western India, as well as the sectarian race of the Seiks, to

be chiefly composed of this tribe.

CHAPTER VITI.

British Government of India.

Early Management of the Company—Interlopers
—Courten's Associa-

tion—United Joint-stock—Rival Company in 1698—Union—Constitu-

tion of the United Company—Early Settlements—Acquisitions in the

Carnatic—Conquest of Beng3l—Financial Distress— Plans for its

Remedv—Administration of Hastings
—
Charges against him—Trial—

India Bill by Mr. I ox—Another by Mr. Pitt— Hoard of Control—Ar-

rangements with subsidiary States—The Carnatic—The Nizam—
Oude, &c.—Population of India—The Army—Sepoys—Revenue—
Mode of levying Land-rent— Judicial Arrangements.

Is the preceding history, we have traced the steps by
which the company arrived at their present vast dominion

in India. It remains that we take a view of their constitu-

tion, commercial and political, and the manner in which

they have administered their affairs. This subject, which
has given rise to much controversy, is obviously too exten-

sive to be treated here in detail. Referring those to whom
it may be an object of particular interest to more voluminous

works, we shall endeavour to present an outline satisfactory
to the general reader.

The company for some time were little more than an asso-

ciated body of private adventurers ; the governor and di-

rectors merely receiving the funds contributed by each indi-

vidual, managing them according to his suggestion, and

accounting to him for the proceeds. But in 1612, by repre-

senting the complexity and inconvenience arising out of this

arrangement, they prevailed upon the merchants to unite

into what is termed a joint-stock company, where the whole
sum subscribed was placed under the control of the direct-
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ors, and a dividend conformable to the general results of the

trade made among the proprietors. It has been alleged,

however, that when zeal was no longer stimulated by indi-

vidual interest, the commercial transactions were not con-

ducted with the same economy, and yielded less advantage-
ous returns. The company afterward involved their af-

fairs in the confusion of different interests. An addition

to their capital being from time to time required, was pro-
cured by a new joint-stock ; and sums were subscribed by
fresh bodies of adventurers, which were to be separately

managed. Thus, by the year 1650, four distinct subscrip-
tions were formed. Meantime the directors were harassed,
not only by the competition of numerous interlopers, but by
demands from respectable merchants to be admitted to a

share in this lucrative traffic. The principles of commer-

cial, as well as of political, liberty widely pervaded the na-

tion
;
the Levant and Muscovy trades had been thrown open

with the happiest effects
;
and it was urged that equal bene-

fits would accrue from opening to the nation in general that

of India. In 1635, a new association, headed by Sir Wil-
liam Courten, obtained permission from the king, who was
nllowed a share in the adventure, to embark in an inde-

pendent trade with that country. The concern, however,
was not well conducted, and could not make head against
the hostility of the company, who advanced multiplied

charges against it. At length the privilege was withdrawn ;

but the directors agreed to incorporate the capital with

their own, forming what was termed the United Joint-

stock. Its proprietors, however, in 1 655, were empowered
by Cromwell to resume a separate commerce. Jealousies

were roused to the highest pitch ; and, after several

warm discussions, it was agreed thai the exclusive system
should be fully re-established, and that the different stocks,

which had led to such confusion, should be consolidated.

from this time the transactions were iarried on, if not in a

more profitable, at Least in a mere systematic manner.

During a course of years from this date, though the com-

pany laboured under embarrassment, the general prosperity
of the country enabled them to extend their commerce.
Their outward investment in goods and bullion, which in

1662 did not exceed 65,000/., rose in 1673 to 228,000/.
This apparent success produced, however, the usual effect
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of exciting emulation among the rest of the community.
In 1'683 the plan of a subscription for a new joint-stock
was taken into consideration by the king and council,

though without obtaining their sanction. After the revo-

lution the prevailing spirit of liberty rendered the zeal of

private adventurers still more active. The company, how-
ever, had still influence enough, in 1693, to procure from
the crown a charter for twenty-one years, which authorized
them to extend their capital from 756,000/., to 1,500,000/.
But the House of Commons the same year passed a vote

directly annulling this grant. That assembly was the
more confirmed in their hostility, when, having, instituted

an inquiry, they discovered that large sums had been

paid as bribes to the Duke of Leeds and other public offi-

cers. In 1698, a bill was brought into Parliament for

the establishment of another company. The principles of
commercial legislation, however, being yet in their infancy,.
this measure was not founded upon any sound or liberal

basis. It in no degree threw open the trade, but merely
transferred the monopoly from one body to another ; and a
direct injustice was committed by allowing the new asso-

ciation to commence their operation immediately ; their

predecessors being by their charter entitled to a notice of
three yeaTS before their exclusive trade should cease. Fin-

ally,
—and this was the real source of their too ample priv-

ileges,
—the new company agreed to advance to government

two millions sterling at eight per cent. ; a most preposterous

arrangement, whereby they deprived themselves of the capital
with which their trade ought to have been carried on. The
consequence was, that in their first voyage they were only
able to send out an investment of 1 78,000/., while their rivals,

for the same season, sent one of 525,000/. But the old com-

pany redoubled their efforts, conducted their affairs with in-

creased prudence and caution, and bv their great experience
proved themselves superior to their new competitors. The
most violent dissensions broke out in India between the rival

associations ; each representinor the other in the blackest

colours to the native powers, who were much disposed to

listen to the statements of both. Hence arose ah apprehen-
sion that the very existence of British trade in India was in

peril. It seemed necessary, by some means or other, to ter-

minate thin unprofitable conflict ; and, after suitable negotia-
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tion, the companies acrced to a compromise, and to act

thenceforth under the title of the United Company of Mer-

chants trading to the East Indies. Godolphin, reckoned the

greatest statesman of the age, was appointed arbiter, and on

the basis of his decision was formed a constitution, which

with slight alterations, has subsisted to the present day.

There was nominated a court of proprietors, comprising all

who held stock to the amount of 5001. These were to meet

four times a year, oroftener if necessary, to make regulations

for the management of the company's affairs, and deter-

mine the amount of dividend. They elected a committee

of twenty-four, called afterward the Court of Directors,

who, with a chairman, conducted all the details of business

and traffic. This was a government purely democratic ;

for, though Mr. Mill compares the chairman and directors to

the king°and lords, they had in fact no legislative power nor

independent functions whatever ; they were the mere ser-

vants of the body of proprietors. Yet the fact is, that, in-

stead of suffering any of the inconveniences of democratic

rule, it has proved almost a complete oligarchy, centering,

as might be expected, in the court of directors.

In 1730 a strenuous effort was made, by petitions from

the chief mercantile towns, to have the Indian trade thrown

open to the nation, allowing the company to retain the forts

and other establishments, and to receive an allowance on

the imports and exports. But the latter had influence suf-

ficient to defeat this application, and to procure a farther

extension of their charter for thirty-three years.

During this interval the circumstances of the company
underwent an entire and most important change. At first

they attempted nothing more than to maintain factories for

the accommodation of their agents, and p'aces of deposite

foi their goods. Sir Thomas Roc, their ambassador to the

Mogul court, had strenuously advised them to proceed no

farther, and to avoid fortified stations, which, besides in-

volving large expenses, were likely to excite jealousy in the

native princes, and to occasion ruinous wars. Yet the ma-

rauding character of the Indian chiefs renders it doubtful

how far such a plan could have been pursued with safety.

The company therefore, as formerly observed, erected sev-

eral forts : they had even, in 1689, conceived the design of

establishing dominion in India, and of making revenue one
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of their Sources of emolument. Yet down to 1744 they had

acquired only a few small districts around Bombay, Mad-
ras, and Calcutta. The war which then broke out in the

Carnatic had the effect of converting them into a military

power, and of rendering them, after various struggles, vir*

tual sovereigns of that part of the country. Much more
memorable results arose out of the war in Bengal and the

victories of Clive, when they obtained the dewannee, in*

eluding the real occupancy of that province, with Bahar
and Orissa, forming a territory more extensive, and at that

time supposed more opulent, than the whole of Great Bri-

tain. This event created an extraordinary sensation, and

inspired both themselves and the nation with an extravagant
idea of their wealth ;

their stock rose to 263, and dividends

were declared at 12^ per cent. These treasures, however,
soon became an object of jealousy and desire both to the

people and the government. The question was mooted,
whether any body of subjects could exercise an authority

independent of the supreme power ;
nor were ministers

slow to pronounce that the king must be the real and only

sovereign of every territory conquered by the British arms.

This alarming claim was for the time evaded by an agree-
ment made in 1797, that the company should annually pay
400,000/. into the exchequer, and reduce their dividend to

ten per cent. ; upon which they were allowed for two years
to retain their Indian acquisitions. In 1769 a similar ar-

rangement extended their power for five years longer. But
at this epoch a disastrous crisis had arrived in their affairs.

That wealth, supposed so immense, which had excited their

own exultation and the envy of the public, proved in a great
measure illusory. The revenues of the conquered prov-

inces, though very considerable, were found inadequate to

defray the expenses of war, the rapacity of their servants,

and the exorbitant dividends which the proprietors thought
themselves entitled to demand. Their affairs were now in a

state of extreme embarrassment, which they in vain endeav-

oured to mitigate by loans from the bank, first of 400,000/.,

and then of 200,000/. They were then under the neces-

sity of stating to government their absolute want of an ac-

commodation to the amount of a million and a half sterling.

This application placed them entirely at the mercy of the

minister ; who determined indeed, after some hesitation, to

Vol. II.—A a
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grant the request, duc undei conditions which might pro-
mote both his own influence and that of the crown. His
terms were, that the exchequer should lend 1,400,000/.
at four per cent., and forego the stipulated annual payment
of 400,000/. till that debt were discharged. In return the

company were, not to divide above six per cent, till that ob-

ject should be accomplisheu ; and on their extrication from
difficulties were to pay to the revenue three-fourths of their

surplus receipts at home. The latter point was loudlv de-

nounced by the company as exorbitant and oppressive. In

fact, however, it proved very nugatory, since the relief from

embarrassment, and the possession of a surplus, proved to

be visions that glittered before their eyes, but were never
realized. The minister followed up this measure by another
still more offensive, regulating their constitution both at

home and in India. The qualification for a proprietor was
raised from 500/. to 1000/., and only a fourth part instead
of the whole of the directors was to be annually elected.

Bengal and the territories annexed to it were to be ruled

by a governor-general with 25,000/. a-year, and four coun-
sellors with 8000/. each ; while law was to be administered

by a chief-justice with 8000/. a-year, and three judges with
6000/. These last were to be appointed by the crown,
while the governor and council were to be named in the first

instance by Parliament ; after which the patronage of these

offices was to revert to the directors,
—

subject, however, to

the approbation of government. The company strenuously
remonstrated against this measure as an infringement of
their chartered privileges ; but as they had to contend with
the ministry, and were unpopular with the nation, all oppo-
sition on their part was fruitless.

Meantime they were actively endeavouring to repress the
disorders which began to appear in their Indian dominions.
It was with this object chiefly that ('live went out for the
second time, though circumstances soon afterward led also

to a vast extension of their territorial property. The two

primary objects of his mission were, to put an end to the
exaction of presents by British officers, who had enriched
themselves at the expense of the native powers, and to sup-
press the internal trade, in a great measure monopolized
by them, which had been the source of accumulated evils.

The first of these measures he enforced with "igour, obli-
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ging the officers not to accept a single present, and attach-

ing severe penalties to the violation of his order. The

irregular trade, however, he is said to have partially con-

nived at, with the view of favouring some personal friends,

till the repeated commands of the company left him no

choice but to perform his duty.
Affairs remained nevertheless in extreme disorder ; and

the revenue, an object of such paramount interest, had in

no degree answered the expectations of the company.
Among the remedies adopted was that of sending out three

persons of distinction and experience, Mr. Vansittart, Colo-

nel Ford, and Mr. Scrafton, under the title of supervisors,
to inquire into the causes of these evils, and suggest a mode
of counteracting them. A singular fate befell these emi-

nent personages ; for neither they nor the vessel in which

they sailed were ever heard of. The measure was not re-

sumed ; and on the resolution being formed to appoint a

governor-general, Parliament nominated Mr. Hastings. The
choice was entirely approved by the proprietors. That gen-
tleman, in a succession of subordinate situations, had dis-

played splendid military talents, and acquired great expe-
rience in Indian affairs. When recently acting as second

in command at Madras, he had materially improved that set-

tlement ; and the happiest results were accordingly expected
from his elevation to the supreme government.
The various transactions by which the administration of

Mr. Hastings was marked excited in Britain intense inter-

est, and gave rise, after his return, to some of the most

memorable proceedings in the records of parliament. This

ardent feeling has long since subsided ; the events to which

it related not having permanently affected either the extent

of the British power or its relation to the native states. A
very rapid outline of them will now satisfy the general
reader.

The first measure, and perhaps that of the greatest im-

portance, was dictated by the government at home. Hith-

erto, though our countrymen were rulers of Bengal, the

judicial and financial details had been conducted by native

officers. These in their present dependent situation could

no longer command the necessary respect and submission.

The English residents too often set the example of insub-

ordination, and the country was reduced almost to a state

I
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of anarchy. It was therefore determined to place these

branches under British agency, and to bring them as much
as possible under the control of the government at Calcutta.

This change was extremely momentous, involving compli-
cated arrangements, of which it was not always possible
to foresee the practical consequences. It proved, accord-

ingly, that the new system contained many imperfections ;

yet the attachment which the natives of India always mani-

fested for Mr. Hastings, shows that he had not neglected
their welfare, and though the alteration could not be accept-

able, made it as consistent as possible with their feelings
and interests.

He found the pecuniary affairs of the company at a point
of extreme depression, and an anxiety to relieve them in-

volved him in the most questionable part of his proceedings.
The situation of the provinces on the Upper Ganges af-

forded him opportunities which he too readily embraced.

The Vizier, or Nabob of Oude, an ally of England, having
conceived the design of conquering Rohilcund, and expel-

ling the Patan race by whom it was occupied, solicited aid
;

offering In return forty lacks of rupees, with the mainte-

nance of the British troops sent to his assistance. The go-

vernor-general consented ; and the English in this expedi-
tion found, as usual, that nearly all the hard fighting de-

volved upon them, while they had the mortification to see

their allies indulge in outrageous acts of cruelty and rapine.
This severity has been represented, though without suffi-

cient reason, as producing the entire extirpation of the

Rohillahs ; and the reproach incurred in consequence of it

fell to a considerable extent on the European auxiliaries.

In the same quarter, the governor-general availed him-
self of another somewhat doubtful mode of recruiting the

company's finances. To the individual claiming the still

lofty character of Great Mogul, after being driven from tho

main seat of his government, had been assigned under
British protection the provinces of Corah and Allahabad.
With the view, however, of regaining possession of his

capitals, he had been induced to form an alliance with
the Mahrattas, and even to join their standard. These war-
riors soon carried him in triumph to Delhi and Agra ; but,

according to their custom, made him a virtual prisoner, exer-

cising in his name all the power of the empire. They even
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obliged him to issue an order for delivering into their hands

Corah and Allahabad ; though the officer in the immediate

command chose rather to intrust them to the English. The

governor-general then insisted that the emperor, by going
over to the Mahrattas, had renounced his connexion with the

British, and annulled their obligations to him. He there-

fore took possession of those provinces, and sold them to

the Nabob of Oude for fifty lacks of rupees. On the s;ime

ground the annual tribute to the Mogul prince was discon-

tinued. By these proceedings, Mr. Hastings, though he

did not make any permanent addition to the revenue, re-

lieved the company from immediate distress.

He was soon -placed in a very peculiar and embarrassing
situation. By the new constitution there were associated

with him four counsellors, of whom he was only the presi-

dent, with a vote and casting vote ; thus making it possible
that a hostile majority might hold the supreme power. Of
these counsellors Mr. Barwell alone adhered to Mr. Hast-

ings ; while the three others not only refused to submit to

his guidance, but placed themselves in direct and systematic

opposition. Every measure proposed by him was rejected ;

the persons whom he had employed on diplomatic missions

were recalled, and others substituted ; and the natives en-

couraged to bring charges against him, which were taken

into full consideration. Mr. Hastings was thus not only

virtually deposed, but placed as a criminal at the bar of his

own court. He indignantly refused to plead his cause there,

which was laid hold of as a proof of guilt. At one time,

in consequence of having first offered and then retracted

his resignation, there were actually two governments issu-

ing orders at once, so as to give rise to an apprehension of

civil war.

The death of Colonel Monson liberated the governor-

general from this singular control, and invested him anew
with supreme power. Being involved in expensive wars

with Hyder and Tippoo on the coast of Coromandel, and

with the Mahrattas in the west of India, he soon found

himself reduced to severe financial distress. He had again
recourse for relief to the upper provinces. Cheyt Sing, the

Rajah of Benares, had been for some time a faithful ally,

paying a moderate tribute, with an understanding that ho

6houW be liable to no further demand. Under the pressure
A a S
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of the war, however, solicitations and even requisitions

were addressed to him, both for additional advances in

money and for a contingent of troops ;
and as the rajah

showed extreme reluctance to comply with these demands,

employing some of the usual diplomatic artifices to evade

them, the governor-general
formed the resolution to throw

him into prison, and seize his whole treasure. This first

design was effected while Mr. Hastings himself was at

Benares, whither he had repaired with seeming rashness,

attended only by a few companies of sepoys. The citizens,

inflamed at the outrage offered to their chief, rose with a

spirit seldom displayed by an Indian populace, cut in pieces

the small detachment of soldiers, and enabled him to regain

his liberty. Had they advanced with promptitude, they

might have satiated their vengeance by the death of Mr.

Hastings, who had round him only a handful of men ; but

they lost the opportunity, and he made his way to the strong

fortress of Chunar. As soon, however, as he could muster

his strength and commence active operations the Indian

troops dispersed ; upon which the people returned to their

usual submissive habits. The castle of Bidgegur, to which

the rajah had retreated as his last resource, was reduced ;

but Cheyt Sing effected his escape, and the treasure it con-

tained was found, with feelings of deep disappointment, to

fall short of 300,0U0L
The spoil of the Rajah of Benares having thus failed to

afford the expected supply, Mr. Hastings was driven to a

still more unwarrantable resource. An agreement was

made with Asoph-ul-Dowlah, relieving him of a great part

of the subsidiary force which he was bound to maintain, on

condition of his immediately paying a large sum of money.
The full understanding was, that this should be drawn from

the coffers of the Begums, two aged ladies, the reigning

nabob's mother and grandmother, to whom his father,

Sujah Dowlah, had left the greater part of his accumulated

wealth. It was well foreseen that nothing but the severest

torture could induce these venerable dames to yield up their

treasured hoards ; and, as every principle of duty and de-

cency forbade the application of this to their own persons,

their favourite eunuchs were seized, thrown into dungeons,
and treated with the utmost indignity. Thus, after long

delays and evasions, there was extracted from them nearly
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half a million sterling ; which, however, did not amount to

the sum expected.
Mr. Hastings soon after returned to Calcutta, and in Feb-

ruary, 1785, embarked for England, after an administration

of thirteen years. During that period the revenue had
been somewhat increased ; but the debt had been aug
mented in a greater proportion. This, however, had re-

sulted from the wars in which the company were involved,

particularly that with Hyder, to which the governor-general
could scarcely be considered a party. On arriving in Eng-
land he found a violent clamour against him. Mr. Francis,
who in India was his constant and unyielding opponent,
had reached Britain before him, and communicated the

most unfavourable impressions. The cause was embraced

with enthusiastic zeal by Burke, perhaps the greatest orator

of the day. He commenced a series of motions, impeach-

ing the conduct of Hastings, and was powerfully seconded

by Sheridan ;
while Pitt, who at first successfully turned

them aside, at length gave his entire concurrence. The
House then determined to present to the lords a bill

of impeachment against the late Governor of India—a

measure which excited the deepest interest throughout the

nation. This celebrated trial commenced on the 13th Feb-

ruary, 1788, before a numerous auditory, which included a

great part of the royal family. Burke opened the charge

by a speech that lasted four days, in which he represented
the conduct of Mr. Hastings as a compound of treachery
and cruelty, disgraceful to the British name, and almost

without a parallel in the annals of history. The numerous

charges, however, upon which the impeachment was founded,

the complexity of the evidence, and the remote quarter
whence witnesses were to be brought, protracted the trial

to an extraordinary length. Seven years rolled on, during
which the public mind underwent a remarkable change.
The warmth of feeling against the real or supposed enor-

mities of the accused gradually subsided, and no small pity

was felt for an individual so eminent, who, with nothing

yet proved against him, had been doomed not only to endure

a heavy load of reproach, but to pass through a life of im-

peachment. If he had not been cleared of blame, it was
evident that the magnitude of his offences had been consider-

ably exaggerated. The interest taken in the transaction
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languished ; and when the vote was called, on the 17th of

April, 1795, the sentence of " not guilty" upon the first

charge was carried in a very thin house by a majority of 24 to

6, and upon all the others by majorities not materially differ-

ent. The company, after having projected something still

more liberal, granted him finally a pension of 4000/. a year

for twenty-eight years and a half, and a loan without interest

for eighteen years of 50,000/. to defray the expenses of the

trial.

Meantime the affairs of India had been the subject of

anxious deliberation in the legislature, and the measures

proposed on this subject were even made the chief ground
of debate between the two great political factions. Mr.

Fox, having by his coalition with Lord North obtained a

complete ascendency in parliament, brought in his memo-
rable bill, by which nearly the whole government and

patronage of India would have been taken from the com-

pany and vested in the commons. It was passed without

difficulty in that house ; yet it increased the odium under

which "the ministry laboured, being considered- as an ar-

rangement that would throw into their hand such a degree
of influence as to render them permanent and absolute,

without control either from prince or people. This was so

strongly represented to the king that he authorized Earl

Temple to acquaint as many members of the House of

Lords as he thought fit, that he would consider those who
should vote for the measure to be his personal enemies.

It was accordingly rejected, and the coalition were soon

afterward removed from power, when Mr. Pitt began his

long and brilliant career. It was not long till he introduced

a bill which made a very material change in the adminis-

tration of India ;
and from the great popularity which he

then enjoyed, and the admission on all hands that some

change was necessary, he had little difficulty in carrying it

through the two houses.

The leading feature in this measure was the establish-

ment of a new body, invested with high powers, called the

Board of Control. It consists of six members, among
whom must be the chancellor of the exchequer and a secre-

tary of state. One of these high officers, appointed to act

as president, has in fact exercised nearly the whole power
of the board. Its functions are described somewhat
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vaguely in the following terms :
—"From time to time to

check, superintend, and control all acts, operations, and

concerns which in anywise relate to the civil or military

government, or revenues of the territories and possessions
of the United Company in the East Indies." They are

authorized to inspect all correspondence and despatches to

and from India, and the proceedings of the courts of pro-

prietors and directors ;
also to have access to all papers

and documents belonging to the company. They have

power to alter and amend the instructions which that body
send out to their servants ; and, in certain special cases,

can transmit orders directly through a secret committee of

the directors, who act as the mere channel of their commu-
nications. The directors are allowed an appeal from the

board to the king in council, which, as Mr. Mill observes,
is little else than an appeal from the king to himself, and
has never in practice been resorted to. The same writer

considers the board of control as now the sole governing

power, and the directors as only an instrument for carrying
its decisions into effect. It is admitted, however, that the

details of Indian affairs have been generally administered

by the directors, without vexatious or oppressive inter-

ference from the controlling authority. The board have

influenced all the grand measures and appointments, and

obtained a large share of the patronage ; but the two bodies

have, on the whole, worked together with a greater degree
of harmony than might have been expected from an inde-

pendent and ill-defined jurisdiction. The king has the

nomination of the commander-in-chief; while the company
appoint the governor-general and all the members of coun-

cil,
—

subject, however, to the approbation of the sovereign,
who can at any time recall even the highest of these

officers.

This act contained very strict injunctions to renounce all

schemes of war and conquest, and for the remedy of other

evils, whence the company's financial distress, and the op-

pression of their Indian subjects, were supposed to have

arisen. On this subject a unanimous sentiment at that

moment pervaded the British cabinet. It was obvious,

however, that the execution of directions sent to so distant

a settlement would depend upon the personal character and

views of the individual holding the chief authority. Much
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anxiety was therefore felt to select one whose principle,

mi'.rht he a pledge for the due fulfilment of the-objects now

aimed at by the government and company. *or this pur-

pose Lord Cornwall, a statesman of high reputation and

lona experience, was considered, beyond any other indi-

vidual in England, eminently qualified tor the task.

His lordship arrived in India in September, 1786, and

availing himself of the information aftorded by Mr. Shore

(now Lord Teignmouth), who afterward succeeded mm,

immediately applied with the utmost diligence to the ar-

raZemen/of affairs. Animated by the purest patriotism

and° integrity, and endowed with a sound judgment, he

perhaps did not possess those comprehensive views which

form the complete statesman. He was desirous, in con-

formity with his instructions, to abstain from aggression

and conquest in every form ; yet we
J»™ "^.*"*"

somewhat slender grounds allowing himsel to be .d»WB

into hostilities with Tippoo, winch aid the foundation for

other contests on a still greater scale. In undertaking to

place on an improved basis the financial and judical sys-

tems of British India, he was guided by motives decidedly

benevolent. But his arrangements in some ™8es Procee*f
J

on a very imperfect knowledge of the actual state of the

country. He applied principles
founded upon abs rac

Tory and English practice
to a people in whom oca

prejudices had taken deep root. The sanguine expectations

formed from his administration were thus in a great

nie sure disappointed ; but the details.will be more conve-

niently considered before the close of this chapter in

taking
a general view of the management ot these departments in

Bn
Smce

I

the

a
"time of Lord Comwallis no material change

has taken place in the constitution of the company, or in

the mode of governing their possessions.
But it may De

nteres in. to point out the means by which their numerous

l"ss-u states have been brought, and are still retained under

their control. The first and most efficient o f therr expe-

dients was to quarter in the territories of an My, W*h few

consent real or apparent, troops winch he either took into

pay or maintained, contributing an adequate sum. 1 hey

were understood to be placed there solely to.secure him

against foreign aggression,
or the efforts of a domestic
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competitor, but to interfere in no shape with the internal

government. The presence, however, in the heart of his

dominions, of a force decidedly superior to his own in dis-

cipline and number, placed him of course under a silent but

real control. This being fully established, the next step
was to require that, instead of money-payments, he should

cede a portion of territory, the revenues of which might

defray the expense of the subsidiary troops. With this

was combined, not necessarily indeed, but usually, an

agreement to intrust the defence of his borders entirely to

the company, and to discontinue all political and diplomatic
intercourse with any other power. The last stage of sub-

jection arrived when he was required to resign the whole
administration into the hands of the British, and to retain

the mere pomp and name of royalty, supported by a liberal

allowance of revenue.

Of these three arrangements the first was often cheer-

fully acceded to, and even solicited by the sovereign, when
his power appeared in danger either from foreign or do-

mestic enemies. No long time elapsed, however, before

the yoke was painfully felt, both by ruler and people ; and
the second step, consisting in a cession of land, could only
be brought about by a feeling of invincible necessity. Aftet

this measure was adopted the government of the companj
became, generally speaking, very odious, and intrigues
were usually formed for the expulsion of their agents;
which, again, afforded a pretext for employing their power
to compel the prince to acquiesce in the third or final ar-

rangement.
It is painful to remark, that the divided power, prevailing

under these successive systems, has been productive of ex-

tensive misgovernment. The rajahs and nabobs, secured

by a British force against any insurrection of the people,
could defy their discontent, indulge in violent and tyrannical

measures, and gratify their avidity by every species of ex-

tortion. The entire subjection, therefore, of the sovereign,
afforded in general a salutarv relief to the great body of

the people. Ever after the successful war which termi-

nated with the capture of Pondicherry, the English were
the real masters of the Camatic, and held the nabob as

their vassal ; but he showed himself much dissatisfied with

his position, and contributed very little to their aid in the
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formidable contests with Mysore. Lord Cornwallis, therev

fore, on opening his grand campaign against Tippoo, re-

solved, as the only mode of rendering the resources of the

Carnatic available, to insist that during the war it should

be placed entirely in his possession ;
a liberal provision be-

ing made for the chief, to whom, when peace should return,

the government was to be restored. That prince made all

the resistance in his power ; though he was at length com-

pelled to submit. His territories were occupied, but, agree-

ably to treaty, given back at the conclusion of the war.

This arrangement, however, was found so inconvenient, and

the nabob's conduct so little satisfactory, that Marquis

Wellesley, before opening his final campaign against Tip-

poo in 1799, resolved to press a new negotiation, by which

a certain portion of territory should be made over to the

company in full and final sovereignty ; in consideration of

which the entire occupation formerly stipulated should be

dispensed with. The rajah strenuously opposed this pro-

posal, and succeeded in delaying its fulfilment till the rapid

successes of the British arms had brought the war to a

termination. He then maintained that the circumstances

had ceased upon which this new demand was founded.

There was discovered, however, in the archives of Seringa-

patam, a series of letters between this prince and the

sovereign of Mysore, in which he applied the most flatter-

ing language to Tippoo, while he mentioned with disdain

the allied powers ; describing the English as new corners,

the nizam as nothing, and the Mahrattas as contemptible.

Mr. Mill argues that these were mere empty compliments
usual among oriental princes, and to which the nabob was

prompted by the vanity of corresponding with so powerful
a ruler. But, besides that any intercourse was contrary to

express agreement, no friendly interpretation could be put

on the terms in which they and their allies were designated.
The hostile disposition which these letters manifested was

not only in accordance with the general tenor of his con-

duct, but arose perhaps necessarily out of his humbled

situation. Under these impressions the governor-general
directed Lord Clive, the resident, to insist upon carrying
Into effect the third arrangement ; by which the prince was

required to resign into the hands of the English the entire

administration, civil and military, of his dominions, and t»
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retire with a liberal provision for himself and family. But
when Clive received these instructions, his highness la-

boured under so severe an illness as made it impossible to

communicate them. His death following soon after the

complaint, and the demand founded upon it, were first

made to his reputed son, Ali Hussein ; a circumstance un-
favourable to the British, who thus appeared disposed to

visit the offences of the father on one who was not even
accused of participating in them. The young man showed
considerable irresolution ; he at one time gave his consent ;

but, swayed by the«advice of his guardians, he finally met
the proposals with a positive rejection. The company then

looked round for another branch of the blood-royal, whom
the advantages still attached to the name of nabob might
incline to govern on their own terms. They pitched upon
Azeem-ul-Dowlah, a nephew of the deceased, who, having
no other access to greatness, was easily induced to accept
this dignity, even on the unfavourable conditions upon
which it was tendered. A similar arrangement had just
been made with the Rajah of Tanjore, who retired on a

pension, consisting of a lack of pagodas and a third part
of the nett revenues ; and hence the English were estab-

lished in the uncontrolled administration, civil and military,
of the whole Oarnatic.

The nizam, who had long fluctuated between a French

and British alliance, was, in 1798, through the vigorous
measures of the Marquis Wellesley, compelled to accept
the latter, and to permit the occupation of his country by
a subsidiary force. The overthrow of the house of Mysore
had the effect of reducing him to a state of complete de-

pendence, of which the marquis took advantage, and re-

quired him to cede a large extent of territory, including all

that he had received on the partition of Tippoo's domin-

ions. To this was also annexed the condition, that he
should intrust all his foreign intercourse to the English.
Since that time, although many discontents have fermented

between the two parties, affairs have proceeded without any
material change in their relative situation.

The nabobship of Oude, combined with the nominal yet
still respected title of vizier, when held by the vigorous
hands of" Sujah Dowlah, formed one of the most important

fragments into which the Mogul empire had been sepa-
Vol. II.—B b
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rated. This chief invited and even bribed the English,

with the view of aiding him in the subjection of Rohilcund,

and in defending himself against the M ahrattas. But under

his feeble successor, Asoph-ul-Dowlah, it was felt that the

army of occupation at once burdened the finances and

kept the countrv in real subjection. Continued remon-

strances were therefore employed to procure a reduction of

this force ;
and Mr. Hastings had agreed, in consideration

of the sum paid out of the spoil of the Begums, to with-

draw a great part of it. During the administration of Sir

John Shore, Asoph-ul-Dowlah died, and his reputed son,

Vizier Ali, at first succeeded ;
but the governor being con-

vinced of his illegitimacy, employed the British power in

raising to the throne Saadut Ali, eldest surviving brother

of Asoph-ul-Dowlah. Soon afterward Vizier Ali, with his

partisans, either through design or in the heat of passion,

having attacked and assassinated at Benares Mr. Cherry,

the English resident, and some other gentlemen, was

obliged To take flight,
and his person was afterward secured.

The°new nabob, who owed his existence to the company,

was obliged to agree to a treaty by which the subsidiary

force was to be considerably enlarged, with a discretionary

power to augment it still farther. He soon, however, began,

like other Indian princes, to show symptoms of uneasiness

under the thraldom to which he was thus reduced, and

Marquis Welleslev thought it advisable to demand that he

should receive a larger body of troops, and cede for_their

support the valuable territories of Rohilcund and the Doab,

—an arrangement by which he was completely enclosed

within the British dominions, and separated from all the

other powers of India.

Among the acquisitions made by negotiation,—that is,

by demands which the other party were unable to resist,—

was that of Surat in 1800, and of Furruckabad in 1802,

when their respective nabobs were pensioned at the rate of

12,000/. a year. By a convention also in 1817, a consid-

erable part of Guzerat, including Ahmedabad, the capital,

was annexed to the company's dominions.

The following estimate of the extent and population of

the territories now included in British India, has just been

published by parliament :
—
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Square Miles. Population.

Presidency of Bengal,. .• 220,312 69,710,071

Districts the population of which is doubtful, . . . 85,700

Madras, 141,9234 13,508,535

Bombay, 59,438i 6,251,546

Districts the population of which is doubtful, . . . 5,550

512,923$ 89,470,152

The population of the doubtful districts, being situated

on the Nerbudda in Berar and Concan, is probably not

large ;
so that the whole will not much exceed ninety mil-

lions. The territory of the allied or protected, that is the

subject states, is estimated at 614,610 square miles; their

population, however, is not supposed nearly equal to that

of the territories under the immediate government of the

company. Mr. Hamilton, in the second edition of his

Gazeteer, estimates it as follows :
—

The Nizam, 10,000,000

The Nagpoor Rajah, 3,000,000

TheKingofOude, 3,000,000

The Guickwar, 2,000,000

The Satarah Rajah, 1,500,000

The Mysore Rajah, 3,000,000

Travancore and Cochin, 1,000,000

Kotah, Boondee, and Bopaul, 1 ,500,000

Rajpoot and other petty states, 15,000,OCO

40,000,000

The same gentleman makes the following conjecture as

to the states that still remain independent :
—

Sindia 4,000,000

I Lahore, Rajah Rungeet Singh 3,000,000

Sinde,... 1,000,000

Nepaul 2,000,000

Cashmere, and other districts belonging to the King )
y qqq qqq

ofCabul, ; S
' '

11,000,000

This would give for the whole of India a population of up-
wards of 140 millions.

In the government administered by the company the most

striking feature is that military force by which their exten-

sive dominion was originally acquired, and is still held in
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submission. Its composition is perhaps more remarkable

than that of any army ever levied. India is subjected to a

foreign yoke by her own troops, paid with her own money.

It might at first appear that a conquering state could not,

without the utmost peril, rely on such means Yet the

conduct of the sepoys or name troops, under British com-

manders, has entirely removed all such apprehension ;

having been employed more than half a century in extend-

ing British sovereignty over India, during
' which they have

frequently distinguished
themselves. On the plain of

Assave, and on the bulwarks of Seringapatam, they fought

side by side with European troops. Their fidelity has not

been less remarkable. It was put to the severest test when

the subsidiary force stationed at the capital of the peishwa,

consisting partly of troops levied within his territories

were assailed at once with earnest solicitations and high

bribes to join the ranks of their original sovereign. They

all remained incorruptible, and officers, some of whom were

of low rank, brought to the resident large sums of money

which had been offered as the price of desertion. It is,

however, of importance that they should have a commander

who understands their character and treats them kindly.

There is scarcely any thing which they will not undertake

for one of this description.
Their mutinies have not been

frequent. The dreadful one at Vellore, in 1806, undoubt-

edly originated from the rash interference with usages con-

nected with their ideas of religion and oider,--a compulsory

change in the form of the turban, and a prohibition
to re-

tain on the face, while on service, the distinctive mark of

their caste. It was fomented also by Mussulman chiefs,

who hoped by that means to re-establish the fallen dynasty

of Mysore. The great mutiny of 1809, excited by the

ri-rour of Sir George Barlow, was confined to the European

officers ;
and while it raged in the garrisons

of Hydrabad,

Seringapatam, and MafluTipatan, the native soldiers are said

to have been ignorant
of its existence.

The political situation and feelings of the Hindoos ac-

count for the facility with which they have lent themse ves

to their own subjugation. Long obedient to the absolute

rule of for.-ii.mers, whose manners and religion they du-

nked, almost all their national attachments were obliterated.

Rammohun Roy observes, that the peasantry in general are
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quite ignorant both of the former and present government,
and consequently -quite indifferent to either. Disaffection
is confined to men of aspiring character and of ancient

family, who have no longer any means by which they can
arrive at power or office. The troops fight for pay and

plunder ; being ready to defend him whose bread they eat

against sovereign, friends, and country. They do not,

however, act from motives purely mercenary, but consider
themselves bound in honour to support the cause of him
by whom they are maintained, and not to enter the ranks
of another till the first has completely fallen.

The native army attained by gradual steps its present
strength and discipline. A few sepoy battalions were at

first employed merely as an appendage to the company's
forces ; while a captain, adjutant, and some sergeants were
the only English officers attached to them. With the skill

which these communicated, and the use of musketry, they
easily vanquished the irregular troops of the native princes.
When the latter, however, began to improve their military

system and introduce European tactics, it became necessary
to raise our sepoy force to a higher degree of efficiency ;

their complement of British officers was progressively in-

creased, and they were more and more assimilated to regi-
ments of the line. This method was brought into full

operation in 1796; since which time no native has been
allowed to rise above the rank of subahdar, the highest pay
attached to which is 147 rupees per month ; and in that

station, after a life of service, he is subject to the command,
and perhaps the insolence, of the youngest European
officer. Sir John Malcolm considers this state of affairs as

very discouraging to the zeal of the natives
; and, though

he does not recommend that they should be raised to high
commands, suggests that grants of land or lucrative civil

employments should be bestowed as a recompense for long
and faithful services. The native army now comprises
above 230,000 infantry and 26,000 cavalry. The company
have also about 8000 troops levied in Europe. A number
of king's regiments, the united amount of which must not
exceed 20,000, are constantly employed, and have double

pay allowed them.
The revenue of India is derived almost exclusively from

land ; and the English, according to the example of the
Bb2
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Motml government, were disposed to draw from it the ut-

most possible amount which would leave a decent subsist-

ence to the owner and cultivator. Lord Comwallis, with

the concurrence of the company, determined to introduce

the system of permanent settlement ; by which the propri-

etor would be assured that, when the tax had once been

fixed, he should reap the fruits of whatever improvement he

miaht effect. But it is remarkable that extreme difficulty

hits been found in ascertaining the real proprietor. There

appeared three distinct parties having plausible pretensions

to be so considered. These were the great Mogul, in

whose place the company now stood ;
the zemindars, or

hereditary officers, who collected the land-revenue and re-

mitted it to the sovereign, retaining a certain proportion ;

and the ryot, or hereditary occupant, who, provided he paid

the assessment, could not be legally ejected. The latter

appeared in Bengal under so humble an aspect, that it

seemed impossible to recognise his right to the dignified

title of a landed proprietor ; yet the observations of those

aentlcmen who have hat! an opportunity of closely ezannn-

in* the districts where Hindoo institutions remained in full

force, seem to leave no doubt that the ryot is the original

owner. The Institutes of Menu distinctly recognise land

as the property of him who cut away the wood and first

cleared and tilled it. Wilks, who had very extensive

means of acquiring knowledge relative to Southern India,

and whose views upon the subject Sir John Malcolm con-

siders as incontrovertible, seems to have ascertained that

the share of the produce which could be claimed by the

sovereign did not, according to the ancient Hindoo law,

exceed a sixth. In Travancore, indeed, the most southern

territory, and the one least affected by foreign conquest, it

at this moment varies from a twentieth to a fortieth. Ex-

tensive encroachments were made by the conquering dynas-

ties professing the Moslem religion ; but the rights claimed

by these fierce warriors rested entirely on their swords, ac-

cording to which they held alike as their own the property

and the persons of vanquished infidels. Even under the

proud sway of Rajpootana, it had become the established

maxim of the rvot,—
" The eovernmerit is owner of the

rent, but I am the master of the land." It has been main-

tained, that when reduced to the mere profits of farming,
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he could by no means be considered ns proprietor, but only

as perpetual lessee. Yet even this narrowed possession is

highly valued and proudly boasted of. The Hindoo derives

from it an assured subsistence, as the soil cultivated by

his fathers, and which, he hopes, will be tilled by his de-

scendants.

On the whole, then, the only dispute appears to lie be-

tween the sovereign and the ryot. The zemindar, who

merely collected runts for the former, seems to have no

substantial claim whatever; yet in Bengal, at the time

when the settlement was to be made, he appeared the

greatest man in the district, corresponding to the country

gentleman or the feudal baron of Europe. He lived with

the pomp of a nobleman, and sometimes of a prince ; he

commanded a body of troops ; he possessed even the chief

criminal jurisdiction within his limits. The ryots, on the

contrary, reduced to the lowest poverty, subject to arbitrary

exactions, and to have their annual payments raised at the

will of their superior, appeared to rank, not as farmers in our

sense of the word, but rather as the villains and bondmen

of the middle ages. It was determined, therefore, to con-

sider the zemindars as the actual proprietors, and the ryots

merely as renters. The permanent settlement was made

upon the former class ; and on payment of a fixed annual

sum, whether of the description of tax or rental, but never to

be increased, they remained in every other respect the clear

owners of the property. They were only required to give

to the ryots a puttah, or bond, fixing the annual rent on

payment of which the latter were to remain undisturbed in

occupation of their farms.

Never perhaps did a measure originate in motives so pure,

involving so extensive a sacrifice, and yet be productive of

so much°distress and injustice. It set out with wresting

from the ryots, the great body of the agricultural popula-

tion, rights which though much narrowed and invaded, were

still fondly prized. But so impossible is it to predict the

consequences of any remarkable change, that the unjustly-

favoured class of zemindars were those to whom it proved the

most ruinous. The payments demanded from them amounted

in fact to nearly the rack-rent of the whole country. It was

therefore difficult for them to avoid felling into arrear. But

non-payment was speedily followed by a summary process of
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sequestration, and the sale of the lands ;
while they had no

means of drawing funds from the ryots, unless by a method

which, as will presently appear, is beyond measure tedious

and dilatory. Before they could realize their rents, the

farms were seized and sold for the dues to government ;

and a most extensive transference of property has been

thus occasioned. Nor have the ryots recovered any of

their rights by the change. Their poverty precluded any

attempt to become the purchasers of the forfeited estates,

which fell into the hands of speculators, consisting gener-

rally of the opulent inhabitants of the cities. The evil is

done, and cannot well be retrieved ; the lands are sold,

and no stretch of justice admits of their being resumed.

Indeed it seems acknowledged by the greatest opponents of

this system that the principle of permanent settlement,

whatever mischief its application may in the first instance

have produced, by ensuring to the proprietor the fruits of all

the improvement he may accomplish, is beginning to pro-

duce the most happy effects. Under this encouragement
considerable tracts formerly waste have been brought under

culture ; bilt Rammohun Roy, in his late evidence before

parliament, complains that the ryots, whose poverty ren-

ders them little able to make head against a wealthy land-

lord, are in as unprotected and impoverished a state as

ever.

In n considerable portion of the Carnatic, an arrange-

ment has been more recently attempted on an entirely dif-

ferent principle. In effecting this measure the ryots were

considered as the real proprietors, and upon them the per-

manent settlement was made by Sir Thomas M unro. That

liberal governor, however, was induced, by the urgency and

necessity of the company, to fix the rent at 45 per cent, of

the produce, which was so high as to leave no probability

of its being then paid ; but it was hoped that the operation

of the system would produce in a short time such an im-

provement as to render even this high rate not too burden-

some. Meantime accommodations were made from year to

year according to circumstances ; but no final possession
was to be granted till the payment reached the standard

fixed by the company. It was overlooked in this plan
that the permanent grant, out of which the improvement
was expected to arise, did not exist ; consequently, the
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bmefils naturally flowing from it were looked for in vain.

An attempt was then made to form a village-administration,
where the potail, or headman, levied the rent from the ryots,
and was responsible for its amount

; being empowered in

case of any deficiency to lay on an extra assessment. This

arrangement was made first for three, then for ten years ;

but before the last period expired the system had entirely

failed, after great oppression had been suffered on the part
of the cultivator. The direct lease was then again resorted

to, with a deduction, which indeed Munro had strongly re-

commended, of a fourth or a third of the rent originally ex-

acted ; but hardly any favourable result has yet been ob-

tained, either as to the improvement of the country or the

relief of its cultivators.

On the western coast, the rent was fixed, as in Tippoo's
time, at 25 per cent, for Canara, and 30 for Malabar ;

but

the rigid exaction of this amount is said to have occasioned

numerous sales, and a great transference of landed property.
The Bombay government has been engaged in an extensive

survey of the Mahratta territory ceded by the last treaty,

with a view to a settlement, which may exist first for five,

then for thirty years, and afterward be rendered perma-
nent. A great portion of this territory, however, was from

political motives assigned to jaghiredars, who held it in

feudal tenure under the English government, to whom they

paid only a regulated tribute.

The lands of Guzerat, which has always been the most

flourishing of the provinces, and where the cultivator has

been least oppressed, are let on leases of seven years at the

same rate as before.

Wc are indebted to materials collected by Mr. Rickards

for the following general view of the financial transactions

of the East India Company for the thirty-five years between
1793 and 1828, in the course of which they obtained such

vast accessions to their territorial sovereignty :
—
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The following is a more detailed view of the revenues

and charges of India for the years 1823-9, 1829-30, with

the estimate for 1830-1 :
—

REVENUES.

Bengal, .....
Fort St. George, ....
Bombay, .....
Prince of Wales Island, Sincapore, and Malacca.

Total, ....
Charges in India, .

Nett Revenues in India,

'.CHARGES.

Bengal, .....
Fori St. George, ....
Bombay, .....
Prince of Wales Island, Sincapore, and Malacca,

Total, ....
Interest on Debts, . . .

Total Charges and Interest,

Expense of St. Helena,
Political Chirges paid in England, \

including invoice amount of Terri- >

torial Stores consigned to India, _)

Grand Total,
Revenues, ....
Surplus Revenue, . . .

Surplus Charge,

1828 9.

I.

14.785.860

3.575.049
2.331.802

47.9.-0

22 740.691
21.605.507

1.135.184

10.143.

5.502

3.652
195

I9 4SI
2.121

21. tsr,

113

.967.405

23 6-5 966
22.740.69

94.5.27

1S29-30.
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exertions of economy, and to every possible redaction upon

their establishments ; but these measures, so far as they

affect the military, have only given rise to considerable dis-

The judicial arrangements introduced by Marquis Corn-

wallis proved, if possible,
still less satisfactory than those

relating to revenue. In India, as over all the East, this branch

of administration was exercised directly and personally b\ the

sovereign or his deputy. The zemindar, in this last capa-

city, at once collected the revenues, maintained the police,

and decided in all cases civil and criminal. 1 his he did by

a summary process, hearing each cause from the mouths of

the parties, and judging according to principles of equity

without any technical rule or study. His sentences were

often corrupt and prejudiced ;
but they were prompt, and

founded upon an intimate knowledge of the persons inter-

ested The British, on assuming the government, acted at

first upon this principle,
so far as to combine the offices of

judge and collector. Lord Cornwalhs, rejecting these ar-

rangements, which were certainly false in principle, at-

tempted too hastily to substitute the full and regular opera-

tion of English law. The country was divided into zillahs,

each containing a court, in which presided a European

iudae, with native assistants. From these courts an appeal

lay to superior tribunals at Calcutta, Patna, Dacca, and

Moorshedabad, and from them a final appeal might be

made to a supreme judicatory in the capital, called the buil-

der Dewannee Adawlut, composed of the governor in coun-

cil, assisted by Mohammedan and Hindoo lawyers. I he

judges of the four appeal courts, going in circuit, tried

criminal causes ; but their sentences might also be brought

under the revision of a supreme tribunal, similarly consti-

tuted, called the Nizamut Adawlut.

This system, however plausible and well intended, was

found in its operation very unsuitable to the habits of Indian

society. Instead of the brief and summary process, founded

on obvious and common sense principles, there was substi-

tuted a complex code, in a great measure unknown to the

people ; and, instead of stating their own case and obtain-

ing a decision at once, they were obliged to employ plead-

ers, a new class of men whom it was necessary to create

for the purpose, while thev had also to endure the numerous
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inconveniences of protracted litigation. These were soon

multiplied. It is a general practice in India never to dis-

charge debts till compelled by necessity ; and when it was
discovered that by not paying till a lawsuit was instituted a

long delay could be gained, this course was adopted to an
extent which increased incredibly the number of processes.
The time thus spent, and the temptation to profit by it,

were more and more augmented, till the undecided cases
swelled to an unprecedented multitude. These delays,

amounting almost to a denial of justice, caused, as already
observed, the ruin of the whole body of zemindars without

any benefit to their dependent ryots. Even after the fullest

examination the English lawyers found themselves very ill-

qualified to form a correct opinion. The general indifference
to the obligation of an oath, which the most respecta-
ble natives consider unlawful, joined to the ignorance of
the judge in regard to habits and modes of thinking alto-

gether foreign to those which prevail in England, rendered
it impossible to discover the truth in many cases, where the
shrewd sense and local experience of the zemindar would
have discerned it by a species of intuition. In consequence
of the difficulty of bringing the guilty to justice, the system
of decoity for some time increased to a great degree. No
complete remedy has yet been found for these defects in the

legal system, and a complaint was recently made in a native

newspaper, that every one who had brought a plea before the

supreme court found it terminate in his ruin. The expe-
dients from which intelligent writers entertain the greatest

hope are the more frequent employment of natives, and the
extension of the punchayets,

—a sort of jury, which in many
districts there is a great disposition to employ.

Vol. II.-C
P '
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CHAPTER IX.

British Social System in India

JJ'i ?•,?- f Dangers o Eu ravagance-Society in the great Cities

of Calcutta
^Charac

tero he E,

^JLrSalUme of „le Scrip
.

B^«y««^^T
he^P^™^'h7rS Millenary Sodety-

\SSmlSlZSSS R^uTof MiSBidne-AoeWitm of Suttees

—Its Effects—Pilgrim Tax.

The British inhabitants of India form a population of a

verv peculiar description. They are completely the ru ,ng

class; perform all the functions of government,
and nil all

daces of power and profit.
Yet the country ,s m no de-

Tee he r own ; they' cannot hold an acre of land unless in

fhe close vicinity of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay nor

vi.hou special permission
make it their permanent abode

Tv consider their residence there as an exile, feeling hat

they belon, to another people, separated by
the nav.ga ,on

of half the° "lobe. In short, their object .s to go out to

Ind a Lfo* twenty, and to return before fifty
wt.h a for-

tune! or at leas, an independence,
which they may enjoy ,n

tH

?„! yo«

e

ng

n

nin who go thither in the hope of return.ng

with wealth or competence, belong to three professions,-

Z military, civil, and medical. The K-t of these,
""««£

cadets, receive their appointmente
Irom the court of direc-

tors. Those destined for the artillery and engineer depart-

ments are nominated to the company's military school at

Addiscombe, though their particular
serv.ee is not deter-

mined until they have undergone a publ.c exanunat.on

Every candidate must produce
a certificate of h.s b.rth -he

must not be under fourteen nor above eighteen years of age,

_must have no bodily or mental delect ^ disqualify h,m

for military service, -be able to write a good legible hand,
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—read and construe Caesar's Commentaries,—be expert in

vulgar and decimal fractions,—and have a good character

from the master under whom he last studied. Such cadets

as the public examiner reports duly qualified are appointed
to the corps of artillery. Those who possess superior dili-

gence, talents, and attainments are selected for the engi-

neers, and sent, with the rank of ensign, to finish their

education at Chatham, where they remain a year, and are

clothed and maintained at the company's expense. Cavalry
and infantry cadets receive appointments direct for India

without going to the seminary, but are required to possess
the same qualifications as the candidates for Addiscombe,

except in point of age. They must be above sixteen, and

under twenty-two, unless they have been one year in his

majesty's service; in which case they are eligible, if not

more than twenty-five. Their equipment and the expenses
of the voyage, defrayed by themselves, always exceed 200/.,

and on a very liberal scale will amount to 400/. The ar-

rangements for conveying them to India are explained by

Captain Dalrymple in the succeeding volume.* As soon

as they arrive there they begin to receive pay, and on the

first vacancy are appointed to the rank of ensign. From
this time, with ordinary good conduct, their promotion is

assured, and they rise by successive steps, as vacancies

occur, to the rank of colonel. The emoluments for such as

have the full batta, or field-allowance, are somewhat more
than double those in king's regiments at home, and after

twenty-two years of active service an officer may retire on
full pay. He has the option, in the middle of this period,
of spending three years in Europe, during which he has

only the ordinary British pay, while he thereby extends his

servitude to twenty-five years ; besides, if bis absence is

protracted beyond five years, he forfeits his commission.
Where he has enjoyed no extraordinary advantage, the con-

tinuance of his pay for life is the only benefit with which he

returns to England ; the great expense of living, as well as

of moving from one station to another, rendering it difficult

to save any thing from his income. Some, however, by
interest or talent, obtain separate appointments and com-

mands, or are sent on missions to native courts, which

Page 331.
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afforded at one time the means of realizing immense for-

tunes, and on account of the importance of the duty have
still considerable emoluments attached to them.

The civil servants, called writers, receive their appoint-
ment from the same quartet as the cadets ; but as their pros-

pects of wealth are greater, higher interest is necessary to

procure it. They are educated in the East India College
at Haileyburv. It is provided, that no candidate shall be

nominated until he has completed the sixteenth year of his

age. And no person who has been dismissed the army or

navy, or has been expelled from any place of public educa-

tion, will be received in the college. No student can be

appointed a writer to India whose age is less than eighteen,
or more than twenty-two years; nor until he shall have

resided one term at least at Haileyburv, and obtained a cer-

tificate, signed by the principal in the name of the council,

of his having conformed himself to the statutes and regula-
tions of the college. He must further declare that he accepts
the office of his own free will and choice. For some years
the number educated in this seminary was insufficient to

supply the demands for the civil service ; and, by act of

parliament, the directors were empowered to admit candi-

dates for civil stations under the following conditions :—
That a board of examiners, consisting of two professors
from Oxford, and two from Cambridge, he appointed to ex-

amine the candidate in classics, mathematics, and history. A
proficiency in the native tongues is not absolutely required
for this class of writers at the examination ; but no civil

servant in India can enter upon his official duties, unless he

be master of at least two oriental languages. He must

produce testimonials of good moral conduct from the princi-

pal or superior authority of the college or public institution

where he may have been educated. This mode of selecting
writers' is for the present discontinued, and all civil appoint-
ments are confined to the college. These nominations are

in the gift of the directors. A yearly return is prepared of

the number required to fill vacancies occasioned by death ur

retirement. When this is ascertained, the patronage is

divided among them individually, and they are at liberty to

name any one they please under certain stipulations. A
writership is considered so valuable as to be solicited by

parents in the first circles of society ; for it opens to an
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active and intelligent young man an extended sphere of
usefulness and laudable ambition. On his arrival in India,
the young civilian is allowed twelve or fifteen months to

complete his acquirements in the native languages; after

which, if he has not rendered himself master of at least two
he must resign and return to England. During tins period
of probation his talent for some particular line is generally

developed, and he is selected for the diplomatic, the judicial,
the revenue, or the commercial department,

—in all of which
the emoluments are good, and the promotion principally

dependent upon zeal and ability. A member of council is

the highest post a civilian can hold, except the governorship
of Calcutta, Bombay, or Madras. These offices are filled

up by the court of directors : all other appointments emanate
from the governor or governor-general in council. In India,
where there are only enough of officers for the work to be

performed, there can be no sinecures and no deputies. If a

man is idle or incompetent, he must remain contented with
a duty of minor importance. There is scarcely a native in

the whole country, and certainly not one in a subordinate

capacity, who could conduct the daily correspondence of a

civilian at a remote station,—he must therefore write him-

self, or the hookam for his recall will quickly be issued.

Many of this class return to England in the prime of life

with large fortunes. Their attachment to the service and

practical knowledge of business make such gentlemen most

eligible candidates for the East India direction. A civil

servant may retire after twenty-five years' residence (which
includes three years' furlough) on an annuity of 1000/. per
annum, secured to him by annual contribution to a fund

created for that purpose. A fund is also appropriated to the

relief of the widows and orphans of the same class, who are

obliged to subscribe. The military are likewise compelled
to support an institution for similar purposes. To all these

benevolent objects the company contribute most liberally.

A considerable number of medical practitioners are also

attached to the extensive army maintained by the company.
Assistant-surgeons for India, who are not received under

twenty-two years of age, must be qualified by diploma or

certificate from the Royal College of Surgeons, as well as

by an attestation from the company's examining physician.
In service thev pass through successive grades analogous

Cc2
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to those of the regimental officers. Assistant-surgeon cor-

responds to lieutenant, full-surgeon to captain, supenntend-

ing-surgeon to major ; junior member of the medical board

tolieutenant-coloncl ;
senior member to colonel. The most

advanta<reous situation is that of surgeon to a native prince;

and thole attached to the residencies at foreign courts

receive staff-allowance in addition to their pay. Some are

employed in garrisons, while others remain at the presiden-

cies, where t hey have the chance of obtaining practice among

opulent Englishmen and natives. Medical servants also,

after a certain period, retire on a liberal allowance.

All persons receiving appointments, whether civil or mil-

itary) are required to give a solemn pledge that no pecuniary

or other consideration has been given in exchange. Any
individual so offending, in case of discovery at the time, or

at any future period, forfeits all his appointments, and is

subject to a criminal prosecution by act of parliament.

Amon<r the residents in India may also be mentioned the

judges and officers of the king's supreme courts ;
(he mem-

bers'of the church establishment, who receive their appoint-

ments from the court of directors ;
and the royal troops

serving in that country. All these, however, usually ga
out at an advanced age, with their habits already formed.

The private merchants, we may add, are a considerable and

very influential class.
_

The prospects of wealth and independence which India

opens to the young adventurer are not always realized.

Though his income is probably more liberal than he would

have enjoyed at home, the necessary expenses are large,

and there arV many temptations to extravagance.

The Hindoos and the British have two entirely different

modes of spending money. The former employ it in nume-

rous trains of attendants, and occasional but magnificent

public exhibitions, while their daily fare and domestic habits

arc simple in the extreme. The English at home, with

much less regard to show, study chiefly good living and

comfortable accommodation. In India they unite both these

modes of expenditure. The pomp is dictated to them by

the fashion of the country, and the necessity of obtaining

respect among the people, while the luxury of the table is

conformable to their previous habits, and necessary to pre-

serve their influence among their countrymen.
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The maintenance of a numerous body of servants is an

expense which the usages of the country unavoidably entail

upon the European resident. This is the kind of state in

which, above all others, the opulent natives delight ;
and in

conformity to it a system has been established, by which

each domestic appropriates to himself a peculiar and very
limited function, beyond which he will on no account pro-
ceed. There must be a flambeau-bearer, water-carrier,

water-Cooler, palanquin-bearers, pipe-holder, grass-cutter,
and others whose duties are as strictly limited. The ob-

stinacy with which the natives adhere to every thing con-

nected with caste and employment renders it impossible to

break through -these restrictions. A servant of all work is

quite unattainable. Hence, for a family thirty domestics

are considered a very moderate establishment. But this

remark, in its full force, chiefly applies to Calcutta. At
Madras and Bombay, the subdivision of work is much less

minute, and consequently the number required is less formi-

dable. This body of menials, however, is maintained at no

very extravagant cost. Their usual pay is small, amounting
in the case of palanquin-bearers to not more than four

rupees monthly, though the upper servants receive from ten

to twenty, and sometimes even more ;
but they supply them-

selves with food and clothing, and generally live out of the

house. The expense is therefore not so great as might be

apprehended, and it consists in a fixed rate of wages, which

may always be exactly calculated. Most of those employed,
therefore, especially in the civil service, might, with due

economy, easily support themselves in comfort, and retire

with a competent fortune. As the income, too, of every
individual is known from the situation which he holds, there

is no temptation to impose on the public by false appear-
ances. But thoughtless youths, with a liberal allowance

and an assurance of progressive advancement, accustomed

perhaps to expensive habits at home, and removed from the

eye of their relations, are, nevertheless, too apt to indulge
in a profuse style of living. A debt, which their augment-
ing resources may enable them easily to discharge, appears
no very serious evil. Thev obtain ample loans from the

native baboo, or money-lender, a most accommodating and

profligate person, who readily advances funds to almost any
extent. As soon as, by the accumulation of principal and
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interest, he has got the young Englishman completely in

las power, he begins to act as a master, insists on
proddingK = sircar or superintendant

ofthe household, through

iE.se hands all Ins money must pass. This functionary

defrauds in even possible shape, acts in co lus.on W«1b th*

different tradesmen employed,
and often obliges his master

to incur dishonour by appoint^ urn to places of import.

ance and emolument. In short, the unhappy .youth
sinks

deeper and deeper, tiU, when the time comes that he ought

to have returned to Europe, he finds himself overwhelmed m

hopeless embarrassment. . „„„„.„
As a capital, Calcutta differs in many important respects

from those of Europe. It has not a single place of pubhc

amusement-no theatres-no gambling-houses.
I has no

galleries of painting or sculpture, very lew institutions for

useful or scientific purposes-only
one literary society, the

Asiatic ;
but we must add a fine botanica garden belonging

to the company.* This description applies equally to Ma-

dras and Bombay. Private theatricals, however, are com-

mon all over India, more particularly
at the

presidencies.

Masquerades are frequent, and often successful ; music W

much cultivated, and considerable encouragement bestowed

on professors. Some years ago, in Calcutta, a French family

of musicians having been unfortunate, a concert was got

up for their benefit. The performers were amateur ladies

and gentlemen,
and the tickel ndred

"f«»
*8
<J£

"»

three days the sum received was upwards ofl 0,000 rupees

_a splendid but far from solitary instance of benevolence

In European cities, the class of society who may be termed

the managers of social intercourse and amusement are inde-

pendent persons of no profession.
In India there is no

such class, unless, overlooking (he difference of sex we

turn to our fair countrywomen, and perhaps
it may not he

improperly said that they are the directors of social pleasure.

The habit of early rising is so essential to health and

comfort that few persons of either sex are found to prolong

their slumbers beyond gun-fire, which is the moment of

sunrise. To ride or dm e at this tune is peculiarly grateful.

As the gentlemen holding official situations seldom have

their offices attached to a private dwelling, they are neces-

• See vol. in. p. H~-
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sarily absent from home during the greater part of the day.

In the morning the amusements of the Ladies are various,

but wholly different from those of a fashionable woman in

England. The native dealers carry their tempting wares

to the houses, and it is no unusual thing to see the apart-

ments strewed with the splendid productions of Cashmere

and other rare commodities of the East. Yet Indian orna-

ments are seldom worn where they are so common, and an

article of dress fresh from Europe is more highly prized. It

is not meant to be insinuated that the whole morning is

thus occupied. In no part of the world is female influence

more deeply felt, or more beneficially exercised, than in India.

There is nothing in the climate to prevent the cultivation of

all those accomplishments for which our fair countrywomen
are so justly famed ; and to the honour of the sex, they neg-
lect none oif those elevating pursuits which so strikingly dis-

tinguish the English gentlewoman. Many visits are paid

about two o'clock, the time of tiffin, which is a very sociable

and substantial meal. After this repast the gentlemen
return to their official occupations, and the ladies retire to

their apartments to read or rest as inclination dictates. In

the evening the whole Indian world, British and native, able

to sport an equipage, sally forth to breathe the cool air. In

Calcutta the race-course is the point of attraction ;
at Ma-

dras the Mount Road ; while round the whole island of

Bombay runs a very beautiful drive, one turning of which

has by the gossips been denominated Scandal Point,—an-

other, Love Grove.

Large dinner-parties are common, and, notwithstanding
the heat, go oft' well. The apartments are spacious, and

the punkah, which extends over the whole table, moderates

the temperature. Each person is attended by his own ser-

vant or servants. In a company composed of individuals

from different parts of India, the variety of costume exhibited

in the dress of their respective attendants is very striking.

The colours displayed in the turban and cumberbund are

usually those which in Europe would constitute the livery.

For the reasons already mentioned, a numerous retinue is

absolutely necessary. The khidmutgaror personal servant

often becomes much attached, and enters very fully into all

the habits of his master.

At all the presidencies the parties at the government
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house on " red letter days" are on a scale of great magnifi-

cence, and the invitation is given by advertisement in the

newspaper, addressed to ;dl persons in the service of his

majesty and the company. On these occasions great atten-

tion is paid to precedence ; and at one time malters assumed

so formidable an aspect in this particular, that reference was

made to George the Fourth, who decided that hereditary

should be preferred to official rank. The influence which a

governor or governor-general possesses over society is very

great, more particularly as a by-law of the company obliges

all their servants to obtain his sanction and permission be-

fore entering into the state of matrimony.
The chase, from the variety of fierce and powerful animals

with which the Indian jungles abound, and which are

described by Mr. Wilson under the head of Zoology, is

rendered a noble and inspiriting occupation, in which the

younger British officers take particular delight, though its

fatigues beneath a burning sky often seriously injure their

health. Hunting the fox, as in England, with hounds, the

natives take no interest in ; but Englishmen carry all their

diversions with them, go where they will. In the peninsular

campaigns, the army had its pack ; so in every part of India

the chase is pursued with all that ardour and contempt of

danger so peculiar to our countrymen. Snipe-shooting also

possesses manv attractions; but being usually practised

during the burning heat of noon, it can scarcely be indulged

in without incurring the hazard of deep injury to the con-

stitution.
,

The_asp£ctof English society in India is splendid. The

government-TiouTe~arratrutta
is eompUtlUly DI eastern

palace. Its two principal apartments are decorated wjth

pillars covered with the cement called chunam, which makes

th.-rn resemble Parian marble; they are considered by Mrs.

Graham the finest she ever saw. The quarter called

Chouringec. is described by Lord Valentia as a village of

palaces, strangely contracting with the Black Town, a huge

assemblage of mild and thatched huts, similar to the poorest

cabins of the Irish peasantry. The aspect of Calcutta,

notwithstanding the difference of climate, strongly sug-

gested to Heber what he had seen in Russia ;

" the size of

the houses, their whiteness, and Falla lian porticoes, the lofti-

ness of the rooms, and the scanty furniture, the unbounded
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hospitality, and apparent love of display,
— all reminded me

of Petersburg and Moscow." In general the English have
a taste for country-seats in the vicinity of the towns. Bar-

rackpore, in Bengal, the country-residence of the governor-
general, is described as a delightful spot. English Madras
is spread over a great extent of ground, the families having
what are -termed their garden-houses usually several miles
distant from the native town and government offices.

The social character of the English in India resembles
that of their countrymen at home, modified by their peculiar
situation. They are animated by an extremely hospitable
and generous temper. Their easy circumstances enable
them to indulge this disposition, which finds scope in the

great number of British subjects who go out to seek a home
in that distant land. Any gentleman provided with an intro-

duction to a family is invited to take up his abode with them,
and continues a welcome guest till he can at full leisure

make his own arrangements. Lord Aralentia assures us,
that families left destitute by the death of their head have

often, by the generosity of their acquaintances, been placed
in a situation of comfort, and even of affluence, which
their relation, had he lived, could not have secured to them.
Since Ms time, however, funds established at the different

presidencies provide liberally for widows and children, in a
mannerless painful to their feelings. The peculiar circum-
stances of Indian society give it a less varied character than
that of Europe. Most of the residents go out very young,
and they return before reaching an advanced age ; so that

old persons of either sex scarcely ever make part of an In-

dian company. On the other hand, young ladies, whose

presence contributes so much to the animation and polish
of European society, appear only in very small numbers.
These peculiarities, however, have diminished of late years,

many families having sprung up who send their children to

England for education ; on completing which, the young
men go out with civil or military appointments, and the

young ladies to reside with their parents. The pride of

country is said to prevail here still more decidedly than

among Englishmen at home. It is true that the British

can justly boast a great superiority of information, and still

more of military talent, over all the oriental races
; and this

sentiment* though sometimes carried too far, has the effect
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of inspiring honourable feelings, and securing against

temptations°to mean or mercenary conduct.

There is another grade of Indian society who have ex-

cited a painful and'increasing interest ; the individuals,

namely, who have sprung from European fathers by nat.ve

mothers. Mr. Ricketts supposes the number in Bengal to

be '^0 000, of whom 2000 are educated, and about 1000

employed as clerks and copyists.
This class have been

much at a loss for an appropriate appellation.
The ongina

one of Half-caste, derived from H.ndoo ideas is unjust and

insulting, while that of Eurasians was affected and obscure.

Sir John Malcolm uses Anglo-Indians ; the Friend of India

proposed Indo-Bntons ;
but East Indians, though not very

strictly appropriate, is that which they themselves have pre-

ferred In several memorials lately addressed to the British

parliament, they paint in strong colours the hardships oi

Their situation,-enjoying the pr.v, eges neither of
_

Euro-

peans nor Indians ; having the benefit neither of British nor

Hindoo law ;
and excluded from offices of trust, to which

even natives are admitted. Although these complaints, seem

to be somewhat exaggerated, and though they have the ad-

vantage over Englishmen, in being able, in right of their

mothers, to hold lands, it yet appears that in respec to

employments, they labour under considerable hardship.

This jealous exclusion is perhaps prompted by the fear lest,

considering themselves only as natives of India, they may

be disposed to erect an independent power in that country ;

though so severe a proscription
is more likely than any thing

else to realize that very apprehension.
Lord ^^ alent.a con-

siders the increase of this class as affording ground for

serious alarm. The writer on the « Free Trade and Cob-

nization of India" contends, on the contrary, that it is rapidly

diminishing. He observes, that European ladies are now

much more numerous in India, and are naturally viewed

with preference by their own countrymen —while bast

Indian -iris are ambitious of forming connexions with gen-

tlemen from Britain,-in which, if possessed cf any attrac-

tion, they find little difficulty, and the offspring ranks as

English. At present two journals in Calcutta are conducted

by men of that lineage, who naturally advocate the interest*

of their class.
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Connected with the state of British society in India is

another subject which has justly excited the deepest interest

at home. We have already surveyed the vast fabric which

superstition has reared in that country, and within which
the mind and social system of this great people are, as it

were, imprisoned. Hence they are not only shut out from
the light of truth, but debarred from many of the best means
of developing their intellectual and moral powers. If this

gloom could be illumined by the benignant light of Chris-

tianity, the most signal boon would undoubtedly be con-

ferred on that extensive portion of the eastern world ; yet
the strongest prejudices were long felt in the highest quarter

against any effort for promoting this object. The laudable

resolution against compulsory interference with the native

religion was combined with a fear that any attempts at per-

suasion, made by English teachers, would be looked upon
as indicative of a disposition to employ more violent methods

hereafter, and that an alarm thus excited among the influ-

ential classes would render the people hostile to British do-

minion. The company, therefore, during a long period,
did not support any ecclesiastical establishment, and even

discouraged the residence of clergymen of any denomination,
or with any object. Experience has now proved these

apprehensions to be unfounded. The natives, after wit-

nessing the settlement of a body of established ministers,
and the most active missionary exertions, have remained
satisfied with the ample toleration secured by the govern-
ment. They have even formed a better opinion of their

conquerors, since they have discovered that they are not, as

was supposed, destitute of all religion, but have, like them-

selves, a form of worship, and even shastras, or sacred

books, in which it is contained.

The intelligence and zeal displayed by the missionaries

in the East are such as reflect honour upon human nature.

The first place must undoubtedly be yielded to those of
the Baptist persuasion, whose learned labours in the pros-
ecution of their pious undertaking have excited the general
admiration of Europe. Their important mission arose
from very small beginnings. In October, 1792, a few Bap-
tist ministers met at Kettering in Northamptonshire, and
resolved to form a society for the propagation of the gospel

'

Bubscribing a sum which, in the first instance, fell short of
Vol. II.—D d
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fourteen pounds.
When the object, howeveT, became

known, it met with extensive approbation, and contributions

were received on a scale so liberal as to enable the society

to emracre two gentlemen as missionaries. The choice, by

peculiarly good fortune, fell upon Messrs. Thomas and

Carey. "The formeT hud made several voyages to bengal

as a suraeon, in the course, of which he became known to

Mr Chrules Grant, who afterward acquired great influence

in Indian affairs, and who, duly appreciating
his character,

exhorted him to devote himself to the task of converting

the Hindoos. After considerable hesitation he resolved to

follow this course, and entered with the utmost alacrity

into the views of the society. His colleague, Mr. Carey

of Leicester, had long felt a deep zeal for the conversion

of the heathen, which he manifested both in his conversation

and discourses : be was actuated also by an ardent desire

of geographical knowledge, and possessed a great facility

in acquiring Ian. 50 that he was pointed out as un-

usually well qualified lor this arduous destination. He and

Mr Thomas, on being introduced for the first tune as col-

leagues in this philanthropic design, could not refrain from

shedding tears. f .,OQ
The missionaries arrived in Bengal about the end ofHM.

They were at first considerably discouraged by the difficul-

ties which beset their path, particularly in respect to pecu-

niary resources. In 1794, however, they were engaged to

superintend two indigo manufactories, farmed by a Mr.

Udnv near Matilda, which at once afforded funds, a point

of contact with the natives, and the means of gmng em-

ployment to the converts. They laboured several years with

much zeal but slender success, when, in 1799, Messrs.

Marshman, Ward, Brunsdon, and Grant, entered the Hoog-

lev in an Amerk 1- Finding some obstacles to

landing at Calcutta, they took up their residence at beram-

pore, where their two predecessors
were induced to join

them- and the mission assumed that form under which it

has since proved so effective. They entered into an agree-

ment to throw all their funds, public and private,
into a gen-

eral stock, to keep a simple table in common, and after a

moderate allowance for other domestic purposes, to devote

the surplus to the great objects of their undertaking. Mr.

Carey, who had now acquired an extensive knowledge of
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the Indian languages, was chiefly instrumental in making
the translations ; while Mr. Ward, who had heen bred a

printer, superintended the founts of types, which were cut

by a native family. The first-fruit of their labours was the

publication, in February, 1801, of the New Testament in

Bengalee. The high acquirements of Mr. Carey being now
fully recognised, he was appointed by Marquis Weliesley
professor of that language and Sanscrit in the college
of Fort William, with a salary of 1500/. a year, which, not-

withstanding the occupation of his time, afforded valuable
means of extending his usefulness.
The associates now prosecuted their task of translation

with the utmost activity. In 1806 they issued proposals
for publishing the Sacred Scriptures in fifteen of the prin-
cipal oriental languages; and they have since been inde-

futigably employed in redeeming this great pledge. To say
nothing of their grammars, dictionaries, and other literary
works, it appears by the most recent accounts that the en-
tire Bible has been printed, and copies circulated, in the

Sanscrit, Bengalee, Hindee, Mahratta, and Orissa. The
New Testament, by itself, has been printed, and copies cir-

culated, in the following twenty-four dialects spoken in In-

dia, viz.—Nepalee, Palpa, Kemaoon, Serinagur, Jumboo,
Cashmere, Magadha, Kanouge,- Brij-Bhaka, Pushtoo, Seik,
Batneir, Bikaneer, Moultanee, Marwar, Guzeratee, Ouaei-
nee, Karotee, Bhugulkhund, Telinga, Carnata, Kunkun,
Cossyah, and Munipoora. Besides these, versions of the
Old Testament in Pushtoo, Cashmere, and Orissa are now
in the press. The population to whom these Indian lan-

guages are vernacular amounts to more than one hundred
millions.

Besides Serampore, there are now native churches, or sta-

tions, with preachers and schools, at Dum-dum, Barrepore,
Jessore, Burisahl, Dacca, Cliittagong, Dinagepore, and Sad-
damahl, in Bengal ;

at Benares, Allahabad, Cawnpore, and
Delhi, in Hindostan Proper.
The London Missionary Society, founded on a great scale

in 1795, directed their attention 'first to the islands of the
South Sea, and afterward to Southern Africa. In 1804,
however, they despatched three missionaries to India, two
of whom went to Vizagnpatan in the Northern Circars, the
other to the southern district of Tinnevelly. They have
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since extended their operations
to various other P*<«rftte

empire. In 1816 they founded an establishment at Oal-

cutta, where for some years the, met with very htde sue

ce s but having in 1823 formed a settlement at Kidderpore

S the vicinity of the capital, they saw themselves in the

c'en r of a circle of villages,
which showed a much greater

disposition
to embrace the gospel than had appeared in

^any
other district. In 1826 an idol was removed from a H ndoo

temple, and the building converted into a placeof
ChnsUan

worship. The society have even succeeded in forming a

small native church in Calcutta.
_

The Church Missionary Society, instituted in 1S0U, Ui-

rected their first exertions to the civilization of Africa, and

particularly to the settlement at Sierra Leone. It was not

Till about 1812 that they began to employ agents m Cal-

cutta and Madras. These establishments have since been

very "really enlarged, so as to render this one of the chief

theatres of their pious exertions. They have particularly

sou -lit to promote their object by the erection of schools, in

which a communication of the superior knowledge possessed

bv Europeans accompanies, or prepares for initiation into

sound religious
views. This society have now stations,

with catechists and native assistants, at Calcutta, Dum-dum

Culna, and Burdwan (large towns in the west of Bengal),

Buxar, Benares, Allahabad, Gooracpore, Cawnpore, Ba-

reilly, A gra, Meerut, Canoul. In Western India they have

one at Bandora, seven miles from Bombay; in the: south,

at Tellicherry, Cochin, Cottayam, and Allepie (about thirty

miles south-east of Cochin), Palamcotta, Mayavcram (160

miles south-south-west of Madras), Madras, and Puhcate.

The Scottish Missionary Society have some stations at

Bombay A fund has also been recently established under

the superintendence of the Church of Scotland, for the pro-

motion of this important object. The managers have sent

out several missionaries to Calcutta, and founded schools

there.*

* \mphi. vs Missions^** the authors of this history have not

decme u „ ss rv o advert to the existence o^^T,™',",'^
fn British India bv Amem-an Christians, it is considered but just that in

an Amerlean iditibn the uci-essful exertions of the American Hoard of

Fort; Morons and the Bap 1st Board of
£«£>^E^1' *
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The result' produced by the missions under these different

societies in the various parts of India, is extremely similar.

The natives have everywhere become secure from the ap
prehension of any violent attempt to overturn their religious
belief and observances. This confidence, instead of being
shaken, seems confirmed by the presence and activity of the

missionaries, when they see government at the same time

maintaining the strictest neutrality. They have even over-
come all fear arising from the intercourse of foreigners with
themselves or their families. They are fond of meeting
and entering into argument with them : they send their

children to their schools, and even allow them to be cate-

chised and instructed in the doctrines of Christianity. Yet
with all this, the examples of conversion are so extremely
few, that in a national sense they may be considered as no-

thing. Omitting all consideration of the manner in which
the Hindoo religion is interwoven with the habits of life,

with the splendour of its festivals, and the zeal of its vota-

ries, the single institution of caste opposes a most formida-
ble obstacle, though one which is sensibly diminishing,
through the continued communication with the English,
and particularly the missionaries. The circumstance, too,
that every particular of the creed and worship is contained

and Eombay, and by their latest periodical accounts it appears that their
missions have been successfully prosecuted. They have thirteen .sta-

tions; twenty-five American missionaries; at least six churches; and
more than ninety schools, numbering three thousand five hundred and
sixty scholars. In addition, they have several presses, and have dis-
tributed large quantities of Bibles, tracts, and other books, vvith the ex-
press sanction of the civil government.
American Baptist missions in India are confined chiefly to that part

of I'urmah which has been annexed to British India within the last five

years. Dr. Judson entered the country in 1813, and has remained there
ever since. Previous to the subjugation of a part of the country by the
British arms, the mission was repeatedly almost annihilated by the" des-

potism of the government. Since, however, they have enjoyed protection,
the mission has prospered in a high degree. The translation of the
Bible into the native language is nearly complete. There are now lour

presses employed in printing the Scriptures, tracts, and other elementary
works. They have established six churches, and have eighteen Amer-
ican missionaries on the spot and on the way there, and more soon to
sail. There are schools at I'oway, Mulmein, and Rangoon. About '100

natives have been baptized on a profession of their faith since the mis-
sion was established. The Uritish government have realized important
aid from the missionaries, who have repeatedly acted as interpreters in
their negotiations.

Dd2
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in voluminous writings, all believed to be of Divine origin,

renders it almost impossible
to make any impression. How-

ever unable they may be to defend any of their dogmas, the

simple remark at the close of the conference, that It is in

the Shastras, or the Vedas," banishes every impression of

doubt. These facts continue to inspire the Hindoos with

a great confidence on the subject of conversion. They

imagine that they can with perfect safety amuse themselves

with disputation;
and send their children to the schools with

a view to their improvement or worldly advantage. IN or

do they scruple to appear in the character of what is called

inquirers, and amuse their instructers with deceptive hopes

ofTheir embracing Christianity. We incline, however, to

think with Mr. Deerr, that this confidence may be in a great

measure unfounded. Moral revolutions among every peo-

ple, even after long and apparently ineffectual exertions to

produce it, in general break forth suddenly at ast. The

Crusades, the Reformation, the French Revolution, the

greatest charges of modern times, are all illustrations of

This remark. That there is such a silent preparation in the

Indian mind appears evident from the prevalence, among a

numerous and influential class, of English habits and ideas,

and the growing disposition
to form themselves upon a Lu-

r0P
\lthouah

e

the British government wisely and rigidly ab-

stain from all interference with the religious tenets or ob-

servances of their Indian subjects, a different course has

been pursued wherever these involve a violation of the first

principles
of moral obligation. Such, in many instances

is the case with the dark code of superstition
which holds

sway among them ; its unhappy votaries being taught, that

to destroy their own life, or the life of those dearest to them, is

the path to Divine favour and immortal felicity. Nearly thirty

Tears a<ro, the Marquis Wellesley issued an ordinance pro-

hibiting

5

the sacrifice by parents of their infant, offspring to

the Ganges ; and, contrary to what was by many expected

and predicted,
this step was not only acquiesced in, but

warn Iv applauded by a number of the natives. The suttee,

or the bufningof widows on the funeral-pile of their hus-

bands, was a practice held so sacred, and so deeply rooted

in all the feelings of the Hindoos, that it was long con-

sidered hazardous to touch it. Yet the company, in com
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p'iance with the strongly expressed opinion of many pious
and enlightened persons at home, at length authorized Lord
William Bentinck to issue an order for its discontinuance.

The appearance of this document produced a very strong
sensation in India, and strikingly displayed the different

views of the two classes into which its population is now
divided. An address was presented from a body of Hin-

doos, respectable by their numbers, and still more by their

wealth and intelligence, highly applauding the measure,
and declaring that the practice thereby prohibited formed
no essential part of their system. But a number of indi-

viduals at Calcutta, earnestly devoted to the ancient system,
have formed themselves into a societ}', called the Dharma
Subha, for the purpose of procuring the restoration of this

sacred rite, which they say has been continued for millions

of years under the successive eras of the satya, treta, dwa-

par, and cali yugs. They have organized themselves on
the model of the religious societies in England, with a pres-

ident, secretary, subscription-papers, and corresponding
branches

; and, having called upon every holy Hindoo to

contribute his mite to the pious work, have raised consider-

able sums to promote the objects of the institution, while

they have renounced all social intercourse with those of

their countrymen who follow an opposite course. The
other party, however, who are called the Brama Subha,

considering the Shastras in their favour, treat these violent

proceedings with indifference, and continue steadily to sup-

port the humane views of the British government.
Another arrangement with regard to the native religion

has been reasonably called in question. With whatever

pain the worship paid in the idol temples may be viewed,

government, on the principles of toleration, are bound to

leave it unmolested. But they go further ; they levy a tax

from each pilgrim, and receive the offerings presented on
the altar. Out of these they keep the temple in repair,
and also pay salaries to the requisite number of officiating

priests and Bramins : the balance, it appears, goes into their

own exchequer. Mr. Poynder, in a speech at the India

House, charged the company with having in seventeen years
drawn a million sterling from the four principal temples of

Juggernaut, Allahabad, Gaya, and Tripetty. Dr. Short,
on the other hand, maintains that the raising of this tax ie
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a measure which will ultimately prove hostile to idolatry ;

while Mr Poynder rejoins, that were it not for the sanction

thus afforded by the company, and the excellent order in

which the temples arc kept, there would be a rapid decline

of the whole system. Considerable doubt hangs on this

question; but we cannot hesitate to express our opinion,

that the directors ought to keep themselves pure from

every transaction of this nature, and to throw the idol tem-

ples altogether into the hands of their blinded votaries.

CHAPTER X.

Industry and Commerce of India.

Prevalent Ideas of Indian Wealth—In a great degree fallacious-State

of Agriculture—1'overtv of the Cultivator—Rice—Cotton—Opium—
Silk—Su»ar—Tobacco—Indigo-Pepper—Manufactures of Cotton—

Silk—Working in Gold, &c- Decline of Manufactures -Commerce—

Commodmes-Mode of conducting the Trade-The Company-Effects

of Free Trade—Tables of Exports and Imports.

Extravagant ideas respecting the wealth of India and

its people long prevailed in the Western World. The pomp
which surrounded its sovereigns, the precious commodities

furnished by its commerce, gave the idea of a country in

which the most profuse abundance reigned. A more ex-

tensive acquaintance has proved this impression to be ex-

tremely fallacious ;
the opulence being conlincd to the

princes and high officers, or to a few merchants and mo-

neyed men in the great cities. The labouring class, by

whom the splendid wares are produced, are sunk in the

deepest poverty. An intelligent writer, in the Friend of

India, believes" that the rent generally paid by the ryot m
the rich province of Bengal docs not amount to 40 rupees

annually. Sir Thomas Munro states the same sum as the

average payment of that district in the Camatic which he

minutely surveyed, and is of opinion that there was not a

single cullivato'r worth 500/. As the rent in India exceeds

a third of the gross produce, a farm can yield only a very

gmall income ; 'which, however, enable* the tenants to keep
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over their heads a house that can be built in three days, of
mud, straw, and leaves, to eat daily a few handfuls of rice,
and to wrap themselves in a coarse cotton robe. Their
situation may be considered as ranking below that of the
Irish peasantry. The implements of agriculture also are
of the most imperfect form. The name of plough can
scarcely be applied to the instrument which is used for stir-

ring the soil. It has neither coulter nor mould-board
; the

handle communicates little power of directing it
; and the

share does not penetrate the ground beyond three inches.
The business of the harrow is performed by an instrument
like a ladder, on which the husbandman stands, while rough
bushes attached to it assist in covering the seed. The ro-

tation of crops is a principle unknown in India
; every

thing possible is drawn from the ground till it is completely
exhausted, when it must be recruited, not by a regular fal-

low, but by being left for some time unoccupied. Manure
is scarcely at all employed ;

indeed that of the cow being
accounted holy, and largely applied to sacred purposes, is

far too valuable to be spread upon land. There are, how-
ever, as is observed by Professor Jameson, some soils in
India so very fertile that they continue to bear crops with-
out intermission. The wealth of the farmer consists al-

most wholly in his bullocks ; and according to the number
he can rear or purchase is the extent of ground which he
cultivates. The only means of fertility on which art or
toil is employed to any great extent is irrigation, which, in-

deed, in a tropical climate, is of all others the most essen-
tial. In addition to the supply furnished by the great rivers,

princes and wealthy individuals, influenced by public spirit,
form tanks, ponds, or reservoirs, for the general advantage;
and wooden troughs or buckets are employed in raising the
water into channels, by which it is conveyed over the adjoin-

ing fields. The periodical rains constitute the chief source
of production in India, and their partial or total failure oc-
casions the most desolating famines. During the dreadful
one which afflicted Bengal in 1770, several millions of the
natives are supposed to have perished.
The situation of the Hindoo ryot is still further depressed

by the load of debt with which he is usually burdened.
Even his slender means are found to tempt the avidity of
the muhajuns or money-lenders, who enrich themselves by
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charging an interest of 36 per cent, on a number of small

loans. *Nay, it is said, in eight cases out of ten, at the be-

ginning of the season, both "the seed and his own subsist-

ence are advanced to him till the period of harvest ; conse-

quently, when the crop is reaped, it does not belong to the

cultivator, but is seized by these usurers, whose exactions,

with those of the zemindar, would soon crush him altoge-

ther, were it not necessary for their own interest to stop

short of his entire ruin.

It has been already observed, that the penury of the agri-

cultural classes is less conspicuous in Guzerat, which both

Mr. Forbes and Mr. Elphinstone describe as the most flou-

rishing province of India. It seems to owe this advantage

to its great fertility, joined to its retired and insular situa-

tion, which preserved it both from a thorough subjection to

Mogul despotism, and from the ravages of the Mahratta

invaders.

Rice is in India the staff of life, being used to a greater

extent than any grain in Europe. It is, in fact, the food

of the highest and the lowest,—the principal harvest of

every climate. Its production, generally speaking, is only

limited by the means of irrigation, which is essential to its

growth. The ground is prepared in March and April ; the

seed is sown in May and reaped in August. If circum-

stances are favourable there are other harvests, one between

July and November, another between January and April.

These also sometimes consist of rice ; but more commonly
of other grain, pulse, or cotton. In Guzerat some species

of holcus are raised to a considerable extent.

Cotton, as constituting the material of the principal

manufacture in India, ranks next in importance to its staple

grain. Yet its quality, by no means corresponding to its

great importance, is decidedly inferior to that of North

America and Brazil. It is described as a different species

from the produce of the United States ; being an annual

plant, while the other endures for ten or twelve years. The

English dealers undervalue it as short-stapled and dirty ;

for which reason they use it only in "
very low cloth," or to

mix in small portions with that of a better description. It

usually brinjrs about two-thirds of the price of ordinary,

and one-third of the bcsl American cotton. An ardent de-

sire to improve this valuable shrub seems now to be gener-
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ally entertained, and neither the climate nor soil presents

any obstacles to its being carried to the highest perfection.

Opium, the use of which, both as a luxury and a medi-

cine, has become very extensive, is produced almost exclu-

sively in the central provinces of India, and forms one of

the most important articles of its commerce. It is culti-

vated largely in the provinces of Bahar and Benares, where

government monopolizes the trade in it ; purchasing the

crop before it is raised from the necessitous ryots at the

price of one rupee and a half per pound, to be resold at a

great advance. The opium of Malwa, however, is of a

superior quality, and the company had made great exer-

tions to procure the whole of it by treaty with the native

powers, and to prevent any part from reaching the west-

ern ports by the way of Rajpootana. By much the largest

proportion now comes from this province. Between 1821

and 1827, the opium exported to China from Patna and Be-

nares had fallen from 2910 to 2723 chests ; while that from

Malwa had risen from 1718 to 5630 chests. In 1830 the

company renounced the practice of purchasing opium in

Malwa, and agreed, on a certain consideration, to grant

passes to individuals, who might procure and convey it to

Bombay.
Silk is another valuable article in the Indian trade. It

is produced largely in Bengal,
—to a much smaller extent

in the upper provinces,
—and scarcely at all in the Deccaa.

This rich material, originally confined to the East, has

been introduced into Europe, and so much improved that

the Italian silk is now decidedly superior to the Chinese ;

while that of India, which is comparatively weak and wants

staple, is less valued than either. Respecting the possibil-

ity of improving it, opinions greatly differ. Mr. Ramsay
attributes its defects to the heat of the climate, and there-

fore conceives that they cannot be obviated. Worms have

been imported from Italy, but have gradually degenerated.
Mr. Stephen Wilson, on the contrary, is of opinion that

the inferiority is principally owing to less skilful manage-
ment, and that the process, being carried on under cover,

cannot be materially affected by the fetate of the atmosphere.
Much is owing, he thinks, to the great superiority of the Ital-

ian cocoons. There are four harvests of silk, of which the

two principal are in November and January. The employ-
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ment is much subdivided ;
one person rears the mulberries,

another breeds the worms, a third winds off the silk. Like

opium, it is produced upon advances made by the company,
who in that case require all the article to be delivered to

them, which it is alleged, however, is not always faithfully

done. In other respects there is no monopoly ;
but Mr.

Ramsay states that private individuals have found the trade

disadvantageous, and that the company even carry it on

with loss.

Sugar is extensively raised and consumed, being the

chief "ingredient of the sweetmeats, which form a most

valued luxury. The cane, however, is considerably infe-

rior in strength to that of the West Indies. The species

produced in Guzerat, a province so fertile, is, according to

Mr. Forbes, only converted into a coarse kind of molasses.

In addition to this, the duty levied in Britain is higher than

on that produced in the West,—a restriction claimed as due

to the depressed state of the sugar islands, but which pre-

vents the cultivation in India from being extended beyond
the bounds of internal consumption. It is maintained,

however, by many intelligent persons, that if European

skill, capital, and machinery were applied to the production

of this article, and if it were admitted on terms of equality,

India could easily supply the whole British empire.

Tobacco was not originally raised in India. As soon,

however, as the Europeans, who had found it in America,

introduced it into the East, the singular fascination which

this leaf possesses rendered it an object of research among
the inhabitants. It came into general use ; and, being well

fitted to the soil, was cultivated in every quarter to the full

extent of the* demand in the native provinces, though with-

out having ever become an article of exportation to Europe.
But the product which, in a commercial view, has now

taken the lead of every other, is one that has been raised

to its present height entirely by European skill and cap-
ital. This is indigo, which, from its value as a die, com-

mands a sure sale in all the nations of Europe. Although,
as the name implies, it was originally an Indian commodity,
the supply, for several centuries after the discovery of

America, was drawn almost wholly from that continent.

Within the last thirty years a number of enterprising indi-

viduals have extended its culture in Bengal, and upwards
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along the alluvial tracts bordering on the Ganges. It is

carried on through the medium of the ryots, who are in-

duced to engage in it by the assurance of a market, and in
almost every instance by advances on the crops. Some in-

dividuals have 6000 or 7000 cultivators constantly engaged
in supplying them with this vegetable. The crop is pre-
carious

; but the average produce of Bengal is estimated at

9,000,000 pounds, while upwards of 400,000 pounds are
derived from Madras. The planters laboured at first under

great inconvenience from the operation of a law which
prohibits all but natives from holding land even under a

zemindary tenure ; being thus obliged to occupy it under
the name of Hindoos, upon whom they became in a great
degree dependent. Of late, however, they have been al-

lowed, for this and other purposes, to possess farms on very
long leases. At first they took from the cultivators the

juice of the plant, called fozcula ; but the Hindoos were
found to conduct even the process of extraction in so slo-

venly a manner, that the substance could never be tho-

roughly purified so as to form the best indigo. It has
become customary, therefore, to receive the plants, and have
the whole process performed by Europeans. Mr. Ramsay
represents the condition of the ryots in some districts as
much deteriorated by being employed in this manner ; but
it is not easy to perceive how such an effect can be the result
of so prosperous a branch of production. Mr. Harris and
Mr. Crawford assert that the Bengal husbandmen engaged
in it are in decidedly better circumstances than their

brethren, and the latter gentleman states that the lands
have doubled or trebled in value.

Pepper is likewise an important object of Indian agri-
culture. This spice, for which there is such a general
demand, is raised amid the wooded hills of Malabar and
Canara. Munro describes the pepper-gardens as formed
in the deepest glens, shaded by mountains and dense forests,
and as appearing only like specks in the wilderness by
which they are surrounded. The pepper of Malabar is

considered superior to that of Sumatra, as well as of all

the other islands. It is exported in the two states of black
and white, a distinction which arises from the different
modes in which they are prepared.

India has been celebrated not only for the rich products
Vol. II.—Ee
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of her soil,
—her manufactures also have enjoyed a high

reputation from the earliest antiquity. This branch of

national industry, as Lord Lauderdale has ingeniously

shown, is materially influenced by the wants of the several

classes into which society is divided. India contains a

great number of inhabitants that are extremely poor, and a

few who are immensely rich. To meet the demands thus

created, she produces on the one hand a great mass of

coarse fabrics, and on the other a small quantity that is

exquisitely fine. To exhibit themselves in splendid robes

is a favourite object of oriental luxury : accordingly, the

labours of the loom had reached a perfection to which

those of no other country except Britain, and that very

recently, made even an approach. The delicate and flex-

ible form of the Hindoo, the pliancy of his fingers, and the

exquisite sense with which they are endowed, even his

quiet indefatigable perseverance, all render him peculiarly

fitted for this°description of employment. The muslins of

Dacca in fineness, the calicoes and other piece-goods of

Coromandel in brilliant and durable colours, have never

been surpassed. Yet they are produced without capital,

machinery, division of labour, or any of those means which

give such facilities to the manufacturing interest of Europe.
The weaver is merely a detached individual, working a
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web when ordered by a customer, and with a loom of

the rudest construction,—consisting sometimes of a few
branches or bars of wood roughly put together. There is

even no expedient for rolling up the warp ; the loom must
therefore be kept stretched to its full length, and becomes
so inconveniently large that it cannot be contained within
the hut of the manufacturer, who is therefore compelled to

ply his trade in the open air, where it is interrupted by
every vicissitude of the weather. That in an art which
such pains have been taken to carry to the highest perfec-
tion no attempt should have been made to improve the

machinery, and to remedy the most obvious inconveniences,
is a striking example of that blind adherence to ancient

usage which forms so prominent a feature in the Hindoo
character.

The silk manufacture is also of great antiquity in India,
and carried to considerable perfection, though not nearly

equal to that of cotton. Bandanas, and other handker-

chiefs, crapes, and taffetas, are the forms in which it is

chiefly produced. The shawls of Cashmere, made from
the wool of a species of goat, constitute an exquisite fabric,

which bears a high price in every quarter of the world ; but

it belongs only half to India, being worked on its northern

border, and consisting of a material entirely furnished by
Tartary and Thibet.

The use of gold, silver, and precious stones forms
another object of Indian ostentation. To her princes and

great men no present is so acceptable ; and hence no ex-

pense is spared in obtaining them. Besides being the

instruments of his pomp, they «erve as a convenient means
for hoarding up wealth ; his jewels are an important part
of every prince's treasure, and are regarded as public

property. There arises thus a demand for ingenious work-
men in gold and silver, as well as for such as excel in the

cutting, polishing, and setting of precious stones ; and all

these operations are performed with superior skill. Yet

here, too, the instruments are extremely rude and defective.

The ground is the workman's bench ; his hands and feet

the vice, and his tools only some misshapen pieces of iron.

He carries on his trade in an ambulatory manner, waiting
till he is sent for by a customer ; when, packing up his little

set of implements, he hastily obeys the summons.
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The demand for the finer manufactures of Hindostan has

within the last fifty years greatly diminished. All branches

of industry have been deeply affected by the fall of so many

great sovereigns and splendid courts, where alone remu-

nerating prices could be obtained. The astonishing suc-

cess with which they have been imitated by several nations

of Europe, and particularly by Britain, has also very much

reduced the quantity brought into this part of the world,

and made them be regarded as little more than objects of

curiosity. Nor is this all. The fabrics of Manchester, of

Glasgow, and of Paisley, by the superior cheapness which

they combine with their excellence, have superseded on

their native soil the finest which India can produce. The

only cloths that now meet a sure sale are those coarse cot-

ton robes woven in almost every village for the use of the

great body of the people.
The commerce of India, prior at least to the opening

of that with Mexico and Peru, was considered the most co-

pious source of wealth of any in the world. This impres-

sion, for reasons already hinted, was in some degree illu-

sory ; yet India always produced commodities of great

value and beauty ;
and though the demand has somewhat

diminished, in consequence of the improved state of man-

ufactures in this country, an annual value amounting to

more than five millions sterling, conveyed nearly 15,000

miles, marks it still as one of the most important objects

of British enterprise. Cotton piece-goods, muslins, calicoes,

though in a smaller degree than formerly, are still exten-

sively exported. Silk manufactures and Cashmere shawls

are only introduced in limited quantities. Opium, VeVVn>

and indigo are articles in general use over the world, which

are chiefly drawn from India. Thrown silk and cotton-

wool, though of secondary quality, make their way, by dint

of cheapness, in the Briti'sh market. Sugar, saltpetre, bo-

rax from Thibet, and various minor articles, form an addi-

tion to the cargoes of our Indian ships. The European re-

turns have always been an object of considerable difficulty.

The orientals, generally speaking, have shown very little

taste for the productions of the West, and were wont to re-

quire that by far the greater part of their commodities should

be paid for in gold and silver. This was a circumstance

deeply afflicting to the commercial speculators of the old
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school, who measured the wealth of every country solely

by the abundance of the precious metals which it possessed,
and looked upon the relinquishment of these as the most
ruinous of all transactions. This was a chimerical distress,

the grounds of which are now almost entirely removed.

The company, by means of their territorial revenues, and
of the remittances from their servants to England, are en-

abled to supply the pecuniary part of their investments with

very little export of bullion ; while the private merchants

have obtained nearly the same result by the great quantity
of European manufactures which they have succeeded in

introducing. Formerly woollens were the only British

fabric that could find a market, and the company even

boasted that they sent out these solely on a patriotic prin-

ciple, and with loss to themselves. At present numerous
articles are sold, not excepting cotton, the staple commodity
of India herself, which in 1829 was exported to the extent

of above a million and a half sterling.
The following is a statement presented to parliament,

showing the proportion of merchandise and bullion in

rupees, imported to and exported from India by the com-

pany and private traders, for the years 1827-8 and 1828-9 :

IMPORTS TO INDIA.

By the East India Co.
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1793, it was stipulated that the company should set apart
3000 tons of shipping for the accommodation of private

traders ;
but this boon was found to be quite nugatory.

In 1813, therefore, when another renewal of the charter

was required, the principles of free trade, which had been

gaining ground, and the immense British capital for which

employment was required, produced an impulse too strong
to be resisted. The company were indeed allowed to re-

tain the monopoly of China trade, which alone yields them

any profit, but were obliged to consent that the traffic with

India should be thrown open under certain restrictions.

These limitations were, that it should be conducted only
under license from the directors, in vessels of not less than

350 tons burden, and the homeward cargo brought only
into certain towns where sufficient Warehouses and docks

had been provided. The ships of private merchants were

also restricted to the leading ports of Iodia,
—

Calcutta,

Madras, Bombay,—though the company might grant
licenses for any intermediate one, and were expected not

to refuse without some special reason ;
while their decision

could be reversed by the board of control. The limitation

as to tonnage was taken off in 1823, and a license was no

longer required for the principal settlements ; but the other

restrictions were continued. The company likewise retain,

as rulers, the power of preventing any person from taking

up his residence in India, or even proceeding into the in-

terior more than ten miles from the capitals of the three

presidencies, without special license. This costs from

seven to fifteen guineas, with securities to a considerable

amount that the individual shall not become chargeable to

the local government.
Under this arrangement British merchants have engaged

with characteristic enterprise in the Indian trade, and car-

ried it to a most remarkable extent. They may npw be

said to have driven the company entirely out of the field,

and the trade left to them appears to be preserved only by

submitting to extensive loss. The following is the result

of their transactions for the year 1829-30, as reported to

parliament :
—
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IMPORTS. EXPORTS.

Prime cost of goods.... 1,512,506Z 135,530/.

Freight,&c 103,050

Charges 57,592 5,419

1,673,148 140,949

Saleamount 1,151,856 74,550

Loss on imports 521,292 66,399
"

exports 66,399

Total loss 587,691

It is stated by Mr. Gordon, that freight, which in the

company's service amounted in 1814 to 251. and sometimes

as high as 50 guineas per ton, has been reduced in conse-

quence of competition to 30*. and even 15s. per ton. From

the same cause the price of Indian goods has also been

greatly lowered. Cotton has fallen from Is. 3d. to 5d.,

pepper from Is. or Is. 3d. to 3d. a pound. The advocates

of the company indeed allege that these things have been

achieved by the private merchants at the price of their own
ruin ; and that the sales had been forced by glutting the

markets to such a degree as has obliged the holders to sell

often much under prime cost. This, no doubt, has been

the case to a considerable extent ;
but it is alleged on the

other side, that the tendency to overtrade is inevitably

prompted by British enterprise in every branch, especially

one newly opened ;
and that the extremely low prices have

introduced the articles into consumption among the natives,

who are now willing to pay a more adequate value.

The period for which the charter was last renewed being
now about to expire, the conditions and extent to which

such privileges will be prolonged are the subject of some

anxiety. The leading question is that respecting the

China trade, of which the company still retain the exclusive

possession, and gain from it about as much as they lose on

that with India ; but this point does not belong to our

present subject. In regard to Hindostan, the main points

for consideration are, whether private merchants shall be

allowed to proceed to the smaller ports or into the interior

without license ; and whether individuals shall be permitted
to establish a permanent residence and to hold lands in

India. On the one hand it is urged, that such arrange-
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merits would expose the natives to much oppression from

persons over whom the company would have no sufficient

control ; that it would thus alienate them from British

government, and might give rise to disturbance and even

rebellion. In reply it is represented that the merchants

could assort their cargoes with much greater advantage,
and enjoy far more ample means of introducing European
commodities, by proceeding in person into the interior in-

stead of employing native agents often of doubtful fidelity ;

that the investment of British skill and capital in the in-

ternal branches of industry would not only yield large

profits, but would afford new materials for commerce, and

improve the condition of the labouring population ; all

which effects have been found to flow from the introduction

of the indigo culture. The idea that industrious individuals

employed in peaceable pursuits would oppress the natives,

or give rise to disturbances, is described as chimerical. It

appears that even a party among the more intelligent of

the Hindoos think the country would be benefited by the

application of British capital to its internal improvement.
Such is the opinion given by Rammohun Roy in his recent

evidence before parliament ; though he deprecates the in-

troduction of labourers from Britain.

The tahle on the following page exhibits a view of the

various articles of export and import in the trade to India

for the year 1829, the latest period to which they have been

published. The private trade and that of the company are

distinguished as to each commodity. In regard to the

imports the quantities are given, as the value is not ex-

hibited in the official report.

The future arrangements, with respect to the commerce
as well as the government of British India, have not yet
come under the consideration of parliament. They will

probably, however, become a subject of discussion during
the following session. In the present work it has been our
aim to afford materials from which a judgment may be

formed, rather than to hazard any positive opinion on so

extensive and difficult a question.
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